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INTRODUCTION The late Sir Francis Cook, ist Baronet, Visconde de Monserrate in Portugal 

and the head of a great commercial house in London,was the Founder of the 

Gallery at Doughty House, Richmond. He was horn in 1817, and died in 

1901 at the age of 84 years. 

Love of nature and love of art were two of the salient features of his many-sided charader: 

the former found expression in the gardens of Monserrate, near Cintra in Portugal, which 

admittedly take rank with the finest in the world; his love of art led to the creation of 

the Doughty House Galleries, wherein he amassed a colledion of art treasures of immense 

variety and extent. These at his death, and in accordance with his will, were divided be¬ 

tween his two sons, the pidures and drawings, the antique sculptures and marbles, the 

tapestries,glass and terracottas passing to the present Baronet, Sir Frederick Cook, who 

still retains them at Doughty House, whilst the bronzes, silver, ivories, china, miniatures, 

missals, antique gems and mediaeval jewellery were left; to his second son, Mr Wyndham 

Cook, since (1905) deceased; these are now held in trust for the latter’s only son, Mr 

Humphrey Wyndham Cook, and are housed in the Museum specially built for their 

reception at 8 Cadogan Square, S.W. 

Yet a third sedion of Sir Francis Cook’svastaccumulationofworks of art is kept at Mon¬ 

serrate in Portugal, where is a valuable library and a large colledion of Oriental treasures 

quite in keeping with the Moorish style in which the “ Palacio” itself is built. 

But the main portion of this great inheritance is still housed at Richmond, where the 

pidure galleries contain several hundred paintings of all schools—entirely Old Masters, 

and the antique works of art form a large and varied “ cabinet.” The latter were scien¬ 

tifically catalogued a few years ago by Mrs Arthur Strong, who published and illustrated 

them in detail through the medium of the Hellenic Society; and this work serves as a 

separate catalogue for the use of visitors to the Gallery. 

The distinguished authoress and archaeologist remarks in the course of her Introdudion: 

“The colledion of pidures gathered together at Doughty House is justly 

esteemed one of the finest and most important inEngland. Where so many original 

masterpieces of the Renaissance and modern times must claim the first interest, 

the antiques scattered about amongst them have in great measure been overlooked 

by any but professional archaeologists. Yet these antiques form a group of con¬ 

siderable interest .The colledion is certainly representative, its works ranging 

from the early fifth century b.c., to Roman portraits and sarcophagi of the third 

century a.d., yet its main strength may be said to reside in the numerous and well- 

preserved examples of Hellenistic works and works from Asia Minor.” 

The small colledion of Antique Glass has quite recently been described by Mr Edward 

Dillon in a privately printed work kept in the Gallery, whilst complete catalogues were 

carried out by the experts from the Vidoria and Albert Museum in Mr Wyndham Cook’s 

lifetime dealing with the various sedions he had inherited. 

Thus the pidures, the chief feature of the entire colledion, remain to be dealt with; for 



although an abridged catalogue for the use of visitors was produced in 1903 and 

revised from time to time, the present definitive work appears now only for the first time. 

The history of the formation of the colledlion can be traced with some degree of accur¬ 

acy owing to the existence of numerous letters, receipts, and notes of transadtions, all 

of which Sir Francis seems to have kept as though aware of their interest to subsequent 

generations. Moreover, Sir Charles Robinson, C.B., who adled throughout as chief friend 

and adviser to Sir Francis, is still living,' and although the memory of a man in his 89 th 

year can hardly be accurate in every detail, yet his wonderful vitality and still adlive 

interest in art matters have been of great service to myself in editing this catalogue. To 

Sir Charles’s extraordinary knowledge and flair at a time when experts were few and 

opportunities many is due the successful acquisition by Sir Francis of numberless treas¬ 

ures worth to-day ten times what he paid for them. A few instances may be quoted. 

“The Floly Women at the Sepulchre,” by Hubert van Eyck was purchased in 1871 for 

^333, the early Velasquez “Kitchen Scene” was picked up at an audion in Bradford 

for some absurdly small sum, the Francois Clouet “ Lady in the Bath” (commonly called 

“ Diane de Poitiers”) cost 5 o, the Rembrandt “ Tobitand his Wife”jr45 o, the“ Boar 

Hunt” by Rubens, oneofhis finest sketches,^i 50, the “Portrait ofa Lady” by Sebastiano 

del Piombo (No. 140) _,Ci 15, the large altar-piece by Perino del Vaga (No. 71) 470 

guineas, and Fra Filippo Lippi’s “Adoration of the Magi” (No. 16), admittedly one of 

his finest achievements and a document of the greatest value for the study of early Floren¬ 

tine art, cost only_,C735 whilst the “ Two Saints” (No. i 7), also by him, was actually 

purchased for ^2 8 ! It would fetch a hundred times that to-day. 

The perusal in this Catalogue of these prices, quite fabulous in their modesty, may cause 

some amusement and not a little envy to this generation of princely buyers with the prices 

fetched at the Weber andTaylorsalesfreshin memory. Fortunately Sir Francis beganata 

time, i.e. about i 860, when few Englishmen or Americans were yet alive to the chance 

of forming a great gallery at a moderate cost”. His most distinguished contemporary col- 

leftors were Lord Wantage, Mr Holford, Mr Graham, and Sir Henry Layard. The vast 

colledions of Mr Salting and Mr Pierpont Morgan were to come later. Thus the 

Doughty House Gallery stands midway historically between these more modern forma¬ 

tions and the older galleries described by Dr Waagen in 1857. 

In extent and variety the Cook colledfion, before it was divided at Sir Francis’s death in 

1901, was certainly one of the largest ever formed in this country; even in 1876 there 

were 510 pictures besides a vast accumulation of other treasures. The pictures at Doughty 

House now number 476,“ and Mrs Strong has catalogued nearly a hundred of the antique 

works of art out of a still larger number. There are about 4,000 books in the Library 

at Monserrate and hundreds of Oriental objets d’art still undescribed. The catalogue of 

the bronzes, silver, etc., etc., bequeathed to Mr Wyndham Cook comprises 998 entries; 

moreover, many tapestries, renaissance sculptures, terra cottas, carvings, etc., etc., at 

^ As these pages are passing through the press comes the sad announcement of Sir Charles Robinson’s death. 
^ Some of Sir Francis’s purchases (among them the plaquettes) are known to have been made in Rome as early 
as 1840, when travelling in Italy as a young man. 
^ In mere numbers of pidures the Doughty House colledion is surpassed by those at Petworth (600), Welbeck 
(550), and Althorp (500). 
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Doughty House still require accurate record to be made of them. This may possibly be 

done in a volume supplementary to those to be devoted to the pidfures. 

To do justice to this sedfion of the catalogue involves an amount of expert labour, which 

in these days of specializing is beyond any one man’s power. I therefore propose to call 

to my aid recognized experts in various schools of painting, to collaborate in producing 

such scholarly workas befits a private gallery of thefirst importance. The present volume 

is devoted exclusively to the Italian Schools, and here the co-operation of Dr Tancred 

Borenius is guarantee of the accuracy of the work. I particularly wish to acknowledge 

the great debt of obligation I am under to Dr Borenius, not only for labour in detail, but 

for that profound which is naturally expeded from the new Editor of Crowe and 

Cavalcaselle’s standard works on Italian Painting. Not only so, but Dr Borenius has made 

special journeys to Italy and elsewhere, in order to settle finally, if possible, certain 

disputed points of criticism, and the result here set forth reaches nearer to finality of 

judgment than has been hitherto attained.' Research work is thus placed on a better 

basis for others to follow, for it would be idle to contend that all the problems which 

arise in dealing with 200 Italian pictures are here finally solved. 

The second volume will be devoted to the Dutch and Flemish Schools, and the third to 

the Spanish, French, German, Early Netherlandish and English sedlions. 

In so vast an aggregate of paintings a uniformly high level of quality can hardly be 

expedfed. Sir Francis himself, like all wise colledlors, was constantly “weeding” his 

Gallery, and the process was continued by the present owner after the Founder’s death. 

On lune 25, 1904, and on February 5, 1906, some thirty-one of the least important 

pidfures were sold at Christie’s, whilst an Altar-piece by Damiano Mazza, and a large 

Pieta of the Bolognese School, were presented to the new Roman Catholic Cathedral at 

Westminster. On the other hand, two important paintings (the large “Annunciation” by 

Ercole di Giulio Grandi (No. 12 3), and the “ Portrait of a Man” (Burgundian School), 

were removed from St Paul’s Churchyard back to Richmond, and four new pidfures 

have been acquired since, the Onigo portrait ascribed to Giorgione (No. 137), the 

“Madonna and Saints” by Girolamo Giovenone (No. 11 5), the “Portrait of a Knight of 

Santiago” by Pacheco (to be described in vol. iii) and the Altar-piece by Francesco 

Vecellio (No. 146). The Gallery as at present constituted was finally settled as a family 

heirloom, the entire colledlion rearranged, and an abridged catalogue published for 

the use of visitors. 

The outstanding feature of the pidlure colledlion is its comprehensiveness. Every 

school is represented, and within each school there are few important names that are 

not to be found in one or more examples. The giants of art contribute to “make” 

the Gallery—Van Eyck, Diirer, Rembrandt, Velasquez, Raphael, Titian, Rubens, 

Vandyck and Turner are all present. 

The Spanish and Portuguese Schools are exceptionally well represented by a complete 

retablo by Gallegos—almost unique out of Spain—by several early Gothic paintings, 

and by examples of Velasquez, Murillo, Pacheco, Alonso Cano, Valdes Leal, Carreno, 

del Mazo, Fray Juan Rizzi, Pedro Campana, Morales and others of less certain 

identity, in all some forty in number. 

^ Any divergence of view between Dr Borenius and my^lf is duly noted in the text. 



The French Masters include Watteau, Chardin, Claude, Le Nain, Greuze, and, more 

remarkable still, a signed work of Frangois Clouet, whilst an admirable representation 

of Nicholas Poussin in his various styles constitutes quite a music of its own. 

The English Masters are less numerous, but Richard Wilson and Turner, Lely and 

Flogarth, are well seen, whilst examples of Sir Joshua, Hoppner, Owen, and an early 

Gainsborough illustrate English portraiture of the eighteenth century. 

German art is represented by Albert Diirer’s “ Procession to Calvary,” and by the 

much disputed “Madonna of the Iris,” by Holbein the Elder’s “Portrait of a Lady,” 

by two small Cranachs, and several other less known painters, whilst to the School of 

the early Netherlands belong the famous Hubert van Eyck, the gem of the colleflion, 

the large Herri de Bles, and charadleristic examples of Isenbrandt, Mabuse, Van Orlay, 

and several fine if anonymous works, such as the large St Catherine Triptych,' the 

grand “Adoration of the Magi,” close to Hugo van der Goes in style, and the superb 

“Portrait of a Man,” hitherto ascribed to Holbein. To these may be added the curious 

portrait belonging to the Burgundian School. 

The later Flemish School is headed by Rubens, to whom and his school no less than 

seventeen works are credited, of which the finest are the Portrait of his brother (.?), 

and the spirited sketches of the “ Boar Hunt,” and the designs for the ceiling at White¬ 

hall. Vandyck’s “Betrayal of Christ” is one of the gems of the Gallery; he is also 

represented by an important early portrait group, and by several fine sketches. By 

Antonio Mor is a good portrait, and another by Miereveldt. The long line of Dutch 

Masters is headed by Rembrandt with three acknowledged works, among them 

the pathetic “Tobit and his Wife” and the early Portrait of his sister, and there are 

several good Rembrandtesque works by Eeckhout, Maes, Bol, Elevens, Fabricius, Aert 

de Gelder, and Flinck. The genre painters of Holland are present in force—eight 

Ruysdaels, two Metsus, two de Hooghs, a Terburg, five Dous, six by Wouvermans, 

six by Adrian van Ostade, and charadleristic examples of Cuyp, Van der Velde, Van 

der Capelle, Van Beyeren, etc., etc., and (specially noteworthy) a Kniipfer and a 

Michael Sweerts. 

Finally, the schools of Italy are admirably represented, as the present volume testifies. 

Siena,Florence, Umbria, Milan, Ferrara, Venice, and other centres each contribute many 

examples, and there can be little doubt that this seaion of the Gallery offers a field of re¬ 

search wider than that which any other private gallery in Europe has to show. Of world- 

famous masterpieces there may be few or none, but the general high level of excellence 

and more particularly immunity from those down-right bad pidlures which most public 

galleries have to deplore, raises the Italian seflion of the Cook Colleftion to the fore-ffont 

of private galleries. Not a few of its treasures could adorn the National Gallery, where 

certain masters,such as Fra Bartolomeo,Sodoma, Perino del Vaga,Bernardino di Mariotto, 

Allegretto Nuzi, Giampietrino, Palma Giovane, Cesare da Sesto, Rocco Marconi, Greco 

in his earlier manner, Rondani, and others are either totally absent, or represented by 

poorer specimens than those to be found at Richmond. On the other hand, the examples 

of Raphael, Titian and Tintoretto, though genuine, are not of first-rate importance, and 

'Quite lately identified as the work of Goossens van den Weyden, 
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in this resped the colledion is undoubtedly inferior in reputation to the galleries at Bridge- 

water House (with its five Titians and two Raphaels), to Alnwick (with its great Bellini 

and its “ Cornaro ” Titian), and to Panshanger (with its Andreas, Fra Bartolomeo, and 

two Raphaels). But not even in these historic Galleries can so long an array of master¬ 

pieces be found as at Richmond, and when it is remembered that the more modern col- 

ledlions of the late Dr Mond, and Mr Robert Benson, only contain about one-half 

as many Italian pidures as are to be found at Richmond, and that the proportion in the 

late Mr. Salting’s colledion is even smaller, the extent and importance of the Italian 

sedion at Richmond will be better realized.’ 

The principles on which this catalogue has been compiled are those laid down by Mr 

D. S. McColl in the Nineteenth Century, January, igi2. As he justly remarks: 

“Descriptions should be limited to explanation of features in the adion, and 

schemes of colour. Biographies of painters should be concise, with a short bib¬ 

liography. The notices of pidures on the other hand should embrace full his¬ 

tories, illustrative matter, and summaries of critical views on attribution. It might 

be well to divide a catalogue into separately bound sedions devoted to the dif¬ 

ferent schools, leaving it to the abridged catalogue to include all.” 

The photogravure plates have been made by the Rembrandt Intaglio Co., of 36 Basing- 

hall Street, E.C., from negatives taken three years ago by Signor Domenico Anderson, 

of Rome, whose photographs are on the market and therefore accessible to students; the 

collotype reprodudions are done by Messrs. Copperfield, Ltd., 28 Tite Street, Chelsea, 

from photographs taken by Signor Anderson, or by Mr W. E. Gray, of 92 Queen’s 

Road, Bayswater, who is authorized to sell single copies. Thus out of 166 Italian pic¬ 

tures at Richmond 11 3 are illustrated in this volume, and to these have been added 

some 19 in possession of the writer, which hang in his house at Esher, Surrey. A few 

other Italian pidures from Monserrate in Portugal or from 24 Hyde Park Gardens are 

also included, and also some others formerly at Richmond and now at the business 

premises in St Paul’s Churchyard. Thus the total number of Italian paintings registered 

is 201. 

Each of the Italian schools is treated separately, beginning with the Sienese followed 

by those of Florence, Umbria, Rome, Naples, Bologna, Parma, Milan, Ferrara and 

Venice. References are given to the places where the pidures actually hang, and an 

index furnished for tracing the corresponding entries in this catalogue. The present 

Library edition will be independent therefore of any subsequent alteration in the num¬ 

bering or hanging of the colledion and is intended to become a permanent record of 

the Richmond Gallery. 

HERBERT COOK 

1913- 

^ Comparison -with American colledions is well-nigh impossible owing to their constant growth and the absence 

of authentic information. 
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NOTE The terms “right” and “left” are used with refer¬ 

ence to the right and left of the speftator, unless 

the context obviously implies the contrary. 

The measures are given in inches and also in metres; 

the height always precedes width. 

Unless otherwise stated the medium employed is oil. 

The edition of Vasari quoted throughout is that edited by 

Milanesi and published by Sansoni (Florence, 1878-1885). 

The “J. C. Robinson, Memoranda" refers to a volume privately 

printed by Sir J. C. Robinson, C.B., in 1868, under the title 

of Memoranda on Fifty Pi&ures SeleEied from a ColleEiiott of 

Wirks of the Ancient Masters. 
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CORRIGENDA 

Page 22. The supposition, that the “Adoration of the Magi ” seen by Waagen in the Fuller Maitland colle<51ion 
subsequently passed into the Barker colledion, is unfounded. It was bought in 1878 from Mr Fuller Maitland 
for the National Gallery (No. 1033), and is by Botticelli. 

Page 122, in comments, right column. For “Anstellung” read “Ausstellung.” 
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UGOLINO DA SIENA 
'TL FOLLOWER of Duccio, active in FIor~ 

/ \ ence; the date of his death is put by Vasari 

I \ in the first edition of the “ Lives ” at 

J V.1339, and in the second at 1349. It is 

still an open question whether he is identical with one 

JJgolino di Neri or with one Ugolino di Pietro, of 

whom the former is recorded as living at Siena in 

1317 and the latter in i 324. 

Bibliography: Vasari, i, 453-55* 
Crowe and Cavalcaselle, ^'■ Italian Painters,” isted. 

a, 52-56; 2nd ed. Hi, 21-25. 

1. MOSES Moses, in green tunic and mantle of the same colour, lined with yellow, 

both with gold borders, stands holding with both hands a scroll inscribed 

in Gothic capitals: 

Ifllbebamciue (gubue Erbebat et non Combnrebatur' 
Gold background, with traces of an apparently recent inscription “Moses.” Tooled 

nimbus. 

Panel, pointed top, 19 in. by 10 in. (0-48 m. by 0-25 m.) 

Tempera. 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29592. This and the two following pictures 

(also No. 13) were purchased by Mr 

Herbert Cook from a dealer atChelten- 

ham in 1910. They agree in style with 

the paintings known to have formed part of the 

large polyptych by Ugolino da Siena, formerly 

above the high altar of Santa Croce at Florence. 

This altar-piece was composed as follows: (i) In 

the principal course were seven oblong panels 

each containing a half-length figure, in the centre 

the Madonna and Child, in the other panels Saints. 

In the upper part of each panel a carved pointed 

arch was inserted, the spandrels containing each 

the figure of an angel, (ij) Above this were seen 

fourteen half-length figures of Saints, in pairs, 

and higher still were (iij) seven pinnacles, each 

containing the half-length of a saint, (iv) The 

predella contained seven scenes from the Passion. 

Underneath the central compartment of the^rf- 

della was a panel bearing the signature “ Ugo¬ 

lino de Senis me pinxit,” the total number of 

these compartments being thirty-six.There may 

have been, however, some additional compart¬ 

ments. This polyptych was acquired by Mr W. 

Young Ottley early in the nineteenth century; 

Waagen, in 1835, saw some twenty fragments of 

it in his collection, but others must have escaped 

his attention. These panels subsequently changed 

hands, and twenty-three of them appeared at the 

sale of Mr Warner Ottley’s collection at Messrs 

Foster’s, 54 Pall Mall, June 30, 1847. Twenty 

compartments of this altar-piece were shown at 

the exhibition of Old Masters at Burlington 

House in 1878; they are now divided between the 

National Gallery, the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum 

and various private owners. Two of the pinnacles 

were included in the above exhibition (lent by the 

Rev. J. Fuller Russell; bought at the sale of his 

collection in 1885 by Mr Charles Butler, and at 

the Butler sale in 1911 by Messrs Carfax & Co. 

and Messrs Smith respectively). The dimensions 

of these are given as i8-J in. by 10^ in. and 15 

in. by 10 in. respectively, and it may therefore 

safely be concluded that the present picture and 

No. 2, which practically agree in size with the 

first pinnacle, also served as pinnacles of the altar- 

piece in question. Moreover, the Warner Ottley 

sale catalogue mentions among the Ugolinos 

“ Moses and Aaron ” (No. 7, without measures) 

and there can be little doubt that the present and 

the following picture are identical with those 

pictures. As for No. 3 it would seem most pro¬ 

bable that it also formed part of the Santa Croce 

altar-piece, but its original position is difficult to 

determine, nor is there any entry corresponding 

to it in the Warner Ottley sale catalogue. 

Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries, Exhibition 

of Old Masters, 19 11, No. i. 

* Compare Ex. iii, 2: “ Apparuitque ei Dominus in flamma ignis de medio rubi; et videbat quod rubus arderet, 

et non combureretur.” 

^Compare Waagen, Works of Art and Artists in England, London, 1838, ii, 121-23. 
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UGOLINO DA SIENA 
2. AARON 

T^ARON who wears a red tunic with gold embroideries, a blue mantle lined with 

white, and a gold and many-coloured cap on his head, stands raising his 

i \ right hand in benediction and holding in his left a scroll with the following 

inscription in Gothic capitals, which has been renewed (apparently in im¬ 

itation of that in the preceding picture) and now gives no sense: 

®efiugi rubus tui pon ... conburcbatum 

Gold background, with traces of an inscription. Tooled nimbus. 

Panels pointed top^ 19 in. by 10 in. (o'48 m. by o‘25 m.) 

Tempera. 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29592. 

Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries, Exhibition of Old Masters, 1911, No. 4, 
See the comments on No. i. 

3. THE INSTRUMENTS OF THE 
PASSION AND TWO ANGELS 

"TTN the centre of the composition the instruments of the Passion are represented under 

I a carved pointed arch. In the spandrels two Angels are seen, the one to the left in 

I pink tunic and purple mantle, the one to the right in pink tunic and blue mantle. 

^Gold background. 

Panel, 12I in. by 24 in. (0-311 m. by o'bi m.) 

Tempera. 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29591. 

See the comments on No. i. 
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NADDO CECCARELLI The only known date of the life of this 

artist^ a talented follower of Simone 

Martini^ is that inscribed on the picture 

by him in this collection^ viz. 1347. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle^ '''■Italian 

Paintersf \st ed. h\ 99; 2nd ed. ih\ 71. 

F. M. Perkins^ ^^Su certe pitture poco cotwsciute di 

Naddo CeccarelHl' in '■'‘Kassegna d'arte Senesef 

(Siena 1909^ 5 s^. 

4. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin, in a pale rose-coloured tunic with gold pattern, dark blue 

mantle, with gold embroideries and lining, and a white gold-striped veil, 

is holding the Infant Christ in her arms. He wears a pale blue tunic, with 

gold ornaments, and a pink mantle. The r^rrawrrffeunderpainting is visible 

through the pink flesh-tones. Gold background. The frame is in one piece with the 

picture, and contains eight medallions with half-lengths of Saints, and eight roses with 

jewel-set centres. 

Signed below: 

‘ ' 7 w/* ■■ 

‘I . 

( V y , 9r« ; 

' 

C-it-riL. ■>*JU , '2-'^ 

Sr*/ <«j 64>( ^ 

Panels 22f in. by 13+in. (o‘568 m. by o'342 m.); with the frame 29! in. by 205in. 

(0754 m. by 0-53 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 5. 

Photo Anderson 18407. 

Ty FFIXED to the back of the panel is the 

/ ^ following MS. note:— 

/ \ “Ce precieux et rare tableau vient 

JL \-de la collection de Mr Deurer, ar¬ 

tiste allemand decede a Rome (1844). Son fils 

Mr L. Deurer de Mannheim a la mort de son 

pere, exposa a Mannheim les tableaux qu’il lui 

avait laisses, et ce tableau fut vendu a un ama¬ 

teur de Munich.” 

Another note by Sir J. C. Robinson, dated July 6, 

1873, goes on to say: “The above note is by M. 

Donnadieu, who possessed this picture, and who 

parted with it some time before his death, whilst liv¬ 

ing at No. 8 Duke Street, St James—about 1865. It 

wasofferedforsaleatChristie’sbutwasnotsold .. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Winter Exhibition, 1902, No. 19 ; Sienese Ex¬ 

hibition, 1904, No. 23 (plate XX in the Illus¬ 

trated Catalogue). 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, loc. cit. 

F. M. Perkins, loc. cit. 

The only other signed work by Ceccarelli that is 

known (in the collection of Prince Liechtenstein 

at Vienna) is of about the same size and shape as 

the present picture, and has a similar frame. It 

represents a half-length of the dead Christ stand¬ 

ing in the tomb, on gold ground, and is inscribed: 

“naddvs ceccharellvs de senis me pinx.” 
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PAOLO DI GIOVANNI 
FEI First mentioned in 1372, when he was a Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle^ ^'"Italian 

member of the Sienese Government^ as again Paintersf 2nd ed. Hi, 130-131. 

in 1388; still living in 1410. Pupil of B. BerensonP'-CentralItalian Paintersf p. 

Bartolo di Fredi. 

5. GROUP OF FEMALE SAINTS Fifteen Female Saints kneeling behind each other in several rows on the green 

ground. In the first row are seen (from left to right) a martyr (perhaps St Catherine 

of Alexandria) with a crown on her head wearing a white and gold robe, and a 

pink mantle lined with white, holding a palm-branch in her right hand and a 

red book in her left; St Agnes, also with a crown on her head, in pink tunic and green 

mantle lined with pink, carrying a lamb; St Mary Magdalen in scarlet tunic and mantle 

of the same colour, lined with yellow, holding a box of ointment. Behind these figures 

are seen four other saints, the first from the left wears a blue mantle and the last a green 

one. Of the Saints behind them only part of the head and nimbus is seen. All the dresses 

are embroidered with gold; the nimbi and the gold ornaments are raised and tooled. 

Gold background. 

Panels arched top, 44 in. by 26 in. (I'l 16 m. by o’66 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House Museum. 

Photo Gray 29015. Obviously a left wing of some dls- Slena Gallery (No. 116; reproduced in Crowe 

membered polyptych. and Cavalcaselle, Italian Painters, and ed. iii, 

The attribution to Fei has been put plate facing p. 130) reveals indeed the closest 

forward by Mr Berenson (loc. cit., possible analogies in facial types, the drawing of 

p. 166). Acomparison with sucha workby Fei as hands and folds and the rather hard, sharp 

The Nativity of the Virgin with Saints in the colours. 
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BENVENUTO DI 
GIOVANNI Born at Skna on September 13, 1436; still 

living in 1509. Pupil of Lorenzo di Pietro 

{il Vecchietta); active at Siena. His system 

of form is severe and regular so as to recall 

superficially Mantegna; and the combining of it, in 

his female figures, toith a great tenderness of feeling 

is often of exquisite effect. 

bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ Italian 

Paintersf \sted. zV/, 70-73. 
B. BerensonP'-CentralItalianPainters"'''pp. 147-150. 

Thieme and Becker, ^^Allgemeines Lexikon der bil- 

denden Kunstler,” Hi, 359 sq. 

6. FOUR SCENES FROM THE 
PASSION 

I. CHRIST CARRYING THE CROSS. 

N the centre of the foreground, Christ, clad in a red cloak, is carrying the cross. A 

I bald man in short grey tunic is dragging him on by a rope tied round the Saviour’s 

I neck; another man also wearing a grey tunic is striking him with his fist while a 

I soldier is beating him with a red staff. Another soldier is seated on the ground to '~j 

' the right. Further back to the left a group of men on horseback; to the right the ^ 

Marys and St John (these figures being chiefly dressed in red and blue) and various on¬ 

lookers, among them two boys in bright costumes climbing trees. Behind the figures, a 

green slope, at the top of which the buildings of Jerusalem are seen. 

lyf in. by 2 i|in. (o‘438 m. by 0-552 m.) 

II. THE CRUCIFIXION. 

In the centre of the foreground, Christ, who has a white loin-cloth, is nailed to the cross. 

On each side of him is seen a man on horseback, the one to the left being armed with 

a spear. Before the latter figure, St John and the holy women are surrounding the faint¬ 

ing Virgin. On the opposite side the soldiers are casting lots for the garments of Christ; 

behind them, a number of men on horseback. On a rock to the left, behind the mounted 

man, three children. There is much variety and brightness inthecoloursofthecostumes. 

In the distance is seen a river flowing between mountainous banks. 

lyf in. by 2 i|in. (0-438 m. by 0-552 m.) 
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III. THE RESURRECTION. 

Christ is seen rising from the tomb, the lid of which has fallen on the ground; he wears a 

grey mantle and raises his right hand in benediction, while holding the banner of victory 

in the left. The six soldiers set to watch the tomb are lying on the ground, two of them 

crushed by the marble lid of the tomb; they wear bright many-coloured costumes. In 

the background is seen a river winding between mountainous banks. The light in the 

sky indicates early dawn. 

17I in. by 2 i|in. (o‘435 m. by o'5 5 2 m.) 

IV. CHRIST IN LIMBO. 

The entrance to Hades is represented as being in a large grey-brown rock; the doors 

are scattered on the ground, Christ is standing on them, and underneath is lying the 

figure of Satan. Christ, who wears a white mantle and against whose shoulder the banner 

of victory is leaning, grasps with his left hand Adam, and with his rightaman inyellow, 

behind whom St John the Baptist is seen. Numerous other figures appear in the gateway. 

In the distance rocky scenery. Dull blue sky. 

17I in. by 2 if in. (o'435 m. by 0-552 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. g. 

Photo Gray 28971. 

HESE four panels probably once 

formed 2ipredella. 

Acquired in 1875, through Sir J. C. 

Robinson, for £200. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Sienese Exhibition, 1904, No. 54; compartment 

(4) is reproduced in the Illustrated Catalogue, 

plate XXXVII. 

In the catalogue of the Sienese Exhibition at the 

Burlington Fine Arts Club, these pictures are put 

down as early work by Girolamo di Benvenuto 

“probably painted when Girolamo worked with his 

father, Benvenuto”; whereas Mr Berenson {/oc. 

dt.p. 148) ascribesthem to Benvenuto di Giovanni. 

This latter attribution seems preferable, difficult 

as it undoubtedly sometimes is to draw the divid¬ 

ing line between Benvenuto di Giovanni and his 

son and imitator, Girolamo. 
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FRANCESCO DI GIOR¬ 
GIO MARTINI Born at Smm on Sept. 23, 1439; died at 

his estate., Volta a Fighille., near Siena., in 

January., 1^02. Francesco di Giorgio ojers 

a striking example of that multiplicity of 

gifts which is so peculiar to the characters of the 

Italian Renaissance. His career as a painter (which 

was confined to Siena) occupies virtually only the 

earlier part of his life, ending by 1477; after that 

date he was chiefiy active (practically all over Italy, 

but especially in Urbino, Siena and Naples) as a 

military and crvil architect and engineer; and he also 

practised sculpture. He "tvas the pupil of Lorenzo di 

Pietro, called Vecchietta, also a many-sided genius, 

though on a loVoer plane; as a painter he moreover 

felt the influence of the Pollaiuoli. For some time he 

was active in partnership with Neroccio di Landt. 

His novel, delightful colour harmonies, the weird but 

faultless rhythm of his designs, and his delicate and 

personal feeling combine to give a singular charm to 

his paintings. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, '‘'‘Italian 

Painters,'^ isted. Hi, 66-68. 

F. Donati, "Francesco di Giorgio Martini in Siena,'' 

in " Bullettino Senese di storia patriaf ix. (Siena 

1902^, 149-185. 

F. Rocchi, " Francesco di Giorgio Martini nelle tra- 

dizioni dell' ingegneria militare Italiana," ibid. 

186-201. 

P. Rossi and A. Franchi, "Le pitture di Francesco 

di Giorgio Martini," ibid. 202-226. 

B. Berenson, " Central Italian Painters," pp. 170- 

171. 

7. THE NATIVITY The Virgin, in red robe, blue mantle and white head-cloth, kneels in ador¬ 

ation in front of the Infant Christ, who is lying on the ground with a piece 

of red cloth spread under him. St Joseph is sitting on the ground to the 

left, wearing a purple under-dress and a red mantle. Behind St Joseph in 

the middle distance a rock, in the shelter of which is a rough shed with the ox and the 

ass. Behind the Virgin to the right a ruined building of rose-coloured stone with 

white mouldings. 

Wooded landscape, with dark green trees, touched with yellow high-lights. In the 

distance blue mountains. A large star in the sky above the Infant Christ. 

^ I ,/c^ 

Av(' 

Pa7iel, g| in. by 8| in. (o’2 3 8 m. by o'2 2 2 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 17. 

Photo Gray 28991. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Winter Exhibition, 1902, No. 12. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Sienese Exhibition, 1904, No. 35; reproduced in the 

Illustrated Catalogue, plate XXVIII. 

Berenson, loc. cit., p. 170. 
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FRANCESCO DI GIOR¬ 
GIO MARTINI 

8. THE TRIUMPH OF CHASTITY 
(FRONT OF A WEDDING CASSONE) 

lUNG woman clad in red, the personification of Chastity, is seated on 

a triumphal car, drawn by two unicorns. She is followed by six young 

women, and preceded by one who carries a banner showing a white weasel 

on a red field. All have flaxen hair, and are gaily attired. The scene is laid 

on the shore of a space of water, the waves of which are rendered in a conventionalized 

way, so too the distant mountains. 

Panels 14! in. by 41I in. (o’375 m. by i’05 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room. 

Photo Gray 29027. This charming composition, the sub- Giorgio himself, is at any rate executed by some 

ject of which is derived from Petrarch’s of his assistants in the workshop kept by him for 

“Trionfi,” is closely allied to another some time before 1475 with Neroccio di Barto- 

“Triumph of Chastity” belonging to lomeo. 

Lady Wantage, which, as Mr Langton Douglas Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

justly remarks (Illustrated Catalogue of the Sienese Winter Exhibition, 1902. f ■ f 'U 

Exhibition at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, B. Berenson, 0/. «/., p. 170 (as belonging to Mr 

1904, p. 66), if it is not painted by Francesco di Wyndham Cook). 
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BECCAFUMl 
(DOMENICO DI GIACOMO DI PACE; ADOPTED LATER THE NAME 

BECCAFUMl) Born at the estate '■^delle Cortine” near 

Siena^ in i486; died in the latter dty in 

May, 1551. '^upil of Giovanni ‘Battista 

lozzo {called Capannd) of Siena; subse¬ 

quently developed through the study oj the 'Vpor^s of 

Raphael and Michelangelo in Rome; largely mflu- 

enced by Sodoma. Active principally at Siena, and 

for short periods in Genoa and Pisa. At first, a clever 

executant, though not gifted Veith great inspiration; 

later he degenerated and acquired a very turgid and 

mannered style. 

Bibliography: IV. Von Seidlitz, in Thieme a7id Becker, 

Allgemehies Lexikon der bildenden Kiinstlerf tii, 

128-130. 

B. Berenson, '‘^Central Italian Paintersf pp. 144- 

147. 

9. ST ANTHONY THE ABBOT The Saint, in grey habit, a green book in his left hand, resting his right 
hand on a staff, is seen standing looking up. At his feet, to the right, a 

small grey pig. 
Greenish grey background. 

Panef 45^ in. by 18 in. (i’i 54 m. by 0*45 7 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 41. 

Photo Gray 29009. This and the following picture are parts 

of a dismembered polyptych; they were 

purchased in 1872 from Mr Pearce for 

fifty guineas. 

The name traditionally attached to these paintings 

is Pacchiarotto, with whose style they have little 

in common; whilst a comparison with the works 

of Beccafumi, especially the “ St Catherine receiv¬ 

ing the Stigmata” in the Communal Gallery at 

Siena (No. 420), reveals such close analogies in 

the drawing of the hands, the design of drapery, 

the types and the colouring, that there can be no 

doubt as to their being by that artist. 

10. ST CATHERINE OF SIENA SAINT CATHERINE, in grey habit and white head-cloth, stands turned three 
quarters to the left, a burning taper in her right hand, and a red book in her left. 

Greenish-grey background. 

Panels 45iin. by lyfin. (i'i54 m. by o‘45 i m.) 
Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 42. 
Photo Gray 29010. 

See the comments on the preceding picture. 
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FRANCESCO VANNI Born at Skna, according to Bag/ione in 

1562 or 1563, and according to Baldinucci 

in 1565; died in that city on October 26, 

1610 {Baglione; Baldinucci 1609). Learnt 

the rudiments of his artfrom his step-father Arcangelo 

Salimbeni; studied subsequently under Bartolomeo 

Passerotti in Bologna, and Giovanni de' Vfcchi in 

Rome; later, strongly influenced by Baroccio and 

Correggio. A painter of facile invention and execution, 

sometimes graceful, often unrestful and confused. 

Bibliography: G. Baglione, “ Le Ltite de pittori, 

scultori, et architettP' [Rome, 1642) pp. 110 sq. 

F. Baldinucci, “ Notizie de' professori del disegno da 

Cimabue in quaf Hi [Florence, i 846), 452-457. 

n. THE HOLY FAMILY 

C<stv- 

1C t 

The scene takes place in Joseph’s workshop, where various implements are 

scattered on the floor and on a table in the background. To the left, the 

Virgin in red robe, blue mantle and a white scarf on her head and round her 

shoulders is seen in profile sitting on a chair giving the breast to the infant 

Christ, who sits in her lap on a white cloth. Behind her to the left, St Anne in pink robe 

and white head-cloth is winding wool. Behind this group there is a purple hanging 

stretched across the room. To the right, St Joseph in a pink tunic is seen carpentering. 

At the Virgin’s feet a cradle, and further back in a corner of the room a cat crouching on 

the floor. Through a window in the background, view of a landscape. 

Cannas, 'ji in. by loj in. (o'2 0 m. by 0-271 m.) 

Doughty House, Boudoir. 

The attribution is the traditional one. 
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II. FLORENTINE SCHOOL 
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GIOVANNI DEL 
BIONDO Born in the Casentino; obtained the citi¬ 

zenship of Florence in 1356; still active 

in 1392. The first to group together a num¬ 

ber of works by this artist—a mediocre 

follower of Andrea Orcagna and Nardo di done— 

was Dr IV. Suida, Toho^ 'Vohile recognizing the same 

hand in the piSlures in question., but not knotting the 

actual name of the painter., called him the “ Master 

of the Rinuccini Altar-piece f after the large polyp- 

tych, dated 1379, in the Cappella Rinuccini in the 

sacristy of S. Croce at Florence. Count C. Gamba 

subsequently published two 'Works [a Madonna., in 

the Chiesa della Misericordia at Figline di Valdarno 

of 1392, and a Madonna surmounted by a Cruci¬ 

fixion ofiq^yy recently acquired by the Siena Gallery., 

No. 584) bearingthe signature of Giovanni del Biondo., 

and clearly by the artist responsible for the above 

group of paintings. Count Gamba also added various 

other unsigned workj to the ceut>re of Giovanni. 

Bibliography: IV. Suida, Florentinische Maler um 

die Mitte desXIVJahrhunderts''^ {Strassburg, 1905), 

pp. 45-48. 

C. Gamba., “ Giovanni del Biondo f in Rivista d' arte, 

vol. V {Florence, 1907), 22-25. 

G. Poggi, Documenti su Giovanni del Biondofi ibid, 

pp. 26-28. 

A. Venturip'-Storia deirarte Italianafi vol.v{Milan, 

1907), 776 sq. 

12. THE CORONATION OF THE 
VIRGIN (TRIPTYCH) CENTRAL compartment. Christ, who wears a scarlet tunic with gold hands, 

and a blue mantle with gold borders and lined with white, is placing a 

jewelled crown on the head of the Virgin, who is clad in a white dress em- ^ 

hroidered with gold. Five red (day) seraphs above, and three blue (night) 

seraphs below, surround this group; at the bottom, two angels, dressed in blue and 

pale olive green, are playing the viola da braccio, and the mandoline. The background 

is decorated with a pattern in gold, red and blue, except above the uppermost seraph, 

where it is plain gold. 

On the frame, below, the inscription (blue letters on gold ground): 

iMmi 3T IIDI 

Left compartment. Twelve Saints. In the front row stands St Anthony the Abbot 

(black tunic, brown cloak with black cowl), St Lawrence (scarlet cloak, with gold em- 

hroidery), and the bearded St Sebastian (light green mantle, shot with blue with gold 

bands, white tunic, with white under-habit and blue hose). St Anthony is placing his 

right hand on the head of the kneeling donor, Guillinus dei Neri, who wears a white 

mantle with gold embroidery and with a wide border ornamented with gold, black and 

blue; the lining of the mantle is pale pink. Behind the three foremost Saints may be seen 

St Paul, St Peter, St Thomas, St Dominic (?), St James the Greater, Moses, a Bishop, 

and two Saints, of whom only part of the head is seen. 

On the frame helow the inscription: .cs Bastiano Scs Lorencio. Scs Antonio Abate. 
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Right compartment. Twelve Saints. In the foremost row stands St Mary Magdalen 

(in scarlet robe and mantle of the same colour, with blue lining, both robe and mantle 
being adorned with borders, showing a design in blue, gold and black), St Lucy (in 

green robe shot with blue, and mantle of the same colour, lined with red, borders in 

gold, red and black), and St Catherine of Alexandria (in pink robe and mantle, both 
embroidered with gold, and adorned with borders in gold, red and black, the mantle 

being lined with white). Behind these figures are seen St John the Baptist, a Bishop, 

and five male and two female Saints, who cannot be identified. 

On the frame below the inscription: Sea Maria Madalena Sea Lucia Sea Chaterina. 

All panels^ with tops in the shape of pointed arches; central compartment 62| in. 

by 28| in. (i’592 m. by 0719 m.); wings, each 54I in. by 25! in. (I’sSS m. by 

o’64 m.) 
Tempera. 
Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 24. 

Photo Gray 28969. The identity with the style of Gio- his “Madonna and Saints” in the first chapel to 

vanni del Biondo is clearly seen in the the left of the choir of S. Croce in Florence, 

hard, positive colours, the facial types, dating from the same year as the present pidture, 

and the defective modelling and draw- and with the “Coronation of the Virgin” in the 

ing. Of particular interest is the comparison with church of S. Ansano at Fiesole, dated 1373. 
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AGNOLO GADDI 
lED at Florence in October^ 1396, ac~ Giottesque formula; his individuality shows itself in a 

cording to Vasari at the age ?/’ 63. Pupil certain gracefulness and gift of genial story telling, 

of his father^ Taddeo Gaddi, and of his Bibliography: Crowe and Cayalcaselle, “ Italian 

brother Giovanni, first recorded as assist- Paintersist ed. i, 463-476; inded. ii, 234-248. 

ant to the latter at Pome in 1369. Subsequently active on A. Venturi, ‘■^Storia delP arte italiana,'* vol.v [Milan, 

his own account inFlorence and for some time at Prato. 1907), pp. 816-828. 

Agnolo Gaddi makes no attempt to break the inherited O.Sire'nf^ Giottino'\Leipzig, i9o8),7>/. 57-60,92 

13. CHRIST, THE ANGEL OF THE 
ANNUNCIATION, AND THE 
VIRGIN (TRIPTYCH) 

i. 
Central compartment: CHRIST. 

HRIST, in pale pink tunic and blue mantle lined with green, is standing on 

a cloud full face, raising his right hand in benediction and holding in his 

left an open book inscribed in Gothic capitals: 
)Eoo sum pia veritas & vita. 

Gold background. 

On the frame, below, the inscription: Ego sum via via (sic) verit. 

Left compartment: THE ANGEL OE THE ANNUNCIATION. 

The angel in cream-coloured under-habit, blue and gold over-habit and a pink mantle 

lined with blue, with large red, brown and gold wings is kneeling on a red and gold 

carpet, holding a spray of lilies in his left hand and raising his right in greeting. 

Gold background. 

On the frame, below, the inscription: Sve fifiaria gratia pie. 

Right compartment: THE VIRGIN. 

The virgin in pink robe, blue mantle lined with green and gold embroideries andawhite 

head-cloth is seated on a low marble bench relieved against a rich red and gold hanging 

spread over a pink marble wall. Her left hand rests on an open book and her right is 

pressed to her heart. To the left the dove descends. 

Gold background. 

On the frame, below, the inscription: Ecce aucilla biii fia. 

All panels^ with tops in the shape of pointed arches, 26+ in. by 12 in. (o'67 m. by 

o'30 m.) 

Tempera. 

Jo I l (25 A. 

' ■' 2-t ’ - fVi 

c 17 



The frames are in one piece with the pictures and end in pointed gables, each containing 

a red seraph in a lozenge. On the back of each panel an old tablet with the name Lorenzo 

degli Angeli and the Nos. 48, 49, 50. 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29588. 

URCHASED (with Nos. i, 2 and 3) 

from a dealer at Cheltenham by Mr 

Herbert Cook in 1910. 

Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries, Ex¬ 

hibition of Old Masters, 1911, Nos. 19,20 and 22, 

reproduced in the Illustrated Catalogue, plate XVI. 

R. E. Fry, “Exhibition by Old Masters at the Graf¬ 

ton Galleries” in The Burlington Magazine^ xx 

(191 i-i 2), 72. 

The attribution to Agnolo Gaddi is based on the 

facial types, the rather heavy and clumsy hands, 

the scheme of mosaic decoration and the light, gay 

colours, all of which features offer unmistakable 

analogies with works by Agnolo, especially the 

“Coronation of the Virgin” in the National Gallery 

(No. 568) and the “Annunciation” in the Uffizi 

(No. 28). 
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DON LORENZO 
MONACO CALLED as a layman Piero di Giovanni; devotion of his figures and his mild^ soft colouring 

born about 1370, at Siena. Moved subse- and poetical landscapes; in this he appears as an heir 

quently to Florence^ "Cohere he entered the of the Sienese tradition. At Florence., he felt the 

Order of the Camaldoles and made his influence of Agnolo Gaddi, 

profession on December 10, 1391. He was still Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, '‘'■Italian 

living in 1422, and died, according to Vasari, at the Painters,'^ ist ed. i, 551-556; 2nd ed. ii, 296-302. 

age of 55. Don Lorenzo's temperament as an artist O.Sirm,''■DonLoretizoMonaco" (Strassburg, 1905). 

is highly lyrical, and finds its expression in the B. Berenson, " Florentine Painters,” pp. 151-154. 

decorative beauty of his design, the gentleness and 

14. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin is seated on a cushion on the ground, with the Infant Christ in 

her lap. She wears a pale greyish-blue tunic with gold ornaments, and a blue 

mantle lined with yellow, and bordered with gold embroidery. Covering her 

head, and loosely wound round her neck, is a white cloth partly covered with 

the blue mantle which is drawn over her head. The Infant Christ wears a red tunic with 

a blue sash. The ground is covered with a red and gold cloth, the pattern being rendered 

regardless of perspective. Golden tooled nimbi and cushion, and golden background. 

The picture is in its original Gothic frame; the predella contains a medallion with a 

painted figure of the dead Christ standing in his tomb; on each side of this medallion 

two shields azure, three maces or (the arms of the Mazzinghi family of Florence). 

The gable is adorned with a painted bust of Christ in the act of blessing. 

Panel., 34I in. by 20+ in. (o*8 74 m. by 0*5 2 m.); including the frame, 54! in. by 2 3 in. 

(1*381 m. by 0*584 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 14. 

Photo Anderson 18453. Formerly at WoUerton, in the collec¬ 

tion of the Earl of Orford, who bought it 

in Italy {Kohinson,Memoranda,'^, i j'y.).The 

Orford collection was sold at Christie’s on 

June 2%, 1856. ('iJS') 

In this collection by 1868 (Robinson, loc. cit.. 

No. i). 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Winter Exhibition, 1902, No. ii. 

Waagen, Treasures iii, 436 (ascribed by him to 

Taddeo di Bartolo). 

Cavalcaselle (as quoted by Robinson, loc. cit.), 

Mr Berenson {Florentine Painters, p. 154) and 

Mr L. Douglas (Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Italian 

Painters, 2nd ed. ii, 302, n. i) accept this pic¬ 

ture as a work by Lorenzo Monaco. Prof. Siren 

{pp. cit., p. 170) gives it, however, to a pupil of 

the master. 

The composition is closely allied to that of a 

Madonna in the Louvre (No. 1315), which 

Prof. Siren {op. cit., p. 168 sq.), as it would seem 

rightly, ascribes to a pupil of Lorenzo, though 

not the one whom he considers as the author of 

the present picture. 
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FRA GIOVANNI ANGEL¬ 
ICO DA FIESOLE 

CALLED as a layman Giovanni di Pietro; and Orvieto. InJIuenced by Don Lorenzo Monaco 

born at Vicchio di Mugello in 1387, died and Masaccio. 

in Rome in Entered the Dominican bibliography: Crowe and' Cavalcaselle, '■‘■Italian 

Order in 1407; lived principally in Fiesole Painters” ist ed. /, 559-596; -znd ed. iv, 66-105. 

i^ttd Florence^andfor shorter periods in Cortona^Rome L. Douglas^" Fra Angelico” [London^ 1901). 

15. MADONNA & CHILD UNDER 
P.„., ^ BALDACCHINO WITH AT¬ 

TENDANT ANGELS 

gold baldacchino over the Virgin and Child. Four other angels in blue, red and yellow 

dresses surround the group. The nimbi and the wings of the angels are golden. Behind 

the figures a rose-hedge, over which the blue sky is seen. 

Panel, i if in. by in. (o'2 86 m. by o'2 16 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 26. 

Photo Anderson 18395. 
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FRA GIOVA N \ I \ >«= KL- 
ICO DA Fil'Si -i f : 

iC.iKnj’ 

ALtLt^ly at M /jyrtMn * ' ■«.'/* ( *-^- - 
iarn at Vkthia r -*.■►■ ^ 
in Rome m I4}5. hatt-n ttv I,.,,- r 
OrJer in 1^07: , ?■, . -wtAr 

and F/urence, anJfar t^vrtrt ftriiJi n. 

15. MADONNA N CM II I) UNDER 
A BAEDACCIMNO WITH AT- 

. tEndant angels The VirgHi »!!«,« < rati n,»>ii With gold ornaments, a blue gold-edged 

nantlc, ber fvnii. Behind her an angel, wearing a dark 
grefcn drew, and ht.’.dmg a ularkbird, is peeping forth and playing with 
the 1n)«nt Lhrni. ! •■'ti! aiigrU dre»sed in various shades of red support a 

gold balddecbiiu.' <mrf thr Vtrp-.ti aMt: f htli. Four other angels in blue, red and yellow 

drew sutrouiwf the gfnup.-Thr atkl the wings of the angels are golden. Behind 
the ngurcK a r^'fc-hedge, trvrr tpKich fht blue hky is $ecn. 

Pare/, t il in. by in. to j86 «u by -. a 16 to.) 
Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smokhig R.^nn, No. a6. 
Photo Anderson j I»j95. 

.• >i. Lanexza Menaco 

‘•Ita/ian 

66-toj. 
. 1901). 

BELONt.hD la tijj to Miw Rogers (see 
Wsagea, /rrjrrr/\ U,. rtiy, who ascribes 
tb* pictwie V Benorio G^zro}}), latl came 
^ubte^ueat:' <•,♦1.1 uir jv.«iiessiai) of her 

brother, Sainoei m,- „ ,^.^,ose sale 
(April ih, iStff »;»d4pli.-.fcasg,toy>; it was bought 
by » Mr Gotten It. /. ci j i.w. Br 1858 it was in 
thecollet^co of M; % .iwA^:!ieB,lc wh.o,inthit 
year.Jent a to’srie Peh.bn,,,f <)„. ,t 
the British In-oturioo (No. J5;, ,«^g»,n eshibited 
^himat Buciijsgtoo fltv*,. ftfa Msfters, 1870, 
No. I.l8.an<i.^rthase>! tor th-i ;;.tlery for/578 
at the sale of his eofW. rj^o, -May 13-16, 1881 
Exhibited St the Burht. t.m fine Arn Oub 
1902, No. 15. ’ 

This charming picture t% cuosufered by Mr C 
Douglas (“Esposizioni lomfioe^'” 1.. f t^tr, »i 

20 

[Rpme, 1903], 108) as a work by Giovanni Boc- 
cati (born at Camerino c. 1420, still active in 
1480), executed at a period when he was under the 
influence principally of Fra Angelico and Benozzo 
Gozzoli, and also of Piero della Francesca (com- 

■ pare especially the hgures of the Virgin and the 
Infant Christ). There is no doubt that the figures 
of the angels, the rose-hedge, and the whole com¬ 
position strongly reratl the style of Hoccati, 
particularly as »<vt) in his large altar-piccc in the 
Town Gallery at Porugis (Sala vi. No. 19); but 
as this attrihui-:'. f-.>. ‘necn opposed with much 
decision (see Roirrrf. ia Thieme an-i Becker, 
Jiltgrmt aat -if, tMradtn K^nttlrr, iv, 
t J3) it hs> '•■y.r- 'fj'Mght «<«er for the present to 
catalog.>e it.-; . , v indtra more general title. 

at 

i' 











FRA FILIPPO LIPPI BOKN /t Ptorrmr MfutT* atul i4og, 
tntnrjt tir Ca^au/fh OtJaramt ’tuathtip^ 

'n.-tm ra jam- li. 1421. LnaJ principalty 

in tip ta 1452 {active at PaJa. in 

1434), ifItitJm pramjnn tt l^6-y-<i {Oayia 

in F.'trtnrc in i^y-i aaim Pera^ia in nbl); ia»ie 

fnent/y actne mSpairl*, mtere it died an Ocecdter g. 

1469. Oievetafcef reJer the injiaente rfMaratcr. and 

Fra Angelico. A colourist of the highest rank. Fra 

■Fisippt is also an accomplished deserter and a charm- 

_atg raconteur, -with a rich poetical fancy. 

Bthtiogrttphy; Cram and Cavalcaselle, “ Italian 

Pameert," isted. »> Sig-ijz; znded. iv, i44-:78. 

hem rite Mendelsohn, '‘Fra Filippo Lippi" (Berlin, 
1 

16. 1'HR ADORATION OF THE 
MACIJ 

^ ft i-^' mwi ('hilii »nil St joteph are teen iii the foreground to the right, in (y, k-Uj 
I 'r-vai (I a W/ jf njticd building, situated on the slope of a hill, down 

I wfit': .-uj.-(:i'« cMtOR of the Magi i» myving. The Virgin, in 
^ . V' 4 a«>4 i !u,- u-rth giwn bniagand gold borders,is seated on 

a rook no or-; br the tldeit king, dressed in very pile purple,is 
doing f:>-.,.pr ttei'ieid «i»o kne. ) br iirij .xhet kings, <fnc crossing his hands in front 

of his bfcisi. V * Ntw a III- iind .1 jiole red under habit, the other holding a vase, 

in icarifi • ■ u.d- All ihe kings wear jewelled bands on their 
heads '< j' Ti^iki^ssihT v.-, f .ii artifihihjTicnt, wears a blue tunic anti head¬ 
dress **d 

lip ; - 

viswirt I 

distinrc >«)..< :m 
nakctl 

ciitoho;: a:l*u)i 
variei V in »1i- 

The genera! 1 sttf ’ • ' 

Pate el, circutar. 
Tempera. 
Doughty Hoew, H'ro'i 

Photo Anderivf • s 1 ; fit 

» gf«' 
CWUi.;-i- 

i-hOf I 

i4»*y 

^ pas ock It {'ertheti no the roof of a stable in the middle 

ant HM !«j ci*e »c; ol dying down from it. Five boys, almost 
ere /l^ rbr Urfr M>mewh4t more towards the background 

he procession. Dark blue sky. There is much 
• - rrds, blues and yellows being the prevailing notes. 

-V . .•e'ct, 
.o '- ' ■ PURCH.ASKC ' .1 t . •/*. tkc wl* d ihe Ait^ucJi (sic) family—circular.” The circular 

cnUcctid.i Vl» .^icvtnde- joiw 6, ''Adoration of the Magi," attributed to Pisancllo, 

1874. 1.' <>Jt r.iu-ej. the prewsii in the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum at Berlin (No. 

uistn-' ‘ jrr.it Nh>. 4S. rvifh an 9Sa), WSJ also included in this sale (No. 44) 

attrtl-rjiur ' i ■jf’st'. tv I S 4, iic docribod » under the name of Fra Filippo Lippi, described as 

folltrwi "I; nt the rhtbi ling foltews; "The Adoration of the Magi, comprising 

...erf ir>»t««Wt of il>r6ftoealh a multitude of figures in a great variety of attitude 

■e ft-r Jictng portrsiu of Ihe and costume; the heads of the kings are said to be 

a I 
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FRA FILIPPO LIPPI Born in Vlorence bef^een 1406 and 1409; 

entered the Carmelite Order and made his pro¬ 

fession on June 18, 1421. hived principally 

in Florence up to 1452 {active at Padua in 

settled in Prato from 1452 ^<71467-8 {stayed 

in Florence in 1457 and in Perugia in 1461); subse¬ 

quently active in Spoleto^ where he died on October 9, 

1469. Developed under the influence of Masaccio and 

Fra Angelico. A colourist of the highest rank^ Fra 

Filippo is also an accomplished designer and a charm¬ 

ing raconteur with a rich poetical fancy. 

Bibliography : Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ Italian 

Paintersf ist ed. ii^ '^nd ed. iv^ 144-178. 

Henriette Mendelsohn., '■'"Fra Filippo hippr [Berlin., 

1909). 

16. THE ADORATION OF THE 
MAGI The Virgin and Child and St Joseph are seen in the foreground to the right, in 

front of a large ruined building, situated on the slope of a hill, down 

which the long winding procession of the Magi is moving. The Virgin, in 

pink tunic and blue mantle with green lining and gold borders, is seated on 

a rock holding the Infant Christ, to whom the eldest king, dressed in very pale purple, is 

doing homage. Behind him kneel the two other kings, one crossing his hands in front 

ofhis breast, wearing a blue tunic and a pale red under-habit, the other holding a vase, 

in scarlet tunic also adorned with gold. All the kings wear jewelled bands on their 

heads. St Joseph, who raises his left hand in astonishment, wears a blue tunic and head¬ 

dress and an orange mantle. A peacock is perched on the roof of a stable in the middle 

distance, and two other birds are just in the act of flying down from it. Five boys, almost 

naked and probably beggars, are seen to the left somewhat more towards the background 

climbing among the ruins, watching the procession. Dark blue sky. There is much 

variety in the colours of the costumes, reds, blues and yellows being the prevailing notes. 

The general tone is very light. 

Pa7iel, circular, diameter 54 in. (i'37i m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 16. 

Photo Anderson 18452. 
r R. Liy 

-'U- lA 
URCHASED for the sale of the 

collection of Mr Alexander Barker, June 6, 

1874. In the sale catalogue the present 

picture is entered under No. 42, with an 

attribution to Filippino Lippi, and described as 

follows: “The Adoration of the Magi, exhibiting 

a great variety of quaint costumes of the fifteenth 

century, some of the figures being portraits of the 

2 .f '■ 

/p) 

Accajuoli (sic) family—circular.” The circular 

“Adoration of the Magi,” attributed to Pisanello, 

in the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum at Berlin (No. 

95a), was also included in this sale (No. 44) 

under the name of Fra Filippo Lippi, described as 

follows: “The Adoration of the Magi, comprising 

a multitude of figures in a great variety of attitude 

and costume: the heads of the kings are said to be 

2 I 



portraits of the Accajuoli (sic) family, for whom 

it was painted.” There can be no doubt that the 

present picture is identical with an “Adoration of 

the Magi” which Waagen in 1854 (Treasures, 

ii, 125) mentions as being in theBarkercollection, 

though he ascribes the picture to Benozzo Gozzoli; 

its provenance is given as the Coningham collec¬ 

tion. Later on Waagen, however (iii, 3), notices in 

the collection of Mr W. Fuller Maitland of Stan- 

stead House an “Adoration of the Magi” by Filippo 

Lippi, from the Coningham collection, which 

picture, as already suggested by Crowe and Caval- 

caselle, also seems identical with the present one. 

Since Waagen’s visits are not recorded in any strict 

chronological order, the proper inference seems to 

be that the picture after having been seen by him 

in the Maitland collection passed into that of Mr 

Barker, where it was again seen but not recognized 

by Waagen. In the catalogueof the William Con¬ 

ingham sale (June 9, 1849) the following two 
entries are to be found: 

“Fra Filippo Lippi. 34. TheWiseMenoftheEast 

offering their Presents to the Infant Christ in the 

lap of the Virgin, who is seated before a wood¬ 

en building with numerous figures around . . 

Panel. From the Guicciardini Palace, at Flor¬ 
ence. Circle.” 

[Bought for ^(283 los., purchaser unknown.] 

“Filippino Lippi. 38. The Wise Men of the 

East offering Presents to the Infant Christ— 

a composition of numerous figures before a 

ruined building . . Circle. Panel. From the 

Guicciardini Palace, at Florence.” 

[Bought for 99 los., by“W. Brown.”] 

Of these two descriptions, the latter applies obvi¬ 

ously better to the presentpicturethantheformer; 

and it is interesting to note that the first tallies 

with the Pisanellesque picture at Berlin. 

Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Masters, 

1875, No. 184. 

Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries, National Loan 

Exhibition, 1909-ro, No. 68 (reproduced in the 

Illustrated Catalogue). 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Italian Painters^ ist ed. 

ii, 350; 2nd ed. iv, 175 sq. 

Morelli, Italian Painters, i, 79, n. 5. 

B. Berenson, Florentine Painters, p. 151, 

W. Weisbach, Francesco Pesellino (Berlin, 1901), 

p. 27. 
N. Hamilton, Die Darstellung der •tAnbetung der 

hi. drei Konige in der Toskanischen Malerei von Giotto 

bis Leonardo (Strassburg, 1901), p. 40 

Arundel Club Portfolio, 1904, No. 9. 

H. P. Horne, Alessandro Filipepi {Lon6.oT\,i()o%), 

P- 37- 
H. Mendelsohn, op. cit., pp. 39-52. 

R. E. Fry, “La mostra di antichi dipinti alle 

Grafton Galleries di Londra,” in Rassegna 

d'arte, x (Milan, 1910), 35. 

This “ incomparable piece of pure Florentine 

art” (Horne) is probably the earliest extant work 

by Filippo Lippi (painted about 1430) and at the 

same time the earliest known example of the cir¬ 

cular shape as used for a devotional picture—a 

motive which subsequently became very popular, 

especially in Florentine painting. The conception 

of the subject is reminiscent of Gentile da Fab¬ 

riano’s famous “Adoration,” now in the Florence 

Academy; certain figures and notes of colour 

strongly recall Fra Angelico, other features again 

Masolino. In the harmony of the colouring, the 

wonderful treatment of the play of light and the 

original and masterly composition Fra Filippo 

gives striking evidence of his individual gifts. 
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FR A FILIPPO LIPPI 
17. Si -H ISKPH AND ST MICHAEL 
PlATlIl!. SAINT w*' >-’• 

coloutfi* f':'-- 

walli. S* ] '♦' ‘ ' 

^old. 8*. Mil C •- I'' 

and g<^ hcUnc* r‘.<, 
shield, wirh * trd tro)*'«At, 

arc goldc« 

C V M ichael arc seen kneeling in a wallcil erdf-stite of r«'se- 
green cornice, and rhcWuc sky^ xhowong ariove the C</«—. 

■ I vi^)>)wrgnic,aad a porple-coloorrd nunrie edgcd.with 

„-^-ed in armour, with a blue sash and pink ntantfe, a red 
In m; Iwnd he hrdds his sword, in the other bis wliitc 

' 'he jir .'usm*. T!»e wings of St Micbsid anil the nimbi 

Sa< 

Ground of i*:; 

Arctutd pw - i 

rempera 

Dough’s ‘>. 

Photo Ar.iL' ■ 

\X. 
from tS« *if .i 
and prawj ■ 
Fra 
MiciiasL s^^^ •- 

gold and 
the pi..-- 
anh'if.—‘ lT^^, 
At the t", . 
the 
Gotht.- 
gabU 
prw'i '.-iv*;- 
C»rr‘r\^ r». • 

CVC» 

s' 

Fr*r;-it'*r 

ds.v- ^ 
iht: » V 

G'*' *' -x. 

amen gras* • ’ 

aj t sf to. (o’t > i ;t'. 

•kiog Ki- 

.t 

tlSpOAX: A 

fv, F' 

>.-vl«ljr »•>, \ 

- . -et i» STwee -rr 

iMt tite 

.. iKs t» l^atomco f*frrs|p._i'ya|n« -■ > 'sfi a. 
I * - . A Icugiii^ fVx'espt «t lifri'KjjT;'! 
'• '1*1^1 him thartht TVifiWhjd oeen jnf'rSxttd 
; . the K»ngr'an<! it.u raftaiof to «<r 'm i^n a 
letter from fiiosanni to Serragh, .t«r* lu’pr'is. 
t4jS. These foot documtort are publ-.xhffl » 
MendeJtohil, «p itt, pp. SJi'iJd {rompare-elto 

~i.jn onlr list H.F.Morne. .Ip. .-ti.,p:7 iy.)an4d»ele‘tero<Fra 
It ij' »> deliw Filippo is, moreoitfr, tepr^uced in Mendelsohn, 

>. .r . for »p. «»., p. «56, and Berensoh, TV Draviagt ef 
.AOi.., at. adVsfic*, riif Ffc«i»««r Pew/err, plate 33. 

-■-ifin icesth of ■ » . 
»•. r %nsboesiM TTse ttiro panels in this collection were purchased 

•: HI .trefoil at Madrid in 1871 for about ifaS, of the Condessa 
ft-m lost, ro- Pacheco, whose husBand had been Spanish 

-.>■ x'‘t'4d. who i%> Ambassador jn Rome. - i 
•* 1 iioi. how- Eihibited at the Burlington. Fine Arts Club, 

>%t period men- 1902, No. 16. 
„ .rtiw h'>™ Exhfbited at’the. Grafton Galleries, National 

......ra de' Medici, Lopn Exhibition, J909-10, No..69, V.' „ 
, ' »tir w. &t Site B. Berenton, F/<ireB>wif PSwfcrt g, 14J. 

, ,A erety day. H. F. Cook, i9;;Ler Art,, August igos^ p-’is. 
< present^ by L. Dduglas^in Crowe, an^^C^yJciaelic, l^lun 

I of .^fagon, Pa«»rfrr,-2nded.*'iv, 15^,1). 4*. ^ 
•-* s* . Giovanni 11. Mendelsohn, op. citt, pp. -154“* £9* 
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FRA FILIPPO LIPPI 
17. ST JOSEPH AND ST MICHAEL 

Plate III. 

AINT Joseph and Saint Michael are seen kneeling in a walled enclosure of rose- ’ ^ v, 

coloured marble with a dark green cornice, and the blue sky showing above the Oo. 

walls. St Joseph is clad in a yellow tunic, and a purple-coloured mantle edged with r?- . 

gold. St Michael is represented in armour, with a blue sash and pink mantle, a red ^ ^ ^ Cy 

and gold helmet on his head. In one hand he holds his sword, in the other his white 

shield, with a red cross leaning on the ground. The wings of St Michael and the nimbi 

are golden. 

Ground of dark-green grass with flowers. 

Arched panels^ originally pointed^ each 32 in. by i if in. (o’8 i 3 m. by 0*298 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 30. 

Photo Anderson i 845 i — i 8449. WINGS of a triptych painted in 

Florence by Fra Filippo for 

Giovanni de’ Medici, and re¬ 

ferred to in an autograph letter 

from the artist to his patron, dated July 20,1457, 
and preserved in the State Archives in Florence. 

Fra Filippo stated in this letter that the St 

Michael is so far advanced as to require only the 

gold and silver ornaments; promises to deliver 

the picture by August 20 of that year; asks for 

an honorarium of sixty florins, and for an advance. 

At the bottom of the sheet is a slight sketch of 

the whole triptych, in a frame of flamboyant 

Gothic style, with the panels ending in trefoil 

gables; the central compartment, now lost, re¬ 

presented the Virgin adoring the Child, who is 

carried by two Angels. The artist did not, how¬ 

ever, complete the work within the period men¬ 

tioned by him; this is proved by a letter from 

Francesco Cantasanti to Giovanni de’ Medici, 

dated August 31, 1457, in which the writer says 

that he has been urging Fra Filippo on every day. 

The triptych was subsequently presented by 

Giovanni de’ Medici to Alfonso I of Aragon, 

King of Naples. On May 27, 1458, Giovanni 

writes to Bartolomeo Serragli, his agent at Naples, 

acknowledging receipt of Serragli’s letter, in¬ 

forming him that the Tavola had been presented 

to the King; and it is referred to once more in a 

letter from Giovanni to Serragli, dated June 10, 

1458. These four documents are published in 

Mendelsohn, op. cit., pp. 235-239 (compare also 

H. P. Horne, op. cit.y p. jsq.) and the letter of Fra 

Filippo is, moreover, reproduced in Mendelsohn, 

op. cit., p. 156, and Berenson, The Drawings of 

the Florentine Painters^ plate 33. 

The two panels in this collection were purchased 

at Madrid in 1871 for about ^^28, of the Condessa 

Pacheco, whose husband had been Spanish 

Ambassador in Rome. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

1902, No. 16. 

Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries, National 

Loan Exhibition, 1909-10, No. 69. 

B. Berenson, Florentine Painters^ p. 151. 

H. F. Cook, in Les Arts^ August, 1905, p. 4. 

L. Douglas, in Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Italian 

Painters^ 2nd ed. iv, 156, n. 4. 

H. Mendelsohn, op. cit., pp. 154-159. 
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FLORENTINE SCHOOL 
c. 1440. 

18. THE RAPE OE HELEN 

f-4-: 1-^ 
I ^ ML-Ttv^ ^ V- I" ft 

I'll!- (,'’' 

U-*' t^, T).^ (.^, U4 - 

T X i 

<HE scene is laid near the Temple of Venus, which stands in a grove on the 

sea-shore. Paris, clad in blue tunic, red flowing mantle, lined with yellow, 

pink hose, dark boots and red turban, is seen carrying Helen off to a waiting 

boat; she wears a pink robe with a white fringe at the bottom of her dress 

and round her red sleeves, a flower turban, and red, pointed shoes. Near the shore is the 

ship, on which IS seen a man in red cloak and cap. To the left the ladies in attendance 

are watching the rape with astonishment. They wear dresses of the fifteenth century 

Jrown and pink, green and red), with bright coloured turbans. On the altar of the 

lemple the statue of Venus; on the cupola one of Cupid. Dark olive green sea with 

conventionalized waves. The islands and the distant shore are of a pale purple colour 
Moonlit sky, with clouds. r r r 

Panel dodecagonah diameter, 2 2| in. (0-58 m.). Painted on a desco da parto 

on which dishes were served to ladies in child-bed.' 
Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 12. 

Photo Gray 28974. 

■ tray. 

OTHER Jeschi da parto painted by the 

same artist are in the Carrand collection 

in the Bargello at Florence (No. 16), 
and in the collection of M. Martin Le 

Roy of Paris; both are adorned with representa¬ 

tions of the Judgment of Paris. The author of 

these works is, as justly pointed out by Mr Fry (in 

The ‘Burlington Magazine, xvii [1910], 126), “a 

purely Florentine painter of the same group as 
Pesellino.” ^ 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Win¬ 
ter Exhibition, 1902, No. i 3. 

plateaux et les coupes d’ SeCs et bdles-kures, i (Paris, . 894), 203-212; iV™. « Les’ 
428. eesauxv etxvi siecles Revue del'art ancten etmoderne,y 
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FI OHi^NTINE SCHOOL 
c, 1460-70. 

19. OF A 
•« * ■ 

Plaih • v . ' i -' _ PKlHRiSjS ^'1; - !tf “'■ “ <fwi«, cTnbroidercd with goW.vrtth mt-purM «kM<rr« 
>♦ i**! <-jS* tiw »jnc material M dir rcnwiimler of.tbc'drtw 

■Sxt 4 s»; ^ btvoch set with ftd »t<!Oe»-«nd. j*afT* ^Her 
hKf V A -V Asiii.. head'drc«i(uaed«bi>M f4 

matcml ^ -''T" '^^S* <**e wound round k, nf^^on rii^enp 

of tKc !* *; ^ .4^ "a^wfS^' , <•(. y'. . — 

Parte/, \ f ■ y'f'- :'r 

Tempfi*. 7 g'' . ^ ‘ 

Dougjbiy ;. 5- ■■*' 
• Phottp'As'dto®* iXit,' [*,' 

->S V'■■ ^Bj^v -• ■'I P«<«p» 4idlji FT»iKe«?* raijnol be»oi 
•■ <T,'■•'. _ ■ PpH^’' ,-.,»'7i .<'A^»»W*lf*»dybyCr3i«*od'Cav»l- 

h«Wki*^ ■••' •' ' Nuk^r/, »*t «<J. U,MrrBe- 
j.. 'i?.- ,v^ , ^ r:' »”'.7 Ue^i^ I'ttmlerifp. i^^-aicrTbes 

In thii ^ 5rilTn»^i». 4kCi<»f^a;^but the 
the Fj»Me«iW " ”,'y. ■ 5; iitaol r»thw thm'tRe Sehcee'seem* 
Houfc !' ' ■ ■ :•> . TY«» eepeci- 

ExhibtA^ i-: * »’■ t'. ^ * * *hc ir^xtbUi'^e d^nrq .lf) ^he 
Winter ?.■'■;* r ''** ‘ pciiilkc^ (m eka ^;Bn Mil^oiD. 
H. r. "C---‘ 4U<t'fi« \4Tj?fd*Coflec- 
Thit iy;v ** #ts^-'- U'->; JBliy fkwftfwtitt fo«»tjab^ tSL Biero 

deRiuii'j' >''-■^1 '^re^weJp. _ • — 

do Hat. #5>**ek ' ' ^ ■I i ’ a.- . . ^ 

porwnja I-'.’ -! ^ i< .»«•« sccepi tb*-BoUtinpI? uig^estion for 
HilL • ■• ' f _!f.-'^v,K» of dMte portrtate-—H.<^v)y * » 

LADY-.s;-::*; 





FLORENTINE SCHOOL 
c. 1460-70. 

LADY PORTRAIT 
Plate IV. PROFILE of a Lady, in blue dress, embroidered with gold, with mi-parti sleeves 

of red and yellow brocade, and the same material as the remainder of the dress. 

She wears a pearl necklace, and a brooch set with red stones and pearls. Her 

hair is done up in what is known as a mitre head-dress (used about 1450) ofyellow 

material embroidered with pearls; white ribbons are wound round it, and on the top 

of the head is a piece of jewellery. Dark background. 

Panel, i6i in. by i i f in. (0-42 m. by 0-28 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 12. 

• Photo Anderson 18477. Formerly in the collection of Mr Alex- attribution to Piero della Francesca cannot be sus- 

ander Barker, by whom it was lent to the tained, as remarked already by Crowe and Caval- 

Exhibition of Old Masters at the British caselle (Italian Painters, ist ed. ii, 543). Mr Be- 

Institution in 1858 (No. 17). renson (Central Italian Painters, p. 170) ascribes 

In this collection by 1873, when it s lent to this picture to Francesco di Giorgio; but the 

the Exhibition of Old Masters a jurlington Florentine School rather than the Sienese seems 

House (No. 19s). to h^ve stronger claims for consideration, especi- 

Exhibited at the Burlington . Irts Club, ally in view of the resemblance shown to the 

Winter Exhibition, 1902 (No. 14, group of female profiles (in the Berlin Museum, 

H. F. Cook, in Les Arts, August, 1905, p. 10. the Museo Poldi-Pezzoli and the Mond Collec- 

This is traditionally said to be a portrait of Isotta tion) which may reasonably be ascribed to Piero 

da Rimini, by Piero della Francesca. The features Pollaiuolo, 

do not, however, really resemble those of Isotta’s 

portrait-medal by Matteo de’ Pasti (see G. F. (I cannot accept the Pollaiuolo suggestion for 

Hill, Pisanello, London, 1905, plate 66), and the any of these portraits.— H.C.) 
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FLORENTINE SCHOOL 
c. 1460-70. 

20. THE RECONCILIATION OE 
THE ROMANS AND SABINES 

Continuous composition from left to right. TO the left an old man is uniting the hands of a young man and a lady. 

Behind them several women, each of whom except one is carrying a child. 

On either side of this group horsemen in armour; the Romans to the left 

carry a red banner, on which the yellow letters S.P.Q.R. are seen; the 

Sabines to the right surround a green banner, which has a white wolf encircled by a 

white wreath. In the background a town of white buildings with red roofs, on the 

banks of a river flowing through a mountainous landscape. Blue sky. 

In the right hand corner the picture represents a wedding festival. In front of a white 

marble building a young man and a lady are seen dancing to the music of two men 

playing mandoline and harp. To the right, sitting on a raised throne under a dais, a 

young couple is watching the dancing, surrounded by various groups of people in gay 

dresses. Opposite the dais a dresser with several metal dishes, goblets, etc. Landscape 

background with blue hills. Blue sky. 

Panel, probably the front of a Wedding Cassone, 63I in. by i yi in. (r6i3 m. by 
0-436 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 8. 

A composition almost identical exists on a Cassone 

panel in the collection of the Earl of Crawford, 

known to have been painted in 1465 on the oc¬ 

casion of the intermarriage of the families of 

Davanzati and Redditi of Florence. See P. Schu- 

bring in The Burlington Magazine, xxii, 327. 
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FLORENTINE SCHOOL 
C. 1467. 

21. THREE PANELS ADORNING 
A WEDDING CASSONE 

On the front of the Cassone: THE TRIUMPH OF DAVID. The young David is standing on the top of a large gilt triumphal car drawn 

by two white horses, the head of Goliath at his feet; the giant’s body lies 

in the lower compartment of the car. In front of this another car with 

Saul standing under a gilt canopy. A number of men on horseback sur¬ 

round David and Saul. In the middle distance a group of ladies and two men on a 

rock in front of a turreted castle. 

Mountainous landscape background. 

16 in. by 5 i| in. (o’4o6 m. by i'305 m.) 

At the right end; HERCULES AND THE HYDRA. 

Hercules to the right, a pink loin-cloth and a wreath of green ivy leaves round his 

hips, is attacking the Hydra with a torch. Landscape background, a plain with distant 

hills. Clouded sky. 

16 in. by 2oi in. (o'4o6 m. by o'5 14 m.) 

At the left end: HERCULES AND NESSUS. 

To the right Hercules, a pink loin-cloth round his hips, and a red quiver with shafts, 

slung over his shoulder, is aiming at Nessus, who carrying the ravished Deianira on his 

back, is just about to jump over a stream. Landscape background, a valley with a 

winding river. Clouded sky. 

I 5I in. by 20 in. (o'40 m. by o’5o8 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room. 

Photo Gray 29026, 29030, 29029. 

“ N the front of the Cassone appear the As pointed out by Mr Cook {ibid^ the represen- 

m B coats of arms of the bride and bride- rations of Hercules and the Hydra and Hercules 

\ M (for the former of whom this and Nessus are free copies of the paintings of the 

marriage chest would have been made) same subjects by Antonio Pollaiuolo in the Ufiizi 

and researches in the archives of Florence have (No. 1153), and the Yarves collection at New 

enabled Mr Herbert Horne to say that these two Haven, U.S.A. (No. 64). It can thus be estab- 

families of Lanfredini and Carnesecchi inter- lished that the originals by Pollaiuolo were in 

married in the persons of Giuliano Carnesecchi existence by the year 1467. 

and Cassandra Lanfredini in 1467.”—H. Cook in Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

The ^Burlington Magazine, ix. (1906), 52. 1902. 
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BOTTICELLI 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(ALESSANDRO FILIPEPI, CALLED SANDRO BOTTICELLI) Born Florence^ as there is some reason to 

think^ between February i8, 1444, Feb¬ 

ruary 18, I445j‘ May^ 

1510. Pupa oj Fra Filippo Lippi; influenced 

by Antonio del Follaiuolo. Active principally in Flor¬ 
ence (1481 in the Vatican'). 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, '■*-Italian 

Faintersfl isted. ii, 414-30; T-nded. iv, 249-272. 

H. Ulmann, '‘'"Sandro Botticelli'^ [Munich^ 1893)- 

F. Steinmann^ '■^Botticelli" (Bielefleldand Leipzig^ 
1897). 

H. P. Horne, ^'■Alessandro Filipept, commonly called 

Sandro Botticelli" vol. i {London, 1908). 

A. F. Oppe, '■'■Sandro Botticelli" {London, 1912). 

22. PENTECOST The Virgin, the Apostles (except St Thomas) and St Barnabas are seen in 

a marble hall adoring the Holy Spirit, figured as a white Dove hovering 

above them, and from which rays are issuing, ending in flames touching the 

forehead of each figure. The Virgin wears a red robe with bright blue sash, a 

whitehead-cloth, and a blue mantle, lined with pale green; her golden nimbus contains 

the words: “ Ave Maria Mater.” The names of the Saints are written in their nimbi; they 

are dressed as follows, beginning on each side with the figure next to the Madonna; (Left 

side) St John, red tunic, blue sash and mantle; St Simon, green tunic; St Jude, blue 

tunic; St Andrew, pink tunic; St James the Less, yellow tunic with scarlet border, 

embroidered with gold and green, blue mantle; St Matthew, grey violet tunic and green 

mantle with red. (Right side) St James the Greater, green tunic, white mantle; St Peter, 

red tunic; St Bartholomew, yellow tunic; St Barnabas, green mantle, lined with red; St 

Matthias, green mantle; St Philip, green tunic and red mantle. 

Pa7tel, 822 in. by g 12 in. (a'og m. by 2'32 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Lower Octagon Room. 

Photo Gray 2903 I. 

OUGHT from the Abbe Hyeres, President 

of the Jesuit College at Lyons, in 1874. 

In 1872 this picture belonged to the 

brothers Michele and Luigi Gamberini of 

Bologna, who published a pamphlet on it entitled, 

Ld discesd dello Spirito Santo sopna apostoli con^re- 

gatt con Maria Vergine nel Cenacolo, etc. (Bologna, 

Tipografia Cenerelli; 1872, 7 pp., 8 vo.). In this 

pamphlet, this picture is offered for sale, and as¬ 

serted to be identical with that painted by Botti¬ 

celli for the high altar of the church of the Au¬ 

gustine nuns of Sant’ Elisabetta delle Convertite 

at Florence. The pamphlet also contains two 

certificates that the Gamberini picture is by Botti- 
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celli, one of March 27, 1872, signed by Carlo 

Pini, Raffaello Bonaiuti, Gaetano Milanesi and 

C. Jacopo Cavallucci; the other, of April 18, 
1872, signed by Gaetano Giordani. 

Mr Horne, in dealing with the Convertite altar- 

piece (op. «>., p. 317, ry.), gives the following 
information about it: 

“Although many writers allude to the altar-piece, 

which Botticelli executed for this church, none 

describe the subject of it. The Epitomist of the 

Codice Petrei enumerates among the pictures 

painted by Botticelli, ‘Vna tauola nelle conuer- 

tite. TheAnonimo Gaddiano adds that the picture 
was painted for the High Altar, but leaves a blank 







space in which he intended to insert a description 

of it: ‘Et nella chiesa delle suore delle conuertite 

Dipinse latauola dell’altare maggiore che e. . . 

Vasari merely records that Botticelli painted such 

a picture; ‘Lavoro nelle conuertite vna tauola a 

quelle monache’; and RafFaello Borghini in his 

‘Riposo’ repeats Vasari’s statement. Giovanni 

Cinelli in his edition of the ‘Bellezze di Firenze,’ 

published in 1677, again alludes to the panel, and 

speaks of it as ‘assai bella.’ This painting was 

probably removed from over the High Altar about 

1624, when, at a great expense, ‘ut aurum hostis 

castitatis custosfieret pudicitiae’ (in the words of 

the dedicatory inscription), the Grand Duchess 

Maria Maddalena modernized the church and en¬ 

larged theconvent,incorporating with itthehouse 

in which St PhillipNeri was born. In 1730,Botti¬ 

celli’s painting ‘hung in the entrance to the 

convent,’ according to the annotator of the edition 

of Borghini’s ‘Riposo,’ published in that year at 

Florence. When Giuseppe Richa printed the ninth 

volume of his ‘ Notizie delle Chiese Florentine,’ in 

1761, the picture was hanging in the Sacristy; 

and it was still to be seen in the church in 1802, 

according to the writer of ‘Firenza antica e moderna 

illustrata.’ Thatis the last notice of it which I have 

found. The convent was suppressed in 1808, and 

put to secular uses in 1837; and the painting was 

no longer in the church when Luigi Biadi published 

his ‘Notizie sulle Antiche Fabriche di Firenze 

non terminate,’ in 1824.” Mr Horne goes on to 

point out that the patron saints of the Convertite, 

“which, according to the traditional use, would 

have been represented in this altar-piece, were 

St Elizabeth, St Mary Magdalene, and St Augus¬ 

tine”; and shows on the evidence of records of the 

convent that “in 1491 the nuns began to erect a 

‘cappella’ or chapel of the High Altar, which 

appears to have formed an addition to the original 

church.” The accounts for this undertaking (ap¬ 

proved by the Prior of Santo Spirito, as visitor to 

the convent on February 19, 1493-4) contain no 

mention of the altar-piece by Botticelli, which, as 

Mr Horne remarks, is more likely to have been 

commissioned after than before the erection of 

the chapel. 
Whether the assertion of the brothers Gamberini 

as regards the provenance of the present picture 

may be trusted is a question which, in view of the 

nature of the publication in which it is made, and 

in the absence of any corroborating proofs, it 

would be rash to answer in the affirmative. Their 

statement is, therefore, given here merely for what 

it is worth. 
In style, the picture is closely allied to the works 

of Botticelli’s last years (i 500-1510), although the 

execution seems to point to a pupil or pupils, 

working, perhaps, on a design of the master. 

Ulmann, op. cit., p. 146 (“Erzeugniss der Werk- 

statt Oder Schule”). 

Oppe, op. cit.y p. 55 and n. to pi. VIII. 

“Its monumental character, the amplitude and 

nobility of some of its figures, and its very 

exaggeration of expression, suggest that it, like 

the finer‘Lamentation,’at Munich,is the counter¬ 

part, on a large scale, of such undoubtedly 

genuine but late works by Botticelli, as the 

‘ San Zenobio ’ series .... As in the case of the 

‘ Annunciation,’ no doubt the brush was princi¬ 

pally applied by the hands of pupils.” 

It may be assumed that the present picture is one 

of the class to which Mr Horne alludes in the fol¬ 

lowing passage {op. c//.,p. 302 sq.): “Of this period 

[z>., c. 1501] of Botticelli’s art are a number of 

school-pictures, which will be discussed in their 

place; the subjects of which are taken from the 

great themes of religious painting. Although they 

unmistakably reveal the influence of Botticelli’s 

manner at this time, few of them bear any trace of 

the imaginative and mystical spirit which distin¬ 

guishes the two paintings which I have just dis¬ 

cussed [‘The Nativity’ of 1501 in the National 

Gallery and ‘The Magdalen at the Foot of the 

Cross’ in the Aynard collection at Lyons]. On the 

contrary they betray a tendency on the part oftheir 

authors to revert, not only to traditional composi¬ 

tions of Giottesque art, but even to modes of 

Giottesque expression.” 
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BOTTICELIJ 
(SCHOOL Ol ) 

23. PORTRAIT OF A LADY 
PlATt V. Bust of* hr)..*r. ilye**, »ith * ttriped scarf round her neck. Shewearson 

her bead » (iv:,a . r^p, rcniod w^ich plaits of her fair hair are wound; 

above her fortiiean If « iniiH feather, fastened with a pearl. Her scarf, plaits and 

. ap arr id- rned wh pparls. She presses with both hands the milk from 

her larraK F<-frn*t her, tKroii^l! a window^ is seen a landscape, through which flows a 

riw. I rj ji«cn<. r the banks are covered with brown rocks and clumps of dark green 

trees; in th.- - ■kjjroiind, buildings and hills in a blue tone. Blue sky with clouds. 

6'.w fi. i in. hy I jf in.-(o s76 tn. by 0 40 m.) 

r'-'W.-i<rj» _■ ' 

Octagon Room, No. 46. 

PHiitt.-.H -'ii-r.Man i840J. -- ■J C , f^tlV t-ssvi 

'j'ili the cidlection of Sir Aotbony 
'■•iBv , ic^i-ifrd about the year 

r; f , 
• -rt- if?'.*- i. ' r'. 'x. HoMt, OW Mts- 

tJffs*’fv?iT'r<;'=» • I-, - 

Grow sBi v»»sVj*ciie. t'*verrt, ind ed. 
/s t 

H. in(Rome, 1902), 118, 
»i^ !i. .’/* ■'/■A'l^uyf. 1905, p. 6. * 
t'h«. -a b portr»?ti__from the school of 
B-*ht s2me type of female 
**»*•’• If-h'M i»-be’ fgund in the Kaiser- 

i, «( Berlin (No.'io6a), in the 
’fo.'shSa), and in the Staedel 

VFu»c4rJto. n). A more or less 
sigis jf» .'fc of U’ji it^sieti fn'i pot trait by Piero 
di -C'oatroo ir tbe Coode at Chantilly* 

ai.r'lii' '.votfcat portrait ascribet^tS 
Fiirppino I.ap5ii. WA- >a the SalfiiiS 

‘ la the pST-raU sStriherf So F-lipftaa fJfK the arms of th 
of the picture. ' - 

^Rogers, Davenport Bromley, Alexander Barker 
'and Dudley collections, and now belongs to the 
Rothschild family at Ferrieres, in France (repro¬ 
duced in W. Roberts Memariali of Christ's, 
London, 1897, i, plate fadnj p 1861 Most of 
the above picture* fin.’••i.lir.J: tt:r . trseart ««i*) 
and also the female p'..Ate 0 • J-(<err: ‘uun 
the school of Botils-aib. n. .1.. laJiuo Pitti 
(No. 353) have been tuppbaSo *0 represent Sim- 
onetta Vespucci, whose takour Giuliano de’ 
Medici wore in a joust at Horence in 1475. As 
shown by Mr Home cit., p. 52 ry.), none of 
these works can, however, be the likeness of Sim- 
onetta, who died in 147b, f-e., long before the 
portraits in question were produced.' In the 
present picture, an allegory of. obscure meaning 
is introduced by the action of'the figure, which 
is possibly intended to suggesfFertility. 

•* 
1? 

c Soderiai £unily are seen in the upper loft hand corner 
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BOTTICELLI 
(SCHOOL OF) 

24. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
THE INFANT ST JOHN The Virgin in red robe, dark green mantle and transparent purple veil wound 

round her head and shoulders, is seated on a low marble bench, giving the 

breast to the Child, who is sitting on her lap on a pink and blue cushion 
with gold tassels and ornaments. Behind the bench, St John in pale purple 

fur-lined tunic and red mantle, his cross in his right hand, is standing in adoration. 

Landscape background in subdued olive green tones with distant blue hills. Blue sky 

with clouds. 

Panels circular, diameter 26J in. (o'666 m.) 
Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 27. 

In this collection by 1868; acquired in Florence (J. C. Robinson, Memoranda, No. 3). 
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FRANCESCO 
BOTTICINI Born at Florence in 1446, the son of Gio- 

’t>anni di Domenico Botticini, a painter of 

playing-cards; died in that town on July 22, 

1497. Pupil of Neri di Bicci; assistant at one 

tme to Botticelli. A talented eclectic^ whose style re¬ 

flects those of a great number of Florentine Painters: 

Cosimo Rosselli, Andrea del Castagno, Fra Filippo 

Lippi, the Pollaiuoli, Botticelli and Verrocchio. 

Bibliography: Crotve and Cavalcaselle, '•^Italian 

Paintersf \st ed. ii, 452-4; 2.nded. iv, 293-297, 

B. Berenson, '‘^Florentine Paintersf pp. 118-121. 

F. fliihnel, Francesco Botticini” {Strassburg, 

1906). 
E. Schaefler, in Thieme and Becker, Allgemeines 

Lexikon der bildenden Kunstlerf v, 420-1. 

25. PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN Bust of a young man, turned three-quarters to the left, with long auburn hair. 

He wears a dark cap and a dark dress, with slashed sleeves. 

Dark background. 

Panel, 151 in. by 11| in. (o'40 m. by o’2g4 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Octagon, No. 91. 

Photo Gray 29022. The attribution to Botticini is due to ever, an undeniable resemblance, in drawing and 

Mr Berenson [op.cit., p. 121). Though modelling, to Botticini’s Angels in his altar-piece 

the picture does not offer much scope in the Collegiata at Empoli. 

for stylistic criticism, it shows, how- 
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PIER FRANCESCO 
FIORENTINO 

HIS painter, toho IHas also a priest, seems house-chapels) imitating now one and note the other of 

to have been working in 1474, «J- Domenico the leading Florentine painters. 

Ghirlandaio's assistant at San Gimignano; Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “Storia della 

tee also have signatures by him dating from pittura in Italia,” vol. vii {Florence, 1896), //i. 

1494 and 1497. He was an industrious, but little- 498-507. 

gifted producer of devotional pictures {principally for B. Berenson, “ Florentine Painters," pp. 166-172. 

26. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
THE LITTLE ST JOHN AND 
ANGELS The Virgin who wears a red robe, a dark blue mantle embroidered with GnrU. SeJk, 

gold, a transparent veil and a grey head-dress is seated and worships the 1C 

Infant Christ, who, swathed in a grey wrap, is being lifted up by two angels, I; ^ jj-, V- •. 

the foremost of whom is clad in a crimson dress. To the left, the little St 

John, wearing a grey coat, is kneeling in adoration; on the opposite side is seen an 

angel with a rose-wreath round the hair and clad in a crimson robe and dark green 

mantle embroidered with gold and lined with yellow. The cushion of the Infant Christ 

adorned with a pattern in white and red, is lying on the arm of the Virgin’s chair. 

Tooled gold background. 

Panel., circular, diameter 34I in. (0-878 m.); including the frame, 5o| in. (1-283 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 21. 

Photo Gray 28972. 

with Angels,” in the Uffizi (No. 1307); and the 

angel to the right, from his “Annunciation,” be¬ 

longing to Prince Doria in Rome. The figure of 

St John—the weakest part of the whole com- 

arisms from Fra Filippo Lippi. The central position—appears to be Pier Francesco’s own 

group is copied from Lippi’s “Virgin and Child invention. 
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RAFFAELLINO DEI 
CARLI Born about 1470; stUl living in 1516. His 

mrl^s reveal an eclectic artist, influenced both 

by Florentines (Filippino Lippi, Lorenzo di 

Credi, Ghirlandaio') and Umbrians (Pintu- 

ricchio and Perugino). There is much to be said for 

the opinion that he is identical 'tpith the painters kno’Von 

as Raflaello de' Capponi and Rafldellino del Garbo, 

though the question cannot, as yet, be considered as 
settled. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ Italian 

Painters,'’ isted. Hi, 415-20; 2nded. iv, 298-306. 

H. Ulmann,in '■'■Repertoriumfur flunstwissenschaft," 

^ol. xvii (Stuttgart and Leipzig, 1894), pp. 90- 

C. Gamba, in ^^Rassegna d'artefl yol. vii (Milan, 

\()oy),pp. 104-109. 

B. Berenson, '■'■Florentine Painters," pp. 126-129; 

"■The Drawings ofl the Florentine Painters" (Lon¬ 

don, 1903), i, 80-100. 

G. Gronau, in Thieme-Becker, " Allgememes Lexi- 

kon der bildenden Kiinstler," v, 604-6, 552 sq. 

^OtAV 
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27. SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF 
MOSES 

(Continuous composition from right to left.) 

lO the right, view of the valley of the Nile, which is flowing between rocky T( 

: 
and mountainous banks. On the nearer shore stands the daughter of Pharaoh, 

attended by two ladies, watching two of her maids lifting the infant Moses 

out of his basket. The daughter of Pharaoh, who raises her right hand in 

astonishment, wears a scarlet under-dress, a pink robe, and a dark blue mantle, lined 

with yellow; her elaborate coiffure is surmounted by a crown. Of the ladies in attendance, 

the one to the right wears an olive green robe, violet mantle; the other, a pink robe. 

Of the maids, the one to the right wears a turquoise dress over an orange under-dress, 

and the other, a pink dress over a purple under-dress. The landscape is painted in green 

and brown tones. 

To the left. Pharaoh, in green cloak and scarlet over-dress, lined with blue, and wearing 

red boots, is enthroned in a hall, inlaid with multi-coloured marbles. The little Moses, 

in scarlet tunic and white shirt, has just thrown Pharaoh’s crown on the floor, and now 

steps from his lap to seek refuge with the daughter of Pharaoh, who stands to the right 

of the throne, dressed as before. Two ladies in pink and olive green are in attendance. 

Pharaoh turns to a man in a turban, dressed in a green tunic, shot with red, a scarlet 

under-dress, and boots, who is about to strike Moses with a dagger in his raised, right 

hand. Two other men are also expressing their anger at Moses’ behaviour; one wears a 

turban and a red tunic over a green under-dress, and red socks; the other is dressed 

in a light purple tunic and orange mantle. 

Canvas, 2 S-J in. by 61J in. (0^72 2 m. by i'5 5 5 m.) 

Tempera. 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29585. 
See following number. 
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RAFFAELLINO DEI 
CARLI 

28. THE SUBMERSION OF 
PHARAOH TO the centre of the composition, Pharaoh and his army are being submerged 

in the sea which is of a roseate hue, and intended to suggest the Red Sea. 

Moses, Aaron, and the other Israelites, in brightly coloured costumes, are 

standing on the left shore. The shores in the foreground are brown; the 

promontories in the distance and the stormy sky are painted in green tones. 

Ca?ivas, 28 in. by 66i in. (o'yi m. by i'686 m.) 

Tempera. 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29584. 

^ , 

^6» /r 

u - 

SOLD with the preceding at Christie’s, to RafFaellino dei Carli first by Mr Berenson, 

Aug. 4, 1901, from the collection of Dr Florentine Painters^ p. 127; they show indeed 

Creighton, Bishop of London, under the in types, folds of drapery, forms of landscape, and 

name of Pinturicchio; subsequently, in other elements of style so close an affinity with 

1904, purchased by Mr Flerbert Cook. authenticated works by this artist, as to place 

Like its companion picture (No. 27) probably the correctness of the attribution beyond doubt, 

part of a cassone. These paintings were ascribed 
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FRA BARTOLOMEO 
(BARTOLOMEO PAGHOLO; known as FRA BARTOLOMEO) 

28. 1472; M<7r« in Florence. Fra Bartolomeo is a typical ex- 

“‘fr- " 3 I Offc^fr, 1517. Pa/// ponent of the grand mosiumental style of the mature 
OJ Losimo Roselh; subsequently active in com- Renaissance, though, no doubt, open to the charge of 
panionship •svith his fellow pupil. Mar lotto being cold afid theoretical, 

yhertmelh up to isoo,when, being deeply moved by Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, ^'Italian 
tbejate oJ havonarola, he resolved to give up painting. Painters,” 1st ed. tii, 427-478. 

and entered the Dominican order. In 1504, he began F. Knapp, “Fra Bartolommeo della Porta una die 

however again to practise hts art, and became in 1509 Schule von San Marco" {Halle a. S., 1905). 

the head of a large workshop in the Convent of San B. Berenson," Florentine Painters," pp. 111-113. 

29. MADONNA AND CHILD, ST 
""■" ELIZABETH THE LITTLE 

ST JOHN 
, Da, r The Virgin, who wears a brick-red robe with orange sleeves, and a blue 

mantle, is seated on the ground, and holds in her arms the Infant Christ, 

who is embracing the little St John, who is clad in a red-brown tunic, with 

a pale purple sash. Behind the Virgin is seated St Elizabeth, who wears a 

rich red robe, a dark mantle, and a white head-cloth. The group is placed under a tree 

ot dark brown foliage. Brown middle-distance; in the background a town, painted in 
very light tones. ^ 

Signed: 
Panel, 57+ in. by 47 in. (i'457 m. by 

I'lga m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 40. 

Photo Anderson 18399. 

N this collection by 1873. 

Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Masters, 

1875, No. 176, and 1902, No. 73. 

J. C. Robinson, in The Art lournal. May, 
1885, p. 135. 
B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 113. 

J. P. Richter, March, 1902, pp. 83-5. 

F. Knapp, 0/. cit., pp. 187-189, 263; reproduced 
as plate 91. 

A noble work, showing the artist’s monumental 

style and consummate skill as a composer; unus¬ 

ually attractive in colour and broad and free in 

treatment. 

Several variants of the composition exist. One, 

also a fine work by the master, signed and dated 

1516, is in the Palazzo Corsini at Rome (No. 

579), and shows the group of the Virgin and the 

Children reversed, and behind them, to the right, 

not St Elizabeth but St Joseph; another, less im¬ 

portant, in the Palazzo Pitti (No. 256), is com¬ 

posed much as the present picture with the 

addition of the figure of St Joseph to the right; 

a third in the National Gallery (No. 694), re¬ 

peats the group of the Virgin and the Children 

only, and is probably not by the master himself. 
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RA BARTOLOMEO 
!n^RTOtX)MEO PAGHOLO; known as FRA BAK JOLOMEO) 

N Of March 28, 1+72; died 

r 31 October, 1 j 17, PtftJ 

j ' k.u/h. tuhie^Mirth actr c -r -n 
“p.nrr n,taf \nth hit feih\a Mirkc 

: » 7W//. ft t 500. •a-hcK, ifOg derfJf rrnct - 

th-'Jab if he rrtohvdt: f~.it ,r fuiKi-tf. 
./*«' .-etf-eid the Domimcan order. /« 1, ^A A j,/. 
2o»^./t Jfan) fi practise hit art, A . rte- ,r > <r>; 
^4- heaa ef a iarge vorisitf '* 1' ■ -mrae ra» 

-W-'r ’« Firt.rr.e7 h‘a Bartolomeo is a typical ex- 
p-reot of I‘.- fraod rsonumental style of the mature 

Her-.iiif.-t, ohtagh, m doubt, open to the charge of A 

r yf toid and theoretical. | 
HAIt-xraphy: Crsme and Cavalcasetle, >'Italian 1 

!</«C w, 427-478. 
i ■ ^napp, •* pea Bartolommeo della Porta una die 

SiAtsle sw San .Marco" {Halle a, S., 1903). 
fl. Beremon. ''Florentine Painters,"pp. i n-i r3. 

29. MA!X)NN\ AND CHILD, ST 
' ELIZA HKTH &? THE LITTLE 

ST JOHN The V .r •! , .ir- . wears a brick-red robe with orange sleeves, and a blue 

nruntl-, ** n.->'td on the ground, and holds in her arms the Infant Christ, 

who t~ a«i.wcirtg the little St John, who it ckd in a red-brown tunic, with 

• k j Behind the Virgin is seated St Elizabeth, who wears a 
nch red robe. „ .j,.» , .-..ie, and a white head-cloth. Ttie group is placed under a tree 

of dark brown hJeg. n.twn middle-distance; in the background a town, painted in 
vcAy light tones. 

rj^rt OP* preiTl 5"- by 47 in. (1-457 ™. hy 
I I ^ I 1-192 m.) 

//OTfTt 1 Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 40. 

p 1 Pboto Anderson 18399. 

Signed: 

IN this collection by 1875. 
ExliilMted at Burlington House, Old Masters, 
tSrj* No. 176, and 1902. No. 73. 
]. C. Robinson, in 7%f eirt Jostmal, May, 

««85, p. 135. 
B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 113. 
J. P. Richter, Art Journal, March, 190a, pp. 83-5. 
FiKnapp.a/. cit., pp. 187-189, 263; reproduced 
as piale 91. 
A noble work, showing the artist's monumental 
style and consummate skill as a composer; unus¬ 
ually attractive in colour and broad and free in 
treatment. 
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Several variants of the composition exist. One, 
also a fine work by the master, signed and dated 
1516,15 in the Paiazzo Corsini at Rome (No. 
579), and shows the group of the Virtio tod the 
Children neverK-d,and behind them, to the right, 
not St Elizabeth but St Joseph; another, less im¬ 
portant, in the Palazzo Pitti (No. 2 56), is com- 
poseo much as the present picture with the 
addition of the figure of St Joseph to the right; 
a third in the. Natsonal Gallery; JNo., 694), re¬ 
peats the group of the Virgin and the Children 
only, and is probably not by the master himself. 







MARIOTTO 
ALBERTINELLI 

(SCHOOL OF) BOKi>i at Florence on Oct. lo, 1474; ot Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, "Italian 

that city on May i i, 1515- Pupil of Cosimo Painters'' 1st ed. Hi, 484-92. 

Rosselli; friend and long the partner of his F. Knapp, "Fra Bartolommeo della Porta U7id die 

fellow pupil Fra Bartolomeo, under tchose Schule von San Marco" [Halle a. S., 1903), pp. 

overpoViermg influence Albertinelli altoays shotos him- 205-234. 

self, though a certain delicacy and gracefulness reveal B. Berenson, "Florentine Painters f pp. g6 sq. 

his individual temperament as an artist. 

30. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin, in red robe with gold embroideries and green-blue mantle, is 

seated supporting the Child on her lap with her right hand, holding a book 

in her left. The Child grasps with both hands a small wreath of pale blue 

flowers and green leaves. 

Background, a brown wall with green curtains on each side. 

Panel, 2 5! in. by i 8 in. (o'646 m. by 0^457 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Billiard Room. 

Ccrctt- 

ho 
"t ^re-C O 
Sea 
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ANDREA DEL SARTO (?) 
(ANDREA D’AGNOLO DI FRANCESCO; known as ANDREA DEL SARTO) Born in Florence^ on July i6, i486; died in 

that city on January 22, 1531. Pupil of the 

obscure painter Qiovanni Barile and Piero di 

Cosimo. zActhe chiefly in Florence (i 518-19 

in Paris as painter to Francis I). Though there is little 

spiritual significance in much of his work^ he captivates 

through his noble design and rich, soft colouring. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ Italian 

Paintersf ist ed. Hi, 542-587. 

B. Berenson, '‘''Florentine Painters'" pp. 101-104. 

H. Guimiess, "Andrea del Sarto ” [London, 1899). 

F. Knapp, "Andrea del Sarto ” {Bielefeld and 

Leipzig, 1907). 

31. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST 
Plate VIE Bust of a young man with auburn hair, in a black dress, with a white shirt and 

a black cap. Greyish-green background. 

To the left, the monogram intended for Andrea d’Agnolo. 

Paneiy 25 in. by 19 in. (o'634 m. by 0*482 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 61. 

Photo Anderson 18503. 

URCHASED in 1871 at Madrid, of the 

Condessa Pacheco. 

Exhibited at BurlingtonHouse,01dMasters, 

I 873, No. 192. 

The picture bears a considerable general resem¬ 

blance to the two celebrated self-portraits of 

Andrea, in the Uffizi (No. 1176) and the Palazzo 

Pitti (No. 66). It would seem, however, as if it 

did not show Andrea’s unerring security and clas¬ 

sical statelinessof design; owing to some modifica¬ 

tions in the features and proportions the face has 

considerably less distinction and a more effeminate 

look than in the two Florence versions. The present 

writer, therefore, feels inclined to consider this 

bust (which is not included by Mr Berenson in 

his list of Andrea’s works) as a free version of 

Andrea’s authentic self-portraits, due to an artist 

of the sixteenth century, perhaps belonging to 

Andrea’s immediate entourage and possessing con¬ 

siderable gifts as a colourist. It should be added 

that criticism of the picture is rendered the more 

difficult by its somewhat impaired condition. 
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ANDREA DEI SARTO (?) 
(ANDREA D’AGNOLO IM ER AN* ;«*?«'**» X n'DREA DEL SARTO) Born #» Fkr<mtr. it,.» ,jsp» * 
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ANDREA DEL SARTO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

32. MADONNA AND CHILD AND 
THE INFANT ST JOHN The Virgin is seated on the ground holding the Infant Christ on her lap. 

She wears a purple robe with yellow sleeves, a dark blue mantle over her 

head, almost covering her red head-cloth. She raises her right hand to her 

breast, while the Infant Christ, a pink scarf loosely draped round his hips, 

grasps her left hand with his right. St John is seated to the right by the Virgin with a 

piece of fur spread under him, turning his head with a smile to the Infant Christ and 

pointing with his right hand to him. Behind St John, his cross with a scroll inscribed 

“ ECCE AGNUS DEI.” Dark background. 

Above, the monogram. 

Panels 56^ in. by 41 in. (i'426 m. by 1-04 m.) 

Doughty House, Entrance Lobby to Long Gallery. BELONGEDin i875toMadamedeMeiller Sarto,' although none of the extant painted ver- 

and lent by her in that year to the Exhi- sions seems to be by the master himself (cf. Mor- 

bition of Old Masters at Burlington House elli, Italian Painters, i, 127). Of these, the best 

(No. 168); after which it passed into the known is perhaps that in the Borghese Gallery in 

Richmond Gallery. Rome (No. 334); Reinach, Repertoire depeintures. 
One of several versions of the same composition iii, 294. 

which was probably designed by Andrea del 

The sketch for the whole, Uffizi, No. 304, mentioned by Guinness, op. cit., p. 95, appears, however not to be 
authentic. 
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ANDREA DEL SARTO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

APOLLO AND DAPHNE 
"TL POLLO to the right in armour, his bow in his left hand, his right hand 

/ \ stretched out, is pursuing Daphne, who is clad in a short flowing tunic. 

/ % Her raised hands are already transformed into branches of laurel. 

Canvas^ grey chiaroscuro, 24 in. by i8| in. (o'6o8 m. by o'478 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Billiard Room. 

Companion picture to No. 34. 

Both theseworks have been ascribed by Mr Beren- but seem to the present writer to be by a more 

son {Florentine Painters, p. 109) to Bacchiacca, slavish follower of Andrea del Sarto. 

CUPID to the right, a quiver slung over his shoulder, in his right hand his 

bow, his left hand raised in reproval. Apollo in armour to the left, his bow 

in his left hand, in a dejected attitude, his right hand raised. c 
Canvas^ grey chiaroscuro, 24 in. by 185 in. (o'boS m. by 0-478 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Billiard Room. 

Companion picture to No. 33. 
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ANDREA DEL SARTO 
(AFTER) 

35. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
ST JOSEPH The Virgin is seated to the right under a tree, holding the Infant Christ 

on her lap, supporting him with both hands, while he clings closely to her. 

She wears a pink robe with steel blue sleeves, a green mantle lined with 

yellow, and a purple head-cloth over a white one. A green cloth is wrap¬ 

ped round the Infant Christ. To the left St Joseph is seated on the ground in a pensive 

attitude, wearing a white under-habit, a purple tunic and a deep yellow mantle. 

Blue sky. 

Panel, 55 in. by 40I in. (i’394 m. by 1-036 m.) 

Doughty House, Entrance Lobby to Long Gallery. 

&-1 <t- ■■ -/ 

OUGHT in. 1870 of Madame Caratozzolo, 

of Paris, for 20,000 francs. 

Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Mas¬ 

ters, 1875, No. 172. 

An excellent old copy of the picture by Andrea 

in the Barberini Gallery in Rome (No. 54; 

Reinach, Repertoire de peintures^ i, 177). 

Other copies are in the Gallery at Madrid (No. 

334), the collection of the Duke of Westminster 

and the Academy of Vienna (No. 304); and there 

were also versions of the same composition in the 

Lucien Bonaparte collection (engraved by Carat- 

toni) and the Coesveldt collection (etched by F. 

Joubert). A copy of the head of St Joseph was 

formerly shown in the Pinakothek at Munich 

(No. 1071). 

F 
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ANDREA DEL SARTO 
(AFTER) 

36. ST SEBASTIAN 

. 

3» [v ( j ( iW 

HALF-LENGTH of the youthful Saint, who is draped in a grey-blue mantle 

and holds an arrow in his right hand and a palm branch in his left. The 

figure is relieved against the blue sky. 

Panel, 32^ in. by 24in. (0-833 ni- by o-6 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 59. 

Photo Anderson 18504. This is an old copy of a picture, which, 

according to Vasari (v, 54), Andrea 

del Sarto executed towards the end of 

his life for the Brotherhood of St 

Sebastian in Florence. (‘‘Essendo dopo Andrea 

in questi suoi ultimi anni molto famigliare 

d’alcuni che governavano la Compagnia di San 

Bastian, che e dietro a’ Servi, fece loro di sua 

mano un San Bastiano dal bellico in su tanto bello, 

che ben parve che quelle avessero a essere rultime 

pennellate ch’ egli avesse a dare.”) In his notes 

to Vasari Bottari states that the original subse¬ 

quently came to the Palazzo Pitti ; but it has 

disappeared from there long ago and cannot now 

8 m.) 

.1 

be traced. The composition of the Pitti picture is, 

however, known from an engraving (reversed) by 

Cosimo Mogalli. Besides the picture in this col¬ 

lection several other versions of the composition 
are known, e.g. : 

(1) Corsham Court, Lord Methuen. Bought by 

the RevJ. Sanford at Florence about 1831, and 

believed by him to be the original. (Vasari, v, 

54 n. 2 ; Guinness, op. cit., p. go.) 

(2) Florence, Palazzo Ginori (Crowe and Caval- 

caselle, op.cit., iii, 579; Guinness,£i/i.aV.,p. Sgry.) 

(3) London, Mr T. Humphry Ward. 

(4) Vicenza, Museo Civico. 
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ANDREA DEL SARTO 
(AFTER) 

37. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
ST JOHN THE BAPTIST The Virgin, who wears a pink robe, a purple mantle lined with scarlet, a 

white scarf and an orange head-dress, is seated on a green cushion on the 

ground, and seen full-face. She supports with her right hand the Infant Christ, 

who sits on her lap, turning his head with a smile towards the spectator. To 

the left kneels the little St John, in grey fur coat, and scarlet mantle, his hands crossed in 

front of his breast; in his right he holds a cross. Behind the figures a large yellow brown 

rock, to the left of which a verdant landscape is seen. 

Pa?2elj 39! in. by 29I in. (0*995 m. by 0*75 i m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Billiard Room. INSCRIBED at the back “ No. 1249 C.” An old copy of the “ Madonna del Fries ” now in 

As in the case of the “Nativity,” by Perino the collection of Mr Leopold de Rothschild in 

del Vaga (No. 71), this probably refers to London (Reinach, Repertoire de peintures^i^ 

one of the catalogues of the Fesch collec- Another copy is in the Hermitage at St Peters- 

tion, which the present writer has been unable to burg (not now shown, lithographed by E. 

consult. The picture is accurately described under Robillard). The composition is also engraved 

No. 975 in vol. iv, p. 236, of Georges’s Catalogue (in reverse) by Gaetano Vascellini, after a picture 

of the Fesch Collection (Rome, 1845), and is belonging to “gl’ Illustrissimi Signori Fratelli 

entered under No. 677 in the Catalogue des tab- Vernaccini.” 

leaux composant la Galerie de feu son eminence le 

Cardinal Fesch, Rome, 1841. 



ANDREA DEL SARTO 
(AFTER) 

38. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
ST JOSEPH AND THE LITTLE 
ST JOHN The Virgin, almost in profile to the right, in pink robe, a transparent scarf 

and green blue mantle, is kneeling on the ground in front of the Infent 

Christ, who is sitting on a white cloth, turning his head to the left, and 

looking up to his mother. Behind him the little St John is seen, clad in 

skins. To the left, behind the Virgin, St Joseph, in pale purple tunic and yellow man¬ 

tle, IS seated, leaning his arm against a rock. Further back, a grey ruined building. 

Pale blue mountains in the distance standing out against the evening sky. 

Panel, 2 3J in. by ig in. (o’^gb m. by o'48 3 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum. 

T^CCORDING to an inscription at the back 

of the picture, it comes from the 

i \ Pecori Palace in Florence. 

\^An old copy, on a reduced scale, and 

with some variations, of the picture painted by 

Andrea for Zanobi Bracchi, and now in the 

Palazzo Pitti (No. 62). Another copy is in the 

Budapest Gallery; yet another was formerly in 

the Schonborn collection at Pommersfelden. 
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BACCHIACCA 
(FRANCESCO D’UBERTINO, called IL BACCHIACCA) Born in Florence on March i, 1494; died in Bibliography: Morelli, '■Mtalian Painters," i, loi- 

that city on October ^^7. Pupil of Peru- 113. 

gino; infuenced by his friend Andrea del Fasari, ed. Milanest, vi, 454» 

Sarto, and in general an eclectic artist, not, B. Berenson, ^^Florentine Painters," pp. 108-110. 
Drawings of the Florentine Painters," i, 300-302. howe'lper, devoid of talent. 

39. THE HOLY FAMILY WITH THE 
te^ . 

HE Virgin, who wears a pink robe with yellow sleeves, a blue mantle lined 

with green, and a green-blue head-cloth touched with high lights, is kneeling T 
njlli virgin, WllU WCcllStl piiiiNiuuc witii ^ciiuw ait.t.vca, a Uluc . 

with green, and a green-blue head-cloth touched with high lights, is kneeling ^ Vm.«. 

on the ground, placing her left hand on the shoulder of the little St John, 

who kneels in adoration of the Infant Christ. The latter is seated on a fold 

of his mother’s mantle, and raises a pomegranate in his left hand. To the right is seen 

St Joseph, in violet tunic and blue under-habit, embroidered with gold. The figures 

are relieved against a screen of foliage; to the left a blossoming rose tree, on the right 

a pomegranate tree. In the extreme foreground, a deflorate dandelion, a columbine in 

blossom, and a wild strawberry plant with flowers and fruit. 

Panel, 47J in. by 34J in. (i'2 14 m. by o‘885 m.) 

Doughty House, Entrance Lobby to Long Gallery. 

Photo Gray 28976. 

Inscribed at the back, “ Dalla Galleria Legnano.” B. Berenson {^Florentine Fainters, 109). 

First recognized as a work of Bacchiacca by 

Morelli, who assigns it to the last period of the 

artist’s activity {op. cit., i, 109), 
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BACCHIACCA 

jrv*. 

40. THE CRUCIFIXION CHRIST, round whose hips is a pale purple drapery, is seen nailed to the 

Cross, in the foreground of an undulating landscape, painted in large brown 

masses. In the near middle distance to the left, some horsemen; to the right, 

the Marys, and St John. Distant green-blue mountains; green-blue sky 
with clouds. 

Panel, arched top; 64! in. by 46! in. (i’63 3 m. by I'l 86 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Lower Octagon Room. 

Photo Gray 29033. 

Berenson, loc. cit. 

41. THE LAST SUPPER COPY, with some variations, of the engraving by Marcantonio (B. 26). In the 

present picture there are no columns in the opening at the back; the land¬ 

scape seen through this opening is different, and shows a representation of 

the Agony in the Garden; a few other but insignificant differences also exist 

t 6 •''. . between the two compositions. The colouring is very light; the walls of the room are 

/,greenish-grey, and the bright colours of the dresses are effectively set off against them. 

The landscape is painted in a greenish tone, and has an orange glow on the horizon. 

Panel, 3iiin. by 58 in. (0-792 m. by 1-47 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Billiard Room. 

Photo Gray 29014. 

Berenson, loc. cit. 

(I am not satisfied that this is the work of Bacchiacca.—H.C.) 
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PONTORMO 
(JACOPO CARRUCCI DA PONTORMO) Born at Pontormo {near Kmpoli) on May 

25 [or 26), 1494; buried at Florence on 

January 2, 1557. Studied under Leonardo da 

Vinci^ Mariotto Albertinelli^ Piero di Cosimo, 

and Andrea del Sarto; influenced by Michelangelo. 

Pontormo is a draughtsman of immense skill and with 

great feeling for the beauty of line^ but in his subject 

compositions he soon came to use his powers for the 

purposes of a rather empty rhetoric. His portraits are 

mostly excellent productions in a calm and dignified 

style. 

Bibliography: Vasari^ w, 245-295. 

Morelli, '■^Italian Paintersfl /, 128-130. 

B. Berenson, '"'■Florentine Paintersf pp. 174-177. 

Idem^ '■^Drawings of the Florentine Painters fl /, 306- 

327- 
F. Goldschmidt^ '■'‘Pontormo^ Rosso und Bronzino'^ 

(Leipzig^ 

42. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
SAINTS The Virgin, in green under-dress (of which the sleeves are seen), pink robe 

and blue mantle and head-dress, is seated on the ground resting her right 

hand on an open book and clasping with her left the naked Infant Christ, 

who kneels clinging affectionately to her. Behind this group, to the right, 

are seen St Joseph at work, speaking to the boy St John, and St Elisabeth. 

Buildings in the distance. 

An'vrvv . >A-t< . 

(li'p) 

Canvas^ 50 in. by 40 in. (i'268 m. by foib m.) 

St Paul’s Churchyard. 

Photo Gray 31563. SEVERAL versions of this composition are 

known. The prototype is perhaps that in 

the Pinakothek at Munich (No. logo ; 

signed according to F. Goldschmidt, op. cit., 

p. 47); other versions are to be found in the 

Galleria Feroni at Florence (No. 117); at Hamp¬ 

ton Court (No. 77-193); in the collection of Mr 

Vernon Watney at Cornbury Park, Oxford; in a 

private collection at Berlin, and in the Boston 

Museum (ascribed to Alessandro Allori and 

bearing the date 1561). 
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SALVIATI 
(FRANCESCO DE’ ROSSI, known as CECCHINO SALVIATI) Born at Florence in 1510; died at Rome on 

November ii, 1563. Active principally in 

Florence and Rome; also for short periods in 

Venice and France. For some time in the pay 

of Cardinal Salviati^ hence his sobriquet'' Studied 

under Giuliano Bugiardini., Baccio Bandinelli, 

aello da Brescia^ and Andrea del Sarto. Largely 

influenced by Michelangelo; modified his colouring 

after contact with the Venetian School. 

Bibliography: Vasari., vii, 5“47* 

C. Gamba., in ^^Rassegna d'arte^'' vol. ix {Milan., 

1909), 4/7. 
H. Voss, in Zeitschrift filr bildende Kunst’' ser. 

ii, ')>ol. xxiii {Leipzig, \c)\\-\7), pp. 41-44. 

Vv \ V ■ #- 

\ : 

JL, ■/<- 

43. PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN 
UST of a young man with light brown hair and moustache. He wears a black 

dress with gold buttons, and a white collar embroidered with blue; in his black 

cap, embroidered with gold, he has a white ostrich feather. Grey-brown back¬ 

ground. 

Canvas, 185 in. by 14! in. (0-46 m. by o'368 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 58. 

Photo Gray 29005. 

B 

Hitherto ascribed to Moroni, this 

picture, as regards drawing, modelling, 

scheme of colour and handling, finds 

its exact counterpart in certain portraits 

by Francesco Salviati, e.g., those in the Uffizi 

(No. 1256), in the Corsini Gallery at Florence 

(No. 127), and in the Naples Museum (the so- 

called portrait of the Cavaliere Tibaldeo, by 

Raphael). 

ill 
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FONTEBUONI 
(ASTASIO OR ANASTASIO FONTEBUONI) Born Florence in 1590; died hi that city Bibliography: F. Baldinucci^ ^''Notizie deiprofessori 

in 1626. Fupil of Domenico Cresti da Fas- del disegno f ed. Ranalli, vol. iv {Florence^ 1846), 

signano. Acthe in Florence and Rome. pp. 333-336. 

44. ST JOHN THE BAPTIST The youthful Saint is seated, naked, on a rock, on which a grey cloth is 

spread. In his raised right hand he holds a piece of paper, on which are 

the remains of the inscription: ECCE AGNUS DEI. Behind him, a large 

rock, to the right of which a glimpse of a wooded and mountainous land¬ 

scape is obtained. 

Ca-rVr 

Panels i if in. by 8^ in. (o'2 98 m. by o’2 16 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 73. 

Hitherto ascribed to Schidone. buoni, given by the artist to the Grand Duke 

A copy or a replica of the little picture by Fonte- Cosimo II, and now in the Uffizi (No. 1186). 

G 
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FLORENTINE SCHOOL 
(SEVENTEENTH CENTURY) 

45. JUDITH THREE-QUARTER length of Judith, seen full face, holding a scimitar in 

her right hand, and resting her left on the head of Holofernes, which is held 

by an old woman hardly seen in the background. The neck and breast of 

Judith are bare; her dress is blue with a white skirt, and an orange-brown 

mantle, with striped scarf round waist. Red curtain on left, behind. 

Canvas, Octagonal, 50 in. by 39 in. (i'27 m. by o'99 m.) 

St Paul’s Churchyard. 
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III. SCHOOLS OF UMBRIA 
AND THE MARCHES 
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ALLEGRETTO NUZI 
-ITJ-NT tnhprf hr ,iipA Intp hi Set)- Painters.” 1st ed. it, iq-I-igS; 2nd ed. Hi, 176-18 at Fabriano, where he died late in Sep- Painters^ ist ed. ii, 2nd ed. Hi, i^h 181. 

ember or early in October, i 373, according to A. Colasanti, “Note sull'antica pittura fabrianese” 

he local chroniclers, aged 79. Matriculated in in “L Arte, ix (1906), 263-277* 
he painters' guild at Florence in i 346; active B. Berenson, “ Central Italian Painters," pp. l^l sq. 

chiefly at Fabriano. Influenced especially by Bernardo A. Zonghi, “Allegretto Nazi morto a Fabriano net 

Daddi. His reflned sense of decorative beauty and the 1373” in “he Marche,” fasc. t-u, as quoted 
suave nobility of hisflgures,give his art a great charm, in “ Rassegna bibliograftca dell'arte ttaltana,' xi 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “Italian (1908), 212. 

CORONATION THE 
VIRGIN (TRIPTYCH) 

CENTRAL COMPARTMENT The Virgin, in pale blue tunic and pink mantle, and a transparent veil, is 

seated, her hands crossed in her lap. Christ, in blue tunic, yellow under¬ 

sleeves and yellow mantle, lined with white, is placing the jewelled crown 

on the Virgin’s head. All the dresses have gold ornaments. Eour angel 

musicians kneel at their feet on the pink ground, the two outermost in green, the two 

innermost in blue tunics. Red background, with dark green and gold ornaments. 

Tooled gold nimbi. 

LEFT WING 

Group of Saints. In the front row, to the right, St Francis in grey habit, a red book in 

his right hand; to the left, St Bartholomew in green-blue tunic with gold embroideries 

round his neck and wrists, and white mantle, lined with red, holding a knife in his 

right hand and a large brown book in his left. Behind St Francis, a small figure of the 

Donor in white, introduced by a bearded Saint. Seven other Saints are represented in 

this compartment, among them David, Stephen, Sylvester (?) and George (?). Tooled 

gold nimbi. 

RIGHT WING 

Group of Saints. In front, to the right, St Peter in blue tunic and yellow mantle, the 

golden key in his right hand, a dark book in his left. To the left, St John the Baptist in 

a skin tunic, and a green mantle, lined with red, holding in his left hand a scroll, on 

which is written “ Ecce Agnus Dei. Ecce qu.” Behind these, eight other Saints, among 

whom Moses, Noah and an Evangelist can be recognized. Tooled gold nimbi. 
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^panels, with tops in the shape of pointed arches; central compartment, 65I in. by 

403 m. (1-67 m. by I-or 8 m.); side compartments, 5 li in. by i8| in. (1-305 m. by 

0475 ni-)- The frame ends in pointed gables, each containing a painted figure (bust) 

in a trefoil space, to«., in the centre the Eternal (almost obliterated) and on the wings 

an angel. This triptych is now dismembered; the central compartment hangs in the 

useum at Doughty House, and the side compartments in the Smoking Room fNos 
19 and 28). ' 

Tempera. 

Photo Anderson 18471. This picture was ascribed to Bernardo 

Daddi by Prof. O. Siren (“Alcune 

opere sconosciute di Bernardo Daddi” 

in L Arte, viii [1905J, 281), who com¬ 

pared it with a ‘‘Coronation ” by that master in the 

magazine of the Uffizi. This last work certainly 

proves how greatly Allegretto Nuzi was indebted 

to Daddi; but the types and the design in the 

present triptych also clearly show the individual 

characteristics of Allegretto’s style. It is assigned 

to him by Mr Berenson (op. cit., p. 132), and Mr 

Langton Douglas (in Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 
Italian T’ainters, 2nd ed. iii, 181, n. i). 
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GIOVANNI FRANCESCO 
DA RIMINI TW O 'Works by this artist are dated 1459 

and 1461 respectively; at this period he 

was still active in Bologna. He is known 

to have been dead by December., 1470. 

He was a scion of the Umbrian School, as may be 

seen from the affinity which his works show to those 

of e.g. Matteo da Gualdo and Benedetto Bonfgli. 

Bibliography: C. Ricci, “ Giovanni Francesco da 

Riminif in '■’■Rassegna d'arte,''' ii {Milan, 1902) 

Idem, ‘‘^■Ancora di Gio'lp. Francesco da Rimini,'' ibid, 

in, 69 sq. 

Idem, Spigolature," ibid, vii, 102 sq. 

C. Gamba, '■'‘Corrieriartistici-Firenze," ibid, iv, i i o. 

G. Cagnola, ^^Una nuova opera di Giovafini Fran¬ 

cesco da Rimini," ibid, v, 127. 

Ide?n, “ Un altro dipinto di G. Francesco da Rimim," 

ibid. Viii, 179. 
Mary Logan Berenson, ^‘Ancora di Giovanm Fran¬ 

cesco da Rimini," ibid. vH, 53 sq. 

Fadem, “ Un quadro di Giovan?2i Francesco da 

Rimini al Louvre," ibid, viii, 162. 

C. Grigioni, Giovanni Francesco da Rimini e Gio¬ 

vanni Grassi," in ^^Rassegna bibliografca dell' arte 

italiana," x {Ascoli-Piceno, 1907), 173-177. 

G. Gronau, “ Di altri Giovanni da Riminipittori," 

ibid, xi, 37-40. 

B. Berenson, ^‘‘Central Italian Painters," pp. 175 sq. 

F. M. Perkins, “ Un' altro dipinto di Giovanm 

Francesco da Rimini," in '■^Rassegna d'arte," x, 114. 

47. THE ALMIGHTY BESTOWING 
THE HOLY SPIRIT God the Father, in white tunic over a blue under-habit, and a pink mantle 

lined with yellow, is seen imparting the benediction, while the Holy Spirit 

in the shape of a white Dove descends towards the right. On either side of 
the Almighty an angel in dark-green tunic with gold embroidery round the 

neck and wrists and gold sashes. Both have large orange wings. Further back, four 

other figures of angels in pink and blue are partly seen. Deep blue background. The 

picture is encircled by a dark green laurel wreath. The Dove is figured as in front of 

the latter, and is partly an inset in the frame. 

GvOi... , t 

Panel, i ii in. by i ii in. (o‘302 m. by o’302 m.) 

Tempera. 
Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 15. 

Photo Gray 28975. Evidently the top piece of some 

ancona, the main portion of which 

showed the Annunciation; but no such 

picture by Giovanni Francesco da Rimini 

has as yet been identified. 

The attribution to this artist was first proposed 

by Mrs Berenson (in Rassegna d'arte, vii, 54), and 

is fully warranted by the facial types, the char¬ 

acteristic staring eyes, the scheme of colour, the 

folds of drapery, etc. 

B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 176. 

Another hitherto unrecorded painting of the same 

subject by Giovanni Francesco (of different com¬ 

position and larger size) was in 1912 in the 

possession of Messrs Dowdeswell. 
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PIERO DELLA 
ERANCESCA 

(SCHOOL OF) Born at Borgo Saa Sepo/cro about 1415-20, 

died in that city in 1492. Pupil of Domenico 

Vmeziano. Active at Florence, Loreto, Rimini, 

Rome, Arezzo, Borgo San Sepolcro, XJrbino, 

etc. His importance for the technical development of 

Italian painting ts great oyoing to his achievements in 

linear and aerial perspective; 'while the hieratic 

grandeur \Aikh characterizes his art and his marvel- 

lous gifts as a colourist combine to make him an artist 
of rare fascination. 

Bibliography : CroTPe and Cavalcaselle, “ Italian 

Painters," \sted. ii, 526-555. 

B. Berenson, '■'■Central Italian Painters," pp. 225- 

227. 

F. Witting, "Piero dei Franceschi," Strassburg 

1898. 

G. Gronati, "Piero della Francesca oder Piero dei 

Franceschi?" in "RepertoriumfurKunst'wissenschaft" 
xxiii (Berlin, etc., 1900), 392-394. 

W. G. Waters, "Piero della Francesca " (London, 
1910). 

C. Ricci, " Pier della Francesca" (Rome, 1910), 

("Vopera deigrandiartistiItaliani," i). 

(*- 

48. THE PRESENTATION IN THE 
TEMPLE The Virgin in red robe with slashed sleeves and over-dress of green and 

gold brocade, a blue mantle and white transparent veil stands in an open- 

air chapel in front of the altar. She grasps her mantle with her right hand 

and extends her left towards the Infiint Christ, who is being held by St 

Simeon standing opposite the Virgin, in white tunic, red over-dress lined with green 

and a striped white and green turban. The Child holds a bird in his left hand and 

stretches his right towards his mother. Behind the Virgin stands St Joseph in green 

tunic, pink mantle shot with blue, and yellow lining, holding a dish in his hands. Near 

him are seen the head and shoulders of a man, in deep red. Behind St Simeon two 

other men in red and green, and part of a female figure in deep red mantle. 

Polychrome architecture. 

Ca7tvas, yof in. by 5 3+in. (1-78 m. by 1-356 m.) 
Tempera. 

Doughty House, Museum. 

Photo Anderson 18458 (Marziale). Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts 

Club, Umbrian Exhibition, 1909-10, 

No. 46. This picture was once assigned 

to Marco Marziale, and Mr Berenson, as 

quoted in the Illustrated Catalogue of the above- 

mentioned Exhibition (p. 38), considers it “ to be 

of provincial Venetian origin and to have nothing 
to do with Piero della Francesca.” 

In the opinion of the present writer, the affinity 

to Piero s style is, however, clearly seen in the 
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types, forms and proportions of the figures, their 

solemn expression, the folds of drapery, the archi¬ 

tecture, etc.' 
Count U. Gnoli (“La pittura umbra alia Mostra 

del Burlington Club,” in Rassegna d' arte umbra^ 

i, Perugia, 1910, 45 sq. and “L’ art Italien aux 

expositions de Londres en 1910,” in Revue de 

rartChretiefi^Xx.'P^Lns, 1910, p. 320), has ascribed 

this painting to Lorentino d’ Arezzo, who was a 

pupil and imitator of Piero, and according to 

Vasari (ii, 499) the one who completed the works 

left unfinished by his master.“ 

The paintings by Lorentino at Arezzo offer cer¬ 

tainly some, if not conclusive, evidence in favour 

of the last attribution. 

The name of Fra Carnevale—at one time the re¬ 

puted author of the “Madonna and Saints,” in 

the Brera (No. 510), from the school of Piero— 

has also been connected with the present work; 

but since it has now been established that we 

know nothing of his character as an artist—not 

even that he was an imitator of Piero^—there is 

no valid reason for such an ascription. 

^The latest specialist on Marco Marziale, Dr B. Geiger, also refuses to accept the attribution to that master and 

gives the picture to a Modenese painter under the influence of Piero (“ Marco Marziale und der sogenannte 

nordische Einfluss in seinen Bildern,” in the Berlin Jahrhuch^ xxxiii, 132, n. i). 

* Compare on this artist A. Del Vita, “Nuovi document!,” etc. in Rassegna d' arte^ xl (Milan, 1911) 168 jy. and 

“Angelo di Lorentino d’ Arezzo,” ibid, x, 196-8. 

® Compare W. Bombe, in Thieme and Becker, iAllgemeines Lexikon de? bildenden Kunstkr^ vi, 20. 
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GIOVANNI SANTI 
(SCHOOL OF) Born at Colbordolo^near Urbino,about 1435; 

died in Urbina on Aug. i, 1494. Active in 

Urbino and its neighbourhood. Injiuenced by 

Piero della Fraficesca^Melozzo da Pori) and 

Justus van Ghent. A provincial painter of quite re¬ 

spectable attaimnents^ attracting through his gentle and 
serious nature. 

Bibliography: J, D. Passavant^ '■‘■Paphael d^ Urbhi 

et son pere Giovanni SantiP Paris., i860. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle., '‘Atalian Paintersf isted. 

iu 579-599* 

A. Schmarsow, “ Giovajitn Santi^ der Vater 

Raphaels [Berlin^ 1887). 

B. Berensony “ Ce?itral Italian PainterSy”p. 243 sq. 

E. Calziniy '‘‘■La Galleria annessa alP Istituto di 

belle artidi Urbinof in ‘‘‘LIArtey' iv [Rome, 1901), 

372-377* 

49. THE ANNUNCIATION 
Cof'i- X , f 

1 r (^n) 

The Virgin is kneeling in a portico in front of her house, her hands joined 

in prayer. She wears a crimson robe, a green-blue mantle lined with yellow, 

a transparent veil and a purple head-cloth, embroidered with gold, as are 

also the robe and mantle. To the left kneels the Archangel Gabriel, holding 

a lily in his left hand, and raising his right in salutation. He wears a light green robe, 

the slashed sleeves and front being of gold brocade; it is adorned with dark bands set 

with pearls and red stones. His mantle is green, shot with purple and lined with yellow. 

Above in a glory of golden rays a half-length of God the Father in gold brocade under¬ 

habit, blue tunic embroidered with gold and pink mantle lined with green and also 

embroidered with gold, is seen bestowing the Holy Spirit. He is surrounded by seraphs, 

with blue, green and pink wings. 

Landscape background. 

Canvas, 48 in. by 35^ in. (i‘2 i 7 m. by o’8g4 m.) 

Doughty House, Entrance Lobby to Long Gallery. 

Photo Gray 28977. PURCHASED in 1900 for ;f4oo, from position suggests an acquaintance with some 

Sir J. C. Robinson. Flemish “ Annunciation ” of the type known 

The former tentative attribution to Cola from the picture of the Burgundian School in the 

dell’ Amatrice cannot be sustained. The church of La Madeleine at Aix-en-Provence, 

style reveals an artist who has felt the influence reproduced in L’Ai-te, xi, Rome, 1908, p. 447. 

of Giovanni Santi—as seen e.g., in the folds of Perhaps the painter may have known such a model 

drapery, the hands, and the type of St Gabriel— through the channel of Justus van Ghent, 
and yet retains a certain individuality. The com- 
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LUCA SIGNORELLI Died at Cortona, his native city, between 

October 16 and December S, 1^2 2, accord¬ 

ing to Vasari, aged 82. Pupil of Piero della 

Francesca. Resided mostly at Cortona, but 

’^as also active in numerous other places {Rome, Orvieto, 

Florence, Monte Oliveto, etc.). Through his plastic 

efectiveness and monumental quality in designing the 

human figure arid his po'^erful imagination, he antici¬ 

pates Michelangelo. 

Bibliography: Cro'^e and Cavalcaselle, '■'■Italian 

Painters,'' isted. Hi, 1-35. 
R. Vischer, Luca Signorelli und die italienische 

Renaissance," Leipzig, 1879. 

'^Exhibition of the work of Luca Signorelli and his 

School," London: printedfor the Burlington Fine Arts 

Club, 1893. 
B. Berenson, "Central Italian Painters,"pp.2^^’j-2^ i. 

M. Cruttwell, "Luca Signorelli," London, 1899. 

50. STUDIES OF THE NUDE 
Plate VIII. TWO full-length figures of men undressing on the bank of a river flowing 

between high brown rocks covered with grass. The one to the left is taking 

off his white shirt, and the other is removing his sandal. Distant view of 

landscape to the right. The general tone of the picture is a ruddy brown. 

Panel.^ 27 in. by i6f in. (0-685 m. by 0*425 m.) 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 20. 

Photo Anderson 18512. 

OMPANION picture to No. 51. 

From thecollection of Baron Marochetti. 

This and the following picture, which 

show the artist at his best, are obviously 

fragments of a larger composition. It has usually 

been assumed that this was a “ Baptism of Christ,” 

in view of the resemblance of these groups to those 

in Signorelli’s painting of that subject in San 

Medardoat Arcevia, and also \xiX\\e.gonfalone, from 

the school of Signorelli, in the gallery at Citta di 

Gastello. To this Mr Fry has justly remarked (in 

The Burlington Magazine, xx, 72) that since these 

groups would have appeared in the middle distance 

of such a picture, this would have been of a very 

large size and some record of it ought to have been 

preserved. Now there exists a description, made 

by the Abate Galgano Bicchi, of a polyptych paint¬ 

ed bv Signorelli in 1498 for the chapel of St Chris¬ 

topher in the church of Sant’ Agostino of Siena 

and now dismembered. In this description (reprint¬ 

ed in Vischer, op. cit., p. 243, sq) mention is made 

of a panel, containing “figure nude, ed altre,parte 

in atto di spogliarsi,ed alcune di vestirsi, vicino ad 

un fiume” serving as a background for the statue 

of St Christopher in the central compartment of 

the polyptych; and it seems very natural to con¬ 

nect the present fragments with this record. In the 

light of the theory here advanced, the circumstance 

remarked on by Mr Fry, that each of these groups 

is excellently composed in itself, receives a natural 

explanation, as they would have appeared as almost 

independent compositions oneach side of the statue 

of St Christopher. Probably there was in the mid¬ 

dle of the panel nothing but a stretch of landscape, 

and thus it would be easier to understand how the 

two groups came to be separated from each other. 

The height, given by Bicchi, appears to be about 

4 in. shorter than that of the present pictures; but 

where everything else agrees so well, one may 

perhaps suppose an error of measurement or 

transcription. 

A figure, similar to the seated man, occurs in the 

background of Signorelli’s “ Madonna and Child ” 

in the Pinakothek at Munich (No. 1561). 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Signorelli Exhibition, 1893, No. 10 (see also 

p. xi sq. of the catalogue) and Winter Exhibition, 

1906, No. 21. Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries, 

Exhibition of Old Masters, i9ii,No. 10 (repro¬ 

duced in the Illustrated Catalogue, plate VIII). 

B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 250. 

M. Cruttwell, op. cit., p. 132. 

H. F. Cook in August, 1905, p. 10. 
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LUCA SIGNORELLI 
51. STUDIES OF THE NUDE 
Plate VIII. 

COMPANION pcture to No. 50. in Signorelli’s “Pan,” in the Kaiser-Friedrich 

rromthecollectionoIBaronMarochetti. Museum at Berlin (No. 79A) ; and the figure of 
Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts the woman resembles that of St Catherine of 

lub, Signorelli Exhibition, 1893, No. Alexandria in a group of three Saints in the same 

I I, and Winter Exhibition, 1906, No. 18. gallery (No. 79), which is one of the wings of the 

Grafton Galleries, Exhibition of polyptych painted by SignorelliforSant’ Agostino 

Old Masters, 19 ii. No. 12 (reproduced in the at Siena and of which the present picture may also 
Blustrated Catalogue, plate X). have formed part (see the comments on the pre- 

IhehgureofthemanissimilartothatofOlympus ceding picture). 

WOMAN, draped in a transparent pink robe, her flaxen hair floating round 

her, is carrying a child on her left shoulder. A man, nude, except for a red 

/ \ striped scarf round his hips, is standing with his back towards the spec- 

^ tator, holding a deep crimson drapery over his left arm. The figures are 

standing on the green bank of a river. On the other side of the river are high brown 

rocks. Light blue mountains in the distance. The whole picture is far more luminous 
in tone than its companion piece. 

Pa?iel^ 27 in. by i6f in. (o’685 m. by o'42 5 m.) 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 29. 

Photo Anderson 18513. 
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LUCA SIGNORELLI 

52. PORTRAIT OF NICCOLO 
VITELLI Bust to right of a clean-shaven old man with white hair, wearing a black dress 

and cap. 

Pale olive-green background ; above, the letters N.V. 

Panels i8 in. by 141 in. (0*458 m. by 0*375 ^0 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 89. 

Photo Anderson 18511. 

“TL LATER copy of this portrait (with a town through the massacre of the Fucci family. In 

/ \ background of sky and landscape and 1474, he was besieged by Sixtus IV and Federigo, 

i \ without the letters N.V.) is in the Duke of Urbino, but had to surrender and go into 

4 VPalazzo Comunale at Citta di Cas- exile. Thanks to the support of the Florentines, 

tello (reproduced in G. Magherini Graziani, he was, however, pardoned by the Pope, who 

2//CiZirf/Zo, Citta di Gastello, 1897, made him governor of Campania. He died in 

text, p. 30). i486. 

The Vitelli family ruled at Citta di Gastello under Vasari (iii, 390) states that Signorelli portrayed 

the sovereignty of the Pope in the fifteenth and Niccolo, Paolo and Vitellozzo Vitelli in his fres- 

sixteenth centuries. The first to obtain this domi- coes in the Cathedral of Orvieto. 

nant position, after several unsuccessful attempts, B. Berenson, 0^. a’A, p. 250. 

was Vitellozzo Vitelli (d. 1462). His nephew, M. Cruttwell, op. cit.^ p. 132. 

Niccolo Vitelli, rendered himself master of the 



LUCA SIGNORELLI 

53. THE CRUCIFIXION The three crosses are surrounded by a closely-packed crowd of soldiers, 

mounted and on foot, in many-coloured costumes, in which red is the pre¬ 

dominant note. Christ, the thieves and the crosses are painted practically in 

brown monochrome. In the foreground, to the left, the fainting Virgin is 

being tended by two women, both dressed in green and purple; St John in dark blue 

tunic and red mantle lined with yellow, and a woman in orange robe and brown 

mantle, are standing close by. Further back, to the left, are seen a woman, in dark 

green robe and red mantle, and an old man in red tunic and brown mantle. Behind 

these figures a high green rock. To the right, in the foreground, a tree in full leaf; 

further back, purple-coloured buildings. Green-blue mountains in the distance. Green- 

blue sky with clouds. 

Pa7ie/, 2in. by 39^ in. (o’y 15 m. by o’ggb m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 70. 

Photo Gray 29025. 

A 
No. I c (see 

CQUIRED from Sir J. C. Robinson 
about 1894. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts 

Club, Signorelli Exhibition, 1893, 
15 (see also p. xvii of the catalogue). 

B. Berenson, op. cit,, p. 250. 

A very similar group is found in the background 

of the Deposition of 1502 in the Cathedral at 

Cortona (reproduced in Cruttwell, op. f/i'.,plate 
facing p. 10). 
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PERUGINO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

?i'<i VANNUCCI, called PIETRO PERUGINO) 

■ 1446; died of taken tip and carriedfurther by Jtaphae!—the greatest 
'kruarytr March, among hit very numerous pupils. 

••."W Ji Larettzo. Bihikgraphy: Crowe and Caoealcaselle, " Italian 
,-e Pmi^ia,bat ‘Painters,"^ isted. id, 

■ vv, Kam and B.Berentonj“Centra/Iea/iaaPamters,’'f^.it7-tti. 

* n.ip\,inhit G.CWilliam(m,"Pietroy'aemucci,caUed Perugim:,'' 

■ ' Tj» nasties' London, 1900. • * 
F. Ktiapp."Pertigmo’'Bielefeld and Leipzig, iqaj. 
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PERUGINO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(PIETRO VANNUCCI, called PIETRO PERUGINO) Born Cuta della Pieve about 1446; died of 

the plague at Fontignano in February or March^ 

1523. Probably pupil of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. 

Active principally at Florence and Perugia., but 

also in many other places., among them Pome and 

Venice. Perugino's chief distinction lies, perhaps, in his 

power of creating quiet, but toonderfully rich harmonies 

of line and space; his endeavours in this direction were 

taken up and carried further by Raphael—the greatest 

among his very numerous pupils. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Ca^alcaselle, ^Atalian 

'Painters,^' isted.iii, 170-255. 

B.BerensonP^ Central Italian ‘Painters,”pp.2 17-223. 

G.C. Williamson, '‘‘"PietroVarmucci, called Perugino,” 
London, 1900. 

F. Knapp, '"'■Peruginof Bielefeld and Leipzig, 1907. 

54. THE SCOURGING OF CHRIST IN an open arcade, showing three arches, Christ is standing bound to a red marble 

column; round his hips is a blue cloth. Two men with fantastic helmets, one naked, 

the other wearing only a pink loin-cloth, are scourging him. The architecture is 
polychrome. Green and blue hills in the distance. 

Panel, 22 in. by i8| in. (o'56 m. by o'472 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 43. 
Photo Anderson 18475. 

"yjW CCORDING to Sir J. C. Robinson 

/ \ {Memoranda, p. 6), “this picture, 

/ \ formerly ascribed to Perugino, was 

JL V-obtained, many years ago in Milan, 

by George Morland, Esq., and it afterwards passed 

into the collection of Lord Northwick.” The 

catalogue of the Northwick sale states, however, 

as regards the provenance of the picture (No. 62), 

merely—“ formerly in the collection of A. Hope, 

Esq.” It was certainly in the possession of Lord 

Northwick by 1839, in which year it was lent 

by him to the Old Masters’ Exhibition at the 

British Institution (No. 41). At the Northwick 

sale (July 26, 1859) it was bought for ^^63 by 

Mr John W. Brett; it reappeared at the sale of 

the latter’s collection (1864) and was bought for 

_^73 los. by “ Morland ” (Redford, Art Sales, 

ii, 248). By 1868 it was in this collection (J. C. 

Robinson, op. cit.. No. 7). 

Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of Works 

of Art, 1868, No. 53. 

Hhe landscape is said by these authors to be a view of 

m.) 

Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Masters, 

1902, No. 19. 

While in the Northwick collection, this painting 

passed as a Raphael; Sir J. C. Robinson {loc. cit^ 

assigned it to Lo Spagna. Crowe and Cavalcaselle 

{op. fit., iii, 228) justly connect it with the 

“Martyrdom of St Sebastian” by Perugino at 

Panicale (1505), the composition of which it 

recalls in many respects, and remark as regards 

the authorship—“ it is by Perugino or some 

pupil other than Raphael, and done at least in 

the master’s atelier.”* 

In the opinion of the present writer, the picture 

falls short of Perugino’s standard of perfection; 

and there seems good reason to accept the sug¬ 

gestion (first made by Count Umberto Gnoli) 

that this is an early work by Bacchiacca, who 

was a pupil of Perugino, and of whose style the 

type of Christ, the somewhat academic action and 

drawing of the figures, and the colouring, are 

reminiscent. 

Castlglione del Lago, on the Trasimene Lake. 

. M IG/ 
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PERUGINO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

55. THE MARTYRDOM OF ST 
SEBASTIAN 

S 
T SEBASTIAN is tied to a column in a portico. To the left, behind the Saint 

is seen an archer aiming at him. 

Drawing, unfinished. 

Paper, i2|in. by 8| in. (o’32 m. by o’225 m.) 

Doughty House, Boudoir. 

Photo Gray 29036. 

.ou' G- (.c 
rvtwo "J o bO-< 

i. .-.*.7' - Ku-J' - 

Wdu'-sA.'k'6j.h 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Umbrian Exhibition, 1909-10, No. 67. 
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PINTURICCHIO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(BERNARDINO DI BENEDETTO [BETTO], called IL PINTURICCHIO) A NATIVE of Perugia; died at Siena imagination; he is diffuse and gossipy li\e a mediaeval 

‘December I, according to Vasari chronicle; but he charms through many a graceful 

at the age of 59. Acthe chiefly in motive, through his feeling for the harmonious render- 

^Rome and also in Orvieto, Perugia, ing of space effects and his idyllic landscapes. 

Spello, and Siena. Pupil probably of Fiorenzo di Bibliography : Crotve and Caipalcaselle, “ Italian 

Lorenzo ; influenced by Perugino, ffhom he assisted Painters," isted.iii, 256-299. 

in the decoration of the Sixtine Chapel in Rome. C. Ricci, “ Pintoricchio” (London, 1902). 
Pinturicchio is not an artist of deep and poteerful 

56. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin, in red robe embroidered with gold, dark brown mantle with 

gold borders, white head-cloth and a transparent veil on her head, stands 

with the Infant Christ in her arms, relieved against a gold and green man- 

dorla, in front of which are eight seraphs with multi-coloured wings. A 

white cloth is wrapped round the Child. Dark green background. The fleshtones are 

very pale, with the green under-paint appearing through. 

Panel, i 8i in. by I2| in. (o‘463 m. by 0-323 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 92. 

Photo Anderson 18308. 

bvi 10 

4ir*-s- It 

{-tVo 

XHIBITED at the Burlington Fine Arts 

Club, Umbrian Exhibition, 1909-10, 
No. 64A. 
The group of the Virgin and Child is re¬ 

peated in a great number of paintings emanating 

from the school of Pinturicchio. They are to be 

found e.g. in the Budapest Gallery (No. 83) ; 

the Bufalini collection at Citta di Castello; the 

Fogg Museum at Cambridge, Mass.; the Gallery 

at Darmstadt; the National Gallery (No. 702); 

the collection of Mr R. H. Benson, in London; 

the Louvre (No. 1573), etc. Cf. Ricci, op. cit., 

p. 14 ry. 
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PINTURICCHIO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

57. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
ST JOHN The Virgin, who wears a rose-purple robe, a dark-blue mantle lined with 

green and a transparent veil, is seated on a marble bench and supports with 

both hands the Infant Christ, who stands on her right knee, grasping with 

his left hand the border of his mother’s robe. To the right stands St John 

the Baptist, who wears a coat of skin and a rose-purple mantle lined with green; he 

holds a cross in his left hand. Background of a verdant landscape with hills on the 

horizon. 

Panel, i 3| in. by lo+in. (o'348 m. by o'266 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 44. 

Photo Gray 29007. This picture has been ascribed by Mr artist, the execution seems far more delicate than 

Berenson [Central Italian Painters, his. The painter is, in the opinion of the present 

p. 151) to Bernardinodi Mariotto; but writer, a follower of Pinturicchio. 

though the types somewhat recall this 
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GIANNICOLA MANNI Born Cltta della Pieve^ about 1470; died Bibliography : Crowe and Cavalcaselle^ “ Italian 

at Perugia on October 27, 1544. Active at Painters,'’^ ist ed, iii^ 334“339' 

\Perugia. A mediocre pupil a77d follower of B. BerensonP^Central Italian Painters f pp. \()2sq. 

Perugino, influenced also by Pinturicchio and 

Raphael. 

58. ST SEBASTIAN HALF-LENGTH of the youthful fair-haired Saint standing tied to a light 

brown column, A purple band is wound round his hips. 

Dark background. 

Panel^ 29|in. by 2o|in. (0*756 m. by 0*526 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 88. 

Photo Anderson I 8487 (Raphael). ^ dLL Formerly in the collection of Mr Ed¬ 

ward Solly {Descriptive catalogue of the col¬ 

lection of Italian piBures of the Rafaelle period 

of the late Edward Solly ^ Esq. ^No.XXVIII). 

Sold for ,ri68 at the Solly sale (May 8, 1847) ; 

Redford states in one place {Art Sales, i, 137) that 

the purchaser was anonymous; in another {ibid., 

ii, 247) that he was Lord Northwick. This pic¬ 

ture is, however, not entered in the Northwick 

sale catalogue. 

Purchased for this colledfion in 1873 through Sir 

J. C. Robinson. 

Exhibited at Burlington House,Old Masters,! 875, 
No. 178. 

At the back of the picture is the following inscrip¬ 

tion which, judging from the characters, can 

scarcely date from a much earlier period than c. 

1800 :—“Questo S. Bastiano e stato da Raffaelo 

Sanzio da Urbino dipinto per i Signori Conti degli 

Oddi Perugia. .lA.D.S.P.” 

The attribution contained in this inscription (and 

countenanced perhaps by the inscription SACIO 

on the saint’s girdle) is quite unconvincing, and it 

deserves also to be pointed out, that no picture 

answering the present one is mentioned by Baldas- 

sare Orsini {Guida . . . di Perugia, Perugia, 1784) 

in any of the three Oddi collections described by 

him. The present writer feels little doubt that the 

picture is the work of Giannicola Manni, so close ^ 

is the resemblance, in type and expression, between 

this figure and those on the ceiling of the chapel 

of the Collegio del Cambio at Perugia, a certified 

work by Manni (i 51 5-18). Compare also the figure 

of St Sebastian in Manni’s “Trinity adored by 

Saints ”of i 507 in the Perugia Gallery (Sala XVI, 

No. 30). Count Umberto Gnoli has independently 

arrived at the same attribution, and has kindly 

pointed out the affinity existing between this work 

and a full length St Sebastian until lately belong¬ 

ing to M. Sedelmeyer of Paris (photographed by 

Braun) given to Perugino, but in reality also by 
Manni. 

(I prefer to suspend Judgment on this point. The 

claims of the youthful Raphael to at any rate a 

share in this painting may one day come to be 

admitted.—H.C.) 

! J.- 

• ...t 
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BERNARDINO DI 
MARIOTTO Born at Perugla about 1475; died in that city Painters,"' ist ed. Hi, 299-301. 

in 1566. Active at San Severmo a?7d Perugia. B. Berenson^^CentralItalianPah2ters,"pp. 150-152. 

Pupii,perhaps,ofLQdovicod'AngeloMattioli, G. JJrbini, Bernardino di Mariotto" in Augusta 

injiuenced by Lorenzo da San Severino the Perusia"' voL ii [Perugia, igoy),pp. 161-174. 

younger, the Crivel/t, Signorelli and Raphael. JV. Boinbe, in Thieme and Becker, Allgemeines 
Bibliography: CroV^e and Cavalcaselle, '"'‘Italian Lexikon der bildenden Kufistler,” Hi, 441 s^. 

59. TWO SCENES EROM THE LIEE 
OF THE VIRGIN 

(«) THE VISITATION. 

AINT ELIZABETH in red robe, red and green mantle, white head-cloth and 

dark hood, is greeting the Virgin, who wears a red robe with white cuffs, and 

gold embroidery round the bottom of her dress, dark blue mantle lined with 

green and bordered with gold embroidery and a pink band tied round her hair 

and floating round her shoulders. To the left, St Joachim in pale purple tunic and red 

mantle, with a wide green collar, and a red and green hat, raises his hand in astonish¬ 

ment. To the right, St Joseph in green tunic (the sleeves showing a little of the white 

lining at the wrists) and an orange mantle is standing, leaning on his stick. Further 

back, two women in green and red dresses, the one holding two white doves, the other 

an offering of some kind. Polychrome architecture. Blue sky. 

(6) THE PRESENTATION. The Virgin, in red tunic with white cuffs and dark mantle, bordered with 

gold embroidery and lined with orange, is standing by an altar, on which 

is a small red cushion. She presents the child to St Simeon, who is standing 

behind the altar. To the right, four men, to the left, St Elizabeth and two 

other women talking with her. All these figures are wearing dresses in various shades 

of green and red. The architecture consists of multi-coloured marble, and is partly gilt. 

Eachpaml, 8 in. by 15! in. (0-203 by 0-393 ^•) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 4. 

Photos Gray 28973. 

Parts of a predella. Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts U. Gnoli, “ La pittura umbra alia Mostra del Bur- 

aub.Umbnan Exhibition, 1909-10, No. 4 lington Club” in Rassegm cT arte umbra, i (Perugia 

(reproduced in the Illustrated Catalogue, 19 ■ “L’art italien aux expositions de 

„ . Londres en 191 o ” in /’art lx 
Die Galerie zu Berlin,^. 164,n. i. (Paris, 191 o), 325. 

B, Berenson, Central Italian Painters, p. 15 i. 
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60. ALEXANDER THE GREAT 
LEXANDER the Great is represented standing on a pedestal, resting his 

against the background of an undulating landscape, showing large, almost monochrome 

being conducted by some soldiers out of another tent. (This is possibly a free illustra- 

thirty young women, Curtius Rufus, viii, 4.) Further back, the pale, grey-blue sea. 

Alexander is standing is a tablet, held by two genii and inscribed in gold capitals: 

Panel, circular top, 411I in. by 20 in. (i’053 by o'5o8 m.) 

Tempera, possibly with oil glazes. ^ 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. I 8. ^ ^ (EAm : - 

Photo Anderson 18509. IN this collection many years before 1893,when It may be taken that the latter is one of the two 

it was exhibited in the Drawing Room of the pictures of the series which are mentioned in the 

Burlington Fine Arts Club during the Signorelli introduction to the catalogue of the Signorelli 

Exhibition. Exhibition at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1893 

This picture is the work of an artist chiefly in- (p. xv), as having been “ within the last few years in 

fluenced by Signorelli, but also by Pinturicchio. dealers’ hands in Florence.” The present where- 

It belongs to aseries of paintings of the same shape abouts of the other of these two pictures is not 

and size, each representing a hero or heroine of known. Prof. A. Venturi (“I quadri di scuolaitali- 

antiquity, standing on a pedestal, with an inscrip- ana nella Galleria Nazionale di Budapest” in 

tion, while in the background an incident from L’Arte, iii, 237 ry.), who couples the Dreyfus 

their life is depicted. One of these pictures, “Tib- picture with the Budapest one, mentions as by the 

erius Gracchus,” is (since 1876) in the Budapest same hand “un altra figura, perd mascherata dal 

Gallery (No. 67)another, “The Vestal Claudia,”* restauratore, nella raccolta di Monsignor Marcello 

in the collection of M. Gustave Dreyfus of Paris. Massarenti in Roma.” 

* Reproduced In UArte, iii (Rome, 1900), 226. 

* Not St Claire, as stated in M. Guiffrey’s article on the Dreyfus collection in Lei Am, January, 1908, pp. 7 (repro¬ 
duction), 13. The picture is also reproduced m L’Arte, iii, 227. 



These panels in all probability once formed the 

adornment of a room, perhaps the studio of some 

princely humanist. The present picture and those 

in the Budapest Gallery and the Dreyfus collection 

are in all probability by the same artist, who also 

—as has been often pointed out—is responsible for 

the three panels, with the story of Griselda, in the 

National Gallery (Nos. 912,913,914). Mr Beren- 

son {Central Italian Painters, pp. 171 sq., 206) 

suggests as possible the name of Fungai as author 

of the first two and the Griselda series, but gives 

the “Claudia” to Nerocciodi Landi. 

Several years ago Mr Berenson published in the 

Gazette des Beaux-Arts (ser. iii, vol. xv [1896], 

p. 205-7) pictures in the collection of 

Mrs J. L. Gardner, at Boston, each representing 

an antique warrior, and a companion picture in 

the Gallery at Tours (No. 285). Judging from 

reproductions of one of the Gardner pictures 

(Berenson, loc. cit., p. 205) and the Tours picture 

(P. Vitry, Le Musee de Tours, Paris, 1911, plate 7), 

these works certainly show many analogies in style 

with “ Alexander,” “ Tiberius ” and “Claudia,” 

although the proportions of the figures are less 

elongated; but the warriors do not stand on a 

pedestal, nor are they characterized as definite 

personalities; there are no figures in the middle dis¬ 

tance, and the tops of the panels are square. It 

seems, therefore, doubtful whether the pictures 

belong to thesame series as those in this collection, 

at Budapest and Paris. In his article, Mr Berenson 

ascribes the paintings at Boston and Tours to 

Baldassare Peruzzi. This attribution is, however, 

not upheld by him in the last edition of his 

Central Italian Painters, in which he, on the other 

hand (p. 223), gives to Peruzzi, with a query, a 

“Young Warrior Saint,” said to be of similar 

character, which is (or until lately was) in the 

collection of Sir Kenneth Muir-Mackenzie. 
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UMBRIAN SCHOOL (?) 
C. 1500. 

61. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
SAINTS The Virgin in scarlet robe and green mantle lined with yellow is enthroned 

in front of a low marble wall, and supports with both hands the Infant 

Christ, who stands on her knee imparting the benediction. St John the 

Evangelist and St Jerome are standing on each side of the throne; St John 

in dark green tunic and scarlet mantle is holding a book, and by him a black eagle is ^ 

seen; St Jerome, in grey cloak, holds a staff from which the cardinal’s hat hangs. Lower 

down kneel SS. Benedict and Romualdo; the former to the left, with crossed hands, and 

with a book and a rod lying in front of him; the latter holding a red book in his left 

hand and pressing his right to his heart, with a model of a monastery on the floor by him. 

Panels 55 in. by 56f in. (1*393 m. by i'425 m.) 

St Paul’s Churchyard. 

Photo Gray 31564. 

HE white habit of St Benedict indicates 

that the pidture was executed for a mon¬ 

astery of the Reformed Benedictines. 

This is a puzzling picture. The kneeling 

Saints and Stjerome somewhat recall the Umbrian 

School, as represented, by Tiberio d’Assisi and 

Francesco Melanzio, of Montefalco (compare 

especially his Madonna and Saints in Santa Illumi- 

nata at Montefalco,reproduced in C. de Mandach, 

Saint Antoine de Padoue et Tart italie?!. Paris, 1899, 

p. 131), but the central group and the figure of S. 

John the Evangelist seem more akin to the Floren¬ 

tine School. 
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PERUGIAN SCHOOL 
c. 1510. 

62. MADONNA AND CHILD 
CeoV- ifU 

o . ; _ ■ -f >3) t; 
^HE Virgin in pale purple tunic embroidered with gold, a blue mantle 

and a transparent veil stands behind a marble parapet on which a brown 

cushion is lying. The Infant Christ stands on the cushion, a transparent 

scarf round his hips and a coral necklet round his neck, grasping with his 

right hand his mother’s mantle. Landscape background. 

Fresco^ sawnfrofn a wall, slightly concave, 2 55 in. by i 8f in. (o'b^ 5 m. by o'466 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 96. 

Photo Gray 29019. 

ORMERLY in the possession of Baron this picture. This composition is a favourite one 
Marochetti. The type of the Virgin is of the Umbrian School, 

closely akin to that occurring in the works 

of Sinibaldo Ibi, who may be the author of F 

r. 

i- ■5.-: Ck* 

63. MADONNA AND CHILD 

T 

' HE Virgin is seated on a cloud which is supported by two angels. She wears 

a red tunic, a blue mantle lined with green and a transparent veil over her 

hair and holds the Infant Christ on her lap. The group is relieved against 

a yellow, blue and pink mandorla and surrounded by seraphs. In the dis¬ 

tance, landscape with blue hills. Blue sky with clouds. 

Panel, circular top, 24|in. by i6|in. (o’63 m. by 0'4i5 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 49. 

Photo Gray 29004. 

HE group of the Virgin and Child is and Domenico Alfani have been suggested for this 

one frequently occurring in the works pifture, but any certainty concerning the author- 

of Perugino and his school. ship is scarcely to be arrived at. 
The names of Eusebio di San Giorgio T 
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RAPHAEL 
(RAFFAELLO SANTI) Born iz/ Vrbim on March 28 or April 6, 

14 8 3, son of Giovanni Santi; died in Rome 

on April 6, 1520. He probably received some 

tuition from his father^ "tvhotn be lost at the age 

of eleven; after this his training may have continued 

under Kvangelista di Pian di Meleto^ a trusted assist¬ 

ant of Giovanni Santi and perhaps also under Timoteo 

Viti, whose influence is certainly visible in the early 

works of Raphael, Subsequently he was apprenticed to 

Pietro Perugino at Perugia. In the course of his career 

he also felt the influence of Pinturicchio^ Leonardo da 

Vinci^ Fra Bartolotneo^ Michelangelo and Sebastiano 

del Piombo. Active in Urbino, Citta di Gastello,, 

Perugia, Siena, Florence and Rome, 

Bibliography: J. D. Passavant, Raphael d' XJrbin 

et son pere Giovanni Santi ” [Paris, i860). 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle,^^Raphaer [London,, 1882- 

85). 
Morelli, ^'■Italian Painters" and "’■Die Galerie zu 
Berlin," passim. 

E. Mihitz, '■"Raphael" [Paris, 1900). 

A. Rosenberg, ""Raflael" [Klassiker der K.unst,i), 

fourth edition revised by G. Gronau [Stuttgart and 
Leipzig, 1909). 

A. P. Oppe, ""Raphael" [London, 1909). 

64. ST JEROME PUNISHING THE 
p„„x heretic SABINIANUS 

"Tk BOVE, to the left, a bust of St Jerome in cardinal’s hat and mantle, appears in 

/ \ a cloud. The Saint arrests with his right hand the arm of the executioner ■' 

/ (a youth in yellow tunic and shoes, and green hose) who is just about to 

JL Vbehead Sylvanus, who kneels before him, clad in grey purple dress with red 

sash. With his left hand St Jerome makes an imperative gesture, turning towards Sabi- 

nianus, who lies on the ground, clad in an olive green tunic, green blue mantle and red Bl' , 

hose; his head has just been severed from the body and before it lies his red cap. Behind k/, CwUvT 

him are seen two ofSylvanus’s supporters, both watching the miracle; one, in white tunic i 

and blue mantle, is kneeling opening his arms, the other in red tunic and green mantle 

is standing with clasped hands. A heretic, in green tunic and shoes, scarlet hose and blue 

cap, is flying towards the right in terror; three brightly clad soldiers to the left are also 

flying. Brown foreground; green middle distance; blue mountains in the background. 

Panel, by i64in. (0-248 m. by 0-418 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 85. 

Photo Anderson 18486. Bought from the Borghese Palace in when it fetched 115 guineas (Buchanan, op. cit., 

Rome, by Mr William Young Ottley, in ii, 22).' Subsequently in the collection of Mr 

1798 or 1799 {cf. W. Buchanan, William Coningham and sold for los., at 

London, 1824,ii, 20). Included the Coningham sale (June 9, 1849, No. 42). 
in the Ottley sale at Christie’s, May 16, 1801, Belonged by 1857 to Mr William Stuart, who. 

The entry referring to this picture in the sale catalogue is as follows; “ Raffaele d’Urbino—lo MARTYRDOM 
of SAINTS, a very early Picture of this Prince of Painters, executed before he left the School of his master Perugino-, 
from the Palace Borghese—i foot 4^ by loinches.” 

K 
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in that year, lent it to the Exhibition of Old 

Masters, at the British Institution (No. 22) and 

sold it at Christie’s on March 19, 1875 (No. 86), 

for 8s., to a Mr Waters, from whom it 

passed soon afterwards into the Richmond Gallery. 

Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Masters, 
1902, No. 16. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Umbrian Exhibition, 1909-10, No. 37B (re¬ 

produced in the Illustrated Catalogue, plate XVI). 

The subject of this picture remainedlongobscure; 

in the Ottley sale catalogue and in the catalogue 

of the Exhibition at the British Institution, 1857, 
it is simply called “ Martyrdom of Saints” ; on its 

appearance at Christie’s in 1849 and 1875, 
ject was given as “The Martyrdom of St Placido ” 

and “ The Martyrdom of St Placida ” respectively; 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle (cy>. c/>.,i, 125-8) pointed 

out certain analogies between the scene here de¬ 

picted and a legend of St Nicholas of Bari,emphasiz¬ 

ing, however, also some importantdivergencies. It 

was not until Mile. Louise Pillion, in an article pub¬ 

lished in the April number of the Gazette cies Beaux- 

Arts of 1908, had drawn attention to the “Hierony- 

mianum” of Giovanni d’Andrea (d. 1348) as a rich 

source of motives for the painters of the Italian 

Renaissance, that the subject of the present picture 

was discovered by Mr Berenson and first pointed 

out publicly by Dr Gronau (“Zwei Predellenbilder 

von '\nMouatsheftefur Kunstwissenschaft^ 

i, 1076-8). The legend here illustrated is as follows: 

In the days of St Cyril, Patriarch of Jerusalem, 

a heretic, named Sabinianus, contended that there 

were two wills in Christ, and in support of this 

view he composed a treatise which he stated was 

written by St Jerome. St Cyril, who knew that 

St Jerome shortly before his death in a letter to 

St Augustine had opposed this heresy, invited 

Sabinianus and his followers to a debate on the 

subject in the Church of Jerusalem. The in¬ 

vitation was accepted ; heretics and catholics met 

at the church and an acrimonious debate ensued, 

lasting from morning till evening. In the course 

of it, Sabinianus constantly referred to the forged 

treatise, much to the indignation of Sylvanus, the 

Archbishop of Nazareth, who held St Jerome in 

particular veneration. At the end of the dis¬ 

cussion it was resolved that, if before the ninth 

hour of the following day St Jerome would have 

proved in an unmistakable manner that the 

treatise was a forgery, Sabinianus would be be¬ 

headed; if not Sylvanus would have to endure the 

same punishment. The catholics spent the night 

in prayer, but nothing happened, and at the 
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appointed hour the heretics appeared in the 

church wanting to fulfil the stipulation with 

regard to Sylvanus. The latter, after having 

implored St Jerome to help the good cause, knelt 

fearlessly, offering his neck to the executioner, 
who raised his sword. At this moment, St Jerome 

appeared, arrested the sword and bid Sylvanus rise; 

he thereupon charged Sabinianus with the forgery 

and with threats of punishment disappeared. At 

this moment, the head of the heretic fell from his 

body, as if it had been cut with a sword. 

A little picture now in the Gallery at Lisbon, 

exactly similar in style to the present one, re¬ 

presents another miracle of St Jerome reported 

in the same collection of legends: Eusebius re¬ 

suscitating three men through the intercession of 

St Jerome. Since the Lisbon panel, moreover, is 

of the same size as the one in this collection there 

can be no doubt that they originally were part of 

one predella. The panel at Lisbon was discovered 

during the first half of the last century at Penna 

Billi, a village near Montefeltro, was subsequently 

at Trevi and eventually sold by Roman dealers to 

the Portuguese Minister at Florence, Husson da 

Camera, who bequeathed it to the Lisbon Gallery. 

Already when in the Ottley collection, the present 

picture was ascribed to Raphael. It is also given 

to him by Crowe and Cavalcaselle, who make 

the following remarks on it:— 

“His (/.«’., Raphael’s) conception is full of ani¬ 

mation; the lines of his composition cleverly 

combine with those of his landscape. A reminis¬ 

cence of Signorelli in the soldier who runs away 

and presents his back to the spectator seems 

natural to the boy who copied the Archers of the 

St Sebastian of Citta di Castello. Peruginesque 

form, equally conspicuous in the figure of the 

consul, looks natural again in a disciple of the 

great Umbrian of Perugia. Raphael’s hand seems 

revealed in the shape of the executioner, who 

recalls the small ‘St Michael’ at the Louvre, 

whilst the flying soldier who turns as he runs 

repeats the fugitive guard of the ‘Resurrection’ 

at the Vatican. The graceful attitudes and true 

action of the youths awaiting death, the feeling 

which they embody, the careful unaffected 

contour of the drawing, and the brilliant surface 

of bright, fresh colour wnich meet us at every 

glance, all are evidence of the skilful yet still 

modest hand which produced the predellas of 

Sant’ Antonio and Ansidei, though style as yet 

exclusively Peruginesque takes us back to the 

time when Raphael was wholly under the bann 

of Perugino.” 



Among later critics, Mr Cook (“Les tresors de 

Tart italien en Angleterre,” in Gazette des Beaux- 

Arts, ser. iii, vol. xxiii [1900], p. 186 sqq.) and 

Dr Gronau [loc. cit.) uphold the attribution to 

Raphael. Mr Berenson {Central Italian Bamters^ 

p. 233) gives this picture also to Raphael though 

only “in part.” In the opinion of the present 

writer, it is, in all essentials at least, from Raphael’s 

hand. Morelli, however [Die Galerie zu Berlin^ 

p. 231, n. i), thought that it was by Pinturicchio 

(to whom Passavant, op. cit.., ii, 315, tentatively 

ascribes the Lisbon panel). Dr Richter {The 

Mond Collection, London, 1910, ii, 528) and Miss 

C. J. Ffoulkes (“ II Catalogo Mond, volume II” 

in UArte, xv [1912], 278, n. i) are also averse 

to the attribution to Raphael. 

As regards the original destination of the predella, 

of which the Richmond and Lisbon pictures form¬ 

ed part. Dr G. Gronau [loc. cit., p. 1078) has made 

the very plausible suggestion that it was placed 

underneath the great “Crucifixion” which Raphael 

painted c. 1502-3 by commission of Domenico 

Gavari for the church of St Domenico at Citta di 

Castello; this picture is now in the collection of the 

late Dr L. Mond in London. 

We possess explicit evidence that there was a pre¬ 

della under this “Crucifixion.” Giacomo Mancini 

[Istruzione storico pittorica per visitare le chiese e 

palazzi di Citta di Castello, Perugia, 1832, i, 235 

sq.') states that he read in an old book of records 

of the Gavari family that the predella of the “Cruci¬ 

fixion” towards the middle of the seventeenth cen¬ 

tury was given to a Cardinal passing through Citta 

di Castello and he moreover {ibid., p. 236., n. i) 

quotes the following entry in the MS. diary of 

Francesco Andreocci:— 

“A di 27 Ottobre, 1668. In quest! giorni venne in 

mia casa il Cardinal Cesare Rasponi Legato 

d’Urbino. . . Nel girare la Citta si trattenne molto 

ad ammirare il quadro di Raffaelle a S. Dom¬ 

enico ... e quelli Frati lo regalarono di un gradino 

che era sotto questo quadro e che si crede dipinto 

da Raffaelle.” 

Signor G. Magherini-Graziani, again [UArte a 

Citta di Castello, Citta di Castello, 1897, text, 

p. 241), gives the following extract from a MS. 

work on the churches and monasteries of Citta di 

Castello, written by Francesco Vitelli (d. 1646): 

“Si vede nella Cappelladei Gavari un Crucifisso di 

mano di Raffaelle d’Urbino,et vi era un ornamen- 

tino sopra I’altare con alcune figurine bellissime 

di mano delf istesso Raffaelle quale non molti anni 

sono fu dalli patroni della cappella levato e donato 

all’ ill. mo Cardinale Bevilacqua all’ hora legato 

dell’ Umbria in Perugia.” This Cardinal Bevil¬ 

acqua, born in 1570, was in 1601 made Bishop of 

Cervia and Legate of Umbria and Perugia, and 

died in 1627 (Moroni, Dizionario di erudizione 

storico-ecclesiastica, v, 198, sq.) 

It will be seen that Andreocci’sand Vitelli’saccounts 

differ substantially, both as regards the name of the 

Cardinal and the date of the event; but this diffi¬ 

culty may, perhaps, be solved by assuming that the 

two Cardinals each got part of the predella only. 

The inner measurements of the stone frame of the 

“Crucifixion,” still in are,according to Signor 

Magherini-Graziani [loc. cit., p. 241, n. i), 

131 in. by 72 Jin. (3-32 m. by 1*83 m.), whereas 

the size of the “ Crucifixion ” is 11 oj in. by 64jin. 

(2795 m. by I’645 m.); there would thus be 

ample room for the present predella, since the 

height of the Richmond and Lisbon pictures is 

9f in. (o'248 m.), and their added width 33 in. 

(o’836m.)^ And the “Crucifixion” from St Dom¬ 

enico is the only early altar-piece by Raphael in 

which St Jerome is represented. 

Mr Cook justly notes [loc. cit., ■p. i88,jy.) an in¬ 

fluence from Pinturicchio in the general system 

of design, and also points out that the figure of 

Sabinianus is derived from that of a sleeping 

apostle in an “ Agony in the Garden,” by Timoteo 

Viti, two versions of which are known to exist: one 

in the collection of Lord Sempill (exhibited at the 

Burlington Fine Arts Club, Ferrarese-Bolognese 

Exhibition, 1894, No. 13), another, formerly in 

the collection of Col. Legh, at High Legh Hall, 

Knutsford, Cheshire, and afterwards in the Rodol- 

phe Kann collection in Paris (reproduced, loc. cit., 

p. 187). Among Raphael’s own pictures this 

painting especially recalls the little “St Michael” 

in the Louvre (compare the figure of the execu¬ 

tioner) and the “Vision of the Knight” at the 

National Gallery (compare type and form of Sabini¬ 

anus with those of the Knight.)® 

^ Dr Richter [op. cit., ii, 526-9), apart from the fact that he considers the Richmond and Lisbon pictures merely as 
“ Umbrian school-pieces,” also holds that theS. Domenico “Crucifixion ” cannot have had a predella. He advances in 
support of his contention: (i) that there exist merely statements, that a little picture, believed to be by Raphael, 
was presented to a Cardinal passing through Citti di Castello, but no proofs that the “Crucifixion ” had a predella, and 
that this predella was given to the Cardinal; (ii) that the frame of the “ Crucifixion ” measures “ 10 ft. by 6 ft.,” so that, 
allowing for a strip of wood-work 3-| inches wide to be inserted between the picture and the frame, there would 
only be two inches left for the predella. That Dr Richter’s first statement is devoid of foundation will be seen from 
the records quoted above, and, as regards the second. Signor Magherini-Graziani’s statement, that the frame measures 
10 ft. 11 in. by 6 ft. 4 in., seems from the greateramount ofdetail more reliable than Dr Richter’s,and if it be correct, 
there is, as said,ample room for the predella. 
'This analogy has been pointed out by Dr G. Gronau (/or. r;V.,p. 1079). 
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COPIES AFTER RAPHAEL 

65. MADONNA AND CHILD 
COPY after the Vierge de la Maison d’Orl&ns now in the Musee Conde at Chantilly 
(No. 39). 

Copper^ I 2-f in. by 8| in. (o’3 i m. by o'2 2 5 m.) 

Doughty House, Boudoir. 

Ascribed by Mr Berenson [North Italian Painters^ p. 238) to Girolamo Giovenone. 

66. MADONNA AND CHILD 
' . COPY after the Madonna di Casa Colonna now at the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum at 

■,.V - Berlin (No. 248). 

29f in. by 24 in. (o'754 m. by o'6o8 m.) 

Doughty House, Rembrandt Room. 

(W-.-Photo Gray 29035. 

67. POPE JULIUS H. 
5.. ,• COPY after the head of Raphael’s portrait of Pope Julius II in the Uffizi (No. 11 31). 

• _ : : fj) Canvas^ i5fin. by i2Tin- (o'40 m. by o'3i m.) 

Doughty House, Museum. 

68. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
THE INFANT ST JOHN, ST 
ELIZABETH AND ST JOSEPH 

COPY after the Madonna del Divino Aniore in the Naples Museum (Sala XIV, No. i y). 

Cos' J'J*. loHn. by yf in. (0-267 "2. by 0-197 m.) 

xfU,, Doughty H ouse. Boudoir. 
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PRESCIUTTI 
(POMPEO PRESCIUTTI) SON oj the painter Bartolomeo Presciutti; active “Pitture d’ uomitii eccellenti che si vedono in diverse 

principally at Fano. Signed in i together cliiese diFano" [Fano, s.a., c. iy^o).pp. 9, 17, 24. 

■with his father^ a “ Resurrection of Lazarus,” A. Ricci, “ Memorie storiche delle arti e degli artisti 

inS. MicheleofFano; was ini 0,0,^ commissioned della Marca di Ancona f voL ii {Macerata, 1834), 
to execute an altar-piecefor the Chapel of the 'Falazzo pp. 139 sq. 

Comunale at Jesi, tsihich is still to he seen there. A Gioti. Annibaldi, “Dei pittori in Jesi che portano 

feeble and provincial imitator of Raphael, justly styled I'aggiunta da Fano "in “ Rassegna bibliografca delf 

by Vasari ‘pittore ordinario.” arte italiana," vol. Hi (Ascoli, 1000), p. 209, so. 
Bibliography: Vas an, 1;, 258 and vii, 73. 

69. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
SS. VINCENT FERRER AND 
LAWRENCE The Virgin in pink tunic and dark green mantle is seated in front of an 

apse on a raised gilt throne, a brownish-red embroidered carpet spread 

under her feet. She holds a book in her left hand and supports with her 

right the Infant Christ, who standing on her knee raises his right hand in 

benediction. At the foot of the throne to the left stands St Vincent Ferrer, his head 

surmounted by a flame, pointing with his right hand to a crucifix which he holds in 

his left. To the right is seen St Lawrence in a pink dalmatic embroidered with 

black and gold and white surplice, holding in his right hand the gridiron and in his 

left the palm of martyrdom. Above the throne two naked angels seated on the cornice 

are pushing aside a dark olive green curtain. 

Panel, 98 in. by 65 in. (2-486 m. by 1-548 m.) 

Monserrate. 

Photo Coutinho, Lisbon. The picture bears a clumsy signature analogies as regards composition, folds of drapery, 

of Perino del Vaga, which must, how- types and forms of the figures, which the present 

ever, be a forgery, since the painting work has with the “Madonna with St Paul and 

shows no resemblance to his style. The St Andrew and two Angels,” by that artist, for- 

attribution to Pompeo Presciutti has been sug- merly in Sant’ Andrea at Pesaro, and now in the 

gested by Mr Herbert Cook and is based on the Brera Gallery at Milan (No. ii5). 
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RAPHAEL 
(SCHOOL OF) 

70. ST CATHERINE ST CATHERINE in pink tunic and blue mantle lined with yellow is kneeling 

on the ground, seen almost in profile to the left. She rests her right hand which 

I holds a palm-branch on a fragment of the emblematical wheel and presses her 

left hand to her heart, as she looks up to Heaven where a yellow halo surrounded 

by angels appears. Landscape distance in dark brown and green tones; blue mountains 

in the background. 

Canvas^ 29|in. by 24^in. (0*745 ^7 0*62 m.) 

Hyde Park Gardens. 

Photo Gray 31273. 

"Tk N old copy, with some variations, of the 

/ \ lower right-hand portion of the pic- 

i \ ture, representing the Redeemer and 

jL V-Saints, formerly in the church of San 

Paolo at Parma, and now in the Gallery of that 

town. This last composition is a variant of the 

one known from Marcantonio’s large engraving 

(Bartsch, 113), for which there exists a drawing, 

from the school of Raphael, in the Louvre (Fischel, 

361). The Parma painting, traditionally assigned 

to Raphael, is now universally held to be a work 

of his school only, although there is no consensus 

of opinion as regards the name ofitsauthor. Crowe 

and Cavalcaselle {Raphael^ ii, 554) are inclined to 

give it to Giovanni Francesco Penni; the eighth 

edition of Burckhardt’s Cicerone^ edited by Dr Bode 

(Leipzig, 1901, ii, 793, n. i). Prof. C. Ricci {La 

Qalkria diParma^ Parma, i896,p. 22-24) and 

Mr Berenson {Central Italian Painters, p. 185) put 

it down as a work byGiulio Romano. Dr H. Doll- 

mayr (“RafFaels Werkstatte” in the Vienna Jahr- 

buck, xvi [i 895], p. 362) is not prepared to suggest 

any definite attribution. 
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PERINO DEL VAGA 
(PIERO BUONACCORSI, called PERINO DEL VAGA) 

at Florence in June,I ^oi \ died in Rome ')>esi” ed. C. G. Ratti {Genoa, 1768-9),/, 380-387. 

on October 14, 1547. Apprentice in his native F.Alizeril''Notizie dei professori del disegno in Liguria 

city to Andrea de' Ceri andRidolfo Ghirlandaio; dalle origini al secolo xvi" (Genoa, 1 870-80, /«, 365- 

follo’^ed the obscure painter Vaga (frofn 'whom 376). 

his nickname is derived) to Toscanella and Rome; there Morelli, ^'■Italian Painters f i, 139-151. 

appointed assistant to Raphael. Actit>e subsequently in DollmayrP''Ra^aelsWerkstdtteP' inthe Vienna '‘'‘Jahr- 

Rome, Florence, Genoa and Pisa. buchf l)oL xvi (i passim. 

Bibliography: Vasari, v. 587-632. S. Berenson, “ Central Italian Painters^' p. 259 sq. 

R. Soprani, vite de' pittori,scultori et architetti geno- 

71. THE NATIVITY 
Plate XI. 

HE Infant Christ is lying on the ground reclining against a blue and purple 

cushion and with a white cloth spread under him. To the right of him kneels 

the Virgin with her hands crossed in front of her breast; she wears a diadem 

in her hair and a scarlet tunic, a steel blue mantle and a transparent veil. Be¬ 

hind the Child St Catherine is kneeling; she wears a jewelled crown, a green tunic and a 

purple mantle and extends her left hand in wonderment, while holding a palm-branch 

in her right; the emblematical wheel is seen at her side. To the left kneels St John the 

Baptist, crossing his hands in front of his breast, and with a tall cross leaning against his 

shoulder; he wears a coat of skins, a white tunic and a pale pink mantle. Behind the 

figures stand four Saints, viz.: St Sebastian, with red loin-cloth and mantle, raising his 

left hand in astonishment; St James the Greater, in a yellow tunic and a dark blue mantle, 

with a staff leaning against his shoulder and joining his hands in prayer; St Joseph, in 

green tunic and brown mantle, turning to St Roch, who wears a blue tunic and a crim¬ 

son mantle with blue lining, and holds a pilgrim’s staff in his left hand. In a yellow halo 

is seen the Eternal, in blue and red, borne through the air by angels. He raises his right 

hand in benediction while holding a green globe in his left. Further back to the right 

is a large ruined building; a man, dressed in red, is 

walking up the steps. In the distance a chain of blue 

mountains stands out against the sky, which is coloured 

by the setting sun. The shadows throughout the pic¬ 

ture are strongly marked and opaque. 

Signed on the tablet in the foreground: 

Panel, transferred to canvas, i o 8 in. by 8 7 in. 

(2’74m. by 2'205 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 17. 

Photo Gray 29001. 





PERINO DEL VAGA 
'PIK.ro bUONACCWRSl, called PER»N<.> DFL VAGA) Bor fiat m ./«w, 1 je (; .rW « Rom- C. 0. fUe> (&»««, 1768-9),?, 380-387. 

^ OnaAi’r <4, J 547. m Ht mttkr firojcsiaritklditt^i'ft fjftiria 

ft : tUfit tr^gan tiut^tmt" (GfMA, 1870-80,11^363- 
tKi^^iCUrt p9mur 376). 

hix •ifhumfU drrnxd) iDT'irtMttmapj'kt^. thrrr itslitM Pahcirs" i, 139-151. 

apf^'.mteJ tutistaat ta Ra^htA A<ti'*r » DaUau/jr^KaJ^ath iVerkstattt''mthe Vienna "Jakr 

Rome, F/arenet, Genua a»4Pisa. Intek," W. seapassim. 

Biiliograpky: fasars, v, 587-63». S 9ere»sin, “ Central Italian Painters" ps 259 tq. 
R.Sopt aM,"Le\tite pKt ei,tnM%eietiPiitae)ngtma- 

71. THE NATIVITY 
Plati XI. 

HE In&ot Chn»t i« Win^ on tlic ground reclining against a blue and purple 
cushion and with a white cloth spread under him. To the right of him kneels 

the Virgin with'her>Iuncis crossed in front of her breast; she wears a diadem 

in her hair and a scarlet tunic, a steel blue mantle and a transparent veil. Be- 

^ hind the Child St C athcrinc is k neelmg; she wears a jewelled crown, a green tunic and a 
purple mantle and extends her Icfe hand id srooderment, while holding a palm-branch 
in her right; the emblcmaticti wfieel it teen at her side. To the left kneels St John the 

’Baptist, crotsing his bands in front of Ida breast, and with a tall cross leaning against his 

shoulder; he wears a coat of skins, a trhite tunic and a pale pink mantle. Behind the 

figures (tand lour Saints, vijt.i St SebaKun, with red loin-cloth and mantle, raising his 

left hand in astonishment; St James the Greater, in a yellow tunic and a dark blue mantle, 
with a staff leaning againrt his shoulder and joining his hands in prayer; St Joseph, in 

green tunic and blown mantle, turning to St Roch, who wears a blue tunic and a crim¬ 
son mantle with blue lining, and holds • pilgtim’i staff in his left hand. In a yellow halo 

is seen the Eternal, in blue and red, botw ’krough the air by angels. He raises his right 

hand in benediction while holding a green gk>hc in his left. Further back to the right 
is a large ruined building; a roan, drr»«cd In red, is 

walking up the steps. In the distance 3 > kaiu cf blue 

mountains stands out against the sky, wWh a coloured 
by the setting sun. The shadows dimughovi the pic¬ 
ture are strongly marled and op»,|sK. 

Signed on the tablet ut the foreground: 

Panel., transferred to canvas, (c8 in. by 87 in. 
(2'74in. by 2'205 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallciy, No. 17. 
Photo Gray 29001. 







PAINTED for the chapel of the Baciadonne 

family in the church of Santa Mariadi Con- 

solazione at the end of the Borgo di Bis- 

agno at Genoa. When thischurchwaspulled 

down in the seventeenth century and re-erected 

where it still stands (in the present Via Venti Set- 

tembre) Perino’s altar-piece was transferred to the 

new building and is still recorded as being there in 

1792. (Compare Vasari, v, 616 sq.\ R. Soprani, 

Le vite de' pittori. . .genovesi, Genoa, 1674,p. 272; 

ed. C. G. Ratti, Genoa, 1768-69, i, 384, C. G. 

Ratti, Instruzione di quanto puo vedersi dipili hello in 

Genova^ Genoa, 1780, i, 337; G. Brusco, Descrip¬ 

tion des beautes de Genes et de ses environs^ Genoa, 

1792, p. 229.) It wassubsequently acquired by Car¬ 

dinal Fesch, and is entered as No. 656 in the Fesch 

catalogue of 1841, and as No. 813 in the Fesch 

catalogue of 1845; the inscription, “No. 1105 du 

cat.” at the back of the picture refers no doubt 

also to one of the catalogues of the same collection. 

(Compare the comments on No. 37 in this collec¬ 

tion.) It fetched 8250 francs at the Fesch sale in 

1845 Mireur, Dictionnaire des ventes d’art, i, 

493), when it was bought by M. George the ex¬ 

pert, as it was rumoured at the time,for the Louvre 

(see a MS, note in the copy of the sale catalogue 

in the National Art Library). 

Subsequently in the collection of the Earl of Dud¬ 

ley, who lent it to the Exhibition at Manchester, 

1857, No. 188, 

Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Masters, 1871, 

No. 361. 

Acquired at the Dudley sale, June 25, 1892, 

No. 91, for 470 guineas. 

Vasarireferstothispidtureasfollows;—.. esimil- 

mente in una chiesa dimandata Santa Maria de 

Consolatione, [fece] ad un gentiluomo di Casa Bacia¬ 

donne: nella qual tavolafece unaNativita di Cristo, 

opera lodatissima, ma messa in luogo oscuro tal- 

mente, che per colpa del non aver buon lume non 

si puo conoscer la sua perfezione; e tanto piii, che 

Perino cerco di dipignerla con una maniera oscura, 

onde avrebbe bisogno di gran lume.” 

Waagen, Treasures^ ii, 233. 

Morelli, Italian Painters, i, 140, n. 9. 

B. Berenson, Central Italian Pamters, p. 260. 

H. F. Cook, in Gaz. des Peaux-zArts, May, 1900, 

p. 419. 

Arundel Club Portfolio, 1912, No. 8. 

The type of the Child recalls that in Raphael’s 

“Madonna della Tenda” in the Pinakothek at 

Munich. The character of the whole is that of 

an eclectic painter deriving his ideas from many 

sources. 
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SICCIOLANTE 
(GIROLAMO SICCIOLANTE) 

Tt NATIVE of Sermoneia, near Rome; died Parma and Piacenza. One of the best of the Roman 

i during the pontificate of Gregory XIII Mannerists of the sixteenth century, 

y ^ 57^~^S)’ P ^pib of Leonardo da Pistoia Bibliography: Vasari^ wV, 571-574. 

^^^^^P^nino del Viga; injiuenced by Michel- G. B. Baglmie^ vite de' pittori, scultori etarchi- 

angelo and Raphael. Active chiefly in Rome; for some tettif etc. [Rome., i6t^2),pp. 23-25. 
time in the service of Pier Luigi Farnese, Luke of 

72. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin, who wears a yellow under-dress, a pink robe, olive-green 

mantle lined with pink and white scarf, is seated on a marble bench, 

holding with both hands the Infant Christ, who puts his arms round her 
neck. 

Dark background. Below, to the left, the inscription; 

PETRVS 

STAPEGGIA 

VRBINAS EX. 

VOTO. FACEN. 

CURAVIT 

F.M.P.E. 

Panel, arched top, 69 in. by 49^ in. (1-75 m. by 1-247 ni-) 

St Paul’s Churchyard. Mr HERBERT COOK has suggested by this artist in the Brera at Milan (No. 572). The 
the attribution to Sicciolante, in view influence of Sebastiano del Piombo is clearly 
of theresemblance which this picture traceable in the present work, 
shows to the “ Madonna and Child ” 
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ROMAN SCHOOL(?) 
(SIXTEENTH CENTURY) 

73. A SIBYL 
SIBYL in white striped robe, dark green mantle lined with yellow and a 

white striped head-cloth, is standing, turned three quarters to the right. 

reading a large red book. A boy angel is grasping with his left hand her 

mantle. 

Landscape background. 

Panel, circular top, 16f in. by 8| in. (o'424 m. by o'2 i 3 m.) 

Doughty House, Staircase. COMPANION picture to No. 74. Both Works of Art at Leeds, 1868, Nos. 225 a and b. 

paintings wereformerly in the collection The traditional attribution to Giulio Romano 

of Mr R. P. Nichols, by whom they cannot be upheld, 

were lent to the National Exhibition of 

SIBYL 
SIBYL in dark green robe, red mantle, and a green striped head-cloth, is 

f ^ standing,resting her foot on a red foot-stool. She is seen in profile, writing 

i \ on a large tablet, which is supported by a boy angel. 

Landscape background. 

Panel, circular top, 16| in. by 8| in. (o'424 m. by o'2 i 3 m.) 

Doughty House, Staircase. 

COMPANION picture to No. 73. See the comments on that work. 
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AGOSTINO TASSI 
CLAIMED himself to be a native of Home ; 

but according to Passeri, he was really born 

atPerugiaJn 1566; Passerialsostates that 

his family name was ‘Buonamici, and that he 

began to call himself Tassi after having been in the 

service of the Marchese Tassi in Rome. He led a dissi¬ 

pated and adventurous life; Cosimo 11, Grand Du{e 

of Tuscany, sent him for some time to the galleys at 

Leghorn. Tassi lived chiefly in Rome, where he died in 

May, 1644. A talented painter of landscapes,especially 

marine views, Tassi is an important figure in the history 

of art, through having been the first master of Claude 

Lorrain. 

Bibliography: G. B. Passeri, “ Pite depittori scultori 

ed architetti che anno lavorato in Roma mortidal 1641 

flno al {Rome, iyj2),pp, 99-113. 

A. Bertolotti, Agostino Tasso suoi scolari e compagni 

pittori in Roma,” in Giornale di erudizione artistic a, 

vol.v {Perugia, i^'j6),pp. 193-223. 

L. Ozzola, “ Vita e opere di Salvator Rosa ” {Strass- 

biirg, 1908),9-11. 

75. LANDSCAPE VIEW of a valley, with a stream which flows from the left, forming many 

small cascades, between rocky and wooded banks. The rocks are brown, 

and the masses of foliage painted in dark green and brown tones. In the 

foreground are seen some brightly-clad figures: a shepherd with his flock; 

a man and a woman carrying baskets with grapes and walking by a donkey, also laden 

with grapes; a man, woman and child taking a meal. In the middle distance, a town 

at the foot of mountains, shimmering in the golden haze of sunset. Blue sky with 

clouds. 

Canvas,re-lined, 5 5iin. by 85Jin. (I'sgy m. by 2'16 m.) 

Doughty House, Outer Hall. 

Photo Gray 29039. The attribution to Tassi is the tradi- 

tional one and is supported by the an¬ 

alogies in design and colouring, which 

the picture bears to a landscape, with 

the Conversion of St Paul, in the Palazzo Corsini at 

Rome (No. 1253), also attributed to Tassi. Some 

paintings passing under his name in galleries {e.g. 

“Stjohn theBaptistpreaching”in the Palazzo Pitti 

[No. 431 ], and two Hunting Scenes in the Palazzo 

Corsini in Rome) are, no doubt, markedly harder 

and drier in tone. 
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PIETRO DA CORTONA 
(PIETRO BERETTINI, called PIETRO DA CORTONA) Born at Corma on November i, 1596; died but most efficient as a decorator. 

at Rome on May lb, Pupil of Andrea Bibliography: 0. Poliak, in Thierne and Becker, 

ffiamodiat Florence and BaccioCiarpiinRome. "■ Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden KUnstler," vii. 

Active in Rome and Florence. A typical repre- 486-498. 

sentative of the late Baroque, superficial and rhetorical, 

76. ALLEGORY TO the right is seen Time, represented as an old man with a grey loin-cloth, 

holding an hour-glass in his raised left hand and ofFering with the right 

some flowers to a young woman, who sits at her dressing-table, which is 

covered with a rose-purple cloth. She wears a white under-dress and a blue 

mantle with green lining. Above Cupid is seen flying, holding a quiver; below a putto 

is lying on the floor, holding a vase with flowers. 

Canvas, 38! in. by 29 in. (i’02 m, by 0735 m.) 

St Paul’s Churchyard. 
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SASSOFERRATO 
(GIOVANNI BATTISTA SALVI, called IL SASSOFERRATO) Born at Sassoferrato^ near TJrbino^on July \ i, 

1605; died at Rome on August 8, 1685. Pupil 

in his Jiative place of his father^ Tarquinio; 

subsequently trained in Rome and Naples^ 

in the latter city^ perhaps^ under Domenichino. His 

work bears evidence of a close study of the older Italian 

masters^ and not only of those of the mature Renaissance^ 

but also those of the “ Quattrocento f whose principles 

of design he often adopts with an archaistic tendency^ 

which is very rare in his age. Highly characteristic of 

his century.^ on the other hand., is his exaggerated 

seyitimejitalism. His drawing is careful and correct, 

but his colouring hard atid cold. 

Bibliography'. Lanzi, ^''Storia pittorica della Italia'''’ 

(pBassano, 1809), W. ii,pp. 177-179. 

77. MADONNA AND CHILD 
^ ^ HE Virgin, who wears a red robe, a blue mantle and a white head-cloth, 

4 (btf) ■ leaving part of her brown hair uncovered, is seated, seen as far as the knees. 

U’Ji.J' fir-A-wW , "iH. I She leans her cheek against the head of the Infant Christ, who is asleep in 

her lap and whom she holds with both hands. The Child is partly enveloped 

in a white wrap, and sits on a green cushion. Grey-brown background, lit by a glory 

of light surrounding the Virgin’s head. 

Canvas.^ i 8 J in. by 14^ in. (0*464 m. by 0*35 9 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 28. This composition is one which Sasso- 

ferrato has often repeated, with some 

variations, at times reversing it. Among 

these versions we may note those in 

the Dresden Gallery (No. 431); in the Prado 

(No. 342); and in the late Aguado collection (en¬ 

graved by Bernard!), in which the group appears 

as in the present picture; while it is reversed in 

those in the Brera Gallery (No. 583) and the 

Crespi collection at Milan; the Louvre (No. 1491); 

the collection of the Marchesa di Villamarina at 

Rome; the late Leuchtenberg collection at St 

Petersburg; the Imperial Gallery (No. 539), and 

the Liechtenstein collection at Vienna. The design 

is based on one occurring in three etchings by 

Guido Reni (Bartsch, 2, 3, and 4). 

78. MADONNA AND CHILD 
COPY, with variations, of Raphael’s Madonna della Casa Conestabile della Staffa now 

in the Hermitage at St Petersburg (No. 1667). 

Panel, circular, diameter 8| in. (o‘2 14 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 6g. 

Photo Anderson 18505. 

THE types, the forms and the colouring are very the Louvre (No. 360 in the Both de Tauzia Cata- 

characteristic of Sassoferrato. logue of 1890, not now shown). 

Another copy by him after the same picture is in 
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BATONI 
(POMPEO GIROLAMO BATONI) Born at Lucca on Jan. 25, iyo%-, settled in temporaries and marks a reaction against the florid 

Rome by 1728, and died in that city on Feb. 4, decorative style then prevailinginitalianpaintingjhough 

iy'&y.TrainedunderSebastianoConca,Apstino itdoesnotitselfstandquiteisolatedfromthegeneralten- 

JVlasucci and Fernando Imperiali; studied also dencies of the Rococo age. ^ 

extensively the antique and the works of Raphael and bibliography: FI. Posse in Thieme and Pecker, All- 

Correggio. His art was highly appreciated by his con- gemeines Lexikon der bildenden KUnstler," m, 35-7. 

79. MARRIAGE OF ST GATHER- 

HE Virgin in red robe, blue mantle and light brown head-cloth is en¬ 

throned in a marble hall between two columns, a green rug spread out under 

her feet. She rests her left hand on one of the columns and supports with her 

right the Infant Christ who is sitting in her lap on a piece of white cloth. 

putting a ring on the hand of St Catherine who is kneeling to the left. She wears a white 

under-dress, a yellow over-dress, a pale pink mantle shot with blue and a crown on her 

head. She rests her left arm on the emblematical wheel holding in her hand a sword. At 

her feet is a palm branch. To the right behind the Virgin is seen an angel in yellow 

playing the mandoline. Further back are seen St Joseph and two boy-angels. A green 

drapery is stretched behind the foremost angel. 

Ca?ivas^ i2^in. by 9+in. (0*325 m. by 0*241 m.) ^ ^ -■ 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 67. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Winter Exhibition, 1912-13, No. 13. 
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V. NEAPOLITAN SCHOOL 









ANDREA SABBATINI Born at Salemo towards the close of the 

fifteenth century; died at Gaeta^ between 

November 24, 1530, and May 14, 1531. 

Active in Naples and its neighbourhood. Imi¬ 

tator of Raphael; influenced by Cesare da Sesto. 

Bibliography: A. Caravitaf'" I codicie le arti a Monte 

Cassinof vol. in [Monte Cassino^ 1870),^^. 18-36. 

G. Frizzoni^ Arte italiana del rinascimento'^ [Mil¬ 

ano^ 1891),/'^. 61-78. 

JV. Rolfsy “ Geschichte der MalereiNeapelsfl Leipzig^ 

1910,/>/. 180-188. 

80. THE BAPTISM OF CHRIST CHRIST, naked, save for a white loin-cloth, stands with crossed arms, bending 

forward as St John (in skin-coat and pink mantle) pours water over his head 

from a shell. Above, a half-length of God the Father, in dark red mantle, 

appears among clouds, imparting the benediction with his right hand, while 

the Dove hovers over the Christ. Behind the figures of Christ and St John, two angels 

in pink are kneeling, one holding a white cloth. The scene takes place in a wooded 

landscape, with blue mountains in the distance. Blue sky with grey clouds. 

Canvas, circular top, 99 in. by 67 in. (2'5 i m. by I’yo m.) 

Monserrate. 

Photo Coutinho, Lisbon. The attribution to Andrea Sabbatini, Bari enthroned ” in the Naples Gallery. The corn¬ 

er Andrea da Salerno, as he is called, position is based on that of Cesare da Sesto’s 

proposed by Mr Cook,isfully warranted “Baptism,” in his polyptych, in the monastery of 

by the types,forms and folds of drapery, SS. Trinita della Cava, near Naples (reproduced in 

which will be found paralleled, e.g. in Sabbatini’s Frizzoni, op. cit., plate 4). 

“Adoration of the Magi,” and “St Nicholas of 
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SALVATOR ROSA 
(IMITATOR OF) Born at Arenella^ near Naples^ in 1615, 

probably on July 21; died at Rome on March i 5, 

1673. Pupil of his uncle^ Antonio Greco, and 

Francesco Fracanzano. Active chiefy in Rome, 

but also in Florence and other places in Tuscany, Vit¬ 

erbo and Naples. A painter of vigorous and origmal 

imagination, though at times vulgar and rhetorical; a 

great master of romantic landscape. 

Bibliography: L. Ozzola, “ Fite e opere di Salvator 

Rosa'^ [Strassburg, 1908). 

81. LANDSCAPE 
Cc% . I '■ 

VIEW of a lake with mountainous banks. In the centre of the picture, two 

trees with spare foliage. To the right, on the bank of the lake, groups of 

fishermen; others are seen in boats on the water. To the left a shepherd is 

tending a flock of goats. In the middle-distance a small town on a hill. 

Distant blue mountains. Blue sky with clouds. 

Canvas^ 22| in. by 27I in. (o’^bS m. by o'694 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 33. 

Photo Gray 28984. 

PURCHASED in 1875 through Sir J. C. 

Robinson. 

Justly put down by Dr L. Ozzola (“Works of 

Salvator Rosa in England,” in The Burlington 

Magazine, xvi, 1909-10, p. 149, n. 8), as an 

imitation of Salvator Rosa. 
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NEAPOLITAN SCHOOL 
(SEVENTEENTH CENTURY) 

82. ROMAN WARRIOR ON HORSE¬ 
BACK 
ROMAN warrior, riding on a light-brown horse, galloping towards the right, 

/ ^ is turning round in the saddle looking back. He wears golden armour over 

i ^ a red under-dress, a dark green floating mantle and a helmet with one red 

^ m- and one white plume and holds in his right hand the baton of command. 

The harness is red with gold ornaments; an olive-green cloth is spread under the rider. 

Background of landscape with buildings in greenish-grey tones. Clouded sky. 

Canvas, 84 in. by 60 in. (2‘i 3 m. by i'5 2 m.) 

Monserrate. 

Photo Coutinho, Lisbon. 

Like its companion picture (No. 83) a broadly treated, decorative work. 

83. ROMAN WARRIOR ON HORSE¬ 
BACK 
ROMAN soldier in golden and green armour and a green mantle is seen in pro- 

/ ^ file to the left riding on a brown horse. He leans his uplifted right hand on 

i ^ a baton of command, while resting the left on his hip. The horse’s harness 

JL is green, adorned with pearls and gold ornaments. Landscape background 

in bluish-green tones. 

Canvas, 84 in. by 60 in. (2'i 3 m. by i'5 2 m.) 

Monserrate. 

Photo Coutinho, Lisbon. 

Companion pidture to No. 82. 
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VI. BOLOGNESE SCHOOL 

N 97 





BAGNACAVALLO 
(BARTOLOMEO RAMENGHI DA BAGNACAVALLO, 

called IL BAGNACAVALLO) Born at Bagmcavallo near Ferrara in 1484; Bibliography: Vasari, v. 175-9- 

died at Bologna in 1542. Pupil of Francesco S. Ramenghi in C. Malvasia, “ Felsina pittrice," 

Francia; studied subsequently in Rome mould- Bologna, 1844,/, 109-112. 

ing his style on that of Raphael. Active prin¬ 

cipally at Bologna. 

84. COMPOSITE ALTAR-PIECE IN the centre, an arched panel, containing a representation of the Baptism of Christ; 

at the corners figures of Angels; around, fifteen scenes from the life of Christ, in 

square compartments. 

Panels. 

The whole 55 in. hy 38^in. (i‘394 m. hy 0'975 m.) 

The centre 34I in. hy i 8 in. (0-872 m. by 0-456 m.) 

The surrounding compartments 8| in. by 8| in. (0-2 i 3 m. by 0-2 i 3 m.) 

St Paul’s Churchyard. 

The attribution is the traditional one. 



ANNIBALE CARRACCI Baptized at Bologna on Nov. 3, 1560; 

died in Borne on July i 5, i 609. Pupil of his 

cousin Lodovico; subsequently developed through 

the study oj Correggio (whose influence he felt 
very strongly), the Venetians, Raphael and Michel¬ 

angelo. Active at Bologna and Rome. In most of his 

religious paintings, he displays little but an unconvinc¬ 

ing rhetoric; hut he shows himself as an artist of high 

order in his great works of mural decoration with sub¬ 

jects from classical mythology and in his heroic land¬ 

scapes. His portraits are also often oj great excellence. 

Bibliography :C .Malvasia,“Felsina pittrice" (Bologna, 
I 844),264-368. 

H. Janitschek, ^^Hie Malerschule von Bologna fl in R. 

Dohme, “Kunst und Kunstler des Mittelalters undder 

Neuzeit," vol. iii,pt.ii. Nos. 75-77, Leipzig, 1879, 

H. Tietze, "-Annibale Carraccis Galerie im Palazzo 

Farnese und seine rBmische WerksWtte,” in the Vienna 

“Jahrbuch," vol. xxvi (igo6-oy), pp. 49-182. 

H. Schmerber, in Thieme and Becker, " Allgemeines 
Lexikon der hildenden Kunstler," vi, 55-60. 

85. THE TOILET OE VENUS The scene takes place on a terrace where V enus is seen seated on a couch with 

yellow and green cushions, a piece of blue cloth loosely draped over her legs. 

Behind her two attendant Nymphs are dressing her hair, while a third is 

admiring a piece of jewellery which she is holding up to examine. All three 

are relieved against a red hanging running half-way across the background of the 

picture. Several Cupids are seen about, one of them holding the mirror for Venus, 

another fastening her sandal, and two of them playing with two caskets containing 

jewellery; yet another is bearing water from a fountain which is surmounted by a statue 

of Bacchus. Landscape background in dark green and blue tones. 

Tanel., transferred to ca7tvas„ 49Jin. by 63^ in. (f245 m. by i'6i m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 39. 

Photo Gray 28996. Formerly belonging to Mr Hugh A. J. 

Munro, of Novar; bought for ,^189 at the 

sale of the Novar collection (June i, i 878, 

No. 19) by Mr Dyer. In the sale catalogue 

the picture is stated to have come from theTanari 
Palace at Bologna. 

Purchased from Sir J, C. Robinson in 1878. 

Exhibited at theBurlington Fine Arts Club, Winter 
Exhibition, 1908, No. 20. 

Waagen, Treasures, u, 135. 

This picture, the effect of which is somewhat im¬ 

paired by the darkened varnish, is a fine example of 

Annibale’s style as a designer of mythological sub¬ 

jects. The influence of Correggio is very noticeable 

in it, especially in the figure of the nymph to the 

left of Venus, which is almost copied from that of 

Venus in Correggio’s “Education of Cupid” in the 
National Gallery. 

A pifture of the same subject by Annibale Carracci 

which was in the Orleans collection—engraved by 

Du Parc; bought at the Orleans sale by Lord Ber¬ 

wick—shows certain similar motives. 
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ANNIBALE CARRACCI (?) 

86. DEATH OF ST FRANCIS SAINT FRANCIS is seen lying on a rough bed in a cell, his eyes closed and an 

ecstatic expression on his face. In his left hand he holds a rosary, while his right 

is pressed to his heart. A fur is spread over his legs. By the bed a stand, with an 

open book and a skull. Kneeling on the floor with his back to the spectator, a 

Franciscan monk in prayer. Behind the bed two other Franciscan monks, one kneeling, 

joining his hands in prayer, the other leaning his head in his hand with a sad expression 

on his face. Above the bed to the right a window, through which green foliage and the 

blue sky can be seen. In the left-hand corner of the picture, relieved against an orange 

background, an angel in blue tunic holding a violin in his hand. Beside him two other 

angels. 

^7 0 N . Cl 

U I —. > , 

icjCm- iisy 

Panel, 27I in. by ig| in. (o’694 m. by 0-492 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. i o. IN all probability identical with the picture of 

the same subject ascribed to Annibale Carracci, 

and stated to measure 27-J- in. by 19^in., which 

was sold for /it94 5s. at the sale of the col¬ 

lection of Benjamin West, P.R.A. (Christie’s, 

June 23, 24, 1820) to “ Whiston ” (Redford, Art 

Sales, i, I 19 ; ii, 223.) 
This composition is engraved by Gerard Audran, 

probably after a painting of which this may be a 

copy. A “ Death of St Francis,” by Annibale Car¬ 

racci, measuring 32 in. by 23^ in. (0-81 m. by 

o-6om.), is noted by H. Mireur [Dictiomaire eles 

ventes d'art, ii, 78) as having appeared at the sales 

of the Prince de Carignan (1742) and the Due de 

Tallard (1756). A picture of this subject from the 

school of the Carracci in the Dresden Gallery 

(No. 314, now lent to the Altertumsverein at 

Grimma) differs entirely in composition from the 

present painting. 

87. VENUS, CUPID AND SATYR 
"TL COPY, with some variations in the design, and in a lighter key of colour- i 

ing, of the picture by Annibale Carracci in the Tribuna at the Uffizi 

t (No. 1133). A smaller copy of the same picture is in the Palazzo Pitti ^ 

J. V(No. 480). -4-' . “i w . 
f . , /ir 

Cawar, 4iiin. by 54I in. (1-045 m. by 1-384 m.) . l 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 34. ,, '• A'iys'■ ( <-j 

Photo Gray 29002. L.. C,;p-y W (> • 



GUIDO RENT Born at Bologna on Nov. 5, 1575; 

that city on July 30, 1642. Studied under 

Denis Calvaert and in the academy of the Car¬ 

racci, where he became assistafit to Lodovico 

Carracci. Active in Bologna and Rome. Highly praised 

in his own days and long afterwards, Guido Reni has 

lost the sympathies of our age through his sentimentality, 

the afctedelegance of his system of design and the over¬ 

sweetness of his colour; yet these shortcomings once ad¬ 

mitted, it must also be acknowledged that his art still 

bears witness to muck genuine feeling for beauty. 

Bibliography: C. Malvasia, ^^Felsinapittrice" (Bol¬ 

ogna, I 844) it, 5-66. 
M, von Boehn, '■‘■Guido Reni" {(Bielefeld and Leipzig, 

1910). 

88. ST PETER 
BUST of the Saint who wears a blue mantle and a yellow tunic. 

Cod]/- Grey background. 

'IcI.. : ■ 2 8 in. by 2 li in. (o'7 I m. by o'5 3 8 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 32. 

Photo Gray 28999. 

Bought in 1892 together with a landscape by Wynants (Long Gallery, No. 217) from Sir J. C. 

Robinson for ^(^800. 
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DOMENICHINO 
(DOMENICO ZAMPIERI, called IL DOMENICHINO) Born at Bologna on Oct. 21, 1581; died at at times a whimsical grace are peculiar to his art. Also 

Naples on April 15, 1641. Active in Rome a stately landscape painter. 

and its neighbourhood^ at Bologna and Naples. Bibliography: L. Serra, “ Domenico Zampieri detto il 

Trained under Denis Calvaert and in the Acad- Domenichino” Rome, 1909. 

emy of the Carracci; for some time assistant to Anni- C. Malvasia, “ Felsina pittrice'' [Bologna, 1844)? 

bale Carracci in Rome, while the latter was painting 2 19-244. 

in the Palazzo Farnese. A fresh sense of reality and 

89. MADONNA AND CHILD AP¬ 
PEARING TO THREE SAINTS 

the upper part of the composition are seen the Virgin and Child appearing among 

I clouds and surrounded by angels. The Virgin, in white robe and blue mantle, is 
I seated on a miniature house; the group appears in a radiant glory of lights. Below are 

1. seen three Saints, viz., St John the Baptist, in scarlet mantle and brown fur-coat, 
^ pointing upwards; St Paternianus in white and gold robes, gazing up at the heavenly 

apparition and pointing to a boy-angel seated on the ground by a gold dish filled with 
jewellery; and St Anthony the Abbot, in grey under-habit and black cloak looking up 
ecstatically. The yellow mitre of St Paternianus and the emblematic bell of St Anthony 

are lying on the ground to the right. Dark landscape background with distant green 
and blue mountains above which the sky is coloured by a pale flush of pink. 

Canvas, 95+ in. by 675 in. (2’345 m. by 1-702 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 30. 
Photo Gray 29000. 

CCORDING to G. Giordani (in C. Charles Louis, Duke of Lucca,and sold at the sale 

Malvasia,oyi.«>.,ii,243,n. i)thispic- of his collection in London (Phillips’, June 5, 

1 \ ture (“una gran tela con S. Paterniano 1841) for 230 guineas. On this occasion it was 

J ^protettore dellacitta,orantelaMadon- called “A Transportation of the Santa Casa” (see 

na di Conto”) was painted by Domenichino for a the Athenaum, No. 711, June 12, 1841, p. 460). 

church at Fano; it was subsequently bought by 
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DOMENICHINO 
90. LANDSCAPE WITH FIGURES 

(ST JOHN BAPTIZING) 

lEW of the Jordan, flowing smoothly between high banks interspersed with 

groups of trees. Close to the nearer bank of the river, a group of figures 

standing in the water : St John, baptizing a naked man, behind whom other 

figures are standing ; on the bank a man is seated,undressing; other figures. 

one of whom is dancing, are seen nearer the spectator, and others are on the farther 

bright colours of the costumes of the figures. 

Canvas, 44^ in. by 6if in. (f 122 m. by i'557 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 37. 

Photo Gray 28997. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Win- painter and interesting as an anticipation of Nicolas 

ter Exhibition, igo8. No. 23. Poussin’s style of classical landscape. 

Afine example of Domenichino’s art asa landscape 
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GIOVANNI 
LANFRANCO Born atParma in 1580; diedatRomeonNov. tion and spirited in his composition and distribution of 

29, 1647. Pupil of Agostino and Annibale light and shade, though, at times, mannered and 

Carracci; influenced by Correggio. Active theatrical. 

principally in Rome; also for some time in Bibliography: G. P. Bellori, “ Vite de' pittori, 

Naples. In his numerous large fresco-works and easel- scultoriet architetti modernifl vol. i {Rome, 16j2),pp. 

paintings, Lanfranco appears as a typical virtuoso of 365-382. 

his age,endowed withanextraordinary facility ofexecu- G. B. Passeri,^*‘Vite" {Rome, ijj2),pp. 122-156. 

91. VISION OF A JESUIT SAINT 
TL BOVE to the left Christ, draped in a blue mantle, appears seated on clouds 

/ ^ and surrounded by angels. He holds a sceptre in his right hand and extends 

/ \ his left imperiously, whilst a boy-angel in orange mantle places a rose- 

V JL. crown on the head of a Jesuit Saint who is seen to the right being borne 

upwards by angels. The Saint looks towards the Saviour with an ecstatic expression and 

extends both his hands as if commending an invisible congregation to the mercy of 

Christ. Throughout the picture light and shade are sharply contrasted. 

Canvas, rounded above, 120 in. by go in. (3'04 m. by 2'2 8 m.) 

Monserrate. 

Photo Coutinho, Lisbon. 

THE attribution to Lanfranco has been made by shade between this picture and the “ Ecstasy of St 

Mr Herbert Cook, who points out the resemblance Margaret of Cortona” by Lanfranco in the Palazzo 

in composition, types and treatment of light and Pitti (No. 318). 
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VII. SCHOOL OF PARMA 





CORREGGIO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(ANTONIO ALLEGRI, called IL CORREGGIO) Born at Correggio about died in that city the Venetians^ Leonardo and Raphael) is evident in his 

on March 5,1534. Active first in his native work^ though the personal note of “ the painter of the 

place^ and from 1518 onwards principally at Graces” is not absent even at the earliest stage oj his 

Parma. By whom he was first instructed is not career, 

known with certainty; his uncle., Lorenzo Allegri, An- Bibliography: C. Ricci, '‘^Antonio Allegri da Correg- 

tonio Bertolotti {both of Correggio), and Francesco Bi- gio” {London, 1896). 

anchi-Ferrari of Modena, are painters whose names G. Gronau, “ Correggio ” {Klassiker der Kunst, x), 

have been suggested in this connection. The infiuence of Stuttgart and Leipzig, 1907. 

many masters {Mantegna, Lorenzo Costa, Dosso Dossi 

92. THE MARRIAGE OF ST CATH¬ 
ERINE The Virgin, who wears a red robe with light greenish-blue sleeves, a dark 

greenish-blue mantle and a white hood, is seated to the left, looking at three 

boy-angels, who close by her to the left appear to be preparing the cradle of 

the Infant Christ. The latter is seated on his mother’s knee and is being em¬ 

braced by St Catherine, who wears a white under-dress, a blue robe with gold ornaments 

and a purple mantle. Behind her are seen a fragment of the emblematical wheel and two 

boy-angels. A youthful angel, in white, blue and yellow, playing the lute, appears be¬ 

tween and immediately behind the Virgin and St Catherine. A viola-da-gamba and a lute 

are lying in the foreground to the left. The scene takes place on a terrace, paved with 

variegated marbles; ona pedestal to theleft a vase of flowers; above a dark green drapery. 

Further back is seen a large edifice of white marble and a landscape in twilight; to the 

right appear some figures (a figure on horseback and another walking; perhaps the flight 

into Egypt). 

Camas, 18 in. by 15 in. (o'457 m. by o'38 m.) 

Esher. PURCHASED in 1912 by MrHerbertCook the sharp high-lights are curiously reminiscent of 

under the name of Baroccio. Correggio’s early Nativity of Christ,until recently 

The painter is obviously from the school in the Crespi collection at Milan and now in the 

of Correggio, though it is difficult to sug- Brera. 

gest a definite attribution. The cast of drapery and 
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CORREGGIO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

93. HEAD AND HAND OF A 
WOMAN Head and Hand of a Woman turned to the left, in a yellow dress with a 

white under-dress. The story of the picture is given on the label as follows:— 

“This picture was taken from one of the public buildings by a French 

soldier at the sacking of Vigo in Spain during the Peninsular War; he was 

afterwards taken prisoner by the English, and when examined by the Officer of the Guard 

the picture was found concealed in his knapsack. He stated that, being struck with the 

beauty of the figure, he cut out the head and hand, as he was unable to conceal any 

more of it. On the Irame was the word—‘Correggio.’ The Officer being a judge of 

pictures at once saw what it was, and purchased it of him. It remained in the Officer’s 

family until his death, his widow then made a present of it to the clergyman of the 

parish for his spiritual attendance to her late husband.” 

Canvas, 2 3 in. by i yf in. (o'5 85 m. by 0'45 m.) 

(Sight size of the frame, within which the fragments are arranged as they would appear 

in the picture.) 

Doughty House, Staircase. 

The figure appears to be derived from that of Catherine” in the Louvre (No. iiiy). 

St Catherine in Correggio’s “ Marriage of St 

94. HEAD BOY-ANGEL 
(-Ui TURNED three-quarters to the left, looking downwards with a smile. 

Ca/2vas, drcu/ar, d[3.mcteT la+in. (o*3i8m.) 

Doughty House, Museum. 

Purchased for ^15 from Mr Nichols in 1868. although attempts to locate the original have 

This head is probably copied from Correggio, proved unsuccessful. 
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RONDANI 
(GIOVAN FRANCESCO MARIA RONDANI OR RONDINE) Born at Parma on July 15, 1490; died in 

that city in 1550. Assistant to Correggio^ 

’whose style he imitated with much success. The 

works of this artist are very scarce. 

Bibliography : C. Ricci, “ Antonio Allegri da Cor¬ 

reggio"' (London, 1896), pp. 370, sq. 

L. Testi, “ Giovan Francesco Maria Rondani 0 

Rondine (1490-1550)” ; in Aurea Parma,'' anno 

i, fasc. I and 2. (Parma, May-August, 1912), 

PP- 7Z-7S- 

95. THE INSPIRATION OF 
ST JEROME SAINT JEROME, draped in a red mantle, is kneeling on a fragment ofarchitecture 

and looking up to heaven in an attitude of ecstasy, raising in his right hand a 

scroll inscribed: DELI COM VR and turning with his left a leaf in a large book 

which is carried by a boy-angel dressed in pale purple. The lion is lying by him 

on the ground. Light brown middle distance, and green and blue mountains in the 

background. Blue sky with large white clouds. On a cartellino affixed to the slab on 

which the saint is kneeling, the inscription: POLYDI 

PRIVATO 

Canvas, 41-lin. by 37 in. (i'o6 m. by o’g38 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 97. 

Photo Gray 29012. This is one of the pictures which the once, but from the last-mentioned cause, and the 

painter, Jean Baptiste Pierre Lebrun, fact of its being an undescribed work, it failed to 

collected during a journey in Spain, find a purchaser, and the present possessor ulti- 

the south of France and Italy in 1807 mately acquired it from the owners, through 
and 1808. It is engraved (reversed) in the Recueil Messrs Phillips.” 

Je gravures . ... iTapr'es un choix de tableaux de In this collection by 1868 (J. C. Robinson, op. 

toutes les ecoles, published by Lebrun at Paris in cit.. No. 11). 

1809 (vol. i, plate facing p. 83). Its further his- Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of Works 
tory is given by Sir J. C. Robinson {Memoranda, of Art, 1868, No. 47. 

p. 12, sq.) as follows:— H. F. Cook, in Les Arts, Aug. 1905, p. 8, 10. 

“In the early part of this century this picture G.Gsomu, Correggio (Klassii{erder Kunst,x,i()o-j), 
formed part of the collection of the late Sir p. 154 (with illustration). 

Thomas Baring, and with other of his Italian Traditionally ascribed to Correggio, this picture 

pictures, was sold by auction at Christie’s.' It offers in the type and movement of St Jerome, 

afterwards passed into the possession of a Mr the landscape, etc., such close analogies with the 

Leischild, an auctioneer of the city of London, Madonna with SS. Augustine and Jerome by 

in whose possession it remained many years. This Rondani in the Parma Gallery (No. 70) that it 

gentleman, who seems to have estimated its value must be considered as a work by this clever 

at a very large sum, retained it till his death, when follower of Correggio. 

his executors sent it for sale to Messrs Phillips’, The inscriptions on the scroll which the Saint is 

placing a high reserved price upon it, it was in holding, and on the cartellino, are enigmatic and 

consequence offered for sale by auction more than may have been tampered with by a restorer. 

'June 2, 1848. 



PARMIGIANINO 
(FRANCESCO MAZZOLA, Born at Parma on January 11, I504> 

at Casalmaggiore on Aug. 24, 1540. Learnt 

the rudiments of his art from his uncles. Pier 

llario and Michele Mazzoia; subsequently 

strongly infue7jcedby Correggio. Active principally at 

Parma and for shorter periods in Rome and Bologna. 

An accomplished and refned if highly artificial design¬ 

er; as a portrait-painter he observes a comparative sim¬ 
plicity of style and exercises a singular fascinationthrough 

the aristocratic purity of hisforms andnoble composition. 

Bibliography: Vasari,v^ 217-238. 

called IL PARMIGIANINO) 

/, Affo, “ Vita delgraziosissimo pittore F. Mazzoia 

detto il Parmigianino" {Parma, 1784). 

C. Ricci, '^Antonio Allegri da Correggio" {London, 

1896),/A 373-376- . , . . 
Idem, “Di alcuniquadrt del Parmigianino gtaesststenh 

in Parma," in “Archivio storico per le provinciepari- 

mensi," ser. h, vol. iv, Parma, igo^, pp. 1-25. 

Idem, “Di alcuni qtiadri di scuola parmigiana conser- 

vatinel Real Museo Nazionale di Napoli," in “Napol. 

Nobilissima," Hi {Naples, 1894), 149-152. 

B. Berenson,"North Italian Painters,"pp. 278-280. 

96. THE HOLY FAMILY TO the right the Virgin in a pale pink robe and a pink transparent veil on 

her head and round her shoulders is sitting with her blue mantle spread out 

under her on a flight of steps in front of a large marble edifice. The Infant 

Christ is lying on a white cloth spread out on the steps. Behind him an 

: twl- ')i-L , angel with white wings is seen playing with him. To the left St Joseph is sitting in a blue 

_.. .. ^ tunic shot with pink, an orange mantle and a staff in his hand. The ox and the ass are 

seen behind the group. Further to the left view of a hilly landscape. The whole picture 

■ is painted in a soft yellow tone. 

Pane/, 14 in. by 16| in. (o- 3 5 5 m. by 0-41 5 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 54. 

Photo Gray 29011. FORMERLYin the possession of SirThomas 

Lawrence and sold at the sale of his col¬ 

lection, May 15, 1830, for £112 7s. od. 

{Redford, Art Sales, ii, 243); belonged by 

1835 to Miss Rogers (Waagen, Treasures, ii, 268) 

and subsequently to her brother, Samuel Rogers, 

the poet; included in the Rogers sale (April 28, 

1856, and following days). 

In this collection by 1868 (J. C. Robinson, Mem¬ 

oranda, No. 13). 
Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Masters, 

1902, No. 189. 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters, p. 279. 

Affixed to the back are two labels inscribed (in 

German lettering) “Die Handvon Parmiszon” and 

“ 118 ” and also a cutting from the Rogers sale cata¬ 

logue, containing the description of this picture. 

The traditional attribution to Parmigianino has 

for some time been abandoned in favour of one to 

his follower Giacomo Zanguidi called Bertoia 

(1544-1574) whose style is, however, both differ¬ 

ent from, and inferior to that of this brilliant little 

picture which displays all the characteristics of 

Parmigianino’s art. 
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PARMIGIANINO 
97. PORTRAIT OF CHARLES V. Three quarter length of the Emperor, who wears armour and a mantle of 

gold brocade richly adorned with pearls and jewels. He grasps his sword in 

his left hand and rests his right, which holds a baton of command, on a 

globe which is held by a putto draped in a coat of dark grey fur. To the 

left appears the Goddess of Fame, dressed in white and with white wings ; she holds a 

sprig of laurel in her right hand and a palm-branch in her left. The figures are relieved 

against a green hanging. 

Canvas, 72 in. by qgj in. (i‘825 m. by i‘255 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 38. 

Photo Anderson 18462 (Mazzola). 

. Iq I ' fi- 

ASARI writes in the life of Parmigia¬ 

nino (v, 229) as follows:— 

“ Quando I’imperadore Carlo quinto fu 

a Bologna^perche I’incoronasseClem¬ 

ente settimo Francesco, andando talora a vederlo 
mangiare,fecesenzaritrarlor imagine diessoCesare 

a olio in un quadro grandissimo; ed in quello di- 

pinse la Fama che lo coronava di lauro, ed un fan- 

ciullo in forma d’un Ercole piccolino che gli por- 

geva il mondo, quasi dandogliene il dominio : la 

quale opera finita che fu, la fece vedere a Papa Cle¬ 

mente, al quale piacque tanto, che mandd quella e 

Francesco insieme, accompagnati dal Vescovo di 

Vasona allora datario all’ imperadore: onde es- 

sendo molto piaciuta a Sua Maesta, fece intendere 

che si lasciasse; ma Francesco, come mal consig- 

liato da un suo poco fedele o poco saputo amico, 

dicendo che non era finita, non la voile lasciare, e 

cosi Sua Maesta non I’ebbe, ed egli non fu, come 

sarebbe stato senza dubbio, premiato. Questo quad- 

'1530. 

ro essendo poi capitato alle mani del cardinale 

Ippolito de’ Medici, fu donate da lui al cardinale 

di Mantoa, e oggi e in guardaroba di quel duca 

con molte altre belle e nobilissime pitture.” 

Hitherto this portrait has been considered as 

missing; it will be seen, however, that Vasari’s 

description applies perfectly to the present pic¬ 

ture and although it is just possible that it is an old 

copy of Parmigianino’s work, it can very well be 

claimed as the original, admitting, of course, the 

possibility that a picture with better right to that 

title may yet be found. 
Formerly in the collection of Mr William Anger- 

stein who lent it to the Exhibition at Manchester, 

1857, No. 21 o. 
Sold for ,r49 7s. at the Angerstein sale, February 

23, 1883, to Mr Lesser (Redford, Art Sales, ii, 

243), soon after which it passed into the Rich¬ 

mond Gallery. I , 1 
^ ^ V\ C I 
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PARMIGIANINO 
98. PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN Bust of a young man turned three-quarters to the left. He wears a red jacket 

with white collar edged with gold, over his shoulders white fur. 

Dark background. 

Panels i 3^ in. by 7+ in. (o'3 32 m. by o'lg m.) 

Apparently a portion of a larger picture. 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 7 i. 

Photo Gray 29024. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Winter Exhibition, 1912-13, No. 21. 

CttrU 
aj' h .v 

99. LAMENTATION OVER THE 
DEAD CHRIST 

X (ju r 

v x. .C- 

The dead Christ with a white loin-cloth round his hips is lying on the ground. 

Behind him kneeling on the ground and raising her hand in lamentation is 

the Virgin in a pink robe, grey mantle and white head-cloth. To the left, St 

John in white shirt, yellow tunic and blue mantle is kneeling, supporting the 

head and shoulders of the Saviour. To the right, the Magdalen in light orange robe with 

green sleeves, blue mantle and a transparent veil is kneeling, clasping Christ’s feet. The 

figures are relieved against large dark rocks. 

Panel, 3 in. by 8| in. (o'oyS m. by o'2 19 m.) 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 3. 

The attribution is the traditional one. 
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SCHIDONI 
(BARTOLOMEO SCHIDONI OR SCHEDONI) Born at Modena about 1570; died at Parma 

in December^ 1615. Active at Modena and 

Parma. Pupil ofthe Carracci; imitator of Cor¬ 

reggio. 

Bibliography: L. Vedriani, '■’■Paccolta de'pittori, scul- 

tori et architetti modenesipiii celebri' ’ {Modetia., 1662), 

pp. 108-112. 

G. Tiraboschiy ^'‘Notizie de' pittori^ scultori.^ incisori, ed 

architetti natii degli statidel serenissimo sigfioreDucadt 

Modena {Modena,\y^6).,pp. 315-321. 

C. Ricci, '"Diakuni quadri di scuola parmigiana con- 

servati nel Real Museo Nazionale di Napoli" ; in 

NapoliNobilissima," iii {Naples, 1894), 149-152. 

Idem, ‘^Di akuni quadri conservati nel R. Museo di 

Napolif ibid., /i;, 179-1 82. 

100. ADORATION OF THE SHEP- , 

'W'N the centre ofthe composition the Virgin,inapinkrobe and darkgreenmantlelined AJ 

I with purple, is kneeling behind a basket in which the Infant Christ is lying. To the 

I right a shepherd in red fur-lined coat and yellow mantle, holding a grey hat in his left 

^ hand; behind him another shepherd in green tunic and brown mantle raising his hat. 

' To the left a kneeling shepherd in white shirt, green coat and bright red mantle, is bring¬ 

ing a basket with eggs and other provisions as an offering to the Infant Christ. Behind 

him a man in rose-purple coat and red cap, and a boy dressed in brown with a green cap. 

Further back in the shadow St Joseph is vaguely seen. Dark background, with a glory of 

rays in the centre. 

Panel, 3o| in. by 41 in. (p"]’]'] m. by i‘04 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 12. 

Photo Gray 28980. 

’ in the A pleasing and characteristic specimen of Schid- 

oni’s style, in which the influence of Correggio’s 

art, and especially of his celebrated “Notte” 

Dresden Gallery, is strongly marked. 

101. THE SLEEPING CHRIST-CHILD 
1 HE Infant Christ is lying on a grey floor with a white and a pale red cloth 

spread under him. In the background, to the left, are seen the busts of the 

Virgin (in red robe, yellow scarf, and white head-cloth) and St Joseph. 

Dark background. 

Panel, loj in. by 2 2i in. (o’26 m. by o’565 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 2 i. 

Bought in 1875, for/it 00, from Sir J. C. Robinson, lection of Mr. C. A. Bough ton-Knight at Down- 

Another version of this composition is in the col- ton Castle, Ludlow, Herefordshire. 
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VIII. LOMBARD SCHOOL 





LOMBARD SCHOOL 
(FIFTEENTH CENTURY) 

102. FOUR ANGELS WITH EM¬ 
BLEMS OF THE PASSION 

(TWO PANELS) Both panels are divided into two compartments; each contains the half-length 

of an angel holding and surrounded by objects connected with an episode 

of the Passion, in sequence as follows:— 

Left wing, upper compartment: Angel in white dress, holding a chalice, a 

rope, a lantern and a torch ; in front, on a parapet, a cup and a sword (“The Agony 

in the Garden” and the “Capture of Christ”). 

Right wing, upper compartment: Angel in black dress, holding a column, a rope and 

two rods; in front, a glove and a rod and behind, on the wall, various scourges (“The 

Flagellation”). 

Left wing,lower compartment: Angel in olive-green dress,holding the Holy Handker¬ 

chief; behind, a flag and in front, a trumpet (“The Procession to Calvary”). 

Right wing, lower compartment: Angel in black dress, holding the cross, the lance 

and the reed with the sponge; in front, the tablet of the Cross, a cup, pincers, nails, 

etc. (“The Crucifixion”). 

All the angels have curly hair, and are relieved against a dark background. 

Size of the two panels framed together 38 in. by 32 in. (o'g6 m. by o’81 m.) 

Monserrate. 

Photo Coutinho, Lisbon. 

The two panels are probably wings of a triptych, showing in the middle a representation of the “ Man 

of Sorrows.” 



VINCENZO FOPPA 
(SCHOOL OF) Born at Brescia about and died in that 

city between May^ i 5 i 5> ^tid October^ 1516. 

Active at Brescia, Pavia, Milan and Genoa. 

Influenced by the Paduan school and Jacopo 

Bellini; the centralfigure of the Lombard school of the 
fifteenth century. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ North 

Italian Paintersf ist ed. //, i-io; md ed. ii, 316- 

326. 

C. J. Ffoulkes and R. Maiocchi, “ Vincenzo Poppa f 

London, 1909. 

to ^ ' 
l\J ^ ^ 

103. ST BERNARD OF SIENA. 
ST ANTHONY OF PADUA 

(TWO PANELS) The two Saints, whose habits are of a pale violet colour, are standing under 

a portico, the pillars and arches of which are gilt. St Bernard holds in his 

left hand an open book, inscribed on one page: “ Pater manifestavi nomen,” 

the other showing the emblematic monogram of Christ; St Anthony holds 

a spray of lilies and a book. The landscape shows a brown foreground with dark green 

trees and distant blue mountains. A pale yellow light is streaming over the horizon; 

higher up the glow melts into a cold blue. 

St Bernard, 59 in. by 22 in. (i'496 m. by o’56 m.) 

St Anthony, 59iin. by 22iin. (1-502 m. by 0-566 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, Nos. 82 and 83. 

Photos Gray 12785, 12784. 

!:T 
SjI-' 

>il 

PROF. C. Ricci has verbally noted in these 

pictures an affinity to the art of Zenale, to 

whom they are definitely ascribed by 

Mr Cook (“Some Notes on the Early 

Milanese Painters, Butinone and Zenale,” in T/ie 

Burlington Magazine, v [i 904], p. Z02, n. 2 i), who 

also (“Due figure del Foppaf” in Rassegna 

d'arte, viii [1908], p. 62) points out the resem¬ 

blance existing between these paintings and 

Foppa’s large altar-piece in the Brera (No. 307)— 

the figures of St Anthony being almost identically 

designed in both works—and two figures of Saints, 

of the school of Foppa, in the Museo Poldi- 

Pezzoli (Nos. 661 and 665). Miss C. J. Ffoulkes 

{op. cit., p. 251) thinks the two panels in this col¬ 

lection are by some follower of Foppa, and such is 

also the view of the present writer. 











VINCENZO FOPPA 
(SCHOOL OF) 

104. MADONNA & CHILD WITH 
ANGELS The virgin, who wears a scarlet robe with gold brocade sleeves, a white ou-vAc-Vi^,, 

head-cloth and a dark green-blue mantle bordered with a gold embroidery Ci- / - 

and lined with green, is seated on a gold throne. In her right hand she . 

holds an open book of prayer, resting on her right knee, and supports with i/<^’ ^ 

her left hand the Infant Christ, who sits on her left knee, wearing a white tunic and a p< , - 

yellow scarf, wound around his waist and shoulders, and imparting the benediction 

with his right hand. On a step of the throne four youthful red-haired angels are stand¬ 

ing, two on each side of the Virgin; the foremost angel in both cases has yellow wings 

and wears a scarlet robe with dark collar and cuffs while the other angel has a robe of 

darker red and also dark collars and cuffs. Behind the Virgin is stretched a narrow 

gold and red hanging, bordered with ermine. At the top of the throne three singing 

boy-angels with red wings, touched with yellow high-lights, are seated; the one in 

the middle who holds a book in a red cover is dressed in green, the one to the left in 

orange, and the one to the right in purple. 

Dark background. The flesh tints are pale grey, the nimbi are raised. On the left arm 

of the throne the monogram ME, probably of recent date and intended as a signature. 

Panels 5 5I in. by 30^ in. (i’4i 8 m. by o'yhy m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 8. 

Photo Gray 28986. CATALOGUE of the Lombard Exhi- C. J. Ffoulkes and R. Maiocchi, op. p. 252;— 

bition,at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, “The brilliant and characteristically Lombard 

1898 (London, 1899), pp. xxvii, xli. colouring makes the picture as a whole very at- 

W. von Seidlitz, “ Die Mailander Aus- tractive, but the drawing is feeble throughout, and 

stellung im Burlington Club” in Repertorium fUr the heads somewhat empty in expression.” 

Kunstwissensckaft, xxi (Berlin, etc., 1898), 405. 
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AMBROGIO DE’ PREDI The (^ates of the records concerning this ar¬ 

tist range from 1482 to 1506. He was 

chiefy active at Milan, where he held the 

post of court-painter to Lodovico il Moro; 

in 1493 'visited Innsbruck as a member of the suite 

of Bianca Maria Sforza. First reared under the sway 

of the earlier Lombard master, he subsequently felt the 

strong influence of Leonardo da Vinci, whose assistant 

he is known to have been, and to whom several of his 

finest works have long been ascribed. He devoted himself 

chiefly to portrait-painting. 

Bibliography:Morelli,'‘‘‘ItalianPainters,”i, i 80-1 89. 

Catalogue of the Lo77ibard Exhibition at the Burling¬ 

ton Fine Arts Club, I {London, 1899),^^. 48-56. 

Seidlitz, ‘‘'‘Ambrogio Freda und Leo7iardo da VmcV' in 

the Vie/ina '■‘‘Jahrbuchf' vol. xxvi (1905-6),^/. i,pp. 

1-48. 

B. Berenson, ‘■'‘North Italian Painters,'fp. 160 sq. 

105. PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG 
MAN 

BUST of a dark-haired young man in black cap and dress. Background of a window 

of opalescent glass, divided into circular panes. 

Panel, i 5 in. by i 2^ in. (o'38 i m. by o’326 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 93. 

Photo Anderson 18485. Formerly in the Galleria Ercolani at Bo¬ 

logna (J. C. Robinson, Meinoranda, p. 8); 

belonged by 1863 to SirJ. C. Robinson, who 

lent it in that year to the Exhibition of Old 

Masters at the British Institution, No. 38 ; in this 

collection by 1868 (J.C. Robinson, c/>.,No. 8). 

Exhibitedat Leeds,National Exhibition ofWorks 

of Art, 1868, No. 46. 

Exhibitedat Burlington House,Old Masters, 1875, 

No. 171. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Lom¬ 

bard Exhibition, 1898, No. 50. 

Traditionally ascribed to Francia; attributed ver¬ 

bally by Waagen to Boltraffio (J. C. Robinson,/oc. 

citi) The attribution to Ambrogio de’ Predi is up¬ 

held by Mr Cook {Reviews and Appreciations,'p. 32) 

and Herr W. v. Seidlitz {loc. cit., p. 25), and the 

present writer also finds that the drawing, model¬ 

ling and handling point to Ambrogio as the author 

of the work. Dr G. Pauli (“Anstellung von Gem- 

aide der lombardischen Schule im Burlington Fine 

Arts Club” in Zeitschriftfiir bildende Kunst, ser. ii, 

vol. X [Leipzig, i 898-99],p. 108 sqi) was,however, 

averse to this ascription without suggesting an¬ 

other, and Prof. A. Venturi (“ Corriere d’lnghil- 

terra” mV Arte, i (i898),p. 317) thought the pic¬ 

ture was ofVenetian origin. Mr Berenson does not 

include it in his list of Ambrogio de’ Predi’sworks. 
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BOLTRAFFIO 
(FREE COPY AETER) 

(GIOVANNI ANTONIO BOLTRAEFIO) 

ORN at Milan in 1467; died in that city in 

1516. 07ie of Leonardo's most gifted pupils. 

Active at Milan. 
Bibliography: Morelli^^Atalian Painters^' /, 

163 jy. 

Idem^ ‘‘'‘Die Galerie zu Berlin," p. 137. 

Catalogue of the Lomba?‘d 'Exhibition, Burlington Pine 

Arts Club, 1898 {London, 1899),57-59- 

G. Carotti, in ‘‘‘Le Gallerie nazionali italiane," iv 

(1899), 298-331. 
B. Berenson, ^^North Italian Painters" pp. 170-172. 

G. Pauli, in Thieme and Becker, “‘Allgemeines Lexikon 

der bildenden KUnstler, iv, 256-8. 

106. SALVATOR MUNDI Bust of Christ, who has dark auburn hair and wears a blue tunic, with brown OxitU- 

bands. He raises his right hand in benediction and holds in his left a transparent Ir s'J 

glass globe. The flesh tints are reddish. Dark background. 

Eanel, 2 5J in. by i 7I in. (o'64 m. by o‘445 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. ia. 

Photo Gray 28992. PURCHASED for £120 from Sir J. C. over-cleaning and repainting, appears to be a free 

Robinson in 1900, under the name of copy* after the Salvator Mundi by Boltraffio in 

Luini. the collection of the late Signor G. B. Vittadini 

This picture, which has suffered both by at Arcore, near Monza. 

*I should prefer to say a parallel work by some contemporary painter of Leonardo’s school.—H.C. 
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CESARE DA SESTO Born in one of the Lombard villages named 

Sesto^ in 1476 or 1477; died in Milan on July 

2 7’ 1523- Tramed probably first in Tuscany^ 
as may be inferred from the reminiscences of 

Jjorenzo di Credit Albertinelli and Pinturicchio which 

are noticeable in his earliest works; subsequently 

strongly influenced by L,eonardo and Raphael and in 

some instances also by the Venetians. Active in Milan^ 

Rome and in the south of Italy. A clever and elegant 

draughtsman., though generally of little inspiration and 

originality and in some of his later works turgid and 
rhetorical. 

Bibliography: More Hi, ^Mtalian Painter sfi L i6c- 
168, 

Frizzoni, ''‘‘Arte italiana del rinascinnento"'' {Milan, 

i%c)\),pp. 60-65. 

F. Motta “ Morti in Milano dal al i ^^2'' in 

“Archivio Storico lombardof ser. ii, vol. viii (1891) 
p. 260. 

M. Reymond, “ Cesare da Sesto'" in “ Gazette des 

Beaux-Arts f ser. in, vol. vii {Paris, i%(^2),pp. 3 14- 

333- 
B. Berenson, ''North Italian Painters," pp. i 94 sq. 

F. Malaguzzi-Valeri, " Cesare da Sesto e un nuovo 

acquisto della pinacoteca di Brera ” in " Rassegna 

d'arte," viii {Milan, 1908), 21-26. 

Sir Claude Phillips, "St. John the Baptist by Cesare 

da Sesto" in the "Burlington Magazine," vol. xiii 
(1908),/./.. 34-38. 

107. ST JEROME The Saint who wears a red garment across his lap is seated in a landscape 

contemplating a skull which he holds in his left hand. The figure of the 

Saint is relieved against dark-green foliage; in the background a luminous 

landscape, touched by the evening sun. The flesh tones are very smooth 

and the whole picture of extreme finish and enamel-like surface. 

Pa7iel, 31-1 in. by 23I in. (0788 m. by o'6o m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 20. 

Photo Anderson 18409. 

CQUIRED from Messrs Colnaghi Gf Co. 

/ \ in I 870 for ,{^225. 

i ^ Possibly identical with a picture 

.JL iL. formerly in the Leuchtenberg Gallery 

(No. 66) and engraved in outline under the name 

of Luini in the catalogue of that collection, pub¬ 

lished in 1852. The size of this picture is given as 
2 ft. 6 in. by i ft, it in. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Lom¬ 

bard Exhibition, 1898, No. 18. 

Morelli [Italian Painters, i, 167) thinks this is a 

work executed by Cesare, when “from about 1507 

to 1512” he “was probably working at Milan 

under the direct influence of Leonardo” and identi¬ 

fies it with the “S. Hieronimo in penitenza” men¬ 

tioned in 1595 by P. Morigi [La nobilta di Milano, 

p. 277) as belonging to Dr Guido Mazenta of 
Milan. 

A, Venturi, in L'Arte, i, 316. 

W. V. Seidlitz, in Repertorium fiir Kunstwissen- 
schaft, xxi, 408. 

G. Frizzoni, in Gazette des Beaux-Arts, ser. iii,vol. 
XX (1898), p. 394. 

G. Pauli, in Zeitschrift fiir hildende Kunst, ser. ii, 
vol, X (1898-99), p. 145. 

H. F. Cook in Gazette des Beaux-Arts, ser. iii, vol. 
xxi (1899), p. 23 sq. 

Idem in Les Arts, Aug. 1905, p. 8. 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters, p. 195. 

A study, in red chalk, for the head of the Saint is 

in the Albertina at Vienna (Schonbrunner and 

Meder, Handzeichnungen alter Meister, ii, pi. 179). 

A good old copy of this picture belongs to the 

Marchese Alessandro da Lisca of Verona; another 

copy, with adifferent background, is in the Gallery 
at Pavia. 
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f KSARE DA SESTO 
’ !M)NfNAANDCHILDWITH 

n.V THE BAPTIST AND 
RGE 

a trank^M.tir 
rose-coloured tunic arh? j 
George to the right is cl,, 
ing on a pedestal is unfold.n, 

lined with green. To the lft\ ■. 
of the picture is a dusky brow -. 

Panel, I or in. by Sa^in. (2'56 

Doughty House, Long Gallery. ’ 
Photo Anderson 18408. 

URCHASED in Italy by S- ■ 
Hart. {1736-1811), Pri".' 

Naples under Ferdinand I' 

Exhibited at the British In- , . jir n 1849, 

No. yh 

Acqu'red for £777 at Christian ,i«nr 10,1896, 

No. 77 (vendor anonymous, b,>, t.W to be Lord 

Acton). . G ;. £ Rjfe. 

The present picture is in all pr>:-,idiity identical 

with one painted by Cesare da flcsso for the Ora¬ 

torio di San Giorgio della Naaj:iTic Genovese, in 

the church of S.in Domenico at M- P.Samperi 

{Messana . . . Ulmcrata, 742, i, 613) re¬ 

fers to the alur-piece in te"« r a» follows;— 

“Caesar a Mcdiolano in jtec ’irae facultate 

egregieexcelluit.pinxit. . , btj.. otJenuensiuin 
D. DominiciDeiparam'’irj;i" i« ,m S.Georgio, 

& S. Joanne Baptista . . ' • i' Gallo states in 

1756 {Anna/i della ciui a. •». i, i2l) that 

the confraternity of the G- — --=■! by that time 

ceased to exist, and that “ ' .- eiebre di San 

Giorgio di mano di Cesa'r -* ' ' was kept in 

the sacristy of San Dr-O’- . <uthur of the 

Memorie de pittori . ite^t eht m At" 

sina farirom (Mesw'> ; by an obn ,• 

confusion (p 36; .i<a,s of raw pictures by Cesare, 

one representing M George and the other the 

Virgin with St JoSm. records that they were sold 

after 1775 by the monks to “ un forastiero." In 

this connection it may abo be mentioned that, as 

noted by Mr Cook {- Les trisors de I’art Italien 

en Angleterre.’' in Caiiette dts Beau-e-Arls, ser. iii, 

vol. xxi [1S99], p. iSj, a Sicilian paiiiter. Fra 

Gabriele Volpc, has in his Madonna and Saints of 

1535, formerly m San D,imenico at Palermo, and 

now in the Oa’lriy ul rhit town, reproduced the 

attitude of tht Infant Christ, the putto, the bas- 

relieft and the m..tiv« of architecture in this 

picture. 

Catalogue of the l.. 'inb<rd Exhibition, Burlington 

Fine Aits Club iS jg (London, 1899), p. Ixviii, 

ly. (rep.'<^dii<.fo pi. av). 

W. v.tfi In R.pertoriumfOr Kunstwissen- 

■ 

G P.e!. Ill for hiidende Kanst, ser. ii, 
1 ot I '. ;lgi(-94il. p. 14j. 
H f, > 1 >it, in .frci, .-kug. 1905, p. 8. 

2 Be-coson Atirth luliaa Pamtert, p, 193. 

f 'li- ■ eijiral ffruip is the Mine at in Cesare’s 

*■ VU-ronisa aiid Saints' in rhe Hermitage at St 

■ ■c ChiUl in her arms, is seated on the steps of a large 

' < ’•We. She wears a dark red robe, a green mantle 

h rv, j white acarf fastened at her shoulder, and 

.1 thr left, wears a light brown coat of skin, a 
• ■ I he lining of which is also rose-coloured. St 

■iKioiiT Abin’c the Virgin, a boy-angel stand- 

;r«i-rcd caaepy, cinbroidcred with gold,'and 

.■iilstrape. in evening light. The general tone 
.uingand stcti* .ire covered with bas-relicfi. 

9ra.) 

^cton, 

'Zl of 





CESARE DA SESTO 
108. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 

ST JOHN THE BAPTIST AND 
ST GEORGE The Virgin, who holds the Child in her arms, is seated on the steps of a large 

ruined building of white marble. She wears a dark red robe, a green mantle 

bordered with gold embroidery, a white scarf fastened at her shoulder, and 

a transparent veil. St John, to the left, wears a light brown coat of skin, a 

rose-coloured tunic and a dull red mantle, the lining of which is also rose-coloured. St 

George to the right is clad in glistening armour. Above the Virgin, a boy-angel stand¬ 

ing on a pedestal is unfolding a large dark-red canopy, embroidered with gold, and 

lined with green. To the left, view of a landscape, in evening light. The general tone 

of the picture is a dusky brown. The building and steps are covered with bas-reliefs. 

Pa7iel, loi in. by 82+ in. (2‘56 m. by 2‘og m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 23. 

Photo Anderson 18408. 

Pv.,- .4 r* u. 

/fs—4 • 

URCHASED in Italy by Sir John Acton, 

Bart. (1736-1811), Prime Minister of 

Naples under Ferdinand IV. 

Exhibited at the British Institution, 1849, 

No. 76. 

Acquired for at Christie’s, June 20, 1896, 

No. 77 (vendor anonymous, but said to be Lord 

Acton). isV , Co J. 6 . IMA- Jw Cr/k, ■ 
The present picture is in all probability identical 

with one painted by Cesare da Sesto for the Ora¬ 

torio di San Giorgio della Nazione Genovese, in 

the church of San Domenico at Messina. P.Samperi 

{Messana . . . illustrata, Messina, 1742, i, 613) re¬ 

fers to the altar-piece in question as follows:— 

“ Caesar a Mediolano in hac picturae facultate 

egregieexcelluit,pinxit. .. In Sacello Genuensium 

D. Dominici Deiparam Virginem cum S. Georgio, 

& S. Joanne Baptista . . C. D. Gallo states in 

1756 {Annali della citta di Messina, i, 121) that 

the confraternity of the Genoese had by that time 

ceased to exist, and that “ il quadro celebre di San 

Giorgio di mano di Cesare Milanese ” was kept in 

the sacristy of San Domenico. The author of the 

Memorie de pittori messinesi e degli esteri che in Mes¬ 

sina fiorirono (Messina, 1821), who by an obvious 

confusion (p. 36) speaks of Pwo pictures by Cesare, 

one representing St George and the other the 

Virgin with St John, records that they were sold 

after 1775 by the monks to “ un forastiero.” In 

this connection it may also be mentioned that, as 

noted by Mr Cook (“ Les tresors de Tart Italien 

en Angleterre,” in Gazette des Beaux-Arts, ser. iii, 

vol. xxi [1899], p. 28), a Sicilian painter, Fra 

Gabriele Volpe, has in his Madonna and Saints of 

1535, formerly in San Domenico at Palermo, and 

now in the Gallery of that town, reproduced the 

attitude of the Infant Christ, the putto, the bas- 

reliefs and the motives of architecture in this 

picture. 

Catalogue of the LombardExhibition, Burlington 

Fine Arts Club, 1898 (London, 1899), p. Ixviii, 

sq. (reproduced pi. xv). 

W. von Seidlitz, in Repertorium fUr Kunstwissen- 

schaft, xxi, 408. 

G. Pauli, in Zeitschrift fUr bildende Kunst, ser. ii, 

vol. x (1898-99), p. 145. 

H. F. Cook, in Les Arts, Aug. 1905, p. 8. 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters, p. 195. 

The central group is the same as in Cesare’s 

“ Madonna and Saints ” in the Hermitage at St 
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Petersburg (No. 14); tbe figure of St George is 

reminiscent of Giorgione’s San Liberale in the 

Castelfranco altar-piece, and the colouring and the 

whole composition also suggest a Venetian influ¬ 

ence. The picture may be dated, as proposed by 

Mr Cook (in Gazette des Beaux~Arts^ he, cit.,, p. 28), 

about 1515-20; the terminus ante quern of its ex¬ 

ecution (or at least of the creation of the design) 

is supplied by Giampetrino’s altar-piece of about 

1521 in the Duomo of Pavia, in which both the 

general design and particular motives (the ruined 

architecture with bas-reliefs, the putti unfolding 

the drapery) are borrowed from the present pic¬ 

ture. Since the bas-reliefs are a favourite motive 

of Cesare’s, it may be safely concluded that he was 

the giving party. If, as seems probable, Cesare 

painted the picture now under discussion in the 

south of Italy, we are led to suppose that Giam- 

petrino knew some sketch for it, or else a replica 

[cf. Malaguzzi Valeri, he. eit., p. 23 sq.) 
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ANTONIO BAZ2I, called IL 80IX>MA? 

if N, fM»n Caa. 
itm. 

"C»taJ»gMt if tht tj>miar<i MxkUHtif/.nt.df BurHi^- 

'tm 18^l,^.tariii4n 
i>'n«ra« Frimlf-BtK, "StJutu"’ (iMJift,, l^t<) 

830-2;», 80-87. 

r» Itrrcjwn, “NarM itttmn Ptmtert.*" tUf- 

SToaomm -v. » f iti**'* SK^oe i» tile dmgtm, heJdiiiK mi 1m» 

.>4»»<wefe ^ ttim p«n,et>iHeki|>e<i by tbr jjliim'i bw- 

net'rievU'a^ »*•. ‘■■■' iv^i> *< !i«. Mvammc* li>e Saiat w>«r* » pin j>ic,^(4d, bKie 
and g<': » » bbw «»<i |{old bdinet aod ^ty kg^g> 

with whke ivr -Vt m Miue, .nd N« bat e and burnt;', tkc itmtktx in hii 
helmet and f »4j -i >»«-<*•*,>; .isfi die «ij»» dtow the Satat'i eoloun, white «a4 »eii. 

To the le^ ii-iiietn* t«v*" Mdyfilowreancic, railing her ixaniib iotewsf. 
Rocky braaM lav'll• i jSowii a brtKik. Further back to the bdt a.cairW 
at the top nf I jakv t> tbr'tjfkrt* J ’ev a rbw at the foot of rnountatni The dittaiK-e 
i» painted in l;^fcr t*>4cai,^.-'M' «ad to tV; left and greenish blue to the n®hj, the 

dark tree* id tw ^■cono'y •*■? od ^init it. Above to the right, an^Higr* 
clad in whiir ij^rnu' ys a rrAov iixi 1^ &tfo. Varioui figures in boats or 00 kofarhack 

enliven tbeb*e§E|Ee“^^*>il. ■ -s . 

PW, ssint " 

Doughty ^ f ’ * "• 
Photo And* v.jj ,ft< 

'Jk O0t*i*.* > '‘Vu- h* dv- a-iurwju tfc h«|(k {Mhihiiiaa. 1S78. Mo. jy (wproduccd >• tW 
/\ h*H -■ ■ »,.. ■». wi,^ aa ^ Cstalo^we, ^Utr »ht). 
/ \ Mfi^r - My- ij7 M.= lyt 11 fh« Oho^ Osllmw. RthibiOott flt 

-A o fthf►■’"-iH*' ^,f.C. RvWb- .Me i3tiwp«MhtCediatifem<»t 
son, lie >? ti«W'‘i :«ttV.3t«e.UiMp-tX}. " 
ExbibiMd '- IM-vi-- •irfWn.A* th O (^ 'r'-tu ^ S*) *1 
of 18ht ^ «i • .%W4«i j(*>U ihM this i* ihe pv^tuw. 
Exhibicnd ♦;sAis'k ja-oanui * - fa so ivtograpt. feller vi 





SODOMA 
(GIOVANNI ANTONIO BAZZI, called IL SODOMA) Born at VercelU^ probably in 1477; died at 

Siena on the night between February 14 and 

15,1549. Pupil of Marthio Spanzotti; strongly 

inf ueneed by Leonardo da Vinci. Active princi¬ 

pally in Siena and its neighbourhood and also in Pome., 

the North of Italy, Florence, Volterra and Pisa. His 

rich glowing colours and the sensuous beauty of his 

figures often give his work a great charm, though it 

generally lacks seriousness of aim and deep inspiration. 

Bibliography: Morelli, Italian Painters f i, i 5 i-i 59, 
230-2; a, 80-87. 

G. Frizzoni, '’'‘Arte italiana del rinascimento {Milan, 
1891),/./. 95-187. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition at the Burling- 

tonFineArtsClub,\%c)V {London, 1899),^35.1xiii-lxv 

Contessa Priuli-Bon, ^‘Sodoma** {London, 1900). 

P. H. Hobart Cast, '‘'^Giovanni Antonio Bazzi [Lon¬ 
don, 1906). 

B.Berenson, '‘'‘North Italian Paintersf pp. 287-292. 

109. ST GEORGE AND THE 
p.„.x.u dragon ST GEORGE mounted on a brown horse is attacking the dragon, holding in his 

right hand the broken lance ofwhich the other part, enveloped by the Saint’s ban¬ 

ner, is fixed in the green body of the monster. The Saint wears a purple, gold, blue 

and green coat-of-mail,a scarlet mantle, a blue and gold helmet and grey leggings 

with white laces; his saddle is blue, and his shield, lance and banner, the feather in his 

helmet and that of his horse and the reins show the Saint’s colours, white and red. 

To the left kneels the princess, in red tunic and yellow mantle, raising her hands in terror. 

Rocky brown foreground, through which flows a brook. Further back to the left a castle 

at the top of a hill, to the right, a town by a river at the foot of mountains. The distance 

is painted in light tones, green and brown to the left and greenish blue to the right; the 

dark trees of the foreground are sharply set off against it. Above to the right, an angel 

clad in white appears in a yellow and red halo. Various figures in boats or on horseback 

enliven the background. 

Panels 55|- in. by 3 8| in. (i'40 m. by o’g7 3 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 84. 

Photo Anderson 18514. 

Tik CQUIRED at Siena by the seventeenth 

/ \ Earl of Shrewsbury, and sold at the 

i \ AltonTowerssale,July,i 857,No.i5i. 

Jl V InthiscollectionbyiS'bS (J.C. Robin¬ 
son, Memoranda, No. 9). 

Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of Works 

of Art, 1868, No. 42. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Lom¬ 

bard Exhibition, 1898, No. 37 (reproduced in the 

Illustrated Catalogue, plate xix). 

Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries, Exhibition of 

Old Masters,! 9II ,No. 25 (reproduced in the Illus¬ 

trated Catalogue, plate XX). 

Dr G. Frizzoni [op. cit., p. i 56) has suggested with 

considerable probability, that this is the pidfure 

which Sodoma refers to in an autograph letter of 
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May 3,1518, addressed to Alfonso I, Duke of Fer¬ 

rara, and preserved in the Archivio Estense at Mo¬ 

dena. The artist writes as follows: 

“Ulustrissime Domine Domine, mi Colendissime, 

post humilem Comendationem. Salute. Questaper 

fare intendere come gia tempo fa, essendo io con la 

Santita di Papa Leone a Fiorenza, il vostro Amba- 

sciadore mi dette commessione per V ostra S. dovessi 

fare un San Giorgio a cavallo quando amazo la 

Vip% unde io I’ho fatto et tengholo ad instantia di 

quella. Pochi giorni fa, non longe da Siena, a caso 

trovai lo spetiale dellaColonnaferrarese vostro fami- 

gliare et a lui dissi ill tutto, come decto quadro sta a 

reqsitione [sic) di quella. Et lui disso dirlo a V. 

Illma Signoria. 

Spero in questa estate conferirmi per infino al Mar- 

chesedi Mantova perche gli 6 a fare certi quadri, et 

per adventura verro per infino a visitare V. Illma 

S. et portero meco il decto quadro. Priegho quella 

se havessi intento d’altra cosa . .. sandomene (?) un 

minimo verso ni sara gratissimo per fare cosa che 

piacciaaV. Illma S. alia quale humilmte [sic) mi 

raccomando, et Dio quello, lungo tempo felicita. 

Die iij, Mali M.D. xviij E.D.V.S. 

Io. Antonius Sodona Eques Senis. 

(Address) 

Illmo. Domino Domino Alfosio de Este Duce Fer- 

rarie Domino suo observandissimo. Ferrarie.” 

(R. H. Hobart Cust, op. cit., pp. 297 sq.) 

Morelli, Italian Painters, ii, 8 i. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition at the Bur¬ 

lington Fine Arts Club, 1898 (London,1899),p.lxv. 

G. Frizzoni, “Exposition de maitres dePecolelom- 

barde a Londres” in Gazette des Beaux-Arts^' ser. 

iii, vol. XX (1898), p. 396. 

A. Venturi, in Id Arte, i, 317. 

W. V. Seidlitz, in Pepertoriian fur Kunstwissenschaft, 

xxi, 407. 

G. Pauli, in Zeitschrift fur bildende Kunst, ser. ii, 

vol. X, p. 150. 

Contessa Priuli-Bon, op. cit., pp. 51 sq. 

H. F. Cook, in Les Arts, Aug., 1905, p. 8. 

R. H. Hobart Cust, op. dt., pp. 164 sq., 361, 

B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 289. 
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BERNARDINO LUINI Date of birth uncertain; recorded as a 

painter by 1512; died between January 

aiid July^ 1532- Active principally at 

Milan and also at Chiaravalle^ Saromo^ 

Lugano, etc. Infuenced by Borgognone, Bramantino 

and chiefly by Leonardo da Vinci. Luini is not a pro¬ 

foundly interesting artist and much in his work is mere 

routine; but he has a genuine feeling for beauty 

and in certain early works—e.g. the Casa Rabia 

and Villa Re luce a frescoes—exercises a great fasci¬ 

nation through his gay and amiable temperament 

and poetical invention. 

Bibliography: Morelli, '‘^Italian Painters f /, 169 sq. 

a, 88-91. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition at the Burlmgton 

Fine Arts Club, 1898 {London, 1899),/'/». Ixvi-lxvii. 

G. C. Williamson, Bernardino Luini ” {London, 

1899). 

B. Berenson, ^^NorthItalianPaintersf pp. 246-251. 

L. Beltrami, Luini ” {Milan, 1911). 

F. Malaguzzi Valeri, “ Nuovi dipinti del Luini e 

una recentepubblicazione'' in ^^Rassegna d'artef xiii 

{Milan 1913), 27-35. 

110. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
ST GEORGE AND AN ANGEL The Virgin wears a crimson robe and a green-blue mantle lined with orange; 

round her auburn hair is tied a transparent veil and another falls across her 

forehead and round her shoulders. She supports with both hands the Infant 

Christ, who, draped in a thin veil, stands with his left foot on an eminence 

on the green grass and places his right foot on the head of the Dragon which is presented 

to him by St George, to whom the Child gives a palm of Victory. St George wears a 

red, yellow and blue coat-of-mail. Behind the Virgin is seen an angel with blue wings, 

wearing a rose-coloured robe and a scarlet mantle and playing the mandoline. Behind 

the figures is a brown rock overgrown with plants. To the left of the rock, in the 

middle distance, may be seen the white horse of the Saint, near which the beheaded body 

of the Dragon is lying on the ground. Further back a group of trees, the grey buildings 

of the city and blue mountains. 

Panel., 40 in. by 3of in. (I’oi 5 m. by 0*77 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 2. 

Photo Anderson 18454. Exhibited at Burlington House, Old 

Masters, 1902, No. 38. 

Morelli, Italian Painters, ii, 91. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition at 

the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1898 (London, 

1899), p. Ixvii. 

W.v. SeidlitZjin Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft, 

xxi, 408. 

G. C. Williamson, op. cit., p. 105. 

B. Berenson, op. cit., 251. 

L. Beltrami, op. cit., p. 550. 

Restored by Signor Cavenaghi at Milan in 1898. 

An old copy of this picture, with some variations, 

is in the Gallery of the King of Rumania, No. 21 

(reproduced in Bachelin, Tableaux anciens de la 

galerie Charles I"., roi de Roumanie [Paris, 1898], 

plate facing p. 32); another copy is in the church 

of Masnago near Varese (reproduced in Rassegna 

d'arte, xiii, 34). 

AJL 
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GIAMPIETRINO GIAMPIETRINO is the name commonly 

adopted for a painter who is supposed to be 

identical with one Pietro Riccio^ mentioned 

by Lomazzo and one Giovanni Pedrini men¬ 

tioned by Resta, both described as Milanese and pupils 

of Leonardo. ^ To this Giampietrino is ascribed., though 

without the support of any signature or other contem¬ 

porary record, a group of paintings by an imitator of 

Leonardo. A date can be connected with only one of 

these works, the altar-piece in the Duomo of Pavia, the 

frame of which bears the date 1521. 

Bibliography: G. P. Lomazzo, “ Trattato deWarte de 

la pittura” {Milan, 1584),/. 695. 

S. Resta, in “ Galleria Portatilef MS. in the Am- 

brosiana, as quoted by Lanzi, ‘’^Storia pittorica della 

Italia'' (Bassano, 1809), iv, 201. 

Morelli, ^Atalian Painters," i, 159-162, ii, 88 sq. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition at the Burlington 

Fine Arts Club, 1898 {London, 1899),^. Ixx sq. 

B. Berenson,^^North Italian Paintersf pp. 233-235. 

111. MADONNA AND CHILD 
Plate XIV. 

ALF-LENGTH figure of the Virgin holding the Infant Christ in her 

arms. She is dressed in a red robe and a rich dark blue-green mantle lined 

with orange; dark auburn hair; pale grey flesh tints. 

Dark background. 

Panef 25I in. by 19 in. (0*644 t>y 0*482 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. ib. 

Photo Anderson 18434. 

XHIBITED at the Burlington Fine Arts 

Club, 1898, No. 55 (reproduced in the 

Illustrated Catalogue, plate XXI). 

This work, one of the most attractive of all 

Giampietrino’s many Madonnas, was traditionally 

ascribed to Leonardo da Vinci, until Morelli 

{Italian Painters,!, 162) recognized its true author. 

A. Venturi, in VArte, i, 318. 

W.v. Seidlitz, in RepertoriumfUr Kunstwissenschaft, 

^ The present writer does not know on what authority it is stated in the eighth edition of Burckhardt’s Cicerone 
edited by Dr Bode (Leipzig, 1901, ii, 841), that Giovanni Pietro Rizzi, called Giampetrino in 1508 is men¬ 
tioned by Leonardo himself as his pupil. 

xxi, 408. 

G. Pauli, in Zeitschrift fUr bildende Kunst, ser. ii, 

vol, X, p. 146. 

B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 235. 

A replica of this picture, apparently of inferior 

quality, is in the collection of Mr D. F. Platt of 

Englewood, New Jersey, U.S.A. (reproduced in 

Rassegna d'arte, xi, 149). 
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GIAMPIETRINO GfAMMETRINO is thf mmttmuKHh 

n fiasutrr mif is suffxutj St if 

^fisk nt Urtrt 

<> t.»mm.ihstJtartisevanmPt^iilimefi- 

jntUJ' 8, A-)** JrsrrifrJ as Mdamst assJ Sts0s 

..■ if'Msr /• T» liis Gtutftff'i’tt is tssriM, th^i 

-'trs/»ts ■ fttfftrt tf Asq tsgmttrr tr tsAef stftStsst- 

t<Jaf i '•. trW, <r i(Kmf •/ fApttmgs iy a» mkattr »f 

<4 ^Atr <10 it ctssnecrrJ «MfA »ss/y osit sff 

<ky «W>, the tlur-firtt w Mr iMtssit tf Pavia, tm 

' f/iissat sf tristiisars tit Jsstt 1531. 

Bsiitifrayiyt U r- ' futtAs.^TsaBtstaJtIf artrJt 

-if fiassTf" 4 p 69$. 
JC UttSf, it t (tfSpti pTruHir," Ms. if tie slllt- 
ArwuH. as'ptStfi ty l^taai, ‘‘Sttria fiUorka della 
haln" {HattASk.-tsSysf), «, foi, 

MrrrHt, "Stafiats PaiAtr-t" i, 1 ^-163, it, 88 ty. 

CMs/rgAt sSffanSfJ EsiMtna at tie Byrlrngtot 

Fife Arts Citi, >898 (IstadDst, 1899),/. txx sy. 

R. Beyrtuta,"'fiarri ’ttsthanPamtert'' f>p. 233-235- 

H-l.- MADONNA AND CHILD 
PUriiXIV •' ^ H-AI-F-LhNGTH «^rc of the Virgin holding the In&nt Christ in her 

4rm*. She h drmw.tl iti » red robe and a rich dark blue-green mantle lined 

with orangci dark ntbnrn hair; pale grey flesh tints."" ■ 
Dark background. 

Pavel, x%i in. by ig in. (0 694 m. by o’482 m.) 
fv>lig1)ty House, Long GsHcry, No. ib. 

. Phe^j .\ndenon 18434. 7 7 

"'XHlBlTED at the Burlington Fine Arts 
'L.^ 1898, No. '55 (reproduced in the 
I IUu9tTaicd Catalogje, plate ^I). 

Thii work, one ol the most attractive of all 
Cftimpietrino's many Madonna*, waitraditionally 
aacnhed to Leonardo da Vinci, until Morelli 
{^iJta»Pamlers,i,ibt) recognized its true author. 

Venturi, in VAru, i, 318. 
-..W.v.Seidlitz.in Reperttramfttr Kunstvissefsciafi, 

xxi, 408. 

G. Pauli, in Zeitsciriji fir bildende Kumt, ser. ii, 
vol, X, p. 146. , j 
B. Berenson, op. cit'.,p. 235. 
A replica of this'picture, ap^rently of inferior 
quality, is in the collection of Mr D. F. Platt of 
Englewood, New Jersey, U.S.A. (reproduced in 
Rajsegna d'arte, xi, 149). 

’ The present writer dees not know on what authority it is staled in the eighth edition of Burckhardt's Citenne 
edited by Dr Brnlc (Leipx^ 1^1, h, 841}, that Gtovanai Pietro R!zzi,culcd Gtampetrino in 1508 is men¬ 
tioned by teonardo himselfas his pu^l. ' . • 
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GIAMPIETRINO 
112. THE NATIVITY OF CHRIST IN the foreground the Infent Christ is lying in a basket-cradle, over which a white 

cloth is spread. Behind him the Virgin is kneeling in adoration; she wears a pale 

red robe, and an olive green mantle lined with orange. To the right, two angels 

with white wings are kneeling; one, in scarlet robe, is playing the viola da braccio; 

the other, in pale purple dress, is pointing down to the Child. The Virgin and the 

angels have feir hair. To the left kneels St Joseph, in pale green robe and light brown 

mantle, holding the blossoming rod in his left hand. The scene is laid in a ruined 

building, behind which rises a hill with green pasture lands, on which two shepherds 

are tending their flocks; in the sky, to the left, an angel in red is bringing the tidings 

to the shepherds. To the left of the hill opens a view of a mountainous landscape, green 

in the middle-distance, and melting into grey in the background. The building to the 

left may be intended for the Certosa di Pavia. The light in the sky indicates early dawn. 

Panels 48^ in. by 38I in. (f23 m. by 0‘973 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 4. 

Photo Anderson 18433. 

^ h I - ' 
IKi Lj4o . Zti -u 

s M.4V**.* CJ V 

r rt 

PURCHASED about 1892 from Messrs 

Smith ©* Son, of Duke Street, W. 

G. Pauli, loc. cit. 

B. Berenson, loc. cit. 

O. Siren, Leonardo da Vinci (Stockholm, 1911), 

p. 156. 

This is one of the very few pictures by Giampie- 

trino with full-length figures; the artist generally 

limits himself to half-lengths. The angel to the 

right is imitated from the one in Leonardo’s 

“ Vierge aux rochers.” An adaptation of this com¬ 

position is seen in a picture by Cesare Arbasia of 

Saluzzo (c. 1550-1607) in the Accademia Albert¬ 

ina at Turin (Sala vi, No. 221.) 
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CESARE MAGNI Dates of birth and death unknown; the 

dates of his paintings range fran 1530 to 

1533- probably of Pier Francesco 

Saccht of Pavia and Genoa; infuenced by 

Leonardo da Vinci and Cesare da Sesto, Active in 
Lombardy. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Ital¬ 

ian Paintersf ist ed. 75, n. i. 2nd ed. //, 406, n. i. 

Morelli., Die Galerie zu Berlin f p. 123, n. 3. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition., at the Burling¬ 

ton Fine Arts Club., 1898 {London., 1899),^. Ixxv, sq. 

B. Berenson^ '‘‘■North Italian Paintersf pp. 193 sq. 

[VVx I . Ct/w* 

An-K U'. 

I 0 j T ] 
113. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 

SS. PETER AND JEROME 
HE Virgin who wears a crimson robe with a violet sash and yellow em¬ 

broidery round her neck, a transparent veil, a blue mantle lined with orange 

covering her head, is seated on a green cushion resting on a rock under a 

tree. She supports with both hands the Infant Christ who is stepping across 

her lap. To the left is seen St Peter, in light blue tunic with a yellow border round the 

neck, and a light yellow mantle, holding a grey book in his left hand, and a key in his 

right. On the other side stands St Jerome in a red cloak lined with ermine over a white 

under-habit, holding a yellow-green book in his left hand; behind him to the right is 

seen an archway, built of rude, grey-brown stones, with mouldings of red and white 

marble, and overgrown by creepers. At some distance on the same side are light green 

trees, and still further back a town at the foot of a range of mountains in a blue tone. 

On the opposite side of the picture are seen trees, bordering a road, leading up to a 

castle, built of red stone. The sky is coloured by a pale yellow light. 

Signed: 

Pane/, 56! in. by 42! in. (1-428 m. by 1-078 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 24. 

Photo Gray 28979. SEEN by Baron von Rumohr (who misread 

the signature “ Cesar Triagrius pinxit 1530" 

and thought the painter was Cesare da Sesto) 

in the collection of the Duca Melzi at Milan 

(Drey Reisennach Italierj, Leipzig, 1832, p. 302 ry.); 

mentioned by Crowe and Cavalcaselle in 1871 (loc. 

cit.) as in possession of the dealer Giuseppe Baslini 
of the same city. 

Morelli, loc. cit. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition at the Bur¬ 

lington Fine Arts Club, 1898, p. Ixxv. 
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W. V. Seidlitz, in Repertorium fur Kunstwissen- 
schaft, xxi, 409. 

B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 193. 

The figure of the Virgin, the tree with slender 

branches behind her and certain features in the 

landscape embody motives borrowed from Cesare 

da Sesto and translated into Magni’s hard, sharp 

scheme of colour and ungraceful lines. The figure 

of St Jerome recalls his first master Sacchi. 
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CESARE MAGNI 
114. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 

SAINTS The Virgin, in pale blue robe and darker blue mantle and yellow head¬ 

dress, is enthroned in a cave, and supports with both hands the Infant 

Christ who turns to St Ambrose, grasping his crozier. The Saint, in bishop’s 

robes, is kneeling on a heretic. St Jerome, in cardinal’s robes, is seated to 

the right, and behind him in the shadow is seen St Joseph. The brown walls of the cave 

are overgrown with creepers; through two openings at the back is seen a luminous land¬ 

scape, with blue mountains in the distance. 

Panels 71 in. by 48J in. (i'8o m. by i‘223 m.) 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29583. 

Kv€^ - ^ r‘ 'ryy . 

. t 1|w- - I. - 

-A. 

ft. 

'ey j'4.. 

.Av—Vrt 

Formerly in the collection of Mr 

Edward Solly {Descriptive Catalogue of the 

collection of Italian Pictures of the Rafaelle 

period of the late Kdward Solly, Esq., No. 

xxvi, as a work by Leonardo da Vinci and with 

a statement that the picture was “formerly in the 

collection of the Crivelli family at Milan, one of 

whose ancestors is represented in the Madonna^). 

♦^Purchased for 199 by Sir James Domville, Bart., 

at the Solly sale. May 8,1847 {Ke^Aioc6.,Art Sales, 

4 ii. 26:). 
Included in the sale of Sir James Domville’s col¬ 

lection, May 30, 1863, and bought in at £20^ 

(Redford, op. cit., ii, 262). 

Appeared again at the sale of the collection of Sir 

William Domville, Bart, March 6,1897 (No. 115) 

and bought for £10^ by Messrs Agnew. 

Acquired by Mr Herbert Cook from Messrs 

Agnew in 1907 for ^35. 

La Chronique des arts et de la curiosite, 1897, p. ii 5. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition at the Bur¬ 

lington Fine Arts Club, 1898 (London, 1899), 

p. Ixxvi. 

W. V. Seidlitz, loc. cit. 

B. Berenson, loc. cit. 

The original drawing for this picture is in the 

Academy at Venice,under the name of Gaudenzio 

Ferrari. 

From its greater softness of tone, this painting 

would seem to be of a later date than the pre¬ 

ceding one. The St Jerome is again reminiscent 

of Sacchi. 
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GIROLAMO GIOVENONE 
at N^ovara towards the end of thefifteenth Bibliography: G. Colombo, '‘'’IDocumenti e notizieintorno 

century; died at Vercelli, between Aug, 27 gliartistivercellesi" {Vercelli, i 883),7>7». 269-328. 

arid Sept. 9, 1557. Active at Vercelli. In- B. Berenson, ‘■‘Horth Italian Paintersfi pp. sq, 

Huenced by Macrino d'Alba and Gaudenzio G. Marangoni, '■'■Girolamo Giovenonefi in "Empor- 

Ferrart. iumf xxix (1909), 422-433. 

115. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 

6M.- 

iVVENONrS V^^P1FICI^4 I 
Panel, 5igin. by 28 in. (i'295 m. by o'yi m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. i. 

Photo Gray 28988. 

SAINTS The Virgin, dressed in scarlet robe and a dark blue mantle, is seated, hold¬ 

ing the Child. St Apollonia, in scarlet robe and dark blue mantle, and an¬ 

other female Saint, in white habit showing purple sleeves underneath a 

scarlet mantle, are standing on each side in adoration. The figures have very 

fair hair. Inscribed on a cartellino affixed to the Virgin’s stool: 

"11 FFIXED to the back of the picture is a 

/\ cutting from a letter from Dr Frizzoni 

i to Mr Herbert Cook, in which a MS. 

J V. note by Morelli on this painting is cop¬ 

ied. In this note it is stated that the picture was 

acquired by Sir Charles Eastlake in 1862 for (so 

Morelli believes) 800 lire ; it was then in a de¬ 

plorable condition and was restored by Giuseppe 

Molteni, who repainted two thirds of it. 

Purchased by Sir J. C. Robinson for X^ii5 los. 

at the sale of Sir Charles Eastlake’s collection 

June 2, 1894, No. 70/and soon after acquired by 

Mr Herbert Cook. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Lombard Exhibition, 1898, No. 75. 

Catalogue of the above Exhibition (London, 

1899), P- Ixxx. 

W.V. Seidlitz, in Repertoriumfur Kunstwissenschaft, 
xxi, 409. 

G. Pauli, in Zeitschrift fur bildende Kiinst, ser. ii, 
vol. X, p. 154. 

B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 238. 

The group of the Virgin and Child closely re¬ 

sembles the one in Giovenone’s triptych of 1527 

in the Bergamo Gallery (No. 342). The present 

picture therefore probably dates from the same 
period. 

J .C ri-*-’- *r -- isJlT U ^ F ' ' - 
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l>; V \RDINO LANINl 
m ■' Ji llut city 

i..4 ■ 15,1583. 
5 ? ■ m Sarsnmy 

« - e' 1j S^'TVara. 
- : • di '^Mntly 

;> ■. mainly 
^ ■ ■ - •Vrt if 

.-.I’:. ■■ ,a/m 

A. httudide Vesmc', “IIprimi mte-tr* di Bemardim 
Ldnim” in “Archivio stnrico dtir arte, ur. i, iW. litr 
(‘I^me^\i<)o),pp. 79 iy. 
B. Berenion,“Ntrth Italian Pantteri,"pp. 24s-*44. 
G. Maranpni, “Bemardim Lanm-> a yrr,ilh'' in 
“Emporium,’' xxvHi {’Bergamn, i ^i), J41 j 1. 
Idem,“Bernardino Lanima legnam." r» “'kanegna 
darte" x (Milan, 191 o), n 5*1 2 >. 
Idem,“IILaninocomepittore^Wafanzia," m “Em¬ 
porium” xxxiii (1911),! 92-202. 

V CHILD WITH 
!DONORS 

Ww lined with green and 

■irwcil in an open-aii chapel under a 

• ■ -jp hjr tw'. I angeU hovering in the 
' ■ vrand* 00 her knee holding a white 

■ i-,ir'fhef’» hc»<l-di;e»t with his left. 

,-t »uo4l>agi to the left, Sc Dominic 
• ' .toflilicsand amodclofthechurch 

' Floience (throwing money out of a 
Mid » lily and with a starpainted OB 
n (inne in Wi right hand), St Prtrr 

' cd with his head cleft by a hate betiptud 

: St Domihic and ^ Catherine are 
‘ VO. and four female donors all wearuig 

t- L *«»ailing coloort of which aic red an* I 
. . With dark wings playing on a »«>la da 

;:0g 00 the floor; whkhis inlaid with 

/outeecd on the steps of the throne. 
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BERNARDINO LANINI Born VercelU about 1510; died in that city 

between June 12, i andcApril 25,1583. 

fActhe chiefly at VercelU and also in Sarontio, 

Milan^ Legna?20^ Busto Arsizio and Novara. 

Pupilflrst of one Baldassare Cadighi and subsequently 

of Gaudenzio Ferrari^ on whose style his own is mainly 

founded^ though he has not the violetit temperament of 

Gaudenzio^ but shows a tendency towards greater calm 

and gracefulness. 
Bibliography: G. Colombo Documentie notizie intorno 

gliartistivercellesifl {VercelU^ 1883),/'/. i 69-268, 

A. Baudide Vesme, ‘‘Al primo maestro di Bernardino 

Laninof in ^'’Archivio storico deW arte^ ser. z, vol. Hi 

fPpme, I 79 ^9' 
B. BerensonflNorth Italian Paintersfl pp. 242-244. 

G. Marangoni, Berfiardino Lanino a VercelUf in 

'‘'‘Fmporiujnf xxviii {Bergamo^ 1908), 341 -35 ^ • 
Idem^ '■'■Bernardino Lanino a Leg?ianofl in "Rassegna 

cJartef x (Milan., 191 o), 115-121. 

Idem11 Lanino comepittoredel! infanziaf in ^^Em- 

poriumf xxxiii (1911), 192-202. 

116. MADONNA & CHILD WITH 
P.„.xv.gAiNTS AND DONORS The Virgin, who wears a red purple robe,a blue mantle lined with green and 

a white transparent head-dress, is enthroned in an open-air chapel under a 

green baldacchino, which is being held up by two boy-angels hovering in the 
air. The Virgin supports the Child, who stands on her knee holding a white 

rose in his right hand and grasping the border of his mother’s head-dress with his left. 

On each side of the throne three Dominican Saints are standing; to the left, St Dominic 

with a star painted on his fore-head and holding a spray of lilies and a model ofthe church 
which this altar-piece once adorned, St Antonino of Florence (throwing money out of a 

red purse), and St Thomas Aquinas (holding a book and a lily and with a star painted on 

his breast); to the right, St Vincent Ferrer (holding a flame in his right hand), St Peter 
Martyr (holding a palm-branch in his right hand and with his head cleft by a hatchet),and 

St Catherine of Siena with crucifix and a spray of lilies. St Dominic and St Catherine are 
each introducing to the Virgin and Child four male and four female donors all wearing 

dresses of the middle of the XVIth century, the prevailing colours of which are red and 
green. In front of the throne is seated a boy-angel with dark wings playing on a viola da 

gamba; by him a tambourine and a mandoline are lying on the floor, which is inlaid with 

black and white marble. White and red roses are scattered on the steps of the throne. 

Signed below to the right: 

r, H Kv^j-r cvy 

■j 
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Panels 94 in. by 61|in. (2*383 m. by 1*56 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 5. 

Photo Anderson 18448. Formerly in the collection of Mr Ed¬ 

ward Solly [Descriptive Catalogue of the col¬ 

lection of Italian piSlures of the Hafaelle period 

of the late Edward Solly^ Esq.” No. xxxi); 

sold at the Solly sale, May 8,1847, for >C^73 5^* 

Subsequently in the collection of Mrs Lyne Step¬ 

hens, and purchased for ^(^399 at the sale of her 

collection, May 11,1895 (No. 317). 

ExhibitedatBurlingtonHouse,01d Masters, 1902, 
N0.153. 

Catalogue of the Lombard Exhibition at the Bur¬ 

lington Fine Arts Club, 1898 (London, 1899), 
p. Ixxx. 

'For kindred allegories see 
this collection. 

W. von Seidlitz, in Repertorium fUr Kunstwissen- 
schaft, xxi, 409. 

H. F. Cook, “ Notizie d’Inghilterra” in LhArte^ v 
(Rome, 1902), p. 122. 

B. Berenson, op. cit.^ p. 243. 

The roses which figure so prominently in this pic¬ 

ture are doubtless an allusion to the Rosary, the de¬ 

votion of which was so much propagated by the 

Dominican order to which all the Saints here depic¬ 

ted belong.' The kneeling figures are in all proba¬ 

bility the members of some Confraternity of the 

Rosary for the chapel of which the picture was 
painted. 

Cingoli and the picture No. 178 in e.g. Lotto’s altar-piece of 1539 in San Domenico at 
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COSIMO TURA Born ir/ar(n^^\,mviicijietirAt was a chUJ; 

JieJm AfrU, 1495. StaJicA at PaAKa,in the 

schwl of Sqattrikme, and at Venice. Active 

chiefy at Veerara, where he was painter to the 

Ducat court. An artist of singular originality and 

fascination, comiming at he does a hieratic grandeur, 

with the weirdett and most grotesgue fancy. 

Bihiiography; Crowe and Cava/case/te, “ North 

Italian Painleri,’’ isted.516-522; laded.ii,Z2t^.- 

231. 
A. Venturi, “ Cessna Tura ^enannt Cosmi," in the 

Berlin “ Jahrhuch,” vol. ix (1888),^^. 3-33. 

F. Hard," Verzeichnis der Werke des Cosma Tura," 

ikid.pp. 34-40. 

B. ‘Benson, "North Italian Pamteri," pp. 29.7 t<j. 

I ■ 

117. THE ANNUNCIATE VIRGIN, 
p„„xv. GABRIEL, ST FRANCIS, 

ST MAURELIUS (FOUR PANELS) The Virgin w dressed in a pink robe and pale blue mantle; St Gabriel in a S! H. feiruos 

dark un^r-drets and pink nundc. St Maurclius wears a light brown under- ^ 

dress and.a pink mantle lined with blue, St Francis, a light brown habit. ( ~ (: 
Background of brown rockj landscape and blue sky. . T T 

Each panely 12^ in. by 4! in, (©•307 m, by o'li 5 m.) 
Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 11. 

Photo Anderson 18 5 ( 9. PRESUMABLY portions of some ttrgc B. Berenson, 298. 

altar-piece. Exhibited at tbc BniUnglcw B.G.Qirinei,TAePamtert~of the School of Ferrara 

Fine Arts Club, Exhibition of cheKh^s (London, I9 ti},p. 208. , 

of Ferrara and Bologna, 1894, No. 5. Crowe and Cavalcasellc, North-Italian Painters, 

F. Harck, toe. cit., p. 37. 2nd ed. it. 230, n. i 

Idem, in Repertorium fir Kuhstwissttsschaf, xvii a ^ 

(•894). 3«3- . ' ■ ' 
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COSIMO TURA Born before 14 31, /w 'whichyear he 'was a child; 

died in Aprils H95‘ Studied at Padua^ in the 

school of Squarcione, and at Venice. Active 

chiefly at Ferrara, 'where he 'was painter to the 

Ducal court. An artist of singular originality and 

fascination, combining as he does a hieratic grandeur, 

'with the 'weirdest and most grotesque fancy. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ North 

Italian Painters,*' isted. /, 516-522; 2nd ed. ii, 224- 

231. 

A. Venturi, Cosma Tura genannt Cosme," in the 

Berlin^'' Jahrbuchf vol. ix (1888),^^. 3-33. 

F. Harck,^*’ Verzeichnis der Werkedes Cosma Tura,” 

ibid.pp. 34-40. 

B. ‘Beremon, “North Italian Painters,” pp. itj-j sq. 

\\1. THE ANNUNCIATE VIRGIN, 
P,,„xv. gqp GABRIEL, ST ERANCIS, 

ST MAURELIUS (FOUR PANELS) The Virgin is dressed in a pink robe and pale blue mantle; St Gabriel in a 

dark under-dress and pink mantle. St Maurelius wears a light brown under¬ 

dress and a pink mantle lined with blue, St Francis, a light brown habit. 

Background of brown rocky landscape and blue sky. 

Each panel, 125 in. by 4! in. (o'^oy m. by 0'ii5 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 11. 

Photo Anderson 18519. PRESUMABLY portions of some large B. Berenson, 0/1. «V., p. 298. 

altar-piece. Exhibited at the Burlington P,.G. Gditintr,The Painters of the School of Ferrara 

Fine Arts Club, Exhibition of the schools (London, i9ii),p.2o8. 

of Ferrara and Bologna, 1894, No. 5. Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Italian Painters, 

F. Harck, loc. cit., p. 37. 2nd ed. ii, 230, n. i. 

Idem, in Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft, xvii 

(‘894), 313. 
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BALDASSARE D’ESTE Born at Reggio^ perhaps m 1437, an illegit¬ 

imate son of Niccolo III of Este (d. in 1441); 

still living in 1504. Active for ?nany years in 

Lombardy as painter to the Dukes of Milan; 

entered in 1469 the service of Bor so I of Este^ and 

lived from that time at Ferrara, except for a stay 

of some years at Reggio, where he was governor of the 

Porta Castello. Of his extensive work as a portrait 

painter, the picture described below is the only signed 

specimen that can now be traced. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Ital¬ 

ian Painters,'"' ist ed. i, 525-528; 2nd ed. ii, 235- 

238. 

A. Venturi, in Thieme and Becker, ^^Allgemeines 

Lexikon der bildenden Runstlerf ii, 387-389, 

H. Cook, in '"'■The Burlington Magazine,"" vol. xix 

(19 11), pp. 2 28-2 3 3, arid'"'‘Reviews and Apprecia¬ 

tions" {London, pp. 106-109. 

F. Malaguzzi Valeri, in '■'■Rassegna d'arte," xii, 

I oi-i03. 

118. PORTRAIT OF A MAN PROFILE of a man with auburn hair, in a black cap and black coat with 

a narrow white edge at the neck, seen behind a ledge. 

Dark green background. 

Above, the letters D.T.; on the ledge a fragmentary inscription. 

Canvas^ i 7I in. by 12^ in. (0*447 ^0 
Tempera, 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 27016. By 1838 this picture was in the Costabili 

collection at Ferrara (see C. Laderchi, 

Descrizione della quadreria Costabili, vol. i 

[Ferrara, 1838], p. 32). 

It is entered under No. 442 in the Catalogo de"' 

quadri di varie scuole pittoriche nella Galleria Cos- 

tabili in Ferrara (Bologna, 1871), and from a label 

at the back of the panel it appears that it was 

No. 563 in one of the sales of the Costabili 

collection. By 1880, it was no longer in that 

Gallery (Lermolieff, Die PVerkeItalienischer Meister 

in den Galerien yon MUnchen, Dresden and Berlin 

[Leipzig, 1880], p. 129, n. 2, with a wrong state¬ 

ment that the picture had been purchased for 

the National Gallery). It was acquired, as may be 

seen from a MS. note, also at the back of the 

painting, by the late Mr G. W. Boyce, R.W.S., 

from Signor Raffaello Pinti in 1895, and was 

bought at the Boyce sale (July 3,1897, 337) 

by Mr Herbert Cook for 11 guineas, as it was not 

recognized by anyone as the missing picture. 

The now fragmentary inscription has been read 

variously bv earlier authors, viz.: 

(i.) “BALTHASAR ESTENSIS; poi PINX, 

a quanto pare; poi ANNOR. 56.1499, FEB .23” 

(Laderchi, loc. cit., the date confirmed in the same 
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writer’s Lapitturaferrarese [Ferrara, i 856], p.38, 

and L. N. Cittadella’s Notizie relative a Ferrara, 

[Ferrara, 1864], p. 581). 

(ii.) “Baldassare Este^^^ Pix. anor. 1495” 
FEB. 25 

(G. Rosini, Storia della pittura italiana, vol. iii 

[Pisa, 1841], outline engraving facing p. 199). 

(iii.) “BALDASARES ESTESIS. NOB. PIX. 

ANOR. 36 1499 ” 

FEB. 24. 

(The annotator of Baruffaldi’s Vite de'pittori e scul- 

toriferraresi, vol. i [Ferrara, 1844], p. 93, n. i, 

admitting that Laderchi may be right in reading 

56 instead of 36). 

(iv.) “B...as.pix. c. P. ano . 493....” 

(Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Italian Painters, 

1st ed. i, 526, n. 6, adding “it is impossible to say 

why Laderchi read the date 1499 and Rosini 

1495.” In the text of Crowe and Cavalcaselle the 

date is, probably by a misprint, given as 1483.) 

This picture is commonly described, ever since its 

appearance in the Costabili catalogue of 1838, as 

a portrait of the poet Tito Strozzi (1422-23— 

1505); and the annotator of Baruffaldi {loc. citl) 

suggests that the initials D.T. may stand for 

Dominus or Dilectus Titus. This conjecture can 







hardly be said to be very convincing and Mr ing lies in the fact that it affords a safe starting 

Cook points out {ioc, at.) that the age of the point for a reconstruction of Baldassare d’Este’s 

sitter seems scarcely so advanced as Strozzi’s was work.® Count Malaguzzi-Valeri has recently 

at the time when the picture was painted. On ascribed to this artist a portrait of Borso d Este 

the other hand, it deserves to be noted, as re- in the collection of Prince Trivulzio of Milan 

marked already by the annotator of Baruffaldi, (“ Baldassare da Reggio e il suo ritratto del duca 

that the relief-portrait of Tito Strozzi, reproduced Borso d’Este” in Rassegna (T arte., xii, 101-103); 

in G. A. Barotti, Memorie istoriche di letterati fer~ and its resemblance to the present picture con- 

raresi (Ferrara, 1777), p- 126, shows an unmis- firms the correctness of his attribution, 

takable resemblance to the present portrait.^ (See also No. 124.) 

The chief and considerable interest of this paint- 

^ A portrait of Tito Strozzi by Cosimo Tura is mentioned by Baruifaldi {op. cit. i, 82 jy.) as being in the collection 
of his father Niccolb Baruffaldi of Ferrara j it belonged in 1844 to the Marchese Massimiliano Strozzi of the same 

city, but cannot now be traced. , ti u • *1, 
* According to Morelli {Italian Painters, ii, 129, n. 2) there was another signed picture by Baldassare in the 
Costabili collection, subsequently owned by the dealer Signor Guggenheim of Venice; its present whereabouts 

is unknown. 
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ERCOLE DE’ ROBERTI Born in the second quarter of the fifteenth 

century; died in 1495 or 1496. Pupil of 

Francesco Cossa; influenced by Jacopo and 

Giovanni Bellini. Active at Bologna., Ravenna, 

and chiefly at Ferrara, where he did much work for 

the Court. One of the greatest masters of the Ferrarese 

school, with a wotiderful sense alike of colour and of line. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ North 

Italian Painters,” ist. ed i, 530-534; znd ed. ii, 

241-247. 

Morelli, '"'‘Italian Painters,” ii, 132-137. 

A. Venturi, ''^Frcole de' Roberti,” in ''''Archivio storico 

del! arte, ser. i, 't>ol. ii {Rome, i 889), pp. 339-360. 

B. Berenson, "North Italian Painters,” p. 21 3. 

119. MEDEA AND HER CHILDREM?) 
Plate XVII. 

c,.'* ' '-A 

WOMAN dressed in a rich green robe, with a close-fitting lace head-dress 

/ \ and an orange fluttering scarf, leads a naked child in each hand, and all 

i \ of them seem in pain as they step upon fragments of architecture through 

^ ^ which flames are bursting. The figures are relieved against a red curtain. 

Panei^ iSJ in. by 12 in. (0*462 m. by 0*305 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 6. 

Photo Anderson 18494. TiHIS picture is engraved in Gaetano 

Zancon’s Galleria inedita raccolta da 

privati gabinetti milanesi, published at 

Milan in 1812; it belonged at that time 

to the Comte Etienne Mejan, secretary of Eugene 

de Beauharnais. Selvatico (Vasari, Le Monnier, 

V. 188) notes it in 1849 as being in the collection 

of the late Marchese d’Harrache of Turin which 

was inherited by the Conte Castellani and dispersed 

about i860. By 1861, this picture belonged to Sir 

J. C. Robinson, who lent it to the Exhibition of 

Old Masters at the British Institution held in that 

year (No.8). It subsequently passed into the collec¬ 

tion of Mr Robert Napier, of West Shandon, 

Dumbartonshire, and is entered as No. 321 in the 

catalogue of that collection mainly compiled by 

Sir J. C. Robinson and privately printed in London 

in 1865. It was included in the sale of Mr Napier’s 

collection (alias the Shandon collection) at Chris¬ 

tie’s, April 13,1877, and again became the property 

of Sir J. C. Robinson, from whom it was acquired 

for this collection in i 878. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Ex¬ 

hibition of the schools of Ferrara and Bologna,i894, 

No. 7 (plate VIII in the Illustrated Catalogue). 

In Zancon’s publication the subject of this picture 

is interpreted as Medea’s nurse bringing back the 

children of Medea, Mermerus and Pheres, through 

the burning palace, after they had presented the 

poisoned garment and diadem to Glauce. The 

female figure has also been supposed to represent 
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Medea herself. Neither of these interpretations 

seems, however, quite convincing, and it appe .rs 

more likely, as suggested by Mr E, G. Gardner 

(The Painters of the School of Ferrara, p. 60), that 

the picture represents the wife of Hasdrubal 

throwing herself with her children into the flames 

of the burning temple of iEsculapius at Carthage 

after she has learnt that her husband has given 

himself up to Scipio Africanus. 

Traditionally considered as a work by Mantegna, 

this picture was first ascribed to Ercole de’ Roberti 

by Dr F. Harck (“Die Fresken im Palazzo Schi- 

fanoja in Ferrara” in the Berlin Jahrbuch v [i 884] 

I 24), who later (Repertoriamfur Kunstwissenschaft, 

xvii, 313) suggested that it may be one of the 

“ storie romane ” by “ Ercole Grandi ” mentioned 

by Baruffaldi (Vite de' pittori e scultoriferraresi, i, 

140) as in the Ducal Palace of Sassuolo and of which 

the kindred “ Lucretia ” in the Modena Gallery 

(No. 50) is perhaps another. The attribution to 

Ercole de’ Roberti is accepted by Morelli (Italian 

Painters, sq) and Mr Berenson (North 

Italian Painters, p. 213). Prof. A. Venturi (“ Le 

opere dei pittori ferraresi del ’400” in L'Arte, 

xi [1908], 426 sq.) contradicts it and thinks the 

picture is rather by Giovanni Francesco Maineri, 

but his arguments do not seem convincing to the 

present writer. In Ercole de’ Roberti’s “ Procession 

to Calvary” in the Dresden Gallery (No. 45) there 

occurs the figure of a woman with a child closely 

recalling the present group. 





p:rcole df; robern B' - M ^u^ctr tf tAf jSfitrneh 

' 4'-S <•/ 
•:.-/<_ ; h J** OfV And 

-•/. r'r •• r<f 

At /'c'^r'iarw, u/- ' ■ .t 4nl fiuch Wfi fir 

'V CTtAft fW »/ Atatstri ofihe f^rrar^te 
4 ;<•/*< ,thk^ ^c^hv^AndpfH^t, 

Btitimgraphj: Crvitft CtriAujte//^, ** Nsrti 
Iti/uiti PatnU*r$,'' i//. #v?' j, • ^0-534; iW ed. w, 

*41-447' 
M'^rtlii, *'-Itaiian Pninirrs^ *«, 13*-1 37. 
A. PtTAfun. Jr' Rcherti,'* in "^Archrvia st^ru 4 

deir Arte^ rer j, W. u (Koowr, 1889), pp. 339-360. 

B Brrrnitm^ **JSortA Italian Painters,*' p. 2 \ 3. 

119. MEDEA AND HER CHILDREM?) 
PtAT* XVil. 

^ . . ^ , WOMAN dressed in a rich green robe, with a close-fitting lace head-dress 

'■ '' ■ / \ JUttd an orange fluttering scarf, leads a naked child in each hand, and all 

J ■ ^ of them seem in fain as they step upon fragments of architecture through 
A which flames arc burttirig. The figures arc relieved against a red curtain. 

jj,f Jt./ 'f Band, iSf in. by i7 in. (o>6i m. by o'jos m.) 

* Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 6. 

Photo Arwh-tvin 18494. TWI.. )ii.(iac is engrsvrj ,> <>MUno Medea herself. Neither of these interpretations 

■'? > iXilUriii mrjif^ tM. - hj Jn seenas,'however, quite convincing, and it appears 

- ; mUanrn, pubi shed at more likely, as suggested by Mr E. G. Gardner 

'1 . (1. rI;. t>'..elongedit thattime (Tht Painters of the School of Ferrara, p. to),thzt 

to the i -.f ' leutx M£,<11, secretary of Eugene the picture represents the wife of Hasdrubal 

dc Btauiiarii*" selviiiro (yateiri,ti Le Monnier, throwing herself with her children into the flames 

V. I kS^ notes it in 184 } as being in the collection of the burning temple of tEsculapius at Carthage 

of th« late Marcheaed’Haxrathe of Turin which after she has learnt that her husband has given 

was inherited by theConteCastellaniand dispersed himself up to Scipio Africanus. 

about i860. By 1861, this picture belonged to Sir Traditionally considered as a work by Mantegna, 

J. C. Robinson, who lent it to the Exhibition of this picture was first ascribed toErcole de’Roberti 

Old Masters at the British Institution held in that by Dr F. Harck (“Die Freshen im Palaazo Schi- 

year (No. 8). It subsequently passed into thecoUec- fanoja in Ferrara” in the Berlin Jahrbuch v [i 884] 

tion of .Mr Robert N<piar, of West Shandon, l^^),'nho\^ter {RepertoriamfUr Kunstwissenschaft, 

Dumbartonshire, and is entered at No. jri in the xvii, j 13) suggested that it may be one of the 

catalogue of that collection mainly compiled by "atorie romane” by “Ercole Grand!" mentioned 

Sir J. C. Robinson and privately printed in Ixiodon by Baruffaldi (Fite de' pittori e scultori ferraresi, i, 

in 1865. It was included in the sale of .Mr Napier’s 140) asin the Ducal Palace of Sassuolo andof which 

collection (alias the Shandon collection) at Chris- the kindred " Lucretia ” in the Modena Gallery 

i tie’s, April 13,1877,andagainbecametheproperiy (No. 50) is perhaps another. The attribution to 

I E - of Sir J.-C. Robinson, from whom it was acquired Ercole de’Roberti is accepted by Morelli (/ta/iiiw 

r waiv. f ii*0 for'bis collection in 1878. Painters, 11,136/7.) and Mr Berenson (M*r* 
' *• Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arti Club, Ex- Italian Painters, p. 213). Prof. A. Venturi (“ L s 

hibitionoftheschoolsof FerraraandBologna,i894, opere dei pittori ferraresi del ’400” in i’.r 

N0.7 (plate Vlllin the Illustrated Caulo^e). xi [1908], 426 sp) contradicts it and think, tb. ‘ 

In Zancon’s publication the subject of this picture • picture is rather by Giovanni Francesco Mainrri, 

is interpreted as Medea's nurse bringing back tijc but his arguments do not seem convincing to tf-- 

childrenofMedea, Mermerusand Pheres, through present writer. In Ercole de’Roberti'." Procei^ic.-. 

the burning pabce, after they had presented the to Calvary” in the Dresden Gallery (No. 4 (' • .wo 

poisoned garment and diadem to Glauce. The occurs the figure of a woman with a child . • 
female figure has also been supposed to represent recalling the present group. 
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ERCOLE DE’ ROBERTI 
(SCHOOL OF) 

120. PI ETA The dead Christ, who has a white loin-cloth round his hips, is seen seated 

on the edge of a grey marble sarcophagus. An angel, dressed in a crimson 

flowing robe showing some folds of a yellow under-dress at the right shoulder 

and white sleeves, is supporting the Saviour’s head. Behind Christ the en¬ 

trance to the cave in a high brown rock, with the three crosses on the top. In the left- 

hand corner view of a hilly landscape with a river spanned by a bridge. Red glow of 

sunset. 

Panels 7 in. by 5I in. (o'178 m. by o'13 m.) 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 22. 

Photo Gray 28982. 

\y'AA\ cioU) 

CQUIRED by Sir J. C. Robinson 

/ \ from the Monte di Pieta at Rome; and 

M in this collection by 1868 (J. C. 

JL \^Koh\n?,on^ Memoranda^ 16). 

Exhibited at the British Institution, 1863, N0.51, 

Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of Works 

of Art, 1868, No. 49. 

Neither the traditional attribution to Cima da 

Conegliano,nor SirJ. C. Robinson’s to Zenale can 

be accepted. The style is closely akin to that of 

Ercole de’ Roberti’s little “ Pieta ” in the National 

Gallery (No. 1411) though the present picture 

has scarcely the same delicate quality as is pos¬ 

sessed by the latter. 
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MAINERI 
(GIOVANNI FRANCESCO DE’ MAINERI) This Uttle-known painter and miniaturist 

figures in the account-books of the Ferrarese 

Court in 1489, 1492, 1493, and 1502; 

went to Mantua />715 o 3 and was in the ser¬ 

vice ofthe Gonzagas in 15 04; returned in the same year 

to Ferrara and is recorded as living there also in 1505. 

Imitator of Ercole de'Roberti. 

Bibliography: A. Venturi, ""Gian Francesco deMain- 

eri pittore" in ""Archivio storico dell arte f ser. i, vol. i, 

pp. 88 sq. 
Idem, ""Gian Francesco de'Mainerida Parmapittore 

e miniatore” in ""VArtef x, 33-40. 

121. THE SCOURGING OF CHRIST 

IVm 
IV\ ■- ' ' -- ^ \ ' 

The scene takes place in a marble hall. In the centre of the composition 

Christ is being tied to a column by two men while two other men raise their 

rods to scourge him. The purple mantle of Christ lies before him on the 

floor. In the foreground to the right, an armed man is seated, watching 

the flagellation; to the left is seen a kneeling Dominican, the donor of the picture. 

Further back, to the left, St Peter and the maid of the high-priest, standing near a 

staircase on which Pilate, surrounded by numerous flgures, is seen ; a staircase on the 

opposite side is also fllled with people. Through an archway far behind are seen the 

Virgin and St John. The gaily-coloured costumes are those of the time of 1500. The 

architecture is polychrome, with statues, bas-reliefs, and inscriptions. A shield with a 

scorpion above in centre. 

Panels 16 in. by ii^in. (o’405 m. by o‘2 85 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 45. 

Photo Anderson 18460. 

XHIBITED at the Burlington Fine Arts 

Club, Exhibition of the schools of Ferrara 

and Bologna, 1894, No. 10. 

This picture has been ascribed by Dr F. 

Harck (in the Berlin Jahrbuch, v, i 24, and Reper- 

toriiimfilr Kunstwissenschaft, xvii, 313) to Ercole 

de’Roberti. Although it recalls his style in many 

respects,it yet seems thework of a different and in¬ 

ferior artist; and the careful execution, the elabor¬ 

ate architecture, the type of Christ, and the cast of 

drapery offer such close analogies to the style of 

Giovanni Francesco de’Maineri that there can be 

little doubt that he is the author of the present 

picture. 

As pointed out by Dr Harck, the central group 

and that on the staircase on the left contain mo¬ 

tives borrowed from Schongauer*s engravings 

“The Scourging of Christ” (B. 12) and “Christ 

shown to the people” (B. 15). 
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MAINERI 
(FREE COPY AFTER) 

122. CHRIST CARRYING THE 
CROSS ^ ^ Bust of Christ, who is seen turned to the left, carrying the Cross, which rests on , 

his left shoulder. He wears a white shirt and a red mantle, both embroidered with ^ ('7^ 

gold; his head is bleeding under the crown of thorns. 

Dark background. Unfinished. 

L,men^backedwith canvas\ i8 in. by i4in. (0*457 ^7 ^’355 
Doughty House, Staircase. 
Photo Gray 29018. ONE of many repetitions of the same 

composition. Among the earliest ver¬ 

sions of it are those in the Modena 

Gallery (No. 298) and in the Palazzo 

Doria at Rome (No. 164),which have been given 

to various masters. Crowe and Cavalcaselle [North 

Italian Painters^ ist ed. ii, 478 jy., 2nd ed. ii, 

185 sqi) consider them works by Bonsignori; they 

have also been ascribed to Solario (a name accepted 

by Mr Berenson, North Italian Painters^ p.294, 

for the Modena example), while Morelli [Italian 

Painters^ i, 272) ascribes the Doria version to a 

Fleming copying an Italian. In theopinion of the 

present writer, considerable likelihood attaches to 

Prof. A. Venturi’s theory that they are by Gio¬ 

vanni Francesco de’ Maineri (see Prof. Venturi’s 

paper on this artist in UArte, x, 37-40).* 

* I am not disposed to accept this theory. The present version appears to be an independent rendering of a familiar 

subject, of North Italian origin, and of indeterminate authorship.—(H.C.) 
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ERCOLE DI GIULIO 
CESARE GRANDI This artist is known to have been active at 

Ferrara from the end of the fifteenth cen¬ 

tury till his death in 1531. With his name 

are now usually coupled a number of paint¬ 

ings by a follower of Frcole de' Roberti and Lorenzo 

Costa^ although there is no documentary proof that these 

works really are by Frcole di Giulio. 

Bibliography : Crowe and Cavalcaselle^ “ North 

Italian Painters” ist ed. i, 550-552; 2nd ed. //, 

264 sq. 
Morelli, ‘■^Italian Painters//, 138 sq. 

A. Venturi., '‘'■Frcole Grandi” in "Archivio storico 

deirarte”ser.i^vol.i{Ro7ne, 1888),/*/^. 193-201. 

B. Berenson^ North Italian Painters” p. 2i\ sq. 

Cook ; 

]23. THE ANNUNCIATION The Virgin, kneeling with clasped hands before a small cabinet, open in 

front, and disclosing a shelf with various objects; on the cabinet a book- 

rest with a prayer-book is placed. She wears a red tunic, a white scarf, 

a blue mantle with green lining shot with red, and a red head-cloth; 

her garments, except the head-cloth, have embroidered borders. From the left St 

Gabriel appears, holding a lily in his left hand, and raising the right in salutation. 

He wears a blue under-habit, an orange tunic with embroidery, and a red mantle 

with purple lining. Above is seen a half-length of the Almighty, in pale purple tunic 

and a red mantle, relieved against a yellow glory surrounded by clouds. He is 

bestowing the Holy Spirit, which in the shape of a Dove descends to the Virgin. 

Behind her is seen an archway of grey marble; a green drapery, lined with red, is 

stretched across the doorway. To the left opens a view of an elaborate landscape in 

green and blue tones. 

Panel, 86| in. by 67 in. (2'ig2 m. by 1-698 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum. 

Photo Anderson 18438. For a long time extensively covered with 

repaint, concealing e.g. the figure of God 

the Father. This was removed by Mr 

Roger Fry in 1902, and he further re¬ 

stored the picture. 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters, p. 212. 

E. G. Gardner, The Painters of the School of Fer¬ 

rara, pp. 130, 224. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Italian Painters, 

2nd ed. ii, 285, n. 3. 

The figure of the Virgin is very similar to that 

in a little “Nativity” by the same hand in the 

Ferrara Gallery (Sala III); the landscape and other 

features also offer points of resemblance with that 

work. 

I, 
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FERRARESE SCHOOL 
c. 1500. 

124. PORTRAIT OF A YOUTH PROFILE of a young man in a black dress with a blue cap on his feir hair. In front . ^ 

of him is a parapet over which a strip of pale pink cloth is spread. Green back- 

ground, on which the letters P.M. are inscribed. 

Panel, 65 in. by 4^ in. (o' i 5 6 m. by o' 12 4 m.) 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 2. 

Photo Gray 2 898 3. r " Formerly in the Pourtales collection in The features do not, however, resemble his por- 

Paris. trait-medal by Niccolb Fiorentino (Heiss, Lesme- 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Jailleurs Jela Renaissance,vo\.vii{,^\..i [Paris, 1891], 

Umbrian Exhibition, 1909-10, No. 22. plate V,7). The picture used to be ascribed to Gio- 

In view of the initials P.M. it has been supposed vanni Santi,but is certainly notby him.Thecolour- 

that this picture represents Giovanni Pico della ing and style in general show an affinity with the 

Mirandola, the famous philosopher (1463-1494). Ferrarese school.* 

*It is possible the author may be found to be Baldassare d’Este. See No. 118.—(H.C.) 
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GAROFALO 
(BENVENUTO TISI, known as BENVENUTO [DA] GAROFALO 

or IL GAROFALO) Born in improbably at Ferrara; died in 

that city on September (Om 1559* Trained under 

Domenico Panetti at FerrarUm Boccaccio Boc- 

caccino atCremonam GiovanniBaldini in Rome, 

and Lorenzo Costa in Mantua; active subsequently for 

some time in Ferrara, where he came into contact with 

the Dossi, whose infuence he felt; visited Rome again 

and modified his style under the influence of Raphael; 

and, in i 5 i 2, settled in Ferrara for the rest of his life. 

A prolific and correct, but uninspired artist, academic in 

his forms, and with a somewhat crude sche?ne of colour. 

Bibliography: Vasari, v, 457-469. 

G. Baruffaldi, “ Vite de' pittori e scultori ferraresi ” 

{Ferrara, i 844-46), i, 3 10-372. 

L. N. Cittadella, Me7norie di Benvenuto Tisi detto 

Garofalo,” Ferrara, 1872. 

Morelli, “ Italian Painters,” i, pp. 200-2 14. 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters,” pp. 223- 

228. 

E. G. Gar drier, “ The Painters of the School op 

Ferrara” {London, \(q\\),pp. 169-182. 

125. ST CHRISTOPHER SAINT CHRISTOPHER, who wears a white shirt, a yellow coat, a red purple 

mantle and a violet cap, is striding through a river, carrying on his shoulders the 

Infant Christ, who wears a blue coat and an orange mantle. The water of the river 

is pale grey blue; the banks are painted in green and brown colours; to theleftisa 

steep hill, with buildings on it, the whole in very luminous green, brown and violet 

tones. In the middle-distance is seen a city in a pale purple tone; further back, a pale 

blue chain of mountains. Blue sky with clouds. 

Fresco, transferred to canvas, 52^ in. by 36^ in. (i’324 m. by o’ga m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 9. 

Photo Gray 28978. The annotator of Baruffaldi’s Vite Cesare Barotti, Pitture e scolture . . . di Ferrara, 

(1,364) mentions among the works of Ferrara, 1770, p. 83); the room adorned by them 

Garofalo a fresco of St Christopher, was the “foresteria.” It seems very probable that 

removed from a wall in the Certosa of the above fresco of St Christopher is identical with 

Ferrara by the restorer Boccolari, and belonging the present painting. In scheme of colour and 

at that time, 1844, to the painter Luigi Cocchetti handling it comes close to Garofalo’s large fresco, 

of Rome. It formed originally part of a scheme “The Triumph of the Church,” formerly in the 

of decoration, which also included a Madonna and monastery ot Sant’ Andrea at Ferrara, and now in 

Child with St Joseph, dated 1525, and noted by the Gallery of that town. 

the same writer (p. 362) as being in the Costabili A small picture with a similar composition is in 

collection at Ferrara,but now missing. These fres- the Liechtenstein Gallery at Vienna (No. 172). 

coes are described when still in situ by Cesare It is either by Garofalo or one of his pupils. 

Cittadella {Catalogo istorico de' pittori e scultori B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 227. 

ferraresi, Ferrara, 1782-83, ii, 23; compare also 
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GAROFALO 
(IMITATOR OF) 

126. MADONNA AND CHILD AND 
LITTLE ST JOHN v The Virgin in red robe, blue mantle with gold borders and yellow lining ’ ' ' ' '1 f' 

and a white scarf on her head and shoulders, is seated to the left in front 

of a Gothic church. She supports with her right hand the Infant Christ, 

who is standing on her lap, and holds in her left a carnation. The little 

St John is seen playing, kneeling on the ground to the right; on his cross there is a 

scroll and a carnation. To the right a broken column and further back a tree with 

yellow foliage and distant landscape in pale green and blue. 

Panel, arched top, 11| in. by yf in. (o‘2g5 m. by o'l 87 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum. 

Thetypes and forms arecertainly akin toGarofalo, he sometimes uses as a kind of signature; but the 

andwealsofmdherethecarnation(G^r^/9)which treatment clearly reveals a later hand. 
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CARLO BONONI 
(COPY AFTER) Born at Ferrara in 1569; died in that town is strongly marked, though htsfiery colours strike one as 

on Sept 0 1632. Pupil of Giuseppe Mazzuoli a distant echo of Dosso's style. 

(il Bastaruolo); studied subsequently in Rome, Bibliography: G. Baruffaldt, ^'Vite de'pMort e scultori 

Bologna, Venice, Parma and Verona. Active ferraresi," vol. n [Ferrara, 1846), pp. 117-177. 

principally in Ferrara. A vigorous and capable artist, Thieme and Becker, ^'Allgemetnes Lexikon der btlden- 

in whose work the influence of the Carracci on thewhole den Kunstler, iv, 320 sq. 

127. THE ANGEL DELIVERING 
ST PETER FROM PRISON 

COPY of the picture painted by Bononi for the church of Santa Chiara at Fabriano 

and now in the UfEzi (No. 112). 

Canvas, 55+in. by 72 in. (i'405 m. by l'825 m.) 

Doughty House, Staircase. 

Purchased in 1874 from Sir J. C. Robinson ; traditionally ascribed to Velasquez. 



X. SCHOOLS OF VENICE 
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ANDREA MANTEGNA 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(PADUAN SCHOOL) Born pnbably at Isold di Carturo between 

Padua and Vicenza,in I430or i\ii;diedat 

Mantua on September 13,1506. Pupil of Fran¬ 

cesco Squarcione at Padua; largely influenced 

by the antique. Ablhie in Padua up to 1460, when he 

entered the service of the Dukes of Mantua; worked 

in Rome from 1488 to 1490. Both as painter and 

engraver Mantegna is one ofthe greatest artists of Italy 

and his influence was strongly and widely felt. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle,“North Ital¬ 

ian Painters," 1st ed. i, 320-341, 377-419; 2nded. 

a, 25-44, 80-120. 

P. Kristeller, "Andrea Mantegna," London, 1901. 

M. Cruttwell," Andrea Mantegna," London, 1901. 

128. THE CHRIST-CHILD The Christ-Child, in white tunic and purple mantle with blue high lights, 

is standing in a shallow niche, imparting the blessing. 

Background of variegated marbles. 

Canvas, 27^in. by i 3f in. (o'6gi m. by 0'34 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Odtagon Room, No. 8 i. 

Photo Anderson 18461. The present writer agrees with Dr certain that the artist is a Veronese, as Dr Kris- 

Kristeller (op. cit., p. 455) in consider- teller thinks. The state of the painting is too un- 

ing this as the work of a follower of satisfadlory to arrive at a certain decision. 

Mantegna, though he does not feel 
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ZOPPO 
(MARCO RUGGIERI, called LO ZOPPO) 

(PADUAN Born iz/ Bologna in 1431 or 1432. Appren¬ 

ticed in 1454/0 Francesco Squarcione at Pad¬ 

ua ; lived subsequently at Venice and Bologna, 

in the latter city (it is stated) as late as 1498. 

With his ardent if undiscerning classicism and rude 

language of form he is a typical exponent of the 

SCHOOL) 

Squarcione school. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North 

Italian Painters,"' ist ed. i, 345-350; 2nd ed. ii, 

48-53- 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters," pp. 303 sq. 

129. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin, who wears a red robe, a dark blue mantle with a narrow gold 

embroidery and a white head-cloth, supports the Child, who stands on a 

white cushion lying on a grey veined marble parapet, to which is affixed, 

in the right-hand corner, a coat of arms, per pale, azure and argent. 

Background of blue sky ; pale grey flesh tints. 

Signed on the parapet: 

MARCO. ZOPPO. DA BOLOGNA 

OPVS 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 10. 

Photo Anderson 18533. Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts 

Club, Exhibition of the schools of Ferrara 

and Bologna, No. 4 (reproduced in the il¬ 

lustrated catalogue, plate I). 

Probably identical with a Madonna bearing an 

exactly similar signature which an annotator of 

the Le Monnier edition of Vasari (v. 177,0. 3) 

mentions in 1849 as belonging to a picture-dealer 

keeping his shop in the Palazzo Zampieri at Bo¬ 

logna. The same writer also suggests that the 

picture seen by him is the half-length of the 

Madonna, “ graziosissima e finitissima,” which 

Malvasia (1678) mentions as being in the collec¬ 

tion of SignorFoschi of Bologna, havingprevious- 

ly been in that of Signor Bartolomeo Musotti and 

which he states was commonly held to be by Al¬ 

1 ! 

brecht Diirer until the signature “Marco Zoppo 

da Bolognia (sic) opus” was discovered [Felsina 

pittrice, Bologna, 1844, i, 39). 

Morelli, Die Galerie zu Berlin, p. 62. 

F. Harck, in Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft, 

xvii (1894), 318. 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters, p. 304. 

E. G. Gardner, The Painters of the School of Ferrara, 

pp. 61 sq, 212. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Italian Painters, 

2nd ed. ii, 51, n. i, and 53, n. i. 

The design of this picture is very similar to that 

of the central group in Zoppo’s large altar-piece 

now in the Kaiser Friedrich-Museum at Berlin 

(No. 1170) painted at Venice in 1471. 











LAZZARO BASTIANI 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) First recorded as a painter at Venice in 1449; Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ North Ital- 

dted in that city in 1^12. Bastiani s art re- ianPainters^ \st ed. i^ zi ^-z\()-,2.nd ed.i,2\()-‘Z2i. 

fleets the styles of Jacopo Bellini^ Mantegna, P. Paoletti and G. Ludwig, ^^Neue archivalische Bei- 

and Giovanni Bellini; and mediocre as were Ms trdge zur Geschichte der venezianischen MalereP'; in 

attainments as a painter, he was the head of a large “ Pepertorium fur ICunstwissenschaft, xxni, {Berlin, 

atelier, which successfully held its own in competition Stuttgart and Vienna, 1900), I73“^9^’ 2y^-286. 

with those of the Bellini, and the Vivarinu One of G. Ludwig and P. Molmenti, “ Vittore Carpaccio;' 

Bastiani's chief claims to remembrance rests on his {Milan, \c^oC),pp. 7"35’ 
having been the flrst master of Vittore Carpaccio,whose L. Venturi, Le origini della pittura veneziana, 

narrative style of composition he, in a measure, antici- {Vmice, ^^o'j),pp. 271-283, 

pates. 

130. JOSEPH EXPLAINING PHA¬ 
RAOH’S DREAM ON a terrace adjoining a building, and accessible in front by steps, Pharaoh 

is seated on a throne inset in the wall. He wears a pink coat with yellow 

sleeves and a brown mantle, and holds a red sceptre in his left hand. At 

the foot of the throne stands Joseph in short green coat, eagerly bending 

forward while a man in dark green tunic and pink mantle is reading aloud from a book. 

Five men in oriental costumes are also standing by the throne. On the steps in front 

of them, and outside the terrace to the right, are other groups of men, some in Italian 

costumes of the time (about 1500), others in oriental dress. The architecture is poly¬ 

chrome, and in the Venetian style of the period above mentioned. In the middle dis¬ 

tance, to the right, a town; further back a chain of hills, two of which are crowned by 

castles. Blue sky. 

40J in. by 615 in. (i'037 m. by 7 m.) . 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 15. K J ^ 

Photo Gray 28985. This picture, which has suffered much two groups In the foreground, which are some- 

by rubbing, was probably painted for what foreign to the master’s art, and suggest that 

a Scuola. While It Is on the whole It Is a production of the workshop In which a 

thoroughly characteristic of Bastlanl’s pupil or pupils had a large share, 

style, there are certain features In It, such as the 
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CARLO CRIVELLI 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) PROBABLY bo7-n at Venice; first mentioned in 

1457, when, in that city, he was sentenced to im~ 

prisonment for having carried off the wife of a 

sailor. By i ^6S,he was settled in the Marches, 

and remained there for the rest of his life. The latest 

record of him dates from 1493. With his fondness for 

rich brocades, precious stones, gold-ornamerUs and em¬ 

bossed work, Crivelli is the true artistic heir of the 

older Verietian painters, though everything in his art is 

coloured by his own weird and passionate genius, which 

expresses itself the more vividly in his works as the 

greater part ofhis life was spent in provincial seclusion. 

His style also coiitains some elements derived Jrom 

Squarcione and his school. 

Bibliography: Crowe arid Cavalcaselle, ^^North Ital¬ 

ian Painters,"' isted. i, 82-95, ed. i, 81-95. 

G. McN. Rushforth, “ Carlo Crivelli" {London, 

1900). 
L. Venturi, '"'’he origini della pittura veneziana” 

{Venice, 1907),//. 187-211. 

C4i ,■) 

131. MADONNA AND CHILD 
Plate XVIII. The Virgin is enthroned and supports with both hands the Infant Christ, 

who, dressed in a rose-coloured coat, stands on her knee, holding an apple. 

The Virgin wears a red tunic embroidered with pearls, a dark blue mantle 

with gold border and lined with green, covering her head, and a white 

veil which falls over her forehead. The throne on which she is seated consists of 

different kinds of marble and is elaborately sculptured; its arms are formed by con¬ 

ventionalized dolphins, the top is rounded and inscribed:— 

MEMENTO • MEI • MATER • DEI ■ REGINA ■ CELI • LETARE 

Across the throne hangs a festoon of fruit; behind it is stretched a hanging of scarlet 

watered silk. At the Virgin’s feet, on the marble door, is a jewelled crown, and behind 

it a small dgure of a kneeling ecclesiastic, the donor of the picture. Gold background; 

the nimbi, the crown and some of the ornaments of the Virgin’s dress are in relief. 

Patiel.^ circular top.^ 48I in. by 18^ in. (1*232 m. by 0*47 m.) 

Tempera. 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 7. 

Photo Anderson 18419. 

ORMERLY in the collection of the Earl 

of Dudley (sold privately). 

Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Mas¬ 

ters, 1902, No. 20. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Early 

Venetian Exhibition, 1912, No. 2 (No. 7 and plate 

VI in the Illustrated Catalogue). 

As noted by Mr Berenson {Study and Criticism of 

Italian Art, i, loi sql) this picture is closely akin 

to Crivelli’s polyptych of 1468 at Massa Fermana, 

being, however, more advanced in style, though 

less so than the “ Madonna ” of 1470 at Macerata. 
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B. Berenson, Venetian Painters, p. 107. 

G. McN. Rushforth, op. cit., pp. 43, 96 sq. 

L. Venturi, op. cit., p. 194. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Italian Painters, 

2nd ed. i, 84, n. i. 

Count Umberto Gnoli (“ Opere sconosciute di 

Pietro Alemanno,” in Rassegna d'Arte xi, 206 sq.') 

has pointed out that a “Madonna” by Pietro 

Alamanno, belonging to Mme Sartoris and now 

shown at the Musee des arts decoratifs in Paris 

is imitated from the present picture. 





CARLO CRIV'LLLI 
1U,> «•< 4# t'l. iM 

• S ■» ‘4>r' r.t», 4r »4i —•£. ' J “S^- 

frj^ •■«>«*^ 1*5 3t^*I >f nt Vli' -1 ■ 
t^iv. fljjF i,;>4 ') >-»i .v.1%.' > /A 

<*/ •vmim''' ^ "*• ’>•• *j’ -Mr >^tr f** 
rrurtt I^'im •v4r:^>40 • /U t^^MJpr 

ritJt tnt «*f», /»». *»' kM*"’ gr^i^ •<m»wtn u*i 
AirW ^ tit >«• x'Jtdf ^ r.V 
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^itffr'rr^ air^t^ am ahUif in Jm narks as the 
frtntrr pan •fhsi hf am ifrtn in frrutncM seclusion. 
Hit I**U aL> rmuists 'om rlnarms Jerhxd Jrom 
c4^pnr - aat end *w tthant. 

'4^.- Qrxmt 4Bid “A^orM ltal~ 

m- ^jatfr's." IdtJ. i, 8*-95. ^ 81-95. 
a. kt-'H. flushfrrth, “ Cartp Crstnltt” (London, 

19a*). . 
i. y<iitkri, ** LdC ortgtm dtlU pittura vtruzmna 

(t'intu, 1907),/y- 187-* «>> 

M./ e,.* rt-H 

CM.) 

131. MAIX,)NiNA AND CHILD 
Plat* XVIII. 

. Hf V’ctfro M nuim»ocd aod supports with both hands the Infant Chnst, 
wfaj, iw i mse-coloured coat, stands on her knee, holding an apple. 
The V>,j£,r rtd tunic embroidered with pearls, a dark blue mantle 

wnt. >..•< uf snd lined with green, covering her head, and a.white 

veil whUdi faN» n»e- i-*-- Mi»*A<»d. The throne on which she is seated consists of 
differcDt kind* .*» .*»a is efaborately sculptured; its arms arc formed by con- 

venitonalued d"«,nii^s fa**' top is rounded and inscribed:— 
MKl-MATER DEI-REGINA-CELI-LETARE 

Atr**n tk< fian;;* i (cstoon of fruit; behind it is stretched a hanging of scarlet 
watered tsik. At tSe Vitgin'i feet, on the marble floor, is a jewelled crown, and behind 

it a tmaU ^irntp . k « kneeling ccclcsimR, the donor of the picture. Gold background; 

itie n»mhi. • r\wr. and some of the ornaments of the Virgin’s dress arc in relief. 

etsrwiisr n^, 48I in. by i8i m. {i’a32 m. by o’47 m.) 

lern^r*. 
I.Vioghiy House, hniukieg Room, No. 7. 

Photo Anderson 18419. F‘ IRMF.RLY fa ibt cnttrctiaa ed Hut Eul 
of Uudley (srf<} 
Exhibited «t Buriiagioa Hotne, Old .Mas¬ 
ters, 1902, No. 20. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fioc AteeCUtb.Earljr 
Venetian Exhibition, 1912, No, 2 (No 7 and plate 
VI in the Illustrated Catalognc) 
As noted by Mr Berenson (Sndy naf Crstuism of 
Italian Art, i, 101 /f.) this picture ts dkiaely skin 
to Crivelli's polyptych of 146S at Mssn Fermana, 
being, however, more advanced in ttyle, though 
less so than the “ Madonna " of 1470 at Maccrata. 

^56 

B. Berenson, Venetian Painters, p. 107. 
G. McN. Rusbforth, op. cit., pp. 43, 96 ry. 
L. Venturi, op. cit., p. 194. 
Crowe and CavalcascUe, North Italian Painters, 
znd ed. i, 84, n. i. 
Count Umberto Gnoli (“ Opere sconosciute di 
Pietro Alemanno,” in Rassegna if Arte xi, 206 ry.) 
has pointed out that a “ Madonna ” by Pietro 
Alamanno, belonging to Mme Sartoris and now 
shown at the Mus^c dps arts d^coratifs in Paris 
is imitated from the present picture. 
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ANTONELLODA V'KSSINA(?) 
(VENETIAN - , Born about l^^o; died at Messma m Feb- througibii d. AntonelU 

ruary, 1479. Ac true chiefly at Messina: is mi only • vs himself 

, visited I'enice in \^7S-76 and Milan in nyb. toftossess autsmifne e: -■ "''hUlJ 
Antvn ds t same is indissolubly bound up with tration in his nmae-Hf deeply 

thepopal^rktatsom m Ua‘y >fthe Flemishoil-technique; poetical isnagutanofo' ' 

wt >„-.v Anew*- •* .fliemporary conflrmation of Bibliography: Crewt ;-»• 

/ ,v.'.that Antonello himself visited Italian Painters," i/. ■ * ' • 

I. nyKeeri,aM this seems miireo%er,for several reasons, .409-434. 

■ e:y d.yhtfnl. In any case his Style is largely under L. Venturi, “ Lc e-'v-f c 

Flemish influence, though it later became modified {Venice, 1907),/>/. i J • . 

132. CHRIST AT THE COI.l 't N BL’ST of Chr-.s.., t jftKcI three quarters to the right. He 

'♦h.te uiarblc column, with a cord round his neck .-.nd . 

his head, which is thrown back ; he is looking up ti< H; «' 

in a groan, and tears rolling down his cheeks. 

Panel, 11 in. by 8 in. (o‘2 8 m. by o‘204 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 55. 

Photo Anderson 18397. PURCHASED by Sir J. C. Robinson in 

Granada in iSfi t- 
In this collection by |868{1.C. Robinson, 

Memoranda, No. 16). 
Exhibited in 1865 at the British Institution, 

No. 89. 
Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of 

Worlts of .Art, 1868, No. 50. 
Eiahi'iittU at New Gallery, Venetian Exhibition, 

1894-5, No. 131. 
Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Early Venetian Exhibition, 1912, No. 29 (No. 

11 and plate X in the Illustrated Catalogue). 

That Antonello painted a picture designed like 

the present qne is certain, though it seems 

doobiiul whether that work still exists. The 

ujj.ir.. vfAi Mi iu the Venice .Academy (No. 589) 

ws- k-ns !f^Ar7 up<m at the •’nigniali but it has 

now l>een .'tcognixed that the signature is un- 

trustuotihc and the picture itself seems too coarse 

for .Sill'iirili'' . The poor version of this composi¬ 

tion in thr il.;d.ipe*l Gallery (No. 118) bears 

(1 prefer to adhere to the older view that Antonello is 

the signature of K»«r- 

picture was accepter 1.. 

{North Italian Pesiesr'' 

427) and Morelli (<’. 

a genuine Antonello - 

as such until Dr 

idea that it is a c<}; 

Solario. This ant 

Mr Berenson (see . r 

Study and Crdimv ' 

compare’also ' 

C. J. Ffoulkes ! • t . 

a Londra " in 

vol. i, 189;, pc . 
Galleria Cn-p it ■ 
and Dr L, Ve"ri 

present wntc s'-.. •. 

that the pale, 'u 1 ■ 
execution (esjo »; • • 

come as close •- 

wheat cailv w >rh- 

AnttmsUo •- **-■ i"'o' 

the painie'’.- H i ■- 

. '.wrfi 

• .11 ■ h.tefjt ( 

I .• . -n.dh e pen 

vltl 
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ANTONELLO DA MESSINAC?) 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born about h-^o; died at Messina in Feb- through his contact with the FeneUan school. Antonello 

ruary, 1479. Active chiefly at Messina: is not only an admirable technician, but shows himself 

, visited Venice in iiyj and Milan in 1 l,j6. to possess astounding vitality and psychological pene- 

Antonello's name is indissolubly bound up with tration in his numerous portrait heads, and deeply 

the popularization in Italy of the Flemish oil-technique; poetical imagination in his subject pictures, 

we have however no contemporary confirmation of Bibliography; Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ North 

Vasari’s statement that Antonello himself visited Italian Painters," 1st ed. ti, 76-100, 2W ed. u, 

Flanders, and this seems moreover,for several reasons, 409-434. 

very doubtful. In any case his style is largely under L. Venturi, “ U origini della pittura veneztana 

Flemish influence, though it later became modified {Venice, 1907),//. 213-234. 

132. CHRIST AT THE COLUMN 
Plate XIX. Bust of Christ, turned three quarters to the right. He stands, naked, tied to a 

white marble column, with a cord round his neck and a crown of thorns on 

his head, which is thrown back ; he is looking up to Heaven, his mouth open 

in a groan, and tears rolling down his cheeks. 

Panel., 11 in. by 8 in. (o'2 8 m. by o'2 04 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 55. 

Photo Anderson 18397. 

9 

PURCHASKD by Sir J. C. Robinson in 

Granada in i 863. 
In this collection by 1868 (J. C. Robinson, 

Memoranda, No. 16). 
Exhibited in 1865 at the British Institution, 

No. 89. 
Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of 

Works of Art, 1868, No. 50. 
Exhibited at New Gallery, Venetian Exhibition, 

1894-5, No. 131. 
Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Early Venetian Exhibition, 1912, No. 29 (No. 

11 and plate X in the Illustrated Catalogue). 

That Antonello painted a picture designed like 

the present one is certain, though it seems 

doubtful whether that work still exists. The 

signed version in the Venice Academy (No. 589) 

was long looked upon as the original; but it has 

now been recognized that the signature is un¬ 

trustworthy and the picture itself seems too coarse 

for Antonello. The poor version of this composi¬ 

tion in the Budapest Gallery (No. 118) bears 

(I prefer to adhere to the older view that Antonello is 

the signature of Pietro da Messina. The present 

picture was accepted by Crowe and Cavalcaselle 

[North Italian Painters, ist ed. ii, 94; 2nd ed. ii, 

427) and Morelli [Italian Painters, ii, 189 sq.) as 

a genuine Antonello and commonly considered 

as such until Dr G. Frizzoni put forward the 

idea that it is a copy after Antonello by Andrea 

Solario. This attribution has been assented to by 

Mr Berenson (see his elaborate argument in The 

Study and Criticism of Italian Art, i, 107 sq. and 

compare also North Italian Painters, p. 295), Miss 

C. J. Ffoulkes (“ L’esposizione dell’ arte veneta 

a Londra ” in Archivio storico dell' arte, ser. ii, 

vol. i, 1895, pp. 80-82), Prof. A. Venturi [La 

Galleria Crespi in Milano, Milan, 1900, p. 225), 

and Dr L. Venturi [op. cit., p. 232, n. 2). The 

present writer also agrees with Mr Berenson 

that the pale, smooth colouring and the delicate 

execution (especially the treatment of the tears) 

come as close as possible to Andrea Solario, in 

whose early works a strong influence from 

Antonello is admittedly noticeable. 

the painter.—H.C.) 
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GIOVANNI BELLINI 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born about 1430; died at Venice on Novem- K. E. FryV^ Giovanni Bellini ” {London^ ^899)- 

her 29, 1516. Pupil of his father^ facopo L. Venturi, “Lf origini della pittura veneziana,” 

Bellini; influenced by Mantegna. The head of (Venice, 1907), pp. 347-397. 

the Venetian school of his time. G. Gronau, ^^'Die Kunstlerfamilie Bellinif Bielefeld 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle,'-'- North Ital- and Leipzig, 1909. 

ianPaintersf isted.i, 139-194; 7,i 39-192. 

133. TRIUMPH OF A ROMAN 
GENERAL TO the left, a Roman General is seated on a marble throne, on the steps of 

which a greyhound is lying. A number of people, some of them mounted, 

are doing homage to him. Behind him are seen a company of soldiers; to 

the right of the throne a mural tablet inscribed: 

TVRPE 

IMPE . . . 

VENE 

Grey chiaroscuro on red-brown ground. 

Canvas, 29 in. by i 393- in. (o'y 3 5 m. by 3‘5 35 m.) 

Doughty House, Inner Hall. 

Photos Gray 29037, 29038. 

URCHASED for /^8oo from Sir J, C. 

Robinson in 1873. 

ExhibitedattheBurlington Fine Arts Club, 

Early Venetian Exhibition, 1912, No. 59b 

(No. 31 in the Illustrated Catalogue). 

In the forms and proportions of the figures, as well 

as in the design of drapery, this pidlure is akin to 

the style of Girolamo Mocetto, as exemplified in 

the signed “Immaculate Conception” by this 

painter belonging to Mr T. Humphry "Ward 

(exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Early Venetian Exhibition, No. 38 and plate 

XXXII in the Illustrated Catalogue). 
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CIMA 
(GIOVANNI BATTISTA CIMA DA CONEGLIANO) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at ConegUano in 1459 or 1460; died in 

the same city in i 5 17 or 1518. Was settled in 

Venice by 1492 and continued to live there for 

the greater part of his life;in \ ^16 fe returned 

to ConegUano. Injiuenced by Bartolomeo Montagna., 

Antonello da Messina and above all Giovanni Bellini. 

Cima is not an artist of great imaginathe power and 

shows considerable monotony in his types andforms; but 

his art has a fresh and gentle rusticity aiid reveals much 

feeling for the charms of landscape and for harmony 

of composition. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle North Italian 

Paintersf isted. /, 232-247; 2nded. i, 237-252. 

V. Botteon and A. Aliprandi, '‘'‘B.icerche intorno alia 

vita e alle opere di Giambattista Cima''’ {ConegUano, 

1893)- 
R. Burckhardt, '"'■Cima da ConegUano" (^Leipzig, 

1905). 

134. MADONNA AND CHILD Three quarter length of the Virgin who is seated behind a parapet of red 

marble, supporting the Infant Christ, who sits on her right knee. She wears 

a pale crimson robe, a steel-blue mantle, a transparent veil and a white 

head-cloth. Behind her is stretched a green hanging, to the left of which 

appears a vista of a hilly landscape. Pale blue sky with clouds. Signed on the parapet: 

lOANNES • BAPTISTA 

CONEGLANENSIS- 

Go 

Lc*''. IqU (^■^J 

2g| in. by 2 I in. (o'754 m. by o'5 32 m.) . . 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 77. ^ U ■ 

Photo Anderson 18410. |(v . INCLUDED by Mr B^r^Ti^onifenetianPainters, and received his signature as a kind of trade-mark, 

p. 105) in his list of Cima’s works, while Dr although the execution for the most part is not 

Burckhardt((7j^).aV.,p.i i7)classesthisasaschool- his. The light silvery colouring and the robust 

picture. In the opinion of the present writer it forms of the Madonna connect this painting with 

was probably painted in the workshop of Cima, the earlier work of Cima. 

n 7 
V- ■ PiTWiyo SeM. , I Oj (J-p I f ^0) . II- . ke 
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CIMA 
(SCHOOL OF) 

CxrrV. J Oj I ^ 

li' 

Xi^-O 

135. 

T 
THE DEAD CHRIST SUP¬ 
PORTED BY ANGELS 

HE dead Christ, a white loin-cloth round his hips, is sitting on a white 

marble sarcophagus. He is supported by two boy-angels, one in a blue 

and the other in a pale red tunic. 

Dark background. 

4f in. by 4I in. (0-125 m. by 0-104 m.) 

' ^ i,_A Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 25. 

Photo Gray 28g8 I. 
, J-so t The artist’s dependence on Cima is woman in Cima’s “Presentation of the Virgin” in 

clearly seen in the types and forms of the Dresden Gallery (No. 63). The work appears 

the angels. The one to the left especi- to be that of some rather feeble follower of the 

ally recalls the figure of a child led by a master. 
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ANTONIO DA MESSINA (?) 
c. 1500. 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) 

136. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin, in crimson tunic, white head-cloth and gold brocade mantle 

covering her head, is seated, giving the breast to the Infent Christ, who is 

reclining in her lap on a green cushion, and whose head she supports with 

her right hand. Two angels, hovering in the air, the one in orange and the 

other in violet robe, are holding a jewelled crown over the Virgin’s head. Behind them, 

a scarlet hanging. Background of clouded sky. On a parapet behind the Virgin, to the 

left, the inscription :— 

ANTVS ■■■ ' 

DE MESSI 

NA- 

OPVS- 

of 

L.-A(rf 

: cUc- 

V f-r rt •. 

3)E na-w 

Panel, arched top, 2 8-f in. by 2 2i in. {p"]2 2 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 47. 

Photo Gray 29040. cU. 

1. by o‘565 m.) 

OPvS 

* PURCHASED in 1874 from Sir J. C. 

Robinson. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts 

Club, Early Venetian Exhibition, 1912, 

No. 50 (No. 5 and plate IV in the Illustrated 

Catalogue). 

The author of this work is clearly not Antonello 

da Messina. Morelli {Italian Painters, ii, 192) and 

Dr L. Venturi {^Le origini della pittura veneziana, 

1907, p. 285) consider him as a distinct individu¬ 

ality, different also from Antonello de Saliba. The 

present writer was formerly inclined to identify 

him with the latter artist (see Rassegna dlarte, xii, 

89), but closer study of Antonello de Saliba’s style 

does not confirm this view. One thing seems cer¬ 

tain, that the picture is by the same hand as a 

“Coronation of the Virgin” in the Crespi collec¬ 

tion at Milan (reproduced in A. Venturi, La 

Galleria Crespi in Milano, Milan, 1900, p. 160), 

tentatively ascribed to Francesco Rizzo da Santa 

Croce; and there seems to be good reason to 

ascribe both these works to Giovanni Mansueti, 

whose ugly, soulless types and stiff drawing appear 

clearly recognizable in them. (Compare on this 

point The Burlington Magazine, xxiii, 26). If this 

attribution be correct, one would have to conclude 

that the signature is an old forgery, put on the 

picture to make it pass as a work by Antonello da 

Messina. A “ Madonna with SS. Jerome and 

Francis” in the Vicenza Gallery (No. 36) shows 

a very similar central group (though reversed), 

but seems to be by a different artist, commanding 

greater powers as a colourist. 

(I am not prepared to admit the signature is a 

forgery, intended to deceive, but should prefer to 

accept anotherwiseunknown Antonio da Messina, 

whose artistic orbit must be lookedfor in the circle 

of the Vivarini and Montagna.—H.C.) 

i t */ 
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GIORGIONE 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Castelfranco^ about 1476; died at 

Venice in i 5 i o, probably in September or Octo¬ 

ber. Pupil of Giovanni Bellmi. Adlive princi¬ 

pally in Venice. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselkp^'North Italian 

Painters^^' \st ed. //, 119-169; 2nd ed. Hi, i-S7' 

Morelli, '‘’■Italian Painters^'’ 248 sq., //, 209- 

225. 

B. Berenson, '■'■Venetian Paintersf pp. 107 sq.; idem. 

^'Study and Criticism of Italian Art,'"' i, 70-89, 

136-146. 

A. Venturi, "■La Galleria Crespi in Milano’'"' {Milan, 

1900),/./. 137-151. 

H. F. Cook, "Giorgione'^ {London, 1907). 

L. fusti, "Giorgione” [Berlin, 1908). 

G. Gronau, "Kritische Studienzu Giorgione,” in"Pe- 

pertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft,” xxxi (1908), 

403-436, 503-521* 

f\A 
(A y *-,-.-1-1 LIT 

^ y- . 
M- ( 

137. PORTRAIT OF A MEMBER 
P„„xx QP ONIGO EAMILYC?) Bust of a young man with long brown hair, standing behind a grey parapet. 

He wears a black cap and a black cloak lined with white and open at the neck 

so as to show a white embroidered shirt. He holds a green book in his right 

hand, which is covered by a grey glove, a ring being worn outside on the little 

finger and the second finger-tip being bare. Green background. 

Canvas, 26J in. by 22 in. (o'68 m. by 0.558 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery. 

Photo Anderson 18435. 

URCHASED in Florence from Signor 

Volpi in 1907; previously in the possession 

of the Onigo family at Treviso. 

Exhibited at the Burlington FineArts Club, 

Winter Exhibition, 1907, No. 4. 

Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries, National Loan 

Exhibition, 1909-10, No. 60 (reproduced in the 

Illustrated Catalogue). 

The identity of the sitter is doubtful. According 

to tradition he is a member of the Onigo family, 

and if this be so. Signor G. de Pellegrini (who a 

few years ago made this question the subject of 

special study) thinks that the approximate date of 

the pidlure and the age of the person represented 

point to his being either one Giovanni Onigo or 

his cousin Pileo, who, however, was a priest 

(“Decano di Treviso and Canonico d’Onore of 

Pope Alexander VI” ; H. F. Cook, “Venetian 

Portraits and Some Problems,” in The Burlington 

Magazine, xvi, [1909-10], 328, and Reviews and 

Appreciations,^. 118ry.). Judgingfromtheportrait 

thesitterwould appear to have been a man devoted 

to intellectual pursuits.* 

The traditional attribution to Giorgione cannot 

well be sustained. The execution indicates a some¬ 

what later date, and the exaggeration of sentiment 

also clearly betrays an imitator. Sir Claude Phillips 

(in The Daily Telegraph, Oct. 6, 1909) thinks that 

this is a work of Bernardino Licinio; yet, though 

it recalls many of Licinio’s portraits in a general 

^The glove, with the tip of the second finger bare, is a curious feature ; it has been suggested that it is an archer’s 
glove. A glove also with the second finger-tip bare is seen in a portrait of a young man holding a skull, probably by 
Cariani, formerly belonging to Mr J. D. Ichenhauser in London (sold at Christie’s, Dec. 3, 1910, No. 150). 
Another instance occurs in the portrait in the Edinburgh Gallery, No. 65. 
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137. PORTRAIT OF A MEMBER 
p„„x* Qf- ONIGO FAMILY!?) 

UST of 4 younf; n»a with long brown hair, standing behind a grey parapet. 
He % b)4tk cap and a black cloak lined with white and open at the neck 

»o >* ik» thow a white embroidered shirt. He holds a green book in his right 

hand, which h covered by a grey glove, a ring being worn outside on the little 
^finger and Hie let oiMj nnget-tip being bare. Green background, ' ' ’■ 

(%>rrur.', i6j iji.Hy ii id.(o'68 m. by 0.558 m.) 

Dr-ughiy Ho6*e, Lung Gallery. 
Photo Anderson 184 55.. 

ia Florence from Signor 
VolpUn 1907; prcvKHMly in the poiseuiem 

. at the Qaigo familv at Treviso. 
EabUtit^aithc BuHittgioa FinaAruQub, 

Winter Exhibition,. 1907, Me. 4. 

Exhthiied at the Craftop Galleiita, National Loan 
Exhibition, 1909-to. No. 6e fieiirvidiiocd in the 
fUurtrateti Catalogue). 

his cousin' Pileo, who, however, was a priest 

(“Decano di Treviso and Candnico d’Onorc of 

Pope Alexander VI"; H. F. Cook, it-Venetian 

Portraits and Some Problems,” in The Burlington 

Magazine, xvi, [1909-10], 328, and Revieios and 

Appreciations, p. 118 ry.). Judgingfrom theportrait 

the sitter would appear to have been a man devoted 

_ , to'intellectual pursuits.* i, 

TW identity of the sitter is doubtful. AccoRiiiig The traditional attribution.to Giorgione cannot 

to tradttioii be is a memhet of the Gnigo family, well be sustained. The execution indicates a some- 

aa^ if this be ao. Signor O. de Pcitegrini fwho a what later date, and the exaggeration of sentiment 

fpw;ye»t» 4gi» matTe this question the subjcC) of also clearly betrays an imitator. Sir Claude Phillips riai study) Usinka that the approximate date of (in The Daily Telegraph, Oct. 6, 1909) thinks that 

piftweytid the an of the peraon tepreeented this is a work of Bcrnardina Licinio; yet, though 

point (o his being cither one. Giovanni Onsgo or it recalls many of Licinio’s portraits in a general 

'The glove, with the tip of the aecond Hiigct hart, i« a curious feature; it has been suggested that it is an archer’s 1 nc glove, witii tnc np 01 me aecoiio iwgcr nart, i« a curious feature; it Has been suggested that it is an archer s 
glove. A glove also with the second 6ngef-lip bare is seen in a portrait of a young man noldinga skull, probably by 
Cariani, formerly belonging to Mr J. D. Kbenbauscr in London (sold at Christie's, Dec. 1010, No. leol. 
----•- ■*”linburgh Gallery, No. 65. 

«vi4.a>l-4 e^ui* 

Another instance occurs in the portrait ia the Edinburgh Gallery, No. 65. 
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way, it seems broader and freer in execution, and Devonshire at Chatsworth (note in this last work, 

more vigorous in conception. The present writer especially the way in which the face is made to 

feels little doubt that this is a work by Cariani; tell against the surrounding deep shadows).^ 

both the deep glowing colour and the execution Arundel Club Portfolio, 1907, No. 12. 

recall his style; while in feeling and general ar- The Burlington Magazine^ xii (1907-08), 317* 
rangement this portrait is singularly like a signed C. J. Holmes, “The School of Giorgione,” ibid. 

one by Cariani, formerly in possession of Count xvi (1909-10), 73. 

Medolago of Bergamo (photographed by Tara- A.v.Beckerath, “Drei Winter-Ausstellungen alter 

melli). Other kindred portraits by Cariani are Bilder in London,” in Repertorium fur Kunstwis- 

those in the late A. Thiem collection at San Remo senschaft^ xxxm (1910), 280. 

(signed) and in the collection of the Duke of 

^In a MS. paper on this picture, Signor de Pellegrini makes the conjecture that it may be identical with the portrait 
of a priest of the Onigo family, by Lotto, which Ridolfi (i, 128) mentions as belonging to Signor Agostino Onigo 
of Treviso. Apart from the fact that considerations of style render this hypothesis inadmissible, it may be doubted 
whether a seventeenth century Italian, however careless, would ever have mistaken this figure, with its fashionably 
arranged hair, for a priest. Crowe and Cavalcaselle (JJ^orth Italian Tainters, ist ed. ii, 230 sq.; 2nd ed. iii, 123 sq.) 
mention two male portraits, which they ascribe to Girolamo da Treviso the younger in the Casa Onigo at Treviso, 
but the description of neither of these tallies with the present picture. 
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GIORGIONE 
(SCHOOL OF) 

138. ALLEGORY The scene is laid in a wooded and mountainous landscape. In the fore¬ 

ground to the left, a nymph draped in pink is seated playing the violin; 

opposite her, an old man, in orange, is kneeling playing the reed-pipes; 

between these figures stands a nymph, in blue, leaning against a tree-trunk. 

To the right a little further back by a brook a youth with flowing white loin-cloth 

; is overcoming a satyr; the former is armed with a dagger and a carrcccw-shield, per 

fesse argent and sable, two fleurs-de-lis gules. In the middle-distance a female figure 

is approaching a shepherd, sitting by his flock piping. Further back buildings and 

Ljj , 1^0 blue mountains. The vegetation is painted in large brownish masses. The sky is tinged 

[ lui; IV-v by a golden glow at the horizon. 

^17+in. by 2 8f in. (o'445 m. by o’yib m.) 

(t)4LUH. Photo Gray 31027. 

URCHASED in 1912 for ^^300, through 

Messrs Norman Leaver & Co. of Genoa, 

from the family of Prof. Andre Giordan. 

ExhibitedattheBurlington Fine Arts Club, 

Winter Exhibition, 1912-13, No. 16. 

The subject of this picture (which may have served 

as a cassone front) is obscure- The group to the left 

isapttobemistaken for the contest between Apollo 

and Marsyas; butboth the figure playing the violin 

and the standing figure seem to be women, and the 

reed-pipe player is not a satyr. The group to the 

right is probably an allegory of the victory of spirit 

over brute force. The coat-of-arms appears to have 

been renewed; there is none corresponding to it in 

Coronelli’s Arme^ blasoni b insegne gentilitie delle 

famiglie patritie . . . di Venetia (Venice, 1700?). 

The picture is clearly by a follower of Giorgione, 

perhaps Girolamo da Santa Croce, a name first sug¬ 

gested to the present writer by Don Guido Cagnola. 

The inorganic rendering of the vegetation, the 

clumsy drawing of some of the figures recall the 

style of this artist, and a very similar landscape 

will be found in the “ Glory of St Helen” in the 

Academy of Arts at Vienna (No. 15) which may 

reasonably be ascribed to Girolamo. 
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UNKNOWN 
139. THE ADORATION OF THE 

SHEPHERDS COPY of part of the picture ascribed to Giorgione and belonging to Viscount 

Allendale. The present painting appears to have been injured by fire; the 

upper part of the landscape is patched, and the peculiar form of the cracks 

suggest the hand of an English eighteenth-century painter. The style of 

the main part of the picture is somewhat akin to that of Sassoferrato (1605-1685)5 

who is known to have executed copies of the works of the earlier Italian masters (cf. 

antea. No. 78). 

Canvas, 24!in. by 29! in. (o'62 m. by o'758 m.) 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 1912 2. PRESENTED by Mr Wentworth Beau¬ 

mont, I St Lord Allendale, to Mr Kirkman 

Hodgson; sold by the son of the latter, Mr 

R. K. Hodgson, at Christie’s, Feb. 23, 

1907 (No. 65,“Flemish School”),and purchased 

for 11 gs. by Messrs Dowdeswell. Soon afterwards 

acquired by Mr Herbert Cook. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Early 

Venetian Exhibition, 1912, No. 56 (No. 61 in 

the Illustrated Catalogue). 

(BcP 
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SEBASTIANO DEL PIOMBO 
(SEBASTIANO LUCIANI, called FRA SEBASTIANO DEL PIOMBO) 

(VENETIAN Born, probably at Venice^ about 1485 ; died 

at Rome in “June^ i 547. Pupils at Venice^ first 

of Giovanni Bellini and then of Giorgione; 

moved permanently in 15 i i to Rome, where 

he came into close relationship with Michelangelo, 

whose influence largely modified his style, though up to 

the last he gives evidence of his peculiarly Venetian 

gifts as a colourist. In 1531 he was appomted to the 

SCHOOL) 

ofiice of sealer of the papal bulls; hence his nickname 

'■^del Piombod' 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Italian 

Paintersfi ist ed. ii, 310-361; 2nd ed. Hi, 203- 

253-^ 

P.D'Achiardi,*‘^SebastianodelPiombo''{Rome, 1908). 

G. Bernardhii, '■'■Sebastiano del Piombo'' {Bergamo, 
1909). 

140. PORTRAIT OF A LADY 
Plate XXI. Bust of a young fair-haired lady in blue dress cut square at the neck with a 

narrow white lace edge showing in front, and white under-sleeves. She holds in 

her hands a censer. 

Dark background. 

Panels 2i in. by i 8-J in. (o'5 33 m. by o'46 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 56. 

Photo Anderson 18479. This picture was engraved in reverse by 

Wenceslaus Hollar in 1650 (Parthey, 

No. 1379). At this period it belonged 

to the brothers John and Jacobus van 

Veerle (the famous collectors and dealers in Ant¬ 

werp so often mentioned by Ridolfi) and is de¬ 

scribed on the print itself as “Ritratto de 

Vittoria Colonna fatto de Sebastiano del Piombo, 

Discipolo Congionto col Titiano dal Gran 

Giorgione.” As a portrait of Vittoria Colonna 

it is again engraved by F. de Grada as the 

frontispiece of the edition of her poems, published 

by Antonio Bulifon at Naples in 1692. From 

1650 nothing is, however, known of the history of 

the picture until in 1870 it appeared at the first 

exhibition of Old Masters at Burlington House 

(No. 149), when it belonged to Mr Edward White 

(“a private gentleman living somewhere in the 

suburbs of London,” Sir J. C. Robinson in the Art 

Journal, May, 1885, p. 136). In 1872 at the sale of 

Mr White’s pictures, it was purchased for 15 by 

Sir Francis Cook through Messrs Colnaghi & Co. 

Exhibited at the New Gallery, Venetian Exhibi¬ 

tion, 1894-95, ^7^* 
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The identification of the sitter as Vittoria Colonna 

cannot be upheld. She is obviously but a model of 

the artist’s whom he has also portrayed in his 

Glorification of St John Chrysostom,” in S. 

Giovanni Crisostomo at Venice, which together 

with the present picture and the Salome of 1510 

in the National Gallery (Salting bequest, No. 2493) 

form a perfectly homogeneous group of paintings 

executed under the direct influence of Giorgione 

before Sebastiano went to Rome, which he in all 

probability did in 1511. The so-called “ Fornar- 

ina ” of 1512 in the Uffizi (No. 1123), formerly 

ascribed to Raphael but undoubtedly by Sebas¬ 

tiano, resembles the present picture in pose and 

type, although the latter shows a decided modifi¬ 

cation brought about by Sebastiano’s contact with 

the currents of art in Rome. 

C. J. Ffoulkes, “ L’esposizione di arte veneta a 

Londra,” in Archivio storico dell arte, ser. ii, vol. i 

(1895), p. 254- 

H. F. Cook, in hes Arts, August, 1905, p. 6. 

P. D’Achiardi, op. cit., pp. 96-98. 

G. Bernardini, op. cit., p. 15. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, op. cit. 2nd ed. hi, 207, n. 1. 



PLATE XA 



SEBASTIANO DEL PIOMBO 
;SEDASTIANO LUCIANi, calltd rRA SEBASTIANO DEL PIOMBO) 

(VKNh.mN SiHWLl Born. mt /Wvf, * 4'* J . * \fu^Ur of the papal l*allt; hence his nickname 
. 4 Yov. * ^^7 -*■ / (W/. yt'"^ ' /■'jt/wAoZ’ 

^ (r?«iwr<r •V^t, .•* . • iiihlt3graphy:CrovYafuiCava/case//e,^*NorthItalian 
i I* jru. I// tt, 3IO-36I; 2«^ W, 203- 

ne raffiA- m ‘v 153. 
1 , . . * /, r - K#ft» Pjyeic/uari/i^*^Sehaftianoile/Piomho'*\RomeyigoB). 

the Uf^'he ;ir*<rA *' />•»•>>« G. Bemarfiini^ ^'Sehattiano del Piomho** [Bergamo, 
a* a Litih^- .' ^ .^AVzV^w 1909). 

140. P(>R ; KAIT OF A LADY B' ■ ' '. : • ■• ' i.rrv! hdy in blue dress cut square at the neck with a 

iwtf'-^ '^ ■•< ■• '■'':ng :n front, and whiteundcrrsleeves. She holds in 

'Psp-.i, /1 ;■ • . y^(j m.) 

Donghtv >t. ' ' cO. 

Photo >. :ni-M ri • 

r~l—'K'- 

I L . , 
A w, It ' Ci, ■ >.. .V 

Vt«-U Uji: e ' ■•• ■' -Xn; 

we. ^ .■ 
itriV > •„ ■•.. _ •./ ,•. >1. ()* s* 

Vitt ir'ii." > ,• i'-^atbo, 

r>c, 1,..■- ' - -ji Ci»n 

' ■^'‘•11* 

.1 -1* •g-'i*' ■ .iJk 
tn'iitni f e ' 'ze.-ie . •-, “T'r,, » “J 

t'y - z ^/r..m 

i6^C'n.uJ.ui| f'. r J ■ iMYof 

thr picture ur.uj ■’ . ■•: ■ .» . : .’.“r nr»t 

exhibition oi t.Wu V!..u? -. -i , !f'-u*c 

(No. 149),when it >■» *• i-uwzi.i V,;,,,, 

(“» private genilcinir. • -.'i rw-z r rbi 

suburbs of Lontlou," Sir L t.. Ro*(r>.<. '. - iitr .jr ■ 
Journal, May, i88j. p • itii Ir iSyi «i •nit-ai 

Mr White's picture-. It wi •?» .'1 1 •> -' !.v 

Sir Francis Cook thrr-ugu *i<'»r t . 'i,; “ S: 

Exhibited at the New Galicrv V-r.. ,v. h thil.i- 

tion, 1894-95, *7** 

The identification of the sitter as Vittoria Colonna 
•nvoi be upheld. She is obviously but a model of 

;Ve artist's whom he has also portrayed in his 
vrloribcatiofi of St John Chrysostom,” in S. 

Oiovanni Crisostomo at Venice, which together 
with the present picture and the Salome of 1510 
in the National Gallery (Salting bequest, No. 249 3) 
form a perfectly homogeneous group of paintings 
executed under the direct influence of Giorgione 
before Sebastiano went to Rome, which he in all 
probability did in 1511. The so-called “Fornar- 
Ina ” of 1512 in the Uffiai (No. 1123), formerly 
ascribed to Raphael but undoubtedly by Sebas¬ 
tiano, resembles the present picture in pose and 
type, although the latter shows a decided modifi¬ 
cation brought about by Sebastiano’s contact with 
the currents of art in Rome. 
C, J. Ffoulkes, “ L'esposizione di arte veneta a 
l-o* drain jJrthniio storico deW arte, ser. ii, vol. i 

H. F. Cook, in £c/ Arts, August, 1905, p. 6. 
P. Achisrdi, .f. , it., pp. 96-98. 
G. BcfAtrii p. .</„ p. 1^. 

tio».r»<v' I • vii! su-Be,op.c'a. 2nded.iii,zo7,n. 











SEBASTIANO DEL PIOMBO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

141. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLE- 
MAN .c-«. ■(, ^ I . L^Cf Nearly three-quarter length of a figure of a man of dark complexion and 

with black hair and beard, showing a few grey hairs; he wears a black 

cloak over an under-habit of dark green silk; at the throat and round the 

wrist a little of his white shirt is seen. He rests his right hand, which holds 

a book with purple cover, on a table covered with a red-patterned cloth, on which 

another similar book is lying. To the left is a curtain of olive green-patterned silk. 

Greenish brown background. 

CaOTar, 45I in. by 3 5-J in. (i'i6 m. by o'Sg m.) K Uwi q-^, 1 |tw.t '> 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 7. 

Photo Anderson 18478. This has traditionally been described as 

a portrait of Alfonso I of Este, Duke 

of Ferrara, yet the features do not re¬ 

semble his as seen e.g. in the authentic 

likeness of this Prince in the Palazzo Pitti (No. 311, 

copy after Titian). It has been suggested that 

the same person is represented in the Madrid 

(44a 1. ^ j. c RAiV-'.--- 

" ' E. 

portrait by Titian which probably is a likeness of 

Ercole II of Este, but the present person appears 

to be rather a scholar than a prince. The style is 

closely akin to that of Sebastiano del Piombo, but 

the quality of the picture seems inferior to his. 

(I am disposed to accept this as a genuine work of 

Sebastiano del Piombo.—H.C.) 
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I (^^3 ' ■ 

TITIAN 
(TIZIANO VECELLIO) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Pieve di Cadore^ as is generally 

assumed,in 1477, but perhaps rather in 1489; 

^died at Venice on August 27, 1576. Studied 

fir St, for short periods, under Sebastiano Zuccato 

and Gentile Bellini; subsequently pupil of Giovanni 

Bellini and influenced by Giorgione. Active principally 

at Venice and also for shorter periods at Padua, 

Vicenza, Rome and Augsburg. 

Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ The Life 

and Times of Titian” {London, 1881). 

Morelli, “ Italian Painters,” i, 306-3 11; ii, 56-61, 

228-235. 

Sir C. Phillips, “ The Earlier Work of Titian,”London, 

1897. “ The Later Work of Titian,” London, 1898. 

{The Portfolio Monographs, Nos. 34 and 37.) 

B. Berenson, “ Venetian Painters,” pp. 140-145. 

G. Gronau, '■'■Tizians Geburtsjahr,” in Repertorium 

fur Kunstwissenschaft,” xxiv (1901), 457-62. 

Idem, “ Titian f London, 1904. 

O. Fischel, “ Tizian” {Klassiker der Kunst, III), 

Stuttgart and Leipzig, 1907. 

C. Ricketts, “ Titian,” London, 1910. 

H. F. Cook, “ Reviews and Appreciations” {London, 

1912),//. 45-95. 

142. PORTRAIT OF LAURA DE’ 
P.„xxn DJAOTJ THREE-QUARTER length of a lady, wearing a blue robe over a white 

under-dress, and a yellow scarf across her shoulders. On her black hair is a 

yellow turban fastened by a clasp adorned with pearls. She rests her left 

hand on the shoulder of a negro page, who wears a striped tunic of many 

colours with green sash and holds in his right hand a pair of gloves. 

Dark background. 

Ca?ivas.^ 451 in. by 36 in. (i * i 5 m. by 0*912 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 14. 

Photo Anderson 18517. That this picture represents Laura de’ 

Dianti, the mistress, and later probably 

the wife of Alfonso I d’Este, Duke of 

Ferrara, has been proved by Prof. Carl 

Justi (“ Laura de’ Dianti ” in the Berlin Jahrbuch, 

XX [1899], 183-192). Vasari, (vii, 435), after 

having mentioned that Titian painted a portrait 

of Alfonso, states, “ Similmente ritrasse la signora 

Laura che fu poi moglie di quelduca: che e opera 

stupenda.” Mr Cook (“The True Portrait of 

Laura de’ Dianti by Titian,” in The Burlington 

Magazine, vu. [1905], 449-455, and Reviews and 

Appreciations, pp. 80-89) given convincing 

reasons for considering that the present picture 

is identical with that portrait of Laura. It has 

suffered terribly by bad varnishing, cleaning and 

ironing; but in certain passages, such as the right 

hand and sleeve of the lady, and the negro boy, 

the work of Titian’s hand seems still evident. The 

picture is accepted as his by Dr Fischel {op. cit., 

p. 45) and Mr Ricketts {op. cit., p. 70). Six old 

copies of this painting are known, one is in the 

Modena Gallery;^ another in the National 

Museum at Stockholm; a third in the Collection 

^ This copy bears on a jewelled string round the right sleeve the signature:—TICIANVS. As pointed out by 
Prof. Justi {loc. a/.,p. 185), this would seem to be copied from the original, but in the present picture the string 
is replaced by a gold chain, and there is no signature.—Since the above has been printed, the present writer has seen 
an article by Baron von Hadeln in the Miinchner Jahrbuch der bildenden Kunst, vi (1911), 65-71, in which it is con¬ 
tended that the Modena version is the original by Titian—a view in which it seems impossible to concur. 
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TITIAN 
(TJZIANO VECELUO) 

{VtNfiTIAN i.CHOOLJ Bt^RN Tinn '.'♦A*-/. it-jfrur^sJ/j 
y '» ' ^•yJ jV rf^rr m 14'iv. 

•' V : I^t>: !4imW 
:: K ‘imrtf' njr 

tTV 7?, ^ 

^r-^- if; ( fraiClp0Uj 

f .r . • MW .«% «i f‘0Jiut, 

■£»'« iv.-” I - TTkr lift 
l!***). 

' ;t'A- jt n: 56-61, 

&rC. P/atlifi,“The Barikr IPorkofTitiatt," 

1897. “ Tlif Ltttrr (i’tri of Titian" handon, i8g8. 

(TSi Ptrfolio Monograflu, Not. %i,^nd 37.) 

fi. Btrtnton, “ Finetian Painteri," fp. 140-145. 

G. Gronaii,‘‘Tizjant GihuHsjahr" in^'Rtpertoram 

fkr Kunstwitsenschaf " Jrxro (1901), 457-62. 

Idem, “ Titian,'" London,. 1904. , '• 

O. Fitchel, “ Titian” ’ {Klassiker der Kunst, III), 

Stuttgart and Leipz^, 1907." 1 ■ 
C. Ricketts, “ Titian,” London, 1910. 

H. F. Cook, “ Reviews and Appreciations” {London, 

1912),/7». 45-95. 
-IV * 

inV i«>HTKAITOF LAURA E)E’ 
^ UKNTI ■ • •■"7' 

'X . * ‘ 
L iil- ‘ii- ^RTFR length of a lady, wearing a blue robe over a white 

u.-*! » ydlow scarf across her shoulders. On her black hair is a 

-■T*'*, kneaed by a clasp adorned with pearls. She rests her left 

_ ^ of a negro page, who wears a striked tunic of many 

-if ' ' ■ ; : • '-?-ysitI hi. id« ip'his right hand a pair of gloves. 
V-': ■ 

s j e Os »h- -> ^ I,.**, by o'9i 2 m.) v . • ' 
l5^ghty HiKuic, 1. ;4»j* lioiitfy, No. r 4.. 

Photo ,'\ttdcrsoR 

f I 'Hat tbil pienm npeearflu Laura de’ Appreciations, pp. 80-89) has given convincing 

I Dranti,th<;.»mrr»'s»'id&tcrmobably reasons for considering that the present picture 

' ' • *.1’® '*'d* Attonac I PEsterUukeof is identical with that portrait oLLaura. It has 

JL Ferrara, baa Sean pfoved by Prof Carl suffered terribly by bad varnishing, cleaning and 

Jnui ■(;' Laura d*' Diatitl ** in the Berlin JaMuch, ironing; but in certain passages, such as the right 

•®3't9*)- V***r',,(»ii, 45j), ifter^ hand and sleeve of the lady, and the negro boy, 
baving- mentiaoed rbtt TRitn pain te<I a portrait the work of Titian’s hand seems still eVident. The 

of Alfonso, states, ” Sioiilmente ritra>t« la signora picture is accepted as his by Dr Fis'chel (op. cit., 

Laura che fu poi moglie di quelduca: che i opera p. 45) and Mr Ricketts (op. cit., p. 70). Six old 

ttupeoda." Mr Cook f“The True Portrait of copies of this painting are known, one is in the 

Laura de* Diantf by Titian,-" in T4r Burlington Modena Gallery;* another in the National 

Magazine, vii [1905], 449'455> »nd Reviews and Museum at Stockholm; a third in the Collection 

‘ This copy bears on a jcnrtled serine round the right sleeve the signature:—TICIANVS. As pointed oui by 
Prof. Justi (be. at., p. 185), this would seem to be copied from the original, but in the present picture the string 
is replued by a gold chain, and thffe is no signature.—Since the above has been printed, the present writer has seen 
an article by Baron von Hadeln in the MUnehner JahrkusM der hidnden AMiiri,vi(i91l), 65-71, in which it is con- 
taodsd that the Modena versioo b the original by Titjao—a view in which it seems impossible to concur. 
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the Borghese Gallery at Rome; a fifth is, or was, Prince Odescalchi, until sold to Philippe d’ 

in the collection of Conte Luigi Sernagiotto in Orleans in 1721 and sent to Paris. Here it is re- 

Venice, and a sixth was sold in April, 1899, at a corded as UEsclavonne, the title of La ‘Bella 

The history of the present picture is traced by Mr Rome. For seventy years it enjoyed a rest, but its 

“Painted by Titian for Alfonso d’Este^ about lery was dispersed, and in 1792 it was sold to the 

1523, it was engraved by Sadder in Venice^ and banker Walkner in Brussels, and thence passed to 

copied by Lodovico Carracci before it left the Laborde de Mereville. He sold it in turn to the 

Este family in 1599.^ In that year, Cesare d’Este Earl of Suffolk,® and in 1824 it belonged to a Mr 

sent it as a present to Rudolph II at Prague, in Edward Gray, of Harringay House, Hornsey, ‘a 

whose possession it remained till his death and gentleman who possesses,’ says Buchanan, ‘one 

the subsequent sack of Prague by the Swedes in of the finest small collections of pictures,which is in 

1648. In 1648 Ridolfi describes it accurately in the country.’ When this collection was dispersed 

his ‘Meraviglie d’Arte,’*^ doubtless being ac- in 1839 it passed eventually into the possession of 

Queen Christina’s Gallery, next travelled to Rome, & Co. to the late Sir Francis Cook, and has re- 

when the ill-fated Queen removed thither in 1654, mained at Richmond ever since.” 

and after her death in 1689 passed through the 

^ Vasari. 
^ According to the inscription on the print. 
® Copy now in the Modena Gallery. 
* i. 209. 
® For all these incidents see the Nineteenth Century^ December 1904. [Article by Baron de Bildt on ‘Queen 
Christina’s Pictures.’] 
® See Buchanan’s ‘Memoirs.’ M. Yriarte states (‘Autour des Borgia,’ 1891, p. 122) it was then sold for 
52,000 francs. 



TITIANC?) 
143. PORTRAIT OF RANUCCIO 

FARNESE HALF-LENGTH of a boy in a red silk doublet with white lace round his 

neck, a black cloak with a white Maltese cross on his left shoulder. A 

sword is buckled round his waist and in his right hand he holds a glove. 

Dark background, inscribed to the right: 

TITIANVS 

•F 

Canvas, 34I in. by 28 in. (o'872 m. by o'yi m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 87. 

Photo Anderson 18518. JN this collection by 1885. Sir J. C. Robinson 

states in the May number of the Art Journal 

for that year (p. 136) that this picture “was 

brought to England a few years ago by an 

Italian gentleman from Naples.” Acquired 

through Sir George Donaldson for ,^600. 

Ranuccio Farnese, the son of Pier Luigi Farnese 

and grandson of Pope Paul III, was born in 

1530 and died as Archbishop of Milan and Car¬ 

dinal in 1565. When still a boy he received from 

his grandfather the rich Priory of San Giovanni 

dei Forlani at Venice, which after the suppres¬ 

sion of the Order of St John of the Templars had 

become the property of the Knights of Malta 

(G. Gronau, “ Zwei Tizianische Bildnisse der 

Berliner Galerie ” in the Berlin Jahrbuch, xxvii 

[1906], 4). That Ranuccio’s portrait was painted 

by Titian in 1542, when the young prince was 

studying at Padua, is certain [cf. Crowe and Ca- 

valcaselle, op. cit. ii, 76). Van Dyck saw this por¬ 

trait in the Farnese collection at Parma and made 

a rapid drawing of it, corresponding to this picture, 

in his sketch-book now at Chatsworth (seeL.Cust, 

A Description of the Sketch-book by Sir Anthony van 

Dyck, London, 1902, plate XXXIV). About 1610 

the picture is fully described in an inventory of the 

Farnese collection: “ Un quadro alto on. 8 largo 

br. I on 6. Ritratto di un giovinetto vestito di 

\l-h ly-.r 

rosso con sopra veste nera sopra della quale la croce 

di Cavaliere di Malta, tiene nella destra un guanto, 

di Tiziano ” (G. Campori, Racco/ta di cataloghi^ 

Modena 1870, p. 239).^ In the eighteenth cen¬ 

tury the Farnese pictures were removed to Naples, 

where most of them are still to be seen in the gal¬ 

lery; yet the portrait of Ranuccio Farnese is not 

there. Since the present picture, as already stated, 

comes from Naples, external evidence is rather in 

favour of its being identical with the above por¬ 

trait; the present writer is, however, like Dr Gro¬ 

nau and Dr Fischel (Tizian, p. 99) unable to see in 

it a work of Titian’s own hand; nor do its measures 

quite tally with those given in the Farnese inven¬ 

tory.* Mr Ricketts {op. cit.^ p. 107, n. i) thinks 

that it is “ doubtless from the studio of Titian ” 

and that “the major portions of the work suggest 

the hand of Orazio Vecellio, though the clothes 

have some of the quality of Titian’s painting.” 

A small copy of Titian’s work, inscribed at the back 

“ Salviati ” is in the Kaiser Friedrich-Museum at 

Berlin (No. 339A); another copy, of larger size, 

belongs to Signor Brauer, of Florence. 

(I cannot share any doubt as to the authenticity of 

this portrait; unfortunately its condition leaves 

much to be wished for, and this must explain its 

failure to command universal recognition.—H.C.) 

* As pointed out by Dr Gronau—who was the first to see that this description refers to the portrait of Ranuccio 

Farnese—there has obviously been left out a “ braccia uno ” in the statement of the height; inserting this, one 

comes to the approximate measures 33^ in. by 30J in. (0-84 m. by 078 m.) 

* The slovenly signature is obviously a forgery. 
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TITIAN 
(COPY AFTER) 

144. PORTRAIT OF A LADY COPY after “La Bella di Tiziano” in the Palazzo Pitti (No. 18), with vari¬ 

ations in the colouring, the bodice being yellow (instead of blue and gold) 

and the sleeves pink (instead of purple). p 

13 (q ( 

Camas., mounted on wood, 37-J- in. by 2 8|: in. (o'95 m. by o'y i6 m.) 

Doughty House, Staircase. 
[ r?-. 0(5 

17^ 

17I 



TITIAN 
(SCHOOL OF) 

SiiA I ^ 
-(u) 

145. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
SAINTS The Virgin (three-quarter length), in red robe and blue mantle, is seated, 

supporting with both hands the Child, who stands on her left knee, raising 

his right foot and holding an apple in his right hand. On each side of this 

group are seen the half-lengths of a female Saint in yellow robe (left) and 

St Jerome in red cloak. Below to the left appears the bust of the boy St John the 

Baptist, holding a scroll. 

Canvas, Z’]\ in. by 35J in. (o'6g6 m. by o’8g4 m.) 

Hyde Park Gardens. 

Photo Gray 31273. 

FEEBLE work mainly composed of plag- 

/ \ iarisms from Titian. The figure of St 

i \ Jerome is imitated from that in the 

-A V. “Madonna and Child with SS.Jerome, 
Stephen and George” in the Louvre (No. 1577); 

the Child from that in the “Madonna and Child 

with SS. Agnes and John the Baptist” in the 

^Compare also the picture No. I47 in this collection. 

same gallery (No. 1579); the Virgin, in a 

measure from the St Agnes in the last-men¬ 

tioned picture; St John from a favourite figure 

of Titian’s^ and the female Saint from the St 

Catherine in the “Madonna and Saints” in the 

Vatican Gallery. 
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FRANCESCO VECELLIO 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) The brother of Titian, born at Pieve di less studied than he deserves, 

Cadore, in which year is uncertain, and Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ The Life 

died there in 1559* dnfuenced by Titian; and Times of Titian f {London, passim. 

aSiive at Venice and Pieve di Cadore. H, F. Cook, '■^Notes on the Study of Titian,” in ^'■The 

Dedicated himself in his youthfor some time to soldiering Burlington Magazine,” x {London, 1906-07),/>. io8, 

and later in life chiefly to trading in corn and timber, and ^^Reviews and Appreciations,” pp. 92-95. 

A painter of considerable talent who has hitherto been 

146. ADORATION OF THE SHEP¬ 
HERDS The scene takes place in a landscape in front of a shed where the heads 

of the ass and the ox are seen. The Virgin and St Joseph are kneeling on 

the right adoring the Child, who is lying on the ground with a white cloth 

spread under him. The Virgin wears a red robe, blue mantle and white 

head-cloth, St Joseph a dark blue tunic and orange mantle. To the left are seen two 

shepherds in adoration. The one further from the spectator wears a white shirt and 

brown jacket with red sleeves; over his shoulder is thrown his water-bottle and his staff 

leans against his shoulder. The other shepherd is dressed in a white shirt, green jacket 

with darker sleeves and brown mantle lined with grey; at his feet on the ground his 

hat and staff. In the background two shepherds tending their flock; to the left a clump 

of trees. In the sky, among clouds, three angels in dark blue and brown tunics with 

scrolls in their hands inscribed: GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEO. Blue sky with clouds. 

Camas, 85|in. by byJin. (a'ly m. by 1-72 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. i 3. 

Photo Gray 29586. PAINTED for the church of San Giuseppe 

at Belluno, which was suppressed in i8o6. 

Belonged by 1817 to Stefano Ticozzi (see 

S. Ticozzi, Vite dei pittori Vecellj di Cadore, 

Milan, 1817, pp. 73-75). Seen by Crowe and 

Cavalcaselle {op. cit. ii, 482 sq.) in the Casa Ponte 

at Fonzaso, near Belluno. Subsequently brought 

to England and purchased by the late Sir William 

Farrer. Acquired for by Mr Herbert Cook 

at the Farrer sale (March 23, 1912, No. 67). 

Lanzi {Storia pittorica della Italia, Bassano, 1809, 

iii, 113) mentions among the works of Francesco 

Vecellio “una stupenda nativita di N. Signore a 

S. Giuseppe di Belluno tenuta sempre per opera 

insigne di Tiziano, finche il degnissimo Monsig. 

Doglioni ne ha scoperto per autentici documenti 

il suo vero autore. . . 

H. F. Cook, “Notes on the Study of Titian,” in 

The Burlington Magazine, x (1906-7), p. 108, and 

Reviews and Appreciations, pp. 93 sq. 

O. Fischel, Tizian, p. 205. 

The composition is derived from that of “The Ad¬ 

oration of the Shepherds,” ascribed to Giorgione, 

in the collection of Viscount Allendale in London. 

(As I accept the Allendale picture as an authentic 

Giorgione, the obvious derivation of the compo¬ 

sition of the present picture from Giorgione goes 

to prove how much FrancescoVecellio was depen¬ 

dent on him for ideas and gives a clue to his style 

elsewhere.—H.C.) 
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FRANCESCO 
VECELLIO 

147. MYSTIC MARRIAGE OF ST 
CATHERINE The Virgin, in red robe, dark green mantle and light greyish-green head- 

cloth, is seated in front of a red hanging, supporting the Infant Christ who, 

lightly draped in a white cloth, is putting a ring on the finger of St Cath¬ 

erine, who wears a brown robe over a white under-dress, and a green 

mantle; her left hand rests on the emblematical wheel. The little St John is seen to the 

left clad in a dark skin tunic. Dark background with architecture just visible. 

Ca?ivas^ 28| in. by 38 in. (0*71 3 m. by 0*963 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 6. 

Photo Gray 28990. This is one of the best of several ver¬ 

sions of the same composition; others 

are to be found in the collection 

of the heirs of Frau Johanna Reimer 

of Berlin,^ at Hampton Court (No. 638), in the 

Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge (No. 135), 

in the Harrach Gallery at Vienna, in the 

Provinzialmuseum at Bonn (the composition is 

reversed and the figure of St John missing) and in 

the Ambrosiana at Milan (Sala E; a poor copy). 

Mr Cook {Reviews and Appreciations^ p. 95, n. i) 

ascribes the present painting to Francesco Vecel- 

lio ; and a comparison with the preceding picture 

certainly reveals a considerable resemblance be¬ 

tween the figures of the Virgin and the Child in 

both works, while the device of throwing St 

Catherine’s face in shadow recalls that used in the 

figure of one of the shepherds. The drawing of 

St Catherine’s left hand is moreover very similar 

to that of the Virgin’s in the “Nativity.” 

’ Reproduced in Fischel, Tizian^ p. 204, and stated p. 242, to come from the Casa Muselli at Verona. In the 

inventory of the Muselli pictures, made in 1662, we find in fact, “Una Madonna che tiene un Bambino rivolto 

verso S. Caterina con la ruota in atto di porle I’anello in dito, si vede nella detta Santa una modestia e river- 

enza inesplicabile; dalF altra parte v’e S. Giovanni Bambino, ch’^ di came, mezze figure, sbagliano poco del 

naturale, di Titiano" (G. Campori, Raccolta di cataloging Modena, 1870, p. 178 sql). What special claims the Berlin 

picture has to be identical with the one formerly in the Muselli collection is not known. 
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LORENZO LOTTO 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Vtmce, of BergamanjUf-parentagt, coPsidtrubU taltnl, he has produced many -wvks if 

about 1480; died at Loreto between Sept. 18, high merit, and often curiously modern in conception 
1556, and July 1, 1557. Pupil ptydtably of (this being especially true of a number of portraits); 
Alvise Vivarini; injluenced-by Giovanni Bel- but he lacks sure taste and a fetl 'aigfoi artisti?e;conp- 

lini, Raphael, Palma and Titian. His life may be my, and is, therefore, frequeHtlyajfeeted, exaggerated 
described as a restless wandering from city to city, andsloosenly in iuiexecution. 
occasionally passed at Venice, then at Bergamo or Trr- Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ North Itab- 
viso or Rome or somewhere'in the Marches. B'ai umPainters," isted.ii,4.g4-q2^;indc‘i.iii,^i)i-^-ji. j j 
nature of great sensitiveness and orginalsty. .sin/Wm'b B. Berenson," Lorenzo Lotto,” (Lnndon, iifoq). i 

148. THE YOUNG CHRIST ii! 
PlatiXXIU Bust <<!' the vounj' f i..r- . :h .-« h Kn-'va hair, dressed in dark crimsqn tunic 

v.nh {ifn-nKnt.i' ,■> v i - rccf rAtmJ ihc neck,and deep purple mantle, 

itl'k i*3< !• i.TK.tTKl 

. , I’?- ;ii. ‘y Aj In, .. 1 > . ' ■ 

UuiiijMtv Hi"r’fi.olinig kci i'ii. '.v . . 

Photo Andet'iin 18398 
» 

HE frame, in which.orn*m«ti i’ *— 
der» cut from an Italian lUurr.i-ia.r ' 
manuscript are inserted,is one ot tbc'c 
designed and arranged by the Abliatf 

Celotti, an Italian amateur, who, in the early part 
of this century, brought to this country an impor¬ 
tant collection of illuminations and manuscripts.” 
(J. C. Robinson, Memoranda, p. 17). 
■Acquired by Sir J. C. Robinson from the Monte di 
Piet.', at Rime in i860. In this collection by 1868 
[dia No. : t\, • 

Kat ibliritar the British Institution, i863,No. 51. 
Eshil'-.terl 4tI.eed4,National Exhibition of Works 
of .Art, 1868, No. 41. 
Kihibited at the New Gallery, Venetian Exhibi¬ 
tion, 1894-5, No. 135. 
hahibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 
Winter Exhibition, 1902, No. 9. 
This picture was formerly ascribed to Cima, with 
whose style it has, however, little in common. 
Mr Berenson {Tb. St-Jr ind Ci 'stscism of lialwn 
Art, i, 108 17 • ii-i-'suvelv ascribes it to some 
Kle-n 'sh ivmt " > , • at Vuiice in the last years 

, ■ . iniithenanieofjacopode' 
■ „• 'te !*.« coupled with it [Cook, in 

' m.l 

Lc .dr;,. August, 1905, pp. 6, 8). There is an 
nadoi'bted suggestion of-transalpine art in the 
ganeral' system of design, while the impressive 
Hieratic full-face presentment and the solemn eX- 
pres.ion recall Durer's self-portrait at Munich 
(although the present writer cannot find that the 
features resemble Durer’s, at some have thought). 
Now this affinity with Northern art is not an uo- 
coiTimon feature in picture.s by the young Lorenzo 
Lotto—a name first mentioned in conneiifin with 
this painting by Prof. Ar V'cnturi—and‘it would 
seem that several details indicate that this is^on 
early work by that artist. .Among these points we 
may note the delicate drawing of she mouth; the 
keen penetrating glance (to be found in nearly all 
of-Lbtto’s early portraits, many of whitbi be it 
noted, have been aKribcd to Jacopo de' Barhari); 
the shape of the lace wiihtheheavy chin (compare 
the face of St Vitus in the Recanati aliai-piece of 
1308, where the treatment of the hair is altO simi¬ 
lar); the distribution of h ghs and siiodc on the face 
(compare that of St fatherio* .n ihe " .Madonna" 
belonging to C.ount Pn-h iV'Xi, at Cracow;, etc. 
The scheme rojour .» .dao vc-y chaiacteristir 
of Lott'.' 

iV'- 
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LORENZO LOTTO 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Venice, of Bergamasque parentage, considerable talent, he has produced many •works of 

about 1480; died at Loreto between Sept. 18, high merit, and often curiously modern in conception 

and July i, 1557. Pupil probably of {this being especially true of a number of portraits); 

Alvise Vivarmi; influenced by Giovanni Bel- but he lacks sure taste and a feeling for artistic econo- 

lini, Raphael, Palma and Titian. His life may be my, and is, therefore, frequently affected, exaggerated 

described as a restless wandering from city to city, and slovenly in his execution. 

occasionally passed at Venice, then at Bergamo or Tre- Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle, “ North Ital- 

viso or Rome or somewhere in the Marches. With a ianPainters," isted.ii,\'q\-^io,;inded.iii,ic)\-\T,^. 

nature of great sensitiveness and originality, and with B. Berenson, '‘Lorenzo Lotto f {London, 1905). 

148. THE YOUNG CHRIST 
Plate XXIII. Bust of the young Christ with rich brown hair, dressed in dark crimson tunic 

with an ornamental gold border round the neck, and deep purple mantle. 

Dark background. 

Panel, lof in. by in. (o'26 m. by o'2o6 m.) 

Doughty House, Smoking Room, No. 23. 

Photo Anderson 18398 (Barbari). 

frame, in which ornamental bor- 

I ders cut from an Italian illuminated 

I manuscriptareinsertedjis one of those 

X- designed and arranged by the Abbate 

Celotti, an Italian amateur, who, in the early part 

of this century, brought to this country an impor¬ 

tant collection of illuminations and manuscripts.” 

(J. C. Kohinson, Memorani/a, p. 17). 

Acquired by Sir J. C. Robinson from the Monte di 

Pieta at Rome in 1860. In this collection by 1868 

No. 15). 
Exhibited at the British Institution, 1863,No. 51. 

Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of Works 

of Art, 1868, No. 41. 

Exhibited at the New Gallery, Venetian Exhibi¬ 

tion, 1894-5, No. 135. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Winter Exhibition, 1902, No. 9. 

Xfiis picture was formerly ascribed to Cima, with 

whose style it has, however, little in common. 

Mr Berenson [The Study and Criticism of Italian 

Art, i, 108 sq.) tentatively ascribes it to some 

Flemish painter, active at Venice in the last years 

of the fifteenth century; andthenameof Jacopode’ 

Barbari has also been coupled with it (Cook, in 

Les Arts, August, 1905, pp. 6, 8). There is an 

undoubted suggestion of transalpine art in the 

general system of design, while the impressive 

hieratic full-face presentment and the solemn ex¬ 

pression recall Diirer’s self-portrait at Munich 

(although the present writer cannot find that the 

features resemble Diirer’s, as some have thought). 

Now this affinity with Northern art is not an un¬ 

common feature in pictures by the young Lorenzo 

Lotto—a name first mentioned in connexion with 

this painting by Prof. A. Venturi—and it would 

seem that several details indicate that this is an 

early work by that artist. Among these points we 

may note the delicate drawing of the mouth; the 

keen penetrating glance (to be found in nearly all 

of Lotto’s early portraits, many of which, be it 

noted, have been ascribed to Jacopo de’ Barbari); 

the shape of the face with the heavy chin (compare 

the face of St Vitus in the Recanati altar-piece of 

1508, where the treatment of the hair is also simi¬ 

lar) ; the distribution of light and shade on the face 

(compare that of St Catherine in the “ Madonna ” 

belonging to Count Puslowski, at Cracow), etc. 

The scheme of colour is also very characteristic 

of Lotto. 
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ROCCO MARCONI 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Venkeof Bergamasqueparentage;Jirst 

mentioned 1504; died shortly before May i 3, 

11529. Active at Venice. Pupil of Giovanni 

Bellini; influenced by Giorgione., Palma Vecchio 

and Titian. An interesting artist who has so far been 

but little studied. His art is no doubt mainly derivative., 

although his early works show a very personal and at- 

tractive., blond scheme of colour ; they also charm by 

delicate feeling and flne design. In his later works he 

becomes more commonplace in conception and adopts, in 

unsuccessful imitation of Titian, a rather hot colouring. 

Bibliography: B. Berenson, '"'‘The Study and Criticism 

of Italian Art f i {London, 1901), 126-128. 

Idem, '"'‘Venetian Paintersfl p. 127. 

G. Ludwig, '■'■Archivalische Beitrdge zur Geschichte 

der venezianischen Malereifl in ‘‘'"Jahrbuch der 

koniglich preussischen Kunstsammlungenfl vol. xxvi, 

Beiheft {Berlin, 1905). 

149. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin, who wears a scarlet robe, a dark blue mantle with gold border 

and a white kerchief, is seated behind a parapet of red marble, supporting 

the Child, who sits on her lap. The figures are relieved against a scarlet 

hanging, to the left of which a landscape, in dull green tones, is seen. 

Panel., 36 in. by 2']\ in. (o'gia m. by o'688 m.) 

On the parapet, the signature:— 

lOANNES BELLINVS. 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 74. 

Photo Gray 29013. The composition is based on a picture 

by Giovanni Bellini now in the Metro¬ 

politan Museum of Art at New York. 

Another variant of it is seen in a signed 

painting by Basaiti in the Harrach Gallery at 

Vienna (No. 370). 

The present picture has been ascribed by Mr 

Berenson [Venetian Painters, p. 127) to Rocco 

Marconi, and a comparison with authentic works 

by this artist leaves little room for doubt as to the 

correctness of this attribution. The slight cast in 

the eyes of the Virgin, the drawing of both the 

mouths, and the landscape offer points of contact 

with Marconi’s style in general; the type of the 

Child recalls that in Marconi’s Bellinesque “Ma¬ 

donna” in the Strassburg Gallery, although the 

present picture belongs to a more advanced stage 

of the artist’s career, and both in general style of 

design and details resembles the “ Adulteress 

before Christ” in the Palazzo Reale at Venice. 

Whether the signature was put on by Marconi or 

later cannot well be determined. It may be noted 

that the second L is taller as usually found in 

genuine signatures of Bellini. 

(Illustrated together with No. 134). 
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ROCCO MARCONI 
150. THE ADULTERESS BEEORE 

CHRIST IN the centre of the composition stands Christ in a red tunic and blue mantle, with 

green lining shot with red. He is addressing a Pharisee, who stands to his right, 

dressed in white shirt, green tunic, red mantle and cap. The Adulteress, in a gold 

and red robe and yellow mantle, is seen to the left of Christ with her hands tied; 

behind her stands a man in dark tunic and pale pink mantle, placing his right hand on 

her shoulder. Nine other figures surround this group. Behind them, to the left, is seen 

a marble edifice, and to the right, a group of trees with dark foliage intercepting the 

view of the blue sky. Signed above, on a cartellino affixed to a column: 

-\ 

rco cHv s 
marchoniv^ 

L- -J 
Canvas, 46^ in. by 6o| in. (I'l 7 m. by i'545 m.) IWv, stJu , icTi. is«.j 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 25. 

Photo Gray 28998. 

TL FAVOURITE subject of Marconi’s, of Titian’s scheme such as we find in Marconi’s 

/ \ although many versions of it which “Christ and Two Apostles” in SS. Giovanni e 

f \ go under his name are merely imita- Paolo at Venice. As a signed example, the present 

JL \. tions. In composition, this picture picture is a documentofsomevalueindetermining 

recalls the “ Adulteress ” in the Palazzo Reale at Marconi’s style. 

Venice, but the colouring shows a closer adoption B. Berenson, Venetian Painters, p. 127. 
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PORDENONEC?) 
(GIOVANNI ANTONIO DA PORDENONE; also styled “ DE CORTICELLIS,” 

“SACCHIENSIS,” or “DE SACCHIS”) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born Pordemm in 1483; buried at Per- ist of high gifts; his invention is rich and bold and he 

rara on January 14, 1539. Trained perhaps can at times he truly noble and monumental or delight- 

first under Gian Francesco da Tolmezzo; later fully picturesque and poetical; his colouring is as a rule 

in all probability assistant to Pellegrino da San of great beauty; but he remains essentially provincial in 

Daniele; influenced by Giorgione, Palma, Titian, and his lack of finer discernment and only too often loses 

Michelangelo. Active all over the Friuli, at Conegli- himself in an empty and high-sounding rhetoric, 

ano, Treviso, Mantua, Cremona, Piacenza, Genoa, Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle,“North Italian 

Venice and Ferrara. Pordenone is undoubtedly an art- Painters," 1st ed. ii, 238-293; 2nd ed. iit, 132-184. 

THE EXPULSION EROM 
PARADISE 

DAM and Eve are being driven out of Paradise by an angel in white, pink 

and blue, with purple wings, appearing in an orange-coloured cloud and 

relieved against a yellow glory. A white column to the left indicates the 

gate of Paradise. The vegetation is painted in dark green tones; blue 

mountains in the distance. On the base of the column the remains of a signature : 

. . TONIVS PORDENONE. 

Cativas, 25 in. by 33I in. (o’635 m. by 0'845 m.) 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29590. 

'T^URCHASED bv MrHerbertCookinigoS whether this picture is quite bold and strong 

P for ^2^0 from Signor Italico Brass in Ven¬ 

ice. Although distinctly akin to the style 

of Pordenone, it seems somewhat doubtful 

enough for the master himself. Several small paint¬ 

ings of this character, traditionally ascribed to 

Pordenone, are known. 
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SAVOLDO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(GIOVANNI GIROLAMO SAVOLDO) 

(BRESCIAN-VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Brescia; first mentioned in 1508 his fine sense of the beauty of landscape he often infuses 

•when he -was staying at Florence; still living a fascinating though perhaps some'what melodramatic 

at an advanced age m 15 48. Active principal- romanticism into his subjects. His style of design is noble, 

ly at Venice. Under the infiuence of Giorgione if at times verging on the academic, 

and Titian he developed a style •which is strongly mark- Bibliography : Cro'we and Cavalcaselle, “ North 

ed by a curious individuality. He favours t^wilight Italian Painters," 1st ed. ii, 418-430; 2nd ed. Hi, 

effects and •with the mysterious glow of his colours and 308-319. 

152. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
THE YOUNG ST JOHN The Virgin, who wears a red robe, a green-blue mantle lined with pale pink 

and a white head-cloth, is seated behind a parapet of grey-brown marble. 

She supports with her left hand the Infant Christ, who, partly enveloped 

in a white wrap, sits on her knee, and tries to catch a dragon-fly. With 

her right hand, the Virgin grasps the arm of St John, who wears a light green tunic. 

The figures are relieved against a dark red curtain and a dark background. Reddish- 

brown flesh tints. 

Pa?ielj 29^ in. by 24in. (0*738 m. by 0*608 m.) v?'f)£v 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 48. 

Photo Anderson 18437. Formerly in the collection of Sir Thomas 

Baring (sold at Christie’s, June 2, 1848). 

In this collection by 1868 (J. C. Robin¬ 

son, Memoranda.^ No. 17). 

Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of Works 

of Art, No. 44. 

Traditionally ascribed to Giorgione and by Mr 

Berenson {Venetian Painters,, p. 123) to Polidoro da 

Lanciano. The hot, glowing colours seem, how¬ 

ever, distinctly akin to Savoldo, although the pic¬ 

ture is clearly not by that master. We find a simi¬ 

lar scheme of colour and design of drapery in a 

“ Sacra Conversazione ” in the Doria Gallery at 

Rome (No. 382, ascribed to Titian) and the 

“Adoration of the Shepherds” in the National Gal¬ 

lery (No. 1377) is also a kindred work (compare 

the almost identical drawing of the Infant Christ, 

the distribution of light and shade and the folds of 

drapery). Dr Ludwig has with some probability 

attributed this last picture to Giovanni (Zuane) da 

Brescia, the author of the Savoldesque shutters of 

the organ of San Michele di Murano (1526); and 

it seems quite likely that both the present picture 

and that in the Doria Gallery are by the same artist, 

who was settled in Venice by 1512 and died there 

in 1531 (see Ludwig, “ Archivalische Beitrage ” 

in the Btvlmjahrbuch, xxvi [1905], Supplement, 

pp. 112-117). Another possible candidate for the 

authorship of these works is Nadalino da Murano, 

to whose art, containing elements derived both 

from Titian and from Savoldo, attention has 

recently been drawn by Baron von Hadeln (in 

ZeitschriftfurbildendeKunst,, ser.ii,vol. xxiv [i 912- 

■3] p-163 
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ROMANINO 
(GIROLAMO ROMANINO) 

(BRESCIAN SCHOOL) Born at Bresda about 148 5 and died there, it vulgarity in the conception a/id perfunctory execution, 

is said, in 1566; lived chiejiy at Brescia, hut Bibliography: Crowe and Cavalcaselle,“NorthItalian 

active also in Padua and Cremona. Developed Painters,” 1st ed. ii, 367-395 ; inded. Hi, 259-285. 

his style under the infuence of the Venetian Morelli, “Italian Painters,” i, 283 sq. 

masters. Romanino was highly gifted as a colourist, B.Berenson,“Northltalian Painters f pp. 
but the value of his creations is often spoiled by a certain 

153. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin is seated on a stone bench in a room with dark walls. She wears 

a dark tunic, showing a narrow edge of lace round her neck and wrists, 

and a bright scarlet mantle; her auburn hair is falling loose over her 

shoulders. She holds with both hands the Infant Christ who lies across her 

lap, wrapped in a light green semi-transparent covering. Behind the Virgin is a dark 

purple hanging with narrow red borders. Through a window to the right is seen a 

mountainous landscape in green and blue tones. 

Panel., 26 j in. by i 8| in. (0-675 ni. by o 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29589. 

URCHASED by Mr Herbert Cook at 
Stockholm in 191 i. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Early Venetian Exhibition, 1912, No. 44 

(No. 5 2 and plate XL in the Illustrated Catalogue). 

This picture has been ascribed to the artist known 

as the Pseudo-Boccaccino (recentlyidentified with 

one Giovanni Agostino da Lodi) ; and there is 

certainly some justification for such an attribution 

in the combination here displayed of features 

reminiscentofLeonardo (e.g. the type of theChild) 

with purely Venetian elements of style. The other 

detailed analogies with the Pseudo-Boccaccino’s 

style which have been found in this work seem, 

however, to be quite superficial; and the artist 

appears to belong to a later generation than the 

Pseudo-Boccaccino, whose usual tightness and 

hardness are not found here. In the opinion of the 

present writer, this is a very early work by 

Romanino; the landscape in soft greenish-blue 

tones, the treatment of the hair (so different from 

■475 m.) 

the Pseudo-Boccaccino’s wiry curls), the angular 

draperies and the form of the Child offer points of 

close resemblance, for instance with the “ Holy 

Family with Donors,” by Romanino belonging to 

Mr Robert Benson; the somewhat common type 

of the Virgin is also akin to that which theBrescian 

artist uses by preference; the drawing of her left 

hand, with the short thumb, will be found paralleled 

in Romanino’s “Madonna” in the Brera Gallery 

(No. 98); and the fiery red colour of her mantle is 

a tint often occurringin Romanino’spictures. Nor 

would an influence from Leonardo be surprising 

in a work by the young Romanino. If the attribu¬ 

tion to this artist be accepted, the picture gains a 

great interest as showing him in an unsuspected 

early phase,closely imitatingGiorgione;thefigure 

of the Virgin is a mere paraphrase of the one in 

the Castelfranco altar-piece. Certain features in the 

design of the drapery suggest a Flemish influence. 

(I am inclined to accept the view which Dr 

Borenius here puts forward.—H.C.) 
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ROMANINO 
154. MYSTIC MARRIAGE OF 

ST CATHERINE The Virgin, who wears a pale pink robe, an ample mantle of white satin, 

a white head-cloth and transparent veil, is supporting the Infant Christ, 

who stands on her knee, placing a ring on the finger of St Catherine. The 

Saint wears a brown dress with green sleeves and silver embroidery. Her 

crown, a fragment of the emblematical wheel and a sword are lying by her on the ground. 

On the same side in the shadow of a ruined building stands St Lawrence, in a deacon’s 

dress; his attribute the gridiron is leaning against the wall of the edifice. To the right 

kneels an aged woman in brown dress with grey hood, and white head-cloth; by her 
stands St Ursula, in scarlet robe showing a white under-dress at the neck, and green 

blue mantle, holding a white banner with a red cross. Brown middle distance, with a 

river spanned by a bridge; further back, a city at the foot of a steep hill, on the summit 
of which are more buildings; the whole in grey and green-blue tones. Here and there, 

darker clumps of trees. Blue sky with purple clouds. , ^ . 

605 in. by 8 i| in. (i'524 m. by 2'o63 m.) L c 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 18. ...1 
Photo Gray 28994. CROWE AND CAVALCASELLE increased by graceful slenderness of shape and 

mention this picture in 1871 as being in comeliness of face in the Virgin, whose senti- 

theErizzo-Maffei Collection at Brescia, mental elegance recalls the Raphaelesques and 

They date it about 1530, and remark revives in Parmigianino. Were it not for the un- 

on it as follows:— wieldy size and strength of the boy Redeemer, 

“ Here especially we admire the cleverness with whose stature is not in keeping with that of His 

which flesh of extraordinary brilliance is worked mother, this would be a masterpiece of setting and 

up from verdegris shadow through purple grey to drawing as well as of colouring and technical 

a penetrant rosy light; and vestment tints are har- handling.” [North Italian Painters, ist ed. ii, 389; 

monized in the richest shades. The charm is 2nd ed. iii, 278 sg.). 
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ROMANINO (?) 
155. THE TRIUMPH OF CT;SAR CiESAR is seated on a triumphal car, on the steps of which are seen several 

captives. Soldiers bearing spoils follow and precede the car; many of the 

spoils are decorated with laurels; at the head of the procession to the right 

is seen an elephant on which a boy is seated holding a laurel-branch. In 

the background to the right a walled town. The colouring is very rich, reds, oranges 

and blues being the predominant notes. 

f!-. _r 

, t,-'; '■ ' ■ ' 
\(i I - ' c- 

i- r ‘ - ' ■ 

Panel, 2 yf in. by 5 yf in. (o’yo3 m. by i '464 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 66. 

Photo Anderson 18436 (Giorgione). Belonged by 1839 to Lord Northwlck 

who lent this picture in that year to the ex¬ 

hibition of Old Masters at the British In¬ 

stitution (No. 139). Bought for ;C37 i6s. 

at the North wick, sale, August 19, 1859 (No. 1575) 
by the Rev. Cosmo Owen of Cheltenham; sub¬ 

sequently in the possession of Mr H. D. Owen and 

lent by him to the National Exhibition of Works 

of Art at Leeds, 1868 (No. 55). Soon afterwards 

it passed into the Richmond Gallery. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Win¬ 

ter Exhibition, 1905, No. 35. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle (North Italian Painters^ ist 

ed. ii, 161; 2nd ed. iii, 45) point out that a pic¬ 

ture by the same hand, representing Caesar receiv¬ 

ing the head of Pompey, is in the collection of 

Lord Darnley at Cobham Hall; the pictures are of 

the same height, and Crowe and Cavalcaselle there¬ 

fore suggest that they may have adorned some 

cassone. Owing to the great width of the Cobham 

Hall painting (8 ft. 9 in.) it seems, however, more 

likely assuggestedby Mr Herbert Cook (“Notizie 

di Londra” in L'Arte, ix [1906], 145) that they 

formed part of a series of decorative panels around 

a room. 

At the British Institution, the present picture was 

exhibited under the name of Giorgione ; it was 

subsequently ascribed to Mantegna and figures 

under that heading in Hours in the Pictuj-e Gallery 

at Thirlestane House (Cheltenham, 1846), p. 15, ^ 

Catalogue of the Pictures in the Galleries of Thirlestane 

House (Cheltenham, 1856), No. 98, the North wick 

sale catalogue and the Leeds exhibition catalogue. 

Waagen {Treasuresf\\[, 201), after observing that 

the picture is dependent on Mantegna’s “Triumph 

of C$sar,” gives it to some Venetian artist not 

known to him. Crowe and Cavalcaselle remark on 

the picture at Cobham Hall—“It is a spirited decor¬ 

ative work with something of Pordenone and a 

breath of Florentinefeeling that might suggest the 

hand of Morto da Feltre”; yet they think it may 

be the work of Giovanni Battista Grassi, a Friulan 

artist, since the treatment recalls to them Lord 

Lansdowne’s “Rustic Concert,” which they are 

inclined to ascribe to Grassi—a picture now com¬ 

monly and probably rightly held to be by Palma. 

A tentative attribution to Pordenone has been pro¬ 

posed by Sir Claude Phillips (vide Daily Telegraphy 

November 29, 1905). 

To the present writer it seems that the free and 

sweeping brushwork, the delight in gay costumes, 

the types and the tendency to present the faces in 

foreshortening recall Romanino’s style although 

it must perhaps be left undecided whether this is 

a work by the master himself, or a production of 

his bottega. 
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ROMANINO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

156. MADONNAAND CHILD WITH 
SS. JAMES THE ELDER AND 
JEROME The Virgin is seated on a marble throne in front of an olive green circular 

tent with rounded brown top and yellow stripes. She wears a crimson 

robe (which round the neck has a gold border set with pearls) a blue 

mantle with gold borders and a green lining, showing purple refledions, 

a white head-cloth and a white transparent veil. She supports with both hands the 

Infant Christ, partly enveloping him in a transparent white veil. The Child grasps with 

his left hand a book held by St Jerome, who is draped in a white mantle, and holds a 

stone in his left hand; by him his lion is lying on the floor. St James, in green tunic 

and orange mantle, holds a pilgrim’s staff in his right hand and a black pilgrim’s hat 

in his left. His complexion is much darker than that of St Jerome. The figures are within 

an enclosure of variegated marbles; in the immediate foreground a jay is seen. In the 

background expands a hilly landscape, showing large masses of vegetation, some brown 

trees and grey buildings by a lake. Further back, a chain of blue mountains is seen. 

Blue sky with clouds; on the horizon a pale golden light. 

Panels 5 7f in. by 54+in. (i'46 m. by 1-38 m.). 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. ig. 

Photo Gray 28987. This picture has been accepted by 

Mr Berenson (North Italian Painters^ 

p. 285) as a work, of Romanino; but 

although the types and forms closely 

resemble his, the colour-scheme differs from those 

adopted by this master. It has also been suggested 

that the painter may be Romanino’s pupil, Fran¬ 

cesco Prato da Caravaggio; a comparison with 

Prato’s signed “Sposalizio” in San Francesco at 

Brescia—a work of dark, heavy colouring and stiff 

design—does not, however, confirm that attribu¬ 

tion. The gay, bright colours somewhat recall the 

works usually ascribed to another pupil of Roman¬ 

ino, Altobello Melone, such as the “Christ on the 

way to Emmaus” in the National Gallery (No. 

753), and “The Angel andTobit” and “St Helen ” 

in the Galleries at Oxford. Perhaps this is a picture 

executed in the workshop of Romanino on a design 

of the master by Altobello. 
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MORETTO 
(ALESSANDRO BONVICINO, called IL MORETTO) 

(BRESCIAN SCHOOL) Born about 1498,probably at Brescia, where 

the whole of his life was spent, except for occa¬ 

sional sojourns in other cities {e.g. Bergamo and 

Milan), and where he died towards the end oj 

1554. Pupil, perhaps, of Floriano Ferramola; influ¬ 

enced by the Venetian painters and Raphael (through 

prints and drawings). Moretto is an artist of very nt^le 

and dignifled charaSier, though no doubt open to the 

reproach of a certain conventionalism; the distinctive 

feature of his colouring is a cool silvery tone, which in 

many cases has an exquisite efle£l. 

Bibliography : Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North 

Italian Painters,” 1st ed. ii, 396-417; znd ed. Hi, 
285-308. 

Morellt, '■‘‘Italian Painters,” i, 285 sq. 

P. da Ponte, Id opera del Moretto ” [Brescia, 1898). 

B. Berensonp'"North Italian Painters,”pp. 261-266. 

157. PIETA 
Plate XXIV. The grey, lifeless body of Christ, round whose hips is a white cloth, is 

supported by the grieving Virgin, St John and St Mary Magdalen. The 

Virgin wears a blue robe and a black mantle; St John a green tunic and a 

red mantle; the Magdalen, whose fair hair falls down her shoulders, is 

dressed in a pink tunic and a yellow mantle. The sarcophagus of Christ is made of grey 

and of light yellow veined marble. The rock behind it is grey-brown. Green, grey and 

brown tones in the landscape distance; blue sky with clouds. 

Panels 68 in. by 38 in. (1727 m. by 0-963 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 76. 

Photo Anderson 18464. 

ORMERLY in the collection of the Earl 

of Egremont. 

Exhibited at the Grafton Galleries,National 

Loan Exhibition, 1909-10, No. 80 (repro¬ 

duced in the Illustrated Catalogue). 

Arundel Club Portfolio, 1904, No. 10. 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters^ p. 265. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Italian Painters, 
and ed. iii, 306, n. 6. 

One of the finest works of the artist, showing to 

perfeftion his noble style of design and gifts as a 

colourist. Several features in the composition recall 

Moretto’s last work, the “Pieta”o£ 1554, until 

lately in the Weber collection at Hamburg and 

now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art at New 

York; the present picture belongs, however, to a 

much earlier stage of Moretto’s career. The figure 

of the Magdalen is obviously painted from the 

same model as the figure of the same saint in 

Moretto’s “Christ in the House of Simon” in S. 

Maria Calchera at Brescia. Some connexion cer¬ 

tainly exists between this work and a “Pieta” by 

an unknown sixteenth-century artist in the church 

of Sant’Afra at Brescia [cf. C. J. Ffoulkes, Vincenzo 

Poppa, p. 263, and “ Notizie d’Inghilterra” in 

L'Arte, x'lii [1910], 301), but whether the Brescia 

pidlure is the source of Moretto’s design or an 

imitation of it is not quite easy to decide. 
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MORKTTO 
ViriNO, called IL MORETTO) 

.Sa;Ei*CJM< SCHOOL) 
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MORETTO 
158. A BISHOP FULL-LENGTH figure of a bishop, wearing a pale pink robe, a white surplice, 

and a mantle of gold brocade with a pale pink border and a yellow lining. He 

has white gloves on his hands, and holds a green-blue book in his left hand and 

a bishop’s staff in his right. Dark background. 

Panels 125 in. by 6| in. (o'326 m. by o'i68 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 72. 

Photo Gray 29023. 

B. Berenson, North Italian Painters, p. 265. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, North Italian Painters, 2nd ed. iii, 3^6, n. 6. 
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MORETTO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

159. AN ANGEL 
AN Angel, in white under-dress, green and brown coat of mail, and yellow skirt, 

seated on clouds, blowing a horn. 

Panel, 32 in. by 17 in. (o'8i m. by o'43 m.) 

St Paul’s Churchyard. 

Companion picture to No. 160. 

ANGEL 
AN Angel, dressed as above (No. 15 g), is seated on clouds, playing a harp. 

Panel, 32 in. by 17 in. (o'8i m. by o'43 m.) 

St Paul’s Churchyard. 

Companion picture to No. 159. 
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PARIS BORDONE 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Baptized at Treviso on July 5, 1500; died agreeable lyricalfeeling; but his lack of deeper inspira- 

atVeniceon Ja7iuaryic)^i^j\. Fupil of Titian^ tion is often painfully evident^ and especially in his 

infuenced by Giorgione. Active principally at mythological and allegorical groups., he easily degene- 

Venice but also elsewhere in the north of Italy rates into tiresome elegance or a sensuous excess. 

[Vicenza., Treviso., Crema., Belluno, Milan)., and more- Bibliography: L. Bailo and G. Biscaro^ ''''Della vita e 

over in Baris and Augsburg. Bordone's works arenas a delle opere di Paris Bordon” [Treviso^ 1900). 

rule., distinguished by rich harmonious colouring, and in B. Schaeffer, in Thiemeand Becker J''Allgemeines hexi- 

many cases he also charms by graceful design and an kon der bilde?2den Kunstler," iv 347-35 i. 

i/U) u 

161. PERSEUS ARMED BY MIN¬ 
ERVA AND MERCURY PERSEUS is seen between Mercury and Minerva, the former of whom is placing 

a cap on his head while Minerva straps on a shield. Perseus wears armour and a 

red mantle; Mercury who holds the Caduceus in his left hand is clad in a blue 

coat and a green mantle; Minerva wears armour, a helmet, a black under-dress 

and a blue mantle. Brown foreground; in the distance green trees and blue mountains. 

Stormy blue sky. 

Signed: PARVDIS 

BOlkD 
Canvas., 39I by 60-J- in. (0*992 m. by 1*523 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 90. 

Photo Anderson 18401. This picture has also been called“ Mer¬ 

cury and Bellona arming Mars”; but 

greater probability attaches to the 

present title, which the painting bore 

when in theSollycollectionandaccordingtowhich 

it represents Minerva and Mercury arming Perseus 

before starting on his expedition to fight the 

Gorgon. 

Formerly in the collection of Mr Edward Solly 

(No. XII) and sold at the sale of his collection 

(May, 8, 1847) jC39 
In this collection by 1868 (J. C. Robinson, Memo¬ 

randa, No. 19). 

Exhibitedat Leeds, National Exhibition of Works 

of Art, 1868, No. 51. 

B. Berenson, Venetian Painters, p. 96. 

L. Bailo and G. Biscaro, Della vita e delle opere di 

Paris Bor don (Treviso, 1900), p. 147^^. 

An excellent specimen of Bordone’s art in which 

his great gifts as a colourist are splendidly 

evidenced. 

Sir J. C. Robinson [op. cit.,p. 23) thinks that 

Perseus is a portrait of Ottavio Farnese, nephew 

of Pope Paul III; but the resemblance which he 

traces between this figure and that of Ottavio in 

Titian’s“Paul Illand his Nephews”in the Naples 

Gallery is, in the opinion of the present writer, 

quite fanciful. The head of Perseus seems in¬ 

deed but a variant on a type of male beauty 

which occurs repeatedly in Bordone’s work. 
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BASSANO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(JACOPO DA PONTE, called IL BASSANO) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) 

(See also under i88) Born '^assano, probably between 1510 and countless productions of his many imitators. Such paint- 

1515; buried in that city on 'February 14, ings as are entirely his own show., however., Bassano as 

1592. Pupil of his father, Francesco da Ponte an artist of high attainments. In his mature years his 

the elder, and Bomfazio; i?ifue?jced by Porde- colours are of a wonderful richness and glow; and his 

none and Titian. Active prmcipally in his native city, broad and spirited brushwork anticipates that of FI 

Bassa?70 is one of the pioneers of genre painting through Greco, who seems, indeed, to have studied under 

his original rustic interpretation of sacred subjects; the Bassano. 

popularity which he achieved by it caused him to dedi- Bibliography: L. Zottmann, '■'■Zur Kunst der Bas~ 

cate himself with the assistance of his sons,to a regular sanF' [Strassburg, igo%), passim, 

manufacturing of pictures, a practice which has proved G. Gerola, in Thieme and Becker, '■''Allgemeines Lexi- 

detrimental to his fame; this is specially so with the kon der bildenden Kunstlerf Hi, 4-7. 

162. THE ADORATION OF THE 
SHEPHERDS IN the foreground to the left, the Virgin in red robe, blue mantle and white head- 

cloth, is kneeling on the ground, raising the veil from the Infant Christ, who lies 

in a basket. To the right are seen three shepherds, one, in green, raising his hat, 

another, in white, purple and blue, holding a staff on his shoulder, a third, in white, 

and green-blue kneeling on the ground, with a red cloth spread under him, and 

bringing the sheep as an offering to the Infant Christ. The ox and the ass are also 

seen near the child. St Joseph, in purple tunic and yellow mantle, is seated on the left. 

The scene is laid in a ruined building; a boy in red is peeping forth by a pillar to the 

left, another in the foreground to the right, clad in green and white, is blowing on a 

torch. Landscape background; effect of early dawn. 

Ca?tvas, 45f in. by 65I- in. (i • 16 m. by i ’667 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 8. 

Purchased in 1872 through Sir J. C. Robinson. 

A favourite composition in the studio of Bassano, and repeated with variations many times. 
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POLIDORO DA LANCIANO 
(Also called POLIDORO VENEZIANO) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Lamiano in the Abruzzi, in 1515 lish his real position among Venetian painters. 

or 1514; died at Venice on July 21, 1565. ‘Bibliography: Ridolfi, “Le Maraviglie dell’ arte ” 

Active in Venice where he was settled by i {Venice^ 1648),?, 205 sq. 

pupil of Titian. No paintings can be ascribed to B. Berenson, “The Venetian Painters," pp. 121-124. 

Polidoro on the evidence of signatures or other contem- G. Ludwig,“Bonifazio diPitatida Verona, eine arch- 

porary records. According to Ridolfi he painted mostly ivalische Vntersuchung," in the Berlin “Jahrbuch," 

pictures of the Madonna and Saints for private houses xxiifqoi), 196-198, xxkV (1902) 6^ sq. 

and a great number of such compositions are at present G. Gronau, “ Tiber die Herkunft des Malers Polidoro 

attributed to Polidoro, but his artistic personality is still Veneziano" in “Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft," 

very shadowy and further research is required to estab- xxxiit (Berlin, 1910), 545 sq. 

163. MADONNA AND CHILD WITH 
SS. CATHERINE, JOSEPH AND 
THE BOY JOHN BAPTIST The Virgin in deep red robe, a dark blue mantle lined with yellow and a 

transparent veil holds with both hands the Infant Christ, who is seated in 

her lap swathed in a white cloth. He turns to the little St John, who, wearing 

a grey coat, is bringing a lamb to the Inlant Christ. St Joseph in dark green 

tunic and yellow mantle places his left hand on the shoulder of St John. To the left 

stands St Catherine of Alexandria, wearing a dark green robe showing narrow lace at 

the throat, a transparent veil and an orange mantle. Behind the Virgin a screen of dark 

foliage; further back, dark blue mountains standing out against the golden evening 

sky. 

Canvas, 2 3iin. by 30!in. (o'595 m. by o'77 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 26. 

Photo Gray 28993. 

(Illustrated together with No. 147). "Tl" ■ j ' T 
The coinposition is in part based on Titian’s “ Holy Family ” in the Louvre (No. 1580). 
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TINTORETTO 
(JACOPO ROBUSTI, called IL TINTORETTO, from the profession 

of his father who was a dyer \tintore^ 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Venice in September, 1515; cbied in di Titiano." Active in Venice, 

that city on May 31, 1594- to ha'ae Bibliography: Vasari, vi, 

ytudied only a few days under Titian, who then Ridolfi, “Le Maraviglie dell' arte," [Venice, 1648), 

for fear of his rising talent turned Tintoretto out k, 3-68. 

of his studio; strongly influenced by Michelangelo. B. Berenson,“Ve7ietian Painters,” pp. 135-40. 

According to Ridolfl he defined the aim of his art as PI. Thode,''^Tintoretto" [Bielefeld and Teipzig, 

follows : " II disegno di Michel Angelo, e' I colorito E. March Phillipps, "Tintoretto" [London, ’1911). 

164. PORTRAIT OF A VENETIAN 
SENATOR HALF-LENGTH of an old man with white beard and nearly bald, turned 

three-quarters to the left. He wears a rich purple red velvet cloak lined 

with ermine and is pointing out of the picture with his right hand. 

Dark background. 

Canvas, 3 i|in. by 23I in. (0-804 m. by o'bo m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 78. 

Photo Anderson 18516. 

Exhibited at the New Gallery, Venetian Exhi- B. Berenson, op.cit.,p. 137. 

bition, 1894-5, '^6. H. F. Cook, in Les Arts, Ai H. F. Cook, in Les Arts, August, 1905, p. 6. 
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TINTORETTO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

165. ST JOHN THE BAPTIST The Saint who wears a dark red coat lined with fur and a green mantle, is 
standing in a meadow holding a cross in his left hand. By him to the right 

lies the lamb, painted in yellow green tones. The ground is brown and green 

with yellow green plants in the foreground. In the middle distance to the 

right a group of green trees; in the background to the left blue mountains. Green blue 
sky with clouds over which an orange glow is spread. The flesh-tones are purple with 

yellow high lights. 

Canvas, 43+ in. by 2o| in. (i• 104 m. by 0-526 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 50. 

Photo Gray 29008. 

Although accepted by Mr Berenson (op. cit., nique, is by Tintoretto himself and not rather by 

p. 137), the present writer is not quite satisfied a painter of his school, 

that this picture, for all its brilliancy of tech- 

166. SUSANNAH The naked Susannah is seated on the edge of a bathing tank, which is sur- O/n; 
rounded by a rose hedge, on which her garments are hung. Beside her are 4/^ 

a vase and a mirror. One of the elders dressed in pink is peeping from ^ 

behind a tree to the left. 

Canvas, 16 in. by 17I in. (o'4o6 m. by o'444 m.) 
Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 95. 

Photo Gray 29017. 

(More probably an improvisation by Andrea Schiavone.—H.C.) 
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TINTORETTO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

167. PORTRAIT OF A VENETIAN 
SENATOR 

((jjrV BUST of an aged man, turned to left, in crimson cloak. 

, ' Dark background. 

''..-iu- Cmivas, 22I in. by iSJ in. (o'577 m. by 0'463 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 52. 

(This does not seem to be of pure Venetian origin, but may emanate from Maganza or some 
other painter from Vicenza.—H.C.) 

HE figure of Christ, relieved against an orange halo, is seen floating 

upwards in the air, the tomb below. He holds in his left hand a large 

white flag; round his hips is a flowing red drapery. Around are five angels 

dressed in green, blue and orange. In the foreground to the right, a soldier T 
asleep, wrapped in an ample red mantle; to the left of him another soldier, in green. 

N\<wWi ( hides his face in terror; and a third, in pink, flies in terror. Further back, to the left, 

co-^0 . the Magdalen, in a blue cloak, is seen approaching. The sky is coloured by the risinuf 

sun. 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 57. 

Photo Gray 29006. IN this collection by 1868 (J. C. Robinson, Exhibited at tbe New Gallery, Venetian Exbi- 

No. 20, where it is stated that tbe bition, 1894-5, No. 121. 

picture “was last in the possession of Mr It has been claimed that this painting is a sketch 

Garle, a well-known amateur, especially of for Tintoretto’s picture of the same subject in 

etchings by Rembrandt and the Dutch masters, the Scuola di San Rocco at Venice; yet it is more 

and whose collection also contained a few excel- likely to be a sketchy copy of it with some 

lent cabinet pictures and ancient drawings”). variations. 

Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Masters, It has even been proposed that El Greco has 
1873, No. 186. produced this free copy of Tintoretto’s original. 
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ANDREA SCHIAVONE 
(ANDREA MELDOLLA, called ANDREA SCHIAVONE) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Zara; died at Venice on December i, in drawings display a charming poetical fancy, and a 

1561 {consequently Ridolfi is wrong either in spirited handling in which he achieves rich efects of 

stating that he was born in 1522, or that he colour. 

died aged about (06). Inf uenced by Giorgione, Bibliography: Ridolf, Le meraviglie dell arte'' 

Titian and Parmigianino. Active in Venice. Andrea's {^Venice, 1648), /, 227-242. 

fame rests on his mythological compositions {mostly B. Berenson,'"'‘Venetian Paintersf pp. 130-132. 

executedfor the adornment of cassoni) which, while G. Ludwig and P. Molmenti, '^Vittore Carpaccio" 

confrmingthereport that he never was properly trained {Milan, 1906),^. 159, i. 

169. THE STORY OF LARA The scene is laid in a romantic mountainous and wooded landscape; in the 

background to the right, view of the sea. In the centre of the composition, 

Jupiter, in pink tunic and blue mantle, and Juturna, draped in blue, are 

seated by a rock, across which a red drapery is stretched. Juturna places 

her hand in a basin presented to her by the kneeling Lara, dressed in pink. To the 

right. Mercury, in pink, is taking Lara to Hades. 

Canvas^ gj in. by 45J in. (o'2 35 m. by i‘i47 m.) 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29587. Lara, the daughter of Almon, was a nymph, of Old Masters, at Burlington House (No. 194). 

who betrayed to Juno that Jupiter loved Bought for ^115 los. by Sir James Knowles at 

Juturna, the sister of Lara. Jupiter the Graham sale (April 10, 1886, No. 460); and 

^punished Lara by depriving her of her by Mr Herbert Cook for _,r89 5s. at the Knowles 

tongue, and by condemning her to be taken to sale (May 29, 1908, No. 441). 

the infernal regions by Mercury, who on the way Exhibited at Burlington House, Old Masters, 

thither fell in love with her. {Cf Ovid, Fast, ii, 1895, No. 104. 

599-616). Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

Belonged by 1877 to Mr William Graham, who Winter Exhibition, 1903, No. 45. 

lent this picture in that year to the Exhibition B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 131. 
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ANDREA SCHIAVONE 
170. ATALANTA’S RACE 

TALANTA in white under-dress and deep red over-dress is seen bending 

A down to pick up the two apples which Hippomenes has dropped on the 

ground. In front of her Hippomenes is running up to a group of men on 

the extreme right. To the left in front of a clump of trees a group of 

people, in pink, yellow and white dresses, are watching the race. Background of hilly 

landscape in green and blue. Blue-green sky with clouds. 

Canvas, yf in. by lyf in. (o'197 m. by 0'44 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 80. 

Photo Gray 29021. 

Formerly attributed to Titian. 

THE RICH MAN’S FEAST The scene takes place in a marble hall where, under a green canopy, the 

rich man and four guests (two men and two women) are seated round the 

table on which a feast is laid. Two attendants are bringing round food; 

a third is seen to the left talking to Lazarus, who stands playing on the 

pipes. One of the women is pointing out Lazarus to the rich man, who makes a gesture 

of refusal. In the foreground a black dog. 

Panel, 9^ in. by 23I in. (o'24 m. by o'6o m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 75. 

According to a label at the back of the picture it Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 

is “from the collection of D. S. Ker, Esq., M.P. Winter Exhibition, 1903, No. 48. 
1848.” 

E ' V . 
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MORONI 
(COPY AFTER) 

(GIOVANNI BATTISTA MORONI) 

(SCHOOL OF BERGAMO) Born at Bondk near Albino in the province of 

Bergamo about 1525; died at Bergamo on 

February 5,1578. Pupil of Moretto; active at 

Bergamo. Highly celebrated for his portraits^ 

which indeed are admirable pieces of painting and very 

lifelike renderings of the sitters^ though as a rule 

showing little imaginative power of a higher order. 

Bibliography: F. M. Tassi, '■^Vite de' pittoru scultori 

e architetti bergamaschV' {^Bergamo, 1793) 162- 

172. 
Morelli, ‘‘'■Italian Paintersf 305 sq.; zV, 62-67. 

B. Berensond'North Italian Paintersf pp. 269-274. 

172. PORTRAIT OF A BOY FULL-LENGTH portrait of a boy, wearing a black dress with white lace collar 

and cuffs; he leans his right arm against the base (of white marble inlaid with 

red marble) of a white marble column. In his right hand he has a pair of gloves. 

By him a white and yellow dog is lying on the ground. Greyish green back¬ 

ground. 

Canvas.^ 5 5^ in. by 30^ in, (1*416 m. by 0*773 ni.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 94. 

Photo Gray 29034. 

NCE tentatively ascribed to Sofonisba 

Anguisciola (see B. Berenson, op. cit.^ 

p. 163), or Bernardino Campi. 

The original of this picture by Moroni 

is in the collection of Mr Stillmann in Paris (or 

? America) and a smaller copy on copper belongs 

to Mr Albert Hartshorne in London. Another 

old copy was lately in the hands of Mr A. L. 

Nicholson of the Safe Deposit, Regent Street, 

London. 

The name Victor Amadeus of Savoy attached to 

this portrait has no justification other than a mis¬ 

taken desire to create a fictitious interest in the 

young nobleman. 
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ANGUISCIOLA 
(SOFONISBA ANGUISCIOLA) 

(CREMONESE SCHOOL) The eldest of six sisters who all practised 

painting; horn at Cremona in 1527-8, still 

Iniing at Palermo in 1623; the date on her 

tombstone is 1632, but probably refers to 

the year in which the tombstone was erected. Twice 

married.ifrst toDonPabrizio dt hdoncada of Palermo, 

and after his death to Orazio Lomellini of Genoa. 

Active at Cremona, at the Court of Spain, Palermo 

and Genoa. Pupil of Bernardino Gampi and Bernar¬ 

dino Gath; infuenced by the Venetians [especially 

Moroni) and during her stay in Spain by the painters 

of that country. Widely celebrated among her contem¬ 

poraries, who admired not only her talent as a painter, 

but also her musical gifts and her cultured and charm¬ 

ing personality in general; but although her works 

[chiefly portraits) at times have a certain gracefulness 

and charm, she cannot really claim any high rank as 
an artist. 

Bibliography: J. Meyer, “Allgemeines Klinstler-Lexi- 

kon,” a [Leipzig, 1878), 64-67. 

Morelli, Italian Painters)' i, 197-200. 

R. Fournier-Sarlov'eze, '^Amateurs du XVIe siecle— 

Sofonisba Anguissola et ses soeurs," in “La Revue de 

Tart ancien et moderne)' v [Paris, 1899), 3 i 3-324, 

379-392. 

Idem, Van Dyck et Anguissola, ibid, vi (1899), 
316-320. 

Posse, in Thieme & Becker, “Allgemeines Lexikon 

der bildenden KUnstler," i, 523-525. 

B.Berenson, “NorthItalianPainters,"pp. 162-163. 

G. Frizzom, “Lapietra tombale della celebrepittrice 

Sofonisba Anguissola)' in “Rassegna bibliograflca 

delT arte italiana," xii [Ascoli Piceno, 1909), 

53-S5- 

173. A YOUNG MONK 

Cou -‘ 

n A 
YOUNG monk in a yellowish white habit, stands with clasped hands by 

a grey marble pedestal, on which there is a skull. 

Dark background. 

Canvas, 39+ in. by 2']\ in. (I'ooa m. by 0-691 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 86. 

Photo Anderson 18396. PURCHASED in Spain as a work of Zur- 

baran, but the attribution to Sofonisba is 

warranted by the drawing of the hands, the 

modelling, etc. This picture was probably 

painted about 1561, when Sofonisba was active 

at the Court of Philip II. 

R. Fournier-Sarloveze, loc. cit., p. 320, quoting 

Mr Herbert Cook, who was the first to propose 

that this picture was the work of Sofonisba. 
B. Berenson, op. cit., p. 163. 
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PAUL VERONESE 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(PAOLO CALIARI, called PAOLO VERONESE) 

(VERONESE-VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Verona^ probably in \<^2%;diedat F. H. MeissneVy ^^Paolo Veronese” (Bielefeld and 

Venice on April 15, 1588. Pupil of Antonio Leipzig^ 1897). 

Badile; influeticed by CavazzolUy Brusasorziy B. Berensony '■'■Venetian Painters ”pp. 146-148. 

Titian and Tintoretto. Active at Verona, else- P. Caliari, '•'•Paolo Veronese” (Pome, 1909). 

where in the Venetian mainland and principally at D. Freiherr von Hadeln, in Thieme and Becker, 

Venice, ^here he was settled by 1554. "• Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden Kunstler,” v. 

Bibliography: Vasari, vi, 369-374 and passim. 392-397. 

Ridolf, "Le Maraviglie delVarte ” (Venice, 1648), /, 

283-338. 

174. ALLEGORY 
“Tk YOUNG man in black is seen sitting on a chair in an open marble hall. He 

/ \ supports with his left hand a large book which rests against a balustrade. 

/ \ Behind him to the left stands a female figure in white rohe holding a crown 

^ Ik. in her right hand and a palm branch (?) in her left. Further to the left 

another female figure, in a deep red robe with a sash of a lighter shade and a blue mantle, 

seems to indicate to the man a Viola da Gamba held by a Cupid. Two other Cupids are 

seen near this group. To the right a half-naked female figure, draped in a pale pink 

mantle shot with blue, points to the principal group with her right hand while resting 

her left on a Cupid standing near her. Further back are to be seen a groom in yellow 

holding a horse, two dogs and another man in yellow. Architectural background to 

right. Blue sky. 

Canvas, rdined, 52^ in. by 79I in. (i‘324 m. by 2’02 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Lower Octagon Room. 

Photo Gray 29032. The whole is perhaps an allegory of the present picture offers analogies in style with the 

variouspursuitsofman:learning,ruling, “Christ before Pilate” in the Venice Academy 

music, love, hunting, etc. (No. 253), ascribed, on no satisfactory evidence. 

Too little is known at present of the to Benedetto Caliari (the brother of Paul Veronese) 

individualities composing the workshop of Paul and with the “Adulteress before Christ” in the 

Veronese to make one feel justified in suggesting Vienna Gallery (No. 406) ascribed to the work- 

a definite attribution for most works of that master’s shop of Paul Veronese. 

school. It may, however, be pointed out that the 
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PAUL VERONESE 
(SCHOOL OF) 

175. VENUS AND ADONIS 
DONIS seated on a rock and screened by a leafy background is holding in 

his arms Venus, lightly draped in a white mantle. Adonis wears a white 

/ \ shirt and red tunic, a white scarf with green stripes, and yellow sandals. 

^ To the left are seen Cupid and one of Adonis’s dogs; to the right another 

dog. Background of blue sky. 

Canvas^ 92 in. by 69f in. (2'332 m. by i"768 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Billiard Room. 

Photo Gray 29028. The inscription : In size, subject, and general style, this picture 

PAVLO CALIARO VERGES would seem akin to those formerly in the Orleans 

F. Gallery, painted by Paul Veronese, but the present 

which figures on the rock to the right subject is not actually recorded in the list as given 

has every appearance of being a later addition. by Buchanan and Waagen. 

176. ASTRONOMY 
FEMALE Figure representing Astronomy is seated in profile on a low couch 

/ \ over which a red cloth is spread. She wears a white transparent under- 

I \ dress, a yellow over-dress with a deep purple petticoat and a green cloth 

^ on her head. She is holding in her left hand an armillary sphere and in her 

right a white cloth. To the right are seen an open book and two globes. To the left a 

clump of trees. Further back blue mountains relieved against a luminous sky. 

Canvas^ oyal, 245 in. by 30 in. (o'6i2 m. by o'yfi m.) 

Doughty House, Staircase. 







PAUL VERONESE 
(COPY AFTER) 

177. “BETWEEN VICE AND 
VIRTUE” 

N the centre of the composition a young man in white silk dress is seen turning Gr»1 'eJ- 

his back to a woman,the personification ofVice,and throwinghimselfintothearms ■ 3U 

of another, the personification of Virtue. The former is seated on a sphinx, in the ^ ^ 

foreground to the left, and wears a blue bodice, richly adorned with gold and 

jewels, and yellow skirt; in her hair is a wreath of white roses. She holds a pack of 

cards in her left hand and on her right, which is outstretched, claws can be seen. Virtue, 

crowned with laurel, is dressed in a dull green robe and mantle and has a striped 

scarf thrown over her shoulders. The scene is on the brink of a precipice; to the 

right a group of trees, to the left a ruined building, on the architrave is inscribed 

“ Honor et Virtus post mortem florent.” 

Clouded blue sky. 

Canvas, 88 in. by 66+in. (2-23 m. by 1-686 m.) 

Doughty House, Upper Staircase. 

from Sir J. C. and until lately in that of Lord Francis Hope at 

Deepdene, but now sold to America. 

An old school copy of the picture by Paul Other copies exist in England, one was sold at 

Veroneseformerly in theOrleans collection Christie’s in 1910. 
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PAUL VERONESE 
(FREE COPY AFTER) 

178. THE INSTITUTION OF THE 
ROSARY The Virgin, seated on clouds, is seen in the upper part of the picture re¬ 

lieved against a pink and yellow glory. She is dressed in blue and rose- 

purple, and holds in her lap the Infant Christ, to whom two angels are 

bringing roses, and who has just dropped one in the apron of St Dominic 

who IS standing on a flight of steps distributing the roses among a numerous congre¬ 

gation including a Pope and a Doge. Behind the Saint is seen an angel, who is also 

distributing roses from a basket. At either end of the picture six lofty pillars, behind 

which IS a curved trelhs-work of climbing roses. 

Canvas, 2^\m. by 26+in. (0-621 m. by 0-672 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 27. IN this collection by 1868 (J. C. Robinson, 

Memoranda No. 21 : “Acquired from the late 

Mr Farrer, but originally brought from Venice 

by the late Mr R. Cooke, R.A., as a work of 
Paolo Veronese”). 

Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of Works 
of Art, 1868, No. 48. 

This is a paraphrase on the large picture, executed 

in the workshop of Paul Veronese in 1573 

church of S. Pietro Martire at Murano, and now 

in the Venice Academy (No. 207). Sir J. C. 

Robinson (/oc. cit.') thought that the present pic¬ 

ture was executed by Carlo Caliari, the son of 

Paul Veronese, but there is no convincing reason 
for such an attribution. 

179. JUDITH AND HOLOFERNES 
UDITH, dressed in orange, is standing at the entrance of Holofernes’s tent, 

holding the head of the general, whose decapitated body is lying on a bed to the 

left. By Judith stands her old Moorish nurse in pink draped robe and striped 

underskirt, opening a bag to receive the head. 

Panel, 15+in. by 145 in. (0-394 m. by 0-359 ni.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 68. 

Photo Gray 29020. 

PURCHASED in 1875 from Sir J. C. Robinson, picture attributed to Paul Veronese, in the Galleria 
More probably a copy after, than a study for the Brignole-Sale Deferrari, at Genoa. 



VENETIAN SCHOOL 
c. 1550. 

LADY 180. PORTRAIT 
ALF-LENGTH of a young fair-haired lady, her body facing, her head 

slightly turned to the left. She wears a multi-coloured turban embroidered 

with gold and a rich blue and gold dress with green and white sleeves; 

round her neck is a pearl necklace with a pendant, which she touches 

HALF-LENGTH of a youj 

slightly turned to the left, 

with gold and a rich blue 

round her neck is a pearl 

with her right hand. Dark background. 

Canvas, 3 if in. by 24! in. (o’793 m. by o’618 m.) 

Doughty House, Staircase. 

181. THE TRIUMPH OF RELIGION 
OD the Father, holding the sceptre and globe, and Christ holding the Cross, 

are seated on a triumphal car, drawn by the symbols of the evangelists. Two 

angels kneel on the car in adoration. The Virgin, numerous Saints (among 

them John the Baptist, Paul, Peter, Lawrence, Jerome and Sebastian), Popes, G 
Warriors, Kings, Queens, Poets, and other figures follow in a long procession. 

Canvas, in two sections; 38+ in. by 173 in. (0-975 m. by 4-385 m.), and 

38-3- in. by 148 in. (0-975 m. by 3-75 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Lower Octagon Room. This and the following two decorative 1550, whose style resembles that of Andrea 

friezes (the subjects of which are de- Schiavone, though perhaps not sufficiently to war- 

rived from Petrarch’s “Trionfi”) are rant a definite attribution to him. 

by some clever Venetian artist about 
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VENETIAN SCHOOL 
c. 1550. 

182. THE TRIUMPH OF CHASTITY CHASTITY, represented as a young woman in white robe and mantle em¬ 

broidered with gold, is seated on a triumphal car drawn by two unicorns. 

She holds in her raised left hand a palm-branch, and in her right a shield 

with a column painted on it. The captive Cupid kneels on the car, in front 

of which walks a man carrying a flag, on which a weasel, the emblem of chastity, is 

painted. The car is followed by some figures chiefly young women, and preceded by 

a long procession, poets and others. 

Canvas^ 38+in. by 245|in. (o’gy^ m. by 6'228 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Billiard Room. 

See the comments on No. i8i. 

183. THE TRIUMPH OF FAME Fame, represented as a youth in a white tunic and with large pink wings, is 

seated on a triumphal car, drawn by two elephants. He is blowing a trumpet 

which he holds with his right hand, and has another trumpet in his left. 

Warriors, kings, patriarchs, and other figures are following the car in a long 

procession; among them David, Moses and Abraham are recognizable. 

Background of blue sky. 

Canvas, 38+in. by 231 in. (o'975 m. by 5'855 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum, Billiard Room. 

See the comments on No. i8i. 
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SCHOOL OF VERONA 
c. 1550. 

184. PORTRAIT OF A MAN AND 
ANOTHER PERSON PRESUM¬ 
ABLY HIS SECRETARY 

~Jk N old man with white hair and beard is seen sitting in a chair covered with 

/ X red velvet. He is clad in a dark dress with white showing at the neck and 

/ \ wrists, and holds a book in his left hand. The other man with auburn hair 

y TL. and beard is seen standing to the right leaning towards the seated man; 

he wears a dark-blue dress. In the right-hand corner a table covered with a green cloth, 

upon which is a large white book. In the background a dark-green curtain. 

Camas, 49! in. by 39-Hn. (fab m. by I'ooa m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 5 i. 

Photo Anderson 18510. 

Crjv. 

ii - i<^rf (i) 

*- This vigorous and interesting picture colouring is more akin to that of Domenico 

has been ascribed by Mr Berenson Brusasorzi (1516-1567). It originally bore the 

{North Italian Painters, p. 215) to name of Moretto, and various other suggestions 

Paolo Farinati (1524-1606), but in have been made, none of which are quite con- 

the opinion of the present writer, the style of elusive. 
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SCHOOL OF 
CREMONA 

c. 1550- 

rr-- : -h . :-' ’ 

■if (■■>- ' ' ■*) 

•^ro 

185. THE HOLY FAMILY The Virgin in red robe and green-blue mantle is seated on the ground 

supporting with both hands the Infant Christ, who stands by her on the 

ground on a corner of her mantle. To the left St Joseph is seated on the 

ground clad in an olive green tunic and a blue mantle lined with orange, 

resting his head on his hand. To the right the little St John in a yellow tunic. Land¬ 

scape background with buildings. Green-blue sky. 

Pmiel^ igf in. by 235 in. (o‘4g2 m. by o'586 m.) 

Esher. 

PRESENTED to Mr Herbert Cook by Sir J. C. Robinson in 1896. 

The style of this picture seems akin to that of Giulio Campi {c. 1502-1572). 

(I should prefer to ascribe it to some follower of Lorenzo Costa.—H.C.) 
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PALMA GIOVANE 
(JACOPO NEGRETTI, called PALMA GIOVANE, to distinguish him from 

his grand-uncle Jacopo Negretti, known as Palma Vecchio) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Venke in i 544, died in that city in of much vigour and skill but with little real inspiration 

1628. Pupil of his father, Antonio; studied and originality. 

subsequently in XJrbino and Rome; strongly in- Bibliography: C. Ridolfi, “Le meraviglie dell' arte," 

fluenced by Tintoretto. Active principally in (Venice, 1648), k, 173-206. 

Venice. His numerous paintings show him as an artist 

186. THE ENTOMBMENT The dead Christ is lying on the ground with a white winding sheet spread 

under him and a white cloth round his hips. To the left, the Virgin is 

sitting, opening her arms in despair; she wears a red purple tunic, a dark 

blue mantle, a white head-cloth, and a blue transparent veil. She is being 

supported by a woman, dressed in orange, white and purple. On the opposite side, 

kneels St Mary Magdalen, who wears a dark yellow robe, with blue sleeves and purple 

sash, and a grey transparent veil; behind her stands St John the Evangelist in dark 

green tunic and deep red mantle, crossing his hands in front of his breast. Further back 

three men are removing the lid from a white marble sarcophagus; one of them, who 

turns his back to the spectators, wears a purple jacket and yellow trousers. Behind these 

figures to the right, a large brown rock. In the background, to the left, is Golgotha 

with the three crosses, painted in light red tones, standing out against the evening sky. 

Caifvas, 62! in. by SSfin. (1-585 m. by 2-237 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 16. 

Photo Gray 28995. 

A GOOD example ofPalma’s adoption of Tinto- viction behind the agitated play of lines, the 

retto’s style, to whom this picture was formerly rendering of form is more summary and the 

ascribed; yet there is not his imaginative con- colouring cruder. 
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I r^A 

PALMA GIOVANE 
187. ST SEBASTIAN 

7 • - 

- , h ■ 

i^i'r H 

(tvU-. D'A'oT , 

\w.r -.'«<♦) 

ST SEBASTIAN is standing in a contorted attitude pierced by two arrows, his 

hands tied above his head to a tree-trunk. A white loin-cloth is round his hips 

and at his feet on the ground his red coat and blue mantle are seen. In the back¬ 

ground two figures in red and yellow. Blue sky with clouds. 

Canvas, 26 in. by 12 in. (o‘66 m. by 0-305 m.) 

Esher. Belonged formerly to Mr Robert P. 

Roupell, by whom it was lent to the Exhi¬ 

bition of Old Masters at Burlington House, 

1872, No. 240. 

Bought for i6s. 6d. by “ White ” at the 

Roupell Sale (June 25, 1887, No. 73); and by 

Mr Herbert Cook at Christie’s about 1900. In 

creating this figure, Palma was perhaps influenced 

by Tintoretto’s painting of the same Saint in the 

Scuola di San Rocco at Venice. 
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LEANDRO BASSANO 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Baptized at Bassam on June 26, 1557; his subject pictures^ much as they repeat the trite 

died at Venice on April 15, 1622. Pupil of Bassanesque formula^ shoiVy however^ a pronounced 

his father^ Jacopo {see under No. 162); active individual feeling for the articulation of space, 

in Bassano and Venice. Leandro's colouring,cool Bibliography: L. Zottmann,^^ Zur Kunst der Bassani" 

and silvery, not Vparm and golden as Jacopo's, has a {Strassburg, 1908), passim. 

charm of its otvn. His numerous portraits evince G. Gerola, in Thieme and Becker, ^^Allgemeines 

powers of simple and vigorous characterization while Lexikon der bildenden Kiinstler," Hi, 7 sq. 

188. PORTRAIT OF A LADY HALF-LENGTH of a young fair-haired lady with her head slightly turned 

to the left. She is dressed in a dark green robe low cut at the neck with a 

white transparent fichu and with white lace cuffs. She has round her neck 

a string of pearls and a long gold chain set with stones. In the left-hand 

corner of the picture the head of a small brown and white dog, which the lady is 

caressing with her left hand. 

Canvas, 26 in. by 2 i in. (o'66 m. by o'5 3 3 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 3 i. 



TURCHI 
(ALESSANDRO TURCHI, called L’ORBETTO) 

(SCHOOL OF VERONA) Born at Verona about 1581; died in Rome Bibliography: Passeri^ '•‘■Vite de" pittori, etcP {Rome^ 

in Pupil of Felice Brusasorziat Verona pp. 173-177, 

and Carlo Saraceni at Venice. Actke in Rome B. dal Pozzo, “ Le vite de pittori .... Veronesi” 

U7id F^erona. A pleasing and skilful some- {Verona, 1718),164-167. 

what empty andartifcial,eclectic; elegant in his design G. TreccaP^ Catalogo della Pinacoteca Comunale di 
atid with a brilliant though generally over-smooth Verona” {Bergamo, i()i2),p. 68. 
colouring. 

MADONNA AND CHILD 
WITH SAINTS The Virgin whose head is relieved against a yellow aureola is seated on a 

cloud. She wears a pink robe, a purple scarf round her head and shoulders 

and a green mantle, and supports with her right hand the Infant Christ 

who is lying on her lap turning over to the left. He is partly covered by 

a white wrap and bends down to a kneeling Dominican martyr on the left. Above the 

latter an angel holding a lily and dressed in a purple tunic is kneeling on a cloud. To 

the right of the Virgin St Zeno in white tunic, yellow mantle and green-blue mitre, 

his staff in his right hand and a book in his left. By him stands a boy-angel holding 

the emblematic angling rod. Behind St Zeno stands St Tuscana of Verona in the habit 

worn by the nuns of the Order of St John of Jerusalem before 1523 (red tunic, black 

cloak with a white cross and white hood)' joining her hands in adoration. 

Copper, 13J in. by i8j in. (0-352 m. by 0-46 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 11. This might well be a study for a larger creaziompittorica 0 sia notizia universale dellepitture 

picture executed for some Veronese nelle chiese e luoghi pubblici della citt'a e diocesi di 

church, but no picture of this subject Verona (Verona, 1720), or by Turchi’s bio- 
is mentioned in G. B. Lanceni’s Ri- graphers. 

'For the identification of the habit and the Saint, the present writer is indebted to Mr Egerton Beck. 
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PIETRO DELLA VECCHIA 
(PIETRO MUTTONI, called PIETRO DELLA VECCHIA) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born in 1605; died in 1678. Pupil of 

Alessandro Varotari {il Padovanino); imitator 

chiefy of Giorgione. Active at Venice. His 

works are not without some picturesqueness of 

effect^ but they are conceived in a very crude melodra¬ 

matic vein^ and executed with a very superficial swift¬ 

ness of handling. To us these characteristics instantly 

give away the real author of those pastiches''^ of 

Giorgione which his contemporaries found so successful. 

Bibliography: M. Boschini^ ^Ha carta del navegar 

pitorescd’^ {Venice^ \66o),pp. 500-505, 566, 620. 

Idem, ricche minere della pittura veneziana"'' 

{Venice, 1674), Introduction, pp. b, 3 sq. 

A. M. Zanetti, Della pittura veneziana'* {Venice, 

i770>/'A 387-39°- 
L. Lanzi, Storia pittorica della Italia" {Bassano, 

1809), Hi, 21J sq. 

190. DIOGENES Ctrw'*- /ti- 

A 
N old man in a tattered grey dress, a white shirt and a dark head-cloth is 

sitting by the base of a marble pillar with both hands holding a book, 

in front of which stands a lantern. Other books and papers are spread 

about to the right. Dark background. 

Canvas^ 38b in. by 46-2 in. (o'gby m. by i‘i8 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 22. 

Photo Gray 28989. PURCHASED in 1875 from Sir J. C. 

Robinson. This picture is traditionally 

ascribed to Salvator Rosa and there can be 

no doubt that the subject and the mise-en- 

scene are eminently like this master. Yet it seems 

that the colour has a fusion and warmth which 

are essentially Venetian; and the facial type of the 

philosopher, the colouring of the face with its 

positive notes of red and yellow and the fat im- 

pasto point, in the opinion of the present writer, 

decisively to Pietro della Vecchia. His romantic 

subjects bear in many cases a strong general 

resemblance to those of Rosa; and pictures of 

philosophers, necromants, etc. with bold and livid 

effects of light belong, in fact, to Pietro della 

Vecchia’s most favoured repertoire.^ 

^This picture is not mentioned by Dr L. Ozzola in his article “Works of Salvator Rosa in England,” in The 
Burlington Magazine, xvi, 146-150. 
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PITTONI 
(GIOVANNI BATTISTA PITTONI) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Venke in 1687; died in Pupil 

of his uncle^ Francesco Pittoni. One of the ablest 

Venetian figure painters of the eighteenth cen¬ 

tury and very celebrated in his lifetime; later 

his name fell into oblivion and many of his works have 

passed or still pass under the more familiar names of 

Ricci., Piazzetta and Tiepolo. 

Bibliography: L. Pittoni, '■'‘Dei Pittoni artisti venetif 

Bergamo, 1905. 

Eadem, "‘Per la ricostruzione delV opera di Giam¬ 

battista Pittoni f in " Rassegna d'artefi xii [Milan, 

1912), 20-27, 39-44- 

G. Fogolari, “ Opere di Sebastiano Ricci e di G. B. 

Pittoni ricuperate dalle Gallerie di Venezia,'^ in 

"Bollettino d'’artef vol. i [Rome, 1907). 

Idem," Dipintiveneziani settecenteschi della Galleria 

del Conte F. Algarotti,'^ ibid, t; (1911), 311-317. 

191. THE SACRIFICE OF POLYX- 
ENA AT THE TOMB OF 
ACHILLES The scene is laid in an open court bounded by an arcade. In the centre, 

Neoptolemus in armour and rose-purple mantle is turning to Polyxena and 

pointing to the tomb of Achilles which stands on a raised platform to the 

left; in front of it is an altar. Behind Polyxena (who is dressed in white and 

pale blue) kneels a priest, performing the rite of sacrifice, assisted by three acolytes; 

further back are two other priests and numerous warriors. In the foreground on the 

left, two armed men and two women prostrate with grief. The general tone is a 

cold greenish grey. 

Ca?ivas, 20 in. by 394 in. (o’5o8 m. by o'995 m.) 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29593. POLYXENA was the daughter of Priam 

and Hecuba of Troy. She was beloved by 

Achilles, and when the Greeks on their 

voyage home were still lingering on the 

coast of Thrace the shade of Achilles appeared to 

them demanding that Polyxena should be sacri¬ 

ficed to him. Neoptolemus accordingly sacrificed 

her at the tomb of his father. 

Formerly in the collection of Mr J. S. W. S. 

Erle-Drax; bought for 140 guineas at the Drax 

sale, February 19, 1910 (No. 55) by Mr Buttery. 

Acquired from Messrs Dowdeswell by Mr Her¬ 

bert Cook in 1911, together with Nos. 194 and 

195. for 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club Vene¬ 

tian Eighteenth Century Exhibition, 1911, No. 11. 

A replica of this pidlure, with some variations, 

chiefly in the group to the left, is in the Louvre 

(No. 1460). 
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In the Erle-Drax sale catalogue this picture was 

ascribed to Tiepolo; it was subsequently held to 

be by Sebastiano Ricci; but when it was shown 

at the Burlington Fine Arts Club its affinities to 

the style of Pittoni were recognized. Meanwhile 

Dr G. Fogolari (in Bollettino d'arte, v, 317) inde¬ 

pendently identified the Louvre version, tradition¬ 

ally ascribed to Ricci, as a work by Pittoni. Dr 

Fogolari reproduces a picture, “ Crassus plunder¬ 

ing the Temple of Jerusalem,” known to have 

been executed by Pittoni in 1743; and this paint¬ 

ing—now in the Venice Academy—offers the 

strongest possible arguments for ascribing the 

present pifture and that in the Louvre to Pittoni. 

Not only do we find in it a similar system of 

design, general tonality, style of architefture and 

use of vehement gestures, but several of the figures 

are very nearly the same in both compositions. 







TIEPOLO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(GIOVANNI BATTISTA TIEPOLO) Born at Venke in March^ 1696; died at 

Madrid on April 25,1770. Pupil of Gregorio 

Lazzarini; also influenced by Piazzetta and 

Sebastiano Riccis but especially by Paolo 

Veronese^ whose brilliant decorative style he may be 

said to have translated into the playful forms of the 

Rococo. Active in Venice and various other places in 

the north of Italyin Wiirzburg and at Madrid. The 

central figure of Venetian eighteenth-century art. 

Bibliography: E. Sack,Giambattista und Domenico 

Tiepolo'" (Berlin, 1910). 

P. Molmenti, “G. B. Tiepolo" (Milan, 1909). 

192. ESTHER BEEORE AHASU- 
ERUS The scene takes place in a marble portico with fluted columns. In the fore¬ 

ground, to the left, the fainting Esther, in a robe of white satin with a white 

scarf, is being supported by two maids in blue and green. Ahasuerus, seated 

to the right on a raised throne in front of hangings, extends his right hand 

which holds a sceptre towards Esther; he wears a red and gold mantle, a purple coat 

and yellow hose and boots. Near him, a little ferther back, four men are standing in 

shadow; to the left, a dwarf dressed in red; in the extreme foreground to the right 

a soldier leaning against a marble pedestal. A boy, to the left, is bringing a jug on a 

dish; to the right of him, a white lap-dog. In the middle distance, a court crowded 

with soldiers and enclosed by a colonnade standing out against the blue sky. 

Canvas, 6 i-f in. by 86 in. (i'56 m. by 2‘2 7 m.) 

Doughty House, Staircase. 

MR BERENSON {Venetian Painters, p. 134) in- E. Sack, op. cit., p. 226 (as not seen by the author 

eludes this picture in his list of Tiepolo’s works; and with the groundless suggestion that the sub- 

yet it seems decidedly too feeble for the master ject is probably the Continence of Scipio). 

himself. 
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CANALETTO 
(SCHOOL OF) 

(ANTONIO CANALE or DA CANALE, called CANALETTO) 

(VENETIAN SCHOOL) Born at Venice on October 18, 1697; died in Bibliography: A. M. Zanetti^ “ Della pittura vene~ 

that city on April 2, 1762. Active chiejly in zianal'pp. 462 sqq. {Veiiice^ iqyi), 

Venice; visited England twice. The classic B. Berenson,‘■^Venetian Painters,'' pp. sq. 

painter among the Venetian landscapists of the IV. von Seidlitz, in Thieme and Becker, '"'‘Allgemeines 

eighteenth century, to whom a mass of inferior work Lexikon der bildenden Kilnstler," v, 485 sq. 

has been unjustly ascribed. 

193. VENICE: THE ENTRANCE TO 
THE GRAND CANAL VIEW looking across the Canale di San Marco and the Grand Canal from 

a point on the Molo. Near the spectator, to the right, the column with the 

statue of St Theodore, the Libreria, and the Zecca; in the middle distance 

to the left, the Dogana di Mare, Santa Maria della Salute and San Gregorio. 

In the background to the left, the canal with the island of the Giudecca. Numerous 

gondolas and ships are seen on the lagune. The scene is enlivened by a multitude of 

figures; a poultry fair is taking place on the Piazzetta. Effect of early morning; blue 

sky with clouds. 

Canvas, i 8f in. by 3O5 in. (o'463 m. by 0'763 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 35. 

194. VENICE: THE MOLO AND 
THE RIVA DEGLI SCHIAVONI VIEW looking along the Molo and the Riva degli Schiavoni from a point 

off" the former. Near the spectator, the column with the Lion of St Mark, 

the Ducal Palace, the Ponte della Paglia, and the Carceri. The harbour is 

covered with gondolas, barges and ships; numerous figures on the quay 

and the vessels. Bright morning light; blue sky with clouds. 

Canvas, iSlfin. by 30^ in. (o'463 m. by o'763 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 36. 
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MICHELE MARIESCHI 
(VENETIAN SCHOOL) SON obscure Venetian painter; lived for By aiming at superficial picturesqueness of effect he 

some time in Germany^ and then returned to dfiers from his contemporary Canale and anticipates in 

Venice, where he died while still a young man in a sense Francesco Guardi. 
painted views of Venice, and also land- Bibliography: G. Fogolari, '■‘Michele Marieschi 

scapes in which motives from Venice and the Venetian pittore prospettico veneziano ” in “ Bollettino d’arte," 

mainland and classical ruins are fantastically combined, vol. tii [Rome, 1909). 

195. LANDSCAPE CAPRICCIO TO the right, view of a stream flowing rapidly between rocky banks and 

spanned by a ruinous bridge of a single arch over which a man is driving a 

pack-horse. At either end of the bridge are ruined castellated buildings. 

In the foreground to left are some hovels amongst the ruins of a classical 

edifice with two round arches; near them are a horseman, a man in a punt, and other 

figures. Further back, to the left, a village on a hill. Blue sky with light clouds. The 

whole in light green, brown and blue tones. 

Canvas, 2i|in. by 3 if in. (o‘445 m. by o'ygS m.) 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29595. 

COMPANION picture to No. 196. Exhibited at the Burlington Fine ArtsClub,Vene- 

Purchased from Messrs Dowdeswell in 1911 by tianEighteenthCenturyExhibition,19ii,No.44. 

Mr Herbert Cook together with Nos. i g i and 196. 

196. LANDSCAPE CAPRICCIO VIEW looking over a river, towards a rocky island covered with the build¬ 

ings of a city, among which a castle and a campanile of Venetian type are 

conspicuous. The island is approached from the shore in the foreground 

to the left by a ruinous bridge of a single arch over which a man and a 

woman are walking. On the shore are the remains of a classical building with round 

arches; figures of boatmen on the shore and in three boats on the river; to the right is 

seen the stern of a small ship. Blue sky with light clouds. The whole in light green, 

brown and blue tones. 

Canvas, 2iiin. by 3iiin. (o'445 m. by o'798 m.) 

Esher. 

Photo Gray 29594. 

COMPANION picture to No. 195, and acquired tianEighteenth Century Exhibition, 1911, No. 48. 

at same time. A replica of this picture, with some variations. 

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine ArtsClub,Vene- is in the Venice Academy. 
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ITALIAN SCHOOL 
C. I 500. 

197. ILLUSTRATION OF SOME 
NOVEL Three couples in bright costumes of the early sixteenth century are seen 

walking hand in hand under some trees. To the right, a young man in 

yellow and red is seen sitting on a chair, a sceptre in his hand, surrounded 

by a crowd of people some standing, some sitting. To the left further back, 

three young men and a boy in purple with staffs in their hands. A hedge stretches right 

across the picture in the middle distance. Blue mountains in the background. 

Pa7iel, in. by 17I in. (o'16 m. by o'448 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, No. 53. 

FORMERLY ascribed to the school of Verona; pronounced enough to allow of any definite 

but the character of this little piece is hardly attribution. 

198. THE NATIVITY The Virgin in red robe and blue mantle lined with green is kneeling under 

a rough shelter in front of a ruined building, adoring the Child, who is lying 

in a basket. St Joseph is seated on the ground to the left, clad in a blue 

tunic and a yellow mantle lined with red, resting his head on his hand, at 

his feet is a white bundle. The ox and the ass are seen behind the Virgin and the Child. 

Above the shelter on clouds a group of nine dancing angels, in bright dresses (blue, 

pink, green and brown). The Virgin and the angels have all auburn hair. Blue sky. 

Pafiel, 22| in. by i 2^ in. (o'56 m. by o'3i6 m.) 

Doughty House, Museum. 

Photo Gray 29016. 

THE names of Bastiano Mainardi and Defendente neither attribution can be said to carry conviction. 

Ferrari have been suggested for this painting but It is not impossible that the picture is a forgery. 
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ITALIAN SCHOOL 
(SIXTEENTH CENTURY) 

199. MADONNA AND CHILD The Virgin in red robe, blue mantle and white head-cloth is seen full-face, 

her head slightly bent down, seated between two marble pillars and relieved 

against a green hanging. In her lap the Infant Christ turned three-quarters 

to the right is playing with a green book which the Virgin holds in her 

left hand. 

Panels 6| in. by in. (o'17 m. by o'13 m.) 

Doughty House, Boudoir. IN this collection by 1868 (J. C. Robinson, This pifture was at one time ascribed to Fra 

Memoranda, No. 4). Bartolomeo, a name to which it obviously has no 

Exhibited at Leeds, National Exhibition of right, though it is difficult to find any clue to its 

Works of Art, 1868, No. 40. real author or even the school to which it belongs. 

200. FOUR ALLEGORICAL 
FIGURES Four female figures representing Architecture, Astronomy, Music and Sacred 

History, each standing on a marble column relieved against a yellow back¬ 

ground, and each wearing a wreath of flowers or leaves in her hair. 

Architecture is dressed in a red robe with white sleeves, and a green mantle 

with yellow border. She holds in her right hand a pair of compasses, and in her left a 

square. Astronomy wears a white under-dress, a green over-dress and a red mantle, 

and grasps her dress with her left hand, while holding in her right an armillary sphere. 

Music, clad in a white under-dress, a red over-dress and a dark green mantle lined 

with yellow, is playing a viola da braccio. Sacred History wears an orange under-dress 

with white sleeves, and pink over-dress trimmed with yellow, and a dark-green mantle. 

She raises her left hand as if demonstrating a thesis, and holds a hook under her right 

arm. All four on panel, arched top. 

Architecture - 2ifin. by 81 in. (o'539 m. by o'2i6 m.) 

Astronomy - 2 11 in. by 8+in. (o'54g m. by o'2 16 m.) 

Music - - 2 i| in. by 8^ in. (o'549 m. by o'2 i m.) 

Sacred History 2 i| in. by 8f in. (o'549 m. by o'2 14 m.) 

Doughty House, Octagon Room, Nos. 62, 63, 64 and 65. 

NEITHER the traditional attribution to seems satisfactory. They are charming examples 

Parmigianino, nor a later one to Beccafumi of a decorative kind. 
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ITALIAN SCHOOL 
(SEVENTEENTH CENTURY) 

20], BUST OF A GIRL Bust of a girl, aged about fifteen, her head facing the spectator. She wears a 

green robe and a white scarf round her shoulders; on her auburn hair is a white 

scarf with a pattern of many colours. 

Dark background. 

Canvas, 23^in. by i6f in. (0-586 m. by 0-419 m.) 

Doughty House, Long Gallery, No. 29. 

Photo Gray 29003. 

EXHIBITED at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, Schidoni. It is, however, certainly not by him. 

Winter Exhibition, 1912-13, No. 46. but rather by some late follower of Caravaggio, 

This picture was formerly ascribed to Bartolomeo and possibly of Neapolitan origin. 
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LUCA SIGNORELLI. Studies of the Nude 50 
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and Angels 26 

SCHOOL OF ERCOLE DE’ ROBERTI. Pieta 120 

LORENZO LOTTO. The Young Christ 148 
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FRA FILIPPO LIPPI. St Joseph and St Michael ly 
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FLORENTINE SCHOOL, c. 1467. Three panels adorning a wedding cassone 21 
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AFTER ANDREA DEL SARTO. Madonna and Child with St Joseph 35 
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1. GIROLAMO GIOVENONE. Madonna and Child with Saints 115 

lA. FREE COPY AFTER BOLTRAFFIO. Salvator Mundi 106 

IB. GIAMPIETRINO. Madonna and Child iii 

2. BERNARDINO LUINI. Madonna and Child with St George and an Angel no 
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11. TURCHI. Madonna and Child with Saints 189 

12. SCHIDONI. Adoration of the Shepherds 100 

13. FRANCESCO VECELLIO. Adoration of the Shepherds 146 

14. TITIAN. Portrait of Laura de’Dianti 142 

15. LAZZARO BASTIANI. Joseph explaining Pharaoh’s Dream 130 

16. PALMA GIOVANE. The Entombment 186 

17. PERINO DEL VAGA. The Nativity 71 

18. ROMANINO. Mystic Marriage of St Catherine 154 

19. SCHOOL OF ROMANINO. Madonna and Child with SS. James the Elder and 
Jerome 156 

20. CESARE DA SESTO. St Jerome 107 

21. SCHIDONI. The Sleeping Christ-Child loi 

22. PIETRO DELLA VECCHIA. Diogenes igo 

23. CESARE DA SESTO. Madonna and Child with St John the Baptist and St George 108 

24. CESARE MAGNI. Madonna and Child with SS. Peter and Jerome 113 

25. ROCCO MARCONI. The Adulteress before Christ 150 
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26. POLIDORO DA LANCIANO. Madonna and Child with SS. Catherine, Joseph and 
the Boy John Baptist 163 

27. FREE COPY AFTER PAUL VERONESE. The Institution of the Rosary 178 

28. SASSOFERRATO. Madonna and Child 77 

29. ITALIAN SCHOOL (XVII Century). Bust of a Girl 201 

30. DOMENICHINO. Madonna and Child appearing to three Saints 89 

31. LEANDRO BASSANO. Portrait of a Lady 188 

32. GUIDO RENI. St Peter 88 

33. IMITATOR OF SALVATOR ROSA. Landscape 81 

34. COPY AFTER ANNIBALE CARRACCI. Venus, Cupid and Satyr 87 

35. SCHOOL OF CANALETTO. Venice; The Entrance to the Grand Canal 193 

36. SCHOOL OF CANALETTO. Venice : The Molo and the Riva degli Schiavoni 194 

37. DOMENICHINO. Landscape with Figures go 

38. PARMIGIANINO. Portrait of Charles V 97 

39. ANNIBALE CARRACCI. The Toilet of Venus 85 

SCHOOL OF GIORGIONE. Portrait of a Member of the Onigo Family (.?) 137 
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40. FRA BARTOLOMEO. Madonna and Child, St Elizabeth and the Little St John 29 

41. BECCAFUMI. St Anthony the Abbot 9 

42. BECCAFUMI. St Catherine of Siena 10 

43. SCHOOL OF PERUGINO. The Scourging of Christ 34 

44. SCHOOL OF PINTURICCHIO. Madonna and Child with St John 57 

45. MAINERI. The Scourging of Christ 121 

46. SCHOOL OF BOTTICELLI. Portrait of a Lady 23 

47. ANTONIO DA MESSINA (?). Madonna and Child 136 

48. SCHOOL OF SAVOLDO. Madonna and Child with the Young St John 152 

49. PERUGIAN SCHOOL, c. 1510. Madonna and Child 63 

50. SCHOOL OF TINTORETTO. St John the Baptist 165 

51. SCHOOL OF VERONA, c. 1550. Portrait of a Man and Another Person, presum¬ 
ably his Secretary 184 

52. SCHOOL OF TINTORETTO. Portrait of a Venetian Senator 167 

53. ITALIAN SCHOOL, c. 1500. Illustration of some Novel 197 

54. PARMIGIANINO. The Holy Family 96 

55. ANTONELLO DA MESSINA (?). Christ at the Column 132 

56. SEBASTIANO DEL PIOMBO. Portrait of a Lady 140 
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57. COPY AFTER TINTORETTO. The Resurrection 168 

58. SALVIATI. Portrait of a Young Man 43 

59. AFTER ANDREA DEL SARTO. St Sebastian 36 

61. ANDREA DEL SARTO (?). Portrait of the Artist 31 

62-65. ITALIAN SCHOOL (XVI Century). Four Allegorical Figures 200 

66. ROMANINO (.?). The Triumph of Cssar 155 

67. BATONI. Marriage of St Catherine 79 

68. COPY AFTER PAUL VERONESE. Judith and Holofernes 179 

69. SASSOFERRATO. Madonna and Child 78 

70. LUCA SIGNORELLI. The Crucifixion 53 

71. PARMIGIANINO. Portrait of a Young Man 98 

72. MORETTO. A Bishop 158 

73. FONTEBUONI. St John the Baptist 44 

74. ROCCO MARCONI. Madonna and Child 149 

75. ANDREA SCHIAVONE. The Rich Man’s Feast 171 

76. MORETTO. Pieta >57 

77. CIMA DA CONEGLIANO. Madonna and Child 134 

78. TINTORETTO. Portrait of a Venetian Senator 164 

80. ANDREA SCHIAVONE. Atalanta’s Race 170 

81. SCHOOL OF ANDREA MANTEGNA. The Christ-Child 128 

82-83. SCHOOL OF VINCENZO FOPPA. St Bernard ofSiena. St Anthony of Padua 103 

84. SODOMA. St George and the Dragon 109 

85. RAPHAEL. St Jerome Punishing the Heretic Sabinianus 64 

86. SOFONISBA ANGUISCIOLA. A Young Monk 173 

87. TITIAN {?). Portrait of Ranuccio Farnese 143 

88. GIANNICOLA MANNI. St Sebastian 58 

89. LUCA SIGNORELLI. Portrait of Niccolo Vitelli 52 

90. PARIS BORDONE. Perseus Armed by Minerva and Mercury 161 

91. FRANCESCO BOTTICINI. Portrait of a Young Man 25 

92. SCHOOL OF PINTURICCHIO. Madonna and Child 56 

93. AMBROGIO DE’ PREDI. Portrait of a Young Man 105 

94. COPY AFTER MORONI. Portrait of a Boy 172 

95. SCHOOL OF TINTORETTO. Susannah 166 

96. PERUGIAN SCHOOL, c. 1510. Madonna and Child 62 

97. RONDANI. The Inspiration of St Jerome 95 
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TOPOGRAPHICAL INDEX-cont. 

MUSEUM : AT THE FOOT OF THE STAIRS 

IMITATOR OF GAROFALO. Madonna and Child and Little St John 126 

ALLEGRETTO NUZI. Coronation of the Virgin (central compartment of triptych) 46 

PAOLO DI GIOVANNI FEE Group of Female Saints 5 

SCHOOL OF PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA. The Presentation in the Temple 48 

ERCOLE DI GIULIO CESARE GRANDI. The Annunciation 123 

COPY AFTER CORREGGIO. Head of a Boy Angel 94 

ITALIAN SCHOOL. The Nativity. 198 

AFTER ANDREA DEL SARTO. Madonna and Child with St Joseph and the Little St John 38 

COPY AFTER RAPHAEL. Pope Julius II 67 

LOWER OCTAGON ROOM 

SCHOOL OF BOTTICELLI. Pentecost 22 

BACCHIACCA. The Crucifixion 4° 

SCHOOL OF PAUL VERONESE. Allegory i74 

VENETIAN SCHOOL, c. 1550. The Triumph of Religion 181 

BILLIARD ROOM 

AFTER ANDREA DEL SARTO. Madonna and Child with St John the Baptist 37 

SCHOOL OF MARIOTTO ALBERTINELLI. Madonna and Child 30 

SCHOOL OF ANDREA DEL SARTO. Apollo and Daphne 33 

SCHOOL OF ANDREA DEL SARTO. Cupid and Apollo 34 

BACCHIACCA. The Last Supper 4* 

SCHOOL OF PAUL VERONESE. Venus and Adonis 17S 

VENETIAN SCHOOL, c. 1550. The Triumph of Chastity 182 

VENETIAN SCHOOL, c. 1550. The Triumph of Fame 183 

OUTER HALL 

AGOSTINO TASSI. Landscape 75 

INNER HALL 

SCHOOL OF GIOVANNI BELLINI. Triumph of a Roman General i 33 

STAIRCASE 

192 

73 

74 

SCHOOL OF TIEPOLO. Esther before Ahasuerus 

ROMAN SCHOOL, (?) XVI Century. A Sibyl 

ROMAN SCHOOL, (?) XVI Century. A Sibyl 
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No. in this 

catalogue 

COPY AFTER CARLO BONONI. The Angel Delivering St Peter from Prison 127 

VENETIAN SCHOOL, c. 1550. Portrait of a Lady 180 

COPY AFTER TITIAN. Portrait of a Lady 144 

SCHOOL OF PAUL VERONESE. Astronomy 176 

SCHOOL OF CORREGGIO. Head and Hand of a Woman 93 

FREE COPY AFTER MAINERI. Christ Carrying the Cross i 22 

BOUDOIR 

ITALIAN SCHOOL (XVI Century). Madonna and Child 199 

SCHOOL OF PERUGINO. The Martyrdom of St Sebastian 55 

COPY AFTER RAPHAEL. Madonna and Child 65 

COPY AFTER RAPHAEL. Madonna and Child with the Infant St John, St Elizabeth, 

and St Joseph 68 

FRANCESCO VANNI. The Holy Family 11 

REMBRANDT ROOM 

COPY AFTER RAPHAEL. Madonna and Child 66 

UPPER STAIRCASE 

COPY AFTER PAUL VERONESE. “ Between Vice and Virtue ” 177 

ST PAUL’S CHURCHYARD 
BAGNACAVALLO. Composite Altar-piece 84 

FLORENTINE SCHOOL (XVII Century). Judith 45 

SCHOOL OF MORETTO. An Angel 159 

SCHOOL OF MORETTO. An Angel 160 

PIETRO DA CORTONA. Allegory 76 

PONTORMO. Madonna and Child with Saints 42 

SICCIOLANTE. Madonna and Child 72 

UMBRIAN SCHOOL (?), c. 1500. Madonna and Child with Saints 61 

HYDE PARK GARDENS 
SCHOOL OF RAPHAEL. St Catherine 70 

SCHOOL OF TITIAN. Madonna and Child with Saints 145 
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ESHER No. in this 
catalogue 

BALDASSARE D’ESTE. Portrait of a Man 118 

RAFFAELLINO DEI CARLE Scenes from the Life of Moses 27 

RAFFAELLINO DEI CARLE The Submersion of Pharaoh 28 

CESARE MAGNI. Madonna and Child with Saints 114 

SCHOOL OF CORREGGIO, The Marriage of St Catherine 92 

SCHOOL OF CREMONA. The Holy Family 185 

AGNOLO GADDI. Christ, the Angel of the Annunciation and the Virgin 13 

SCHOOL OF GIORGIONE. Allegory 1 38 

MICHELE MARIESCHI. Landscape Capriccio 195 

MICHELE MARIESCHI. Landscape Capriccio 196 

PALMA GIOVANE. St Sebastian 187 

PITTONI. The Sacrifice of Polyxena at the Tomb of Achilles 191 

PORDENONE (?). The Expulsion from Paradise 151 

ROMANINO. Madonna and Child I53 

ANDREA SCHIAVONE. The Story of Lara 169 

UGOLINO DA SIENA. Moses i 

UGOLINO DA SIENA. Aaron 2 

UGOLINO DA SIENA. The Instruments of the Passion and Two Angels 3 

UNKNOWN. The Adoration of the Shepherds 139 

MONSERRATE 
GIOVANNI LANFRANCO. Vision of a Jesuit Saint 91 

LOMBARD SCHOOL (XV Century). Four Angels with Emblems of the Passion 102 

NEAPOLITAN SCHOOL (XVII Century). Roman Warrior on Horseback 82 

NEAPOLITAN SCHOOL (XVII Century). Roman Warrior on Horseback 83 

PRESCIUTTI. Madonna and Child with SS. Vincent Ferrer and Lawrence 69 

ANDREA SABBATINI. The Baptism of Christ 80 
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